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WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN VANIK INSTITUTE FOR “BANKING, RAILWAY AND SSC”

1.  BEST FACULTY OF INDIA FOR CLASSES COMPARE TO ALL OTHER INSTITUTE. 

2.   Highest no of Classes from basic to advance level.

3.   Highest no of hours in every subject for better understanding. Total hours for 

banking - 450+HRS (6 MONTHS DAILY 2 HRS CLASS) AND SSC - 750+ HRS (6 

MONTH DAILY 4 HRS CLASS)

4.  Separate vocabulary class (1000 - BANKING AND  2000 WORDS - SSC) (Weekly 

Once)

5.   Special class for upcoming exams.

6.  Separate traditional GK class for easy remember GK in the class itself. 

7.  Time to Time motivational class and classes how to crack the exam by our experts.

8. Separate Doubt clearing classes , personal doubt clear with faculty.

9.  Daily class test of every class after the class (Offline)  

10. Weekly test of weekly covered topics of all subjects (Online)

11. Monthly class test for monthly cover topics.

12. Class room assignment practice and discussion of every topic in class it self 

13. Daily current affair handouts before the class 

14. Weekly current affair class with weekly C/A question & test discussion class.  

15. Best material with work book for practice more question at home.

16. Highest no of material. Total -25+ VOLUMES FOR BANKING AND 35+ VOLUMES 

FOR SSC.

17. Daily Quiz (Banking & SSC Separately).  

18. Weekly Current Affairs handout separately.

19. Weekly newspaper reading classes.

20. One month free online test (MTD – Banking Test & Discussion) and six month 

free practice test (TBT, SBT, MCT, FPT & PPT)

21. Two month free online test (MTD, VTD) and six month free practice test (TBT, SBT, 

MCT, FPT & PPT)

22. Interview classes , mock interview  with video recording and analysis 

23. Personal development and group discussion class 

24. LARGEST ONLINE TEST PLATFORM (VOTE - VANIK ONLINE TEST AND 

EXPLANATION ) Separately for Bank PO, Bank Clerk, SSC & Railway 

25. Weekly 3 online mock test of upcoming exams  with discussion (MTD- MOCK TEST 

& DISCUSSION  and VTD - VANIK TEST & DISCUSSION )

26. Online weekly class test of all batch (YOU CAN GIVE EVERY BATCH CLASS TEST  

ONLINE (CTD- CLASS TEST & DISCUSSION 

27. Unlimited online practice tests as per your choice (MCT - MY CHOICE TEST).

28. Separate online test subject wise and topic wise test ( SBT - SUBJECT BASED TEST  

AND TBT - TOPIC BASED  TEST).

29. Hostel (both boys and ladies separately).

30. In campus canteen facility.

31. 24 hrs study room for self study 

32. Highest level of success rate. 

33. Descriptive English Classes.

Interview Grooming Session Food CourtFully Wi-Fi Enabled LabCentralized A/C Counseling Central A/C Classroom 

BANKING STUDY MATERIAL (25nos.) SSC STUDY MATERIAL (35nos.)
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(Class Room Practice)
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Topicwise Theory with Solved Examples
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And Many 
More Selections
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TAPAS DEHURY
RANK-406

SOURYA RANJAN MISHRA
RANK-131

TRUPTI BARAI
RANK-17

SANKALP SAHOO
RANK-45

GOUTAM MAHALIK
RANK-55
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RANK-70

SATYAVIKASH BHUYAN
RANK-72

SUNITA PATI
RANK-75

SWEEKRUTI BARPANDA
RANK-84

KHIRABDI T. SAHOO
RANK-91

PRATAP CH. SAHOO
RANK-104

TRIDEV RATH
RANK-159

SANGRAM PARIDA
RANK-194

PRATIK PATTNAIK
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Dear Students,
It gives me immense pleasure to announce that VANIK in a

short span of time has been able to emerge as the market leader in all

types of pre-examination coaching starting from Banking, SSC, Railway,

Technical, PSU and even Civil Services. Our results in the recent times

speaks loudly about us.

In the recent RRB-PO & Clerk exam result we have a lion

share in the final selection. In the Odisha Civil Service Exam 2016

VANIK-IAS students shined more brighter with the Second Topper &

many rank holders. It’s the result of our commitment towards excellence

and our student’s active involvement to built their career. Ultimate result

speaks about us. Hope our journey will continue and more feathers will

be added to our cap in future by your cooperation.

Apart from the regular features in the magazine, this month

magazine contain a new section named TOPPER’S TALK in which

the rankers of Odisha Civil Service Exam-2016 have shared their journey

of success. Hope this will help you in your mission and boost your level of

confidence.

Wishing you all the Best

Subrat Kumar Chhatoi

Vanik Publications
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RBI IN NEWS
RBI constituted YH Malegam Committee to
Strengthen SWIFT System

 The RBI has constituted an Expert Committee under
the Chairmanship of YH Malegam to look into the
reasons for High Divergence observed in Asset
Classification and Provisioning by Banks in
accordance with the RBI’s Supervisory Assessment
and the Steps needed to prevent it, Factors Leading
to an increasing Incidence of Frauds in Banks and
the Measures (including IT Interventions) needed
to Curb and Prevent it, and the role and
effectiveness of various types of Audits conducted
in Banks in mitigating the incidence of such
Divergence and Frauds.

 The RBI constituted the Committee in the wake of
Rs. 12,700 crore SWIFT (Society for Worldwide
Interbank Financial Telecommunication) related
Fraud in Punjab National Bank and RBI’s initiative
for Strengthening Supervisory Framework to avoid
Frauds, to curb it and prevent it.

RBI raises currency derivative trade limit to $100
million
The Reserve Bank of India has raised the exposure limit
under exchange traded currency derivatives (ETCD) trading
for residents and foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) to $100
million across all currency pairs involving the Indian rupee.
Earlier, the RBI had imposed a limit of $15 million for USD-
INR and $5 million for other currency pairs of Indian rupee
with Euro, Japanese Yen and British Pound.

RBI charges fine on IOB over non-
compliance with KYC norms
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) imposed a
monetary penalty of Rs. 20 million on Indian
Overseas Bank for non-compliance with the
directions issued by the former regarding Know
Your Customer (KYC) norms.

RBI slaps Rs 5 crore penalty on Airtel
Payments Bank for violation of norms
The Reserve Bank has imposed a penalty of
Rs 5 crore on Airtel Payments Bank for violating
operating guidelines and Know Your Customer
(KYC) norms. The fine was imposed after RBI
scrutinised the bank’s documents relating to
opening of accounts without any specific or
clear consent from the customers.

RBI imposes Rs 10 lakh penalty on
Equitas Small Finance Bank

The RBI has imposed a penalty of Rs 10 lakh on Equitas
Small Finance Bank for failing to comply with a licensing
condition of obtaining prior approval from the central bank
for certain actions. The company was selling mutual fund,
pension and insurance products without taking approval from
the regulator.

RBI slaps Rs. 3 cr penalty on Axis Bank
 The Reserve Bank of India imposed penalty of Rs. 3

crore on private lender Axis Bank for non-
compliance of income recognition and asset
classification (IRAC) norms. The regulator said it
found discrepancies in the lenders assessment of
non-performing assets which warranted a monetary
penalty.

 Axis Bank-CEO and MD Shikha Sharma,
Headquarters: Mumbai

Passport details must for loans of Rs 50 crore and
above
Passport details of borrowers taking loans of Rs 50 crore and
more have been made mandatory to ensure a swift action in
case of fraud and prevent fraudsters from fleeing the country.
For all existing loans of over Rs 50 crore, banks have been
asked to collect passport details of borrowers within 45 days.

RBI discontinues Letters of Undertaking, Letters
of Comfort for trade credit

 Nearly a month after the Rs 12,700 crore fraud at the
Punjab National Bank (PNB) came to light, the
Reserve Bank of India announced to end the Letters

ECONOMY
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of Undertaking (LoUs) and Letters of Comfort
(LoCs) for trade credit.

 Letters of Undertaking (LoUs) and Letters of
Comfort (LoCs) are lending instruments through
which one bank assures overseas branches of other
Indian banks of the liability on customer’s behalf.
These instruments were popular for overseas
businesses and for imports to India and could
potentially impact businesses that are involved in
imports to India.

SBI IN NEWS
Google’s digital payment app Tez integrates with
SBI

 Google has announced a deeper integration with
the State Bank of India (SBI) for its digital payment
app “Tez” that will allow users to now create a SBI
UPI Id — @oksbi and get access to exclusive offers
for the SBI customers.

 Launched in September last year, “Tez” claims to
have processed over 250 million transactions till
date and has over 13.5 million monthly active users
across the country.

 “Tez” is built on the Unified Payments Interface
(UPI), allowing users make payments from their bank
accounts to other accounts from over 70 UPI-
enabled banks.

RBI slaps Rs 40 lakh penalty on SBI for flouting
fake notes norms
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on 1 March imposed a Rs40 lakh
penalty on State Bank of India (SBI) for not following the
central bank’s rules on detection and impounding of
counterfeit currency notes.Earlier RBI  has imposed a Rs 3
crore penalty on Axis Bank for violation of non-performing
asset classification norms, and a Rs 2 crore penalty on Indian
Overseas Bank for not complying with the KYC regulations.

SBI, IMGC sign MOU to offer mortgage
guarantee backed home loan
India’s largest lender SBI and India Mortgage Guarantee
Corporation (IMGC) signed a pact to offer mortgage
guarantee scheme for prospective non-salaried and self-
employed home loan customers. IMGC is a joint venture
between National Housing Bank, Genworth Inc International
Finance Corporation and Asian Development Bank. It is
providing mortgage default guarantee to the lending
Institutions in India.

OTHER BANKS
IndusInd ties up with blockchain service Ripple
to aid global payments

 Private sector IndusInd Bank has tied up with
blockchain solution provider Ripple to enhance
global payment transactions in and out of India.
With this affiliation, Ripple can now provide instant
access in emerging markets such as India, Brazil
and China.

 IndusInd Bank Chairman- R. Seshasayee,
Headquarter- Mumbai, Owner- Hinduja Group.
FOUNDED: 1994

Catholic Syrian Bank ties up with Celebrus Capital
for online trading services

 Catholic Syrian Bank Ltd and Celebrus Capital Ltd
have announced a new partnership to offer CSB’s
customers online trading and demat services. With
this partnership, CSB’s customers can open a
Celebrus trading account free of cost and also enjoy
preferred rates on brokerage charges/ AMC fees on
the demat account.

 MD & CEO of Catholic Syrian Bank- C. V. R.
Rajendran.HQ: Thrissur, Kerala

Capital First gets NHB nod for merger with IDFC
Bank
Capital First said the regulator National Housing Bank (NHB)
has approved the merger of the company along with Capital
Home Finance and Capital First Securities Limited with IDFC
Bank.

NERL, BoB in tie-up for pledge finance
The National E-Repository, a subsidiary of National
Commodity and Derivatives Exchange, has tied up with Bank
of Baroda to facilitate pledge finance on its electronic
negotiable receipt issued against goods stored in the
accredited warehouses.

Canara HSBC OBC Life Insurance partners Can
Fin Homes to sell policies
Canara HSBC Oriental Bank of Commerce Life Insurance has
joined hands with Can Fin Homes for a three-year corporate
agency tie up to sell its policies to potential home buyers. All
the life insurance products of the company would be made
available to customers of Can Fin Homes.

KVGB rolls out loan scheme for women
entrepreneurs
Karnataka Vikas Grameena Bank (KVGB) has launched ‘Vikas
She Plus’, a loan scheme for women to take up new ventures
or for expanding/modifying the existing enterprises. This
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scheme provides loan up to a maximum of Rs 2 lakh with a
repayment period of 60 months.

ICICI launches instant online overdraft facility for
MSMEs

 Private banking major ICICI Bank announced the
launch of an instant overdraft facility for the Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) customers
in a completely online and paperless manner.

 Titled ‘InstaOD’, this first-of-its-kind offering in the
Indian banking industry enables a few lakhs of pre-
qualified current account customers of the bank to
instantly avail the facility without visiting a branch
and submitting physical documents.

 This facility significantly improves customers’
convenience, as they get an overdraft facility upto
Rs. 15 lakh for a year anytime, anywhere, using the
bank’s internet and mobile banking app.

Yes Bank launches a digitised trade finance
solution

 YES BANK, India’s fourth largest private sector
bank has launched a new robotics based ‘Digital
Export and Import’ Payments solution as a part of
its comprehensive YES TRANSACT Smart Trade
product suite, to help Importers and Exporters
significantly improve their operational efficiencies
and fast-track payments.

 The one-of-its kind integrated product introduced
for the first time in the Indian market uses robotics
process automation and helps in eliminating the
requirement of documents submission for import
and export payments.

 Mr. Rana Kapoor, MD & CEO, YES BANK

Axis Bank Opens Representative Office
Axis Bank opened a representative office in Sharjah, to better
serve its customers in the emirate and to expand its retail
offerings to customers in the neighbouring northern emirates.
The representative office is the 3rd Axis Bank office in the
UAE after Dubai and Abu Dhabi. The new office will service
the NRI community in the emirate and will also provide service
in the other emirates.

HDFC Bank Signs MoU With Government E-
Marketplace

 Private sector lender HDFC Bank signed an
agreement with the Government e-Marketplace
(GeM) under which the bank will facilitate a host of
services to the public procurement portal for Central
and state government organisations.

 HDFC Bank- India’s largest private bank by market
capitalization, HDFC Bank Chairman- Aditya Puri.

 Reserve Bank of India labelled HDFC Bank,State
Bank of India (SBI) and ICICI Bank Ltd, as ‘domestic
systematically important bank’—in other words,
‘too big to fail’.

RATING AND SURVEY
 Moody’s Investors Service estimated that India will

grow 7.6% in the calendar year 2018 and 7.5% in
2019, amid signs of economic recovery from the
impact of demonetisation and GST.

 China has set its Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
growth target at around 6.5 percent for the year
2018-19. The figures are, however, slightly lower
than previous figures of 6.7 percent in 2016 and 6.8
percent in 2017 respectively. China will still remain
as one of the world’s fastest-growing economies in
the world.

 According to a report Transactions 2025 released
by digital payments company AGS Transact in
collaboration with ACI Worldwide, by 2025 India
could witness around Rs 1 lakh crore worth of digital
transactions every year with more than 80% of the
transactions happening digitally, mainly being
driven by higher adoption of Unified Payments
Interface (UPI).

 A report from Deloitte has pegged India’s growth at
6.8-6.9 per cent in 2018, adding that it will be driven
by private consumption by both rural and urban
areas.

 In its Global Economic Outlook report, Fitch, the
US-based agency, projected India’s economic
growth to rise to 7.3 per cent in 2018-19 and further
to 7.5 per cent in 2019-20. Also, it forecast Indian
economy to clock a growth rate of 6.5 per cent this
fiscal (2017-18), in line with official estimates by the
Central Statistics Office (CSO) of 6.5 per cent.

OTHER FINANCIAL NEWS
FIU categorises 9,491 NBFCs as high risk for
PMLA non-compliance

 The Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) under Finance
Ministry has categorised around 9,491 non-banking
financial companies (NBFC) as high risk prone
financial institutions as they have not complied with
stipulated provision of Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA).
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 There are about 12,000 NBFCs in country at present
and high risk financial NBFCs account for about
80% of total NBFCs in the country.

 Under PMLA, the NBFCs, which include
cooperative banks, are required to furnish details
about their financial operations and transactions to
the FIU in a prescribed format.

 It also had found that these NBFCs also did not
comply with stipulated condition of appointing
principal officer and designated director who are
responsible for checking and reporting suspicious
transactions and cash transactions of Rs 10 lakh
and above.  FIU is mandated to check crimes in
Indian economy and alert enforcement agencies
against such.

EPFO Makes Online Claims Must For PF
Withdrawals Above Rs 10 Lakh

 Retirement fund body Employees Provident Fund
Organisation (EPFO) has made it mandatory to file
online claims for provident fund withdrawals above
Rs 10 lakh, taking another step towards becoming a
paperless organisation.

 The EPFO has also made it mandatory to file online
claims for withdrawals of above Rs 5 lakh under the
Employees Pension Scheme 1995. Under the pension
scheme, there is a provision of part withdrawal of
pension, commonly known as commutation of
pension money.

 EPFO has recently reduced the interest rate on
deposits to 8.55% for 2017-18 from 8.65% for 2016-
17.

European development bank approves India’s
membership

 The shareholders of European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) have
given their nod to India’s candidature to
international financial institution. With this, India
will become the 69th member of EBRD.

 The formal membership process will now get
underway, which includes the purchase of shares
by India at an estimated cost of around €1 million.

 EBRD is a multilateral developmental investment
bank. It was established in 1991 after fall of the Berlin
wall to promote private and entrepreneurial initiative
in emerging Europe. It is headquartered in London,
United Kingdom and Current President  named Suma
Chakrabarti.

Banks’ gross NPAs at Rs 8.41 lakh crore in Dec
 The government announced that the gross non-

performing assets (NPAs) of all the banks in the
country amounted to Rs 8,40,958 crore in December,
led by industry loans followed by services and
agriculture sectors.

 The gross NPAs or bad loans of scheduled
commercial banks as on December 31, 2017 due to
loans to industry were at Rs 6,09,222 crore,
accounting for 20.41 per cent of the gross advances.

 The highest amount of gross NPAs was for
country’s largest lender SBI at Rs 2,01,560 crore.

India attracts $209 bn FDI during Apr 2014 to Dec
2017

 Foreign direct investment has increased “steadily”
in the country with total capital inflows reaching
USD 208.99 billion during April 2014 to December
2017 period

 The main sectors that received maximum foreign
inflows include services, computer software and
hardware, telecommunications, construction,
trading and automobile.

 Bulk of the FDI came in from Singapore followed by
Mauritius, Netherlands and Japan.

Centre approves 2% DA for government
employees and  pensioners
The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi
approved two percent Dearness Allowance (DA) to Central
Government employees and Dearness Relief (DR) to
pensioners.This decision will see 1.10 crore central
government staff and pensioners receive 7 per cent of their
basic pay as DA, instead of 5 per cent.

Bank of America introduces AI chatbot Erica
Bank of America has started rolling out Erica, its chatbot that
can help customers check balances, remind about bills and
answer bank-related questions. The bank started testing Erica
in 2017. Customers of the bank will be able to interact with
the chatbot via voice or text and it will help them with things
like scheduling a payment or listing recent transactions.

Paytm unveils ‘Paytm for Business’ mobile app
for TN
Mobile wallet company Paytm has come out with an business
application aimed at serving merchants in Tamil Nadu who
can track payments, navigate past collections and can also
make settlements instantly. The ‘Paytm for Business’ app,
available on Android Play Store, for merchants and business
partners who accept Paytm at their offline stores in the state.
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Citi India launches home loans linked to T-Bill
Citi India has launched India’s first home loan linked to the
3-month Government of India Treasury Bill benchmark rate.
This will give home buyers the opportunity to take part in a
floating rate benchmarked to a publicly available external
reference rate, which is driven by market forces, and in line
with international markets such as the US, Singapore, Taiwan
and Hong Kong.

Paytm launches two new services under wealth
management offering
Mobile application based financial services platform Paytm
has announced the launch of two new services – Gold Gifting
and Gold Savings Plan as part of its wealth management
offering, Paytm Gold. The company said the customers can
now send 24K 999.9 purity gold to each other instantly –
offering them a convenient gifting solution.

Govt can’t charge over Rs 50 for RTI
Supreme Court ruled that government authorities cannot
charge more than Rs 50 as application fee for those seeking
information under the Right to Information (RTI) Act. The
apex court also said authorities cannot charge more than Rs
5 per page for photocopy.

Paytm Money Receives SEBI Nod as Registered
Investment Adviser

 Financial services platform Paytm has announced
that its wholly-owned subsidiary, Paytm Money,
has received approval of market regulator Securities
and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) to become a
registered investment advisor.

 SEBI-Headquarters: Mumbai, Chairman: Ajay Tyagi
 Paytm-Parent organization: One97 Communications,

Founder: Vijay Shekhar Sharma, CEO: Renu Satti,
Headquarters: Noida

GST one of the most complex, and second highest
tax rate in world: World Bank

 According to  World Bank the Goods and Services
Tax (GST) implemented by the Narendra Modi
government from 1 July last year is one of the most
complex with the second highest tax rate in the
world among a sample of 115 countries which have
a similar indirect tax system.

 India’s GST structure has five tax slabs of 0, 5%,
12%, 18%, and 28%.

 Further, there are several exempted sales and exports
are zero rated, which allows exporters to claim refund
for taxes paid on inputs. Separately, gold is taxed at
3% rate, precious stones at 0.25%, while alcohol,
petroleum products, stamp duties on real estate and

electricity duties are excluded from the GST and
continue to be taxed by the state governments at
state-specific rates.

 There are only five countries in the world including
India which have four or more tax rates of GST.Other
four country Italy, Luxembourg, Pakistan and Ghana.

MERGER AND TIEUP
NASSCOM, Facebook launch ‘Design4India
Studio’ in Bengaluru
In a bid to provide mentorship in design, innovation and
entrepreneurship for software companies and startups, the
National Association of Software and Services Companies
(NASSCOM) in association with Facebook launched
“Design4India Studio” in Bengaluru, Karnataka. NASSCOM-
Founded: 1 March 1988 , Chairperson: Raman Roy

NDB, ISA tie up to promote solar energy
New Development Bank and International Solar Alliance have
joined hands to promote solar energy across the globe. The
NDB and the ISA agreed to consider a roadmap for the
mobilisation of financing to promote solar energy in countries
of common interest and to explore mechanisms for supporting
solar energy development.

Singapore Tourism Board inks strategic
partnership with Paytm
Singapore Tourism Board (STB) recently announced its
strategic partnership with India’s mobile-first financial
services platform Paytm. This makes STB the first National
Tourism Organisation (NTO) to partner with Paytm. As a
part of this partnership, Paytm would run joint promotions
on its platform to promote Singapore tourism.

ABFL’s merger with Allahabad Bank gets nod
State-run Allahabad Bank announced that the Ministry of
Corporate Affairs has allowed the amalgamation of its wholly
own subsidiary – All Bank Finance Ltd (ABFL)-with the
lender. Earlier in September last year, the bank had announced
merging AllBank Finance with itself.

Equitas Bank ties up with CSK, launches Yellow
Army Savings Account
Equitas Small Finance Bank has launched a new ‘Yellow Army
Savings Account’ to increase its customer base through its
association with the Chennai Super Kings (CSK), a franchise
of the Indian Premium League (IPL). The yellow army savings
account will offer an interest rate of six per cent per annum
for balance below Rs 10 lakh and 6.5 per cent per annum for
balance above Rs 10 lakh. The average quarterly balance
requirement will be Rs 10,000 per account.
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Reliance Industries to merge Jio Music with Saavn
Mukesh Ambani-helmed Reliance Industries Ltd announced

an integration with leading music app Saavn for its digital

music service JioMusic. The combined entity is valued at

over $1 billion, with JioMusic’s implied valuation at $670
million.

Muthoot Finance ties up with global IME bank
for money transfer service to Nepal

 Muthoot Finance Ltd., the flagship company of

Muthoot Group tied up with Global IME Bank to

expand its money remittance services between Indo

Nepal Corridor.

 Muthoot Finance-It is known as the largest gold

financing company in the world. Headquarters:

Kochi, Founder: M George Muthoot, GlobaL IME

bank:Headquarters: Kathmandu, Nepal, Nepal

EXIM Bank, UNDP ink pact to extend financial
support to MSMEs in N-E

 Export-Import Bank of India (Exim Bank) has signed

an agreement with the United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP) for financing a project on

‘Capacity Building of MSMEs in North East India
for Export Competitiveness’. The project looks at
creating stronger MSMEs (micro, small and medium

enterprises) in the North-East region to boost

exports, generate employment and provide

livelihood opportunities to the youth and women.

 Exim Bank-HQ: Mumbai, CEO: Shri Yaduvendra

Mathur. UNDP-Head: Achim Steiner, Headquarters:

New York

INVESTMENT & ALLOCATION
AIIB approves $1.5 billion of loans to India for
infrastructure projects

 China-based Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank

(AIIB) has approved $1.5 billion in loans to India

for infrastructure-related projects i.e. energy, roads

and urban development projects in 2018.

 India requires investments worth at least $125 billion

to complete its ambitious target of adding 175 GW

in renewables by the end of 2022.

 Of the loans committed by the multilateral bank,

around $200 million will be invested under the

National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF)

framework.

 AIIB:Headquarters: Beijing, China. President:Jin

Liqun , Vice President and Chief Investment

Officer:D. J. Pandian

 AIIB has an authorised capital of US $100 billion.

China is the largest shareholder of AIIB with 26.06%

voting shares. India is the second largest

shareholder with 7.5% followed by Russia 5.93%

and Germany with 4.5%.

IREDA & EIB sign Euro 150 million Loan
Agreement for Renewable Energy Financing
European Investment Bank (EIB) and Indian Renewable

Energy Development Agency (IREDA) Ltd. have signed a

loan agreement for a second line of credit (LoC) of Euro 150

million on non-sovereign basis. The line of credit will be

used for financing Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency

projects in India. More than 1.1 million households are

expected to benefit from clean energy produced with these

funds.

India inks $120 Million Loan agreement with ADB
to improve Rail Infrastructure

 Government of India and the Manila based Asian

Development Bank (ADB) has signed a $120 million

loan agreement for completion of works for double-

tracking and electrification of railways tracks along

high-density corridors to improve operational

efficiency of Indian railways.

 The tranche 3 loan is part of the $500 million multi-

tranche financing facility for Railway Sector

Investment Program approved by the ADB Board

in 2011.

 ADB loan has a 20-year term, including a grace

period of 5 years, an annual interest rate determined

in accordance with ADB’s London interbank offered
rate (LIBOR)-based lending facility, and a

commitment charge of 0.15% per year. ADB-HQ:

Manila, Philippines, President: Takehiko Nakao,

Founded:1966
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Huawei unveils world’s first 5G chip Balong 5G01
 Chinese networks vendor Huawei unveiled Balong

5G01 is the world’s first 3GPP(The 3rd Generation
Partnership Project ) 5G commercial chipset with
peak rate of 2.3 GBPS (gigabit per second) at Mobile
World Congress 2018 held in Barcelona, Spain.

 Huawei CEO , Consumer Business Group, Richard
Yu said Huawei is collaborating with 30 operators,
including Vodafone, globally to deploy product
based on this chipset.

 The Chinese gear maker unveiled world’s first 5G
CPE (consumer premise equipment or router)
promising delivery of broadband speeds of up to 2
Gbps on 5G network.

Marshall Islands 1st country to launch own
cryptocurrency as legal tender
The Marshall Islands is creating its own digital currency in a
bid to raise money. In doing so it becomes the first country
in the world to recognize a cryptocurrency as legal tender.
The small Pacific Island nation passed the Sovereign
Currency Act to create the ‘sovereign’, or SOV.  Last month,
Venezuela was the first country to launch its own
cryptocurrency, the Petro. No other country has made
cryptocurrency a legal tender, although a number of countries
accept it as a means of payment. Israeli tax authorities recently
announced that cryptocurrencies are taxable assets, and
sellers will have to pay capital gains tax of 25 percent.

Sri Lanka declares state of emergency
 Sri Lanka declared a state of emergency for 10 days,

to curb heightening violence targeting the island’s

Muslim minority. The development follows
days of anti-Muslim attacks in Kandy, located
in Sri Lanka’s Central Province. Sri Lanka is the
second country in the region to promulgate a
state of emergency this year. In February,
Maldivian President declared Emergency Rule
for a fortnight.
 Sri Lanka-Capitals: Colombo,President:
Maithripala Sirisena, Prime Minister: Ranil
Wickremesinghe, Currency: rupee

Washington becomes 1st state to
approve net-neutrality rules
 Setting up a likely legal fight with the
Trump administration, Washington has
become the first state to enact its own net-
neutrality requirements after U.S. regulators
repealed Obama-era rules designed to keep the
internet an even playing field.

 Net neutrality is the principle that governments
should mandate Internet service providers to treat
all data on the Internet the same, and not
discriminate or charge differently by user, content,
website, platform, application, type of attached
equipment, or method of communication. For
instance, under these principles, internet service
providers are unable to intentionally block, slow
down or charge money for specific websites and
online content.

Xi poised to become China’s leader for life
President Xi Jinping is all set to become China’s leader-for-
life as the country’s rubber-stamp parliament prepares to
amend the Constitution to remove decades old two-term limit
for the president. Xi is already regarded as the most powerful
leader of China after Mao Zedong. This would make Xi the
only leader after Mao and Deng Xiaoping whose thoughts
were written into the Constitution.

ISA, IEA ink joint declarations of partnership for
renewable energy

 The International Solar Alliance (ISA) has signed a
joint partnership agreement with the International
Energy Agency (IEA) to deepen cooperation in the
field of renewable energy.

 The ISA has also inked joint financial partnership
declarations with the African Development Bank
(AfDb), the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), the
Green climate fund (GCF), and the New Development
Bank (NDB).
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Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East. The donor
nations included Qatar, Norway, Turkey, Canada, India and
Switzerland. India has pledged $5 million while Switzerland
has pledged $4.2 million.

US bans transgenders serving in military
President Donald Trump released an order banning most
transgender troops from serving in the military except under
“limited circumstances”. He declared he would reverse an
Obama-era plan to allow transgender individuals to serve
openly. However, a US court had ordered the military to allow
transgender members from January 1, 2018.

US bans use of Venezuela’s Petro cryptocurrency
The Trump administration banned all use by Americans of
Venezuelan cryptocurrency, saying that its introduction is
intended to skirt U.S. sanctions. In a separate move, the
administration also slapped sanctions on four current and
former senior Venezuelan officials accused of corruption and
mismanagement.

G20 ministerial meeting opens in Buenos Aires
The first G20 meeting of finance ministers and central bank
governors began in Buenos Aires, with the presence of 57
delegations from countries and institutions. This is the first
of five such meetings to be held before Argentina hosts the
G20 Summit on November 30 to December 1.

Putin wins Russian presidential elections
Russian President Vladimir Putin has won the presidential
elections with 74 percent of votes polled, according to a
state-run exit poll. Putin’s fourth term as president will extend
until 2024, the first Kremlin leader to serve two decades in
power since Josef Stalin.

China elected as vice chair of FATF
 China was elected as vice chair of Financial Action

Task Force (FATF), a global body mandated to
combat terror financing and money laundering.

 In its plenary meeting in Paris, FATF had placed
Pakistan under “grey list” subject to direct
monitoring and intense scrutiny by International
Cooperation Review Group till June 2018 for
compliance of Anti-Money Laundering and
Combating Finance of Terrorism regulations.

 Pakistan was on the same list from 2012 to 2015.
 Financial Action Task Force (FATF) was established

in 1989 during the G7 Summit in Paris (France) to
combat the growing problem of money laundering.
It comprises over 39 member countries including
India. FATF Secretariat is housed at the
headquarters of the OECD in Paris.

 ISA is working for deployment of over 1000 GW of
solar energy and mobilising more than US$ 1000
billion into solar energy by the year 2030.

 Power and New and Renewable Energy Minister-R
K Singh.

 AfDB-Headquarters: Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire,
President: Akinwumi Adesina

 ADB-Headquarters: Manila, Philippines, President:
Takehiko Nakao

 GCF-Headquarters:Incheon, South Korea. NDB-
Headquarters: Shanghai, China, President: K. V.
Kamath

 IEA-Secretariat: Paris, France.
 ISA-Headquarters: Gwal Pahari, Gurugram

17th World Conference on Tobacco held in South
Africa
The 17th World Conference on Tobacco or Health (WCTOH)
was held in Cape Town, South Africa from 7-9 March 2018. It
united researchers, academics, non-governmental
organisations, civil society, scientists, healthcare
professionals and public officials working on all aspects of
tobacco control from more than 100 countries.

Bolivia unfurls ‘world’s biggest flag’ stretching
200 km
Bolivia claimed to have unfurled the world’s biggest flag
that stretched nearly 200 kilometres. Tens of thousands of
Bolivians held the flag in a show of support for the country
amid a maritime dispute with Chile. Bolivia has been
demanding access to the Pacific Ocean, which it lost to Chile
during a war in the 19th Century.

Sierra Leone is the first country to run a
blockchain-powered election
The tiny West African nation of Sierra Leone has become
the world’s first country to have blockchain-powered
elections. Blockchain technology helps ensure transparency
with crytpocurrency transactions using public ledgers, by
recording each vote on blockchain.

Philippines plans to withdraw from International
Criminal Court
The Philippines announced that it is withdrawing from the
International Criminal Court (ICC) due to what President
Rodrigo Duterte called “outrageous” attacks by U.N. officials
and violations of due process by the ICC. ICC-HQ: The
Hague, Netherlands

$100 million for Palestinian refugees
A group of 20 nations including India have pledged a total of
around $100 million to the United Nations Relief and Works
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 Initially, FATF was only dealing with developing
policies to combat money laundering. But in 2001
its purpose was expanded to act against terrorism
financing.

INDEX
Mumbai ranks 47th on global ‘city wealth index’:
Report

 According to the independent global property
consultancy Knight Frank’s Wealth Report 2018,
Mumbai ranked 47th on the “city wealth index”
among 314 cities in the world.  The “city wealth
index” is drawn from four major indicators — wealth,
investments, lifestyle and future.

 Guangzhou, a city in China, tops the list with
property prices appreciating by 27.4% in the last
one year.

 India to be third-largest contributor of wealthy
population in Asia after China

India ranks 52 in Mastercard women
entrepreneurs index

 India ranked 52 among 57 countries studied for the
Mastercard Index of Women Entrepreneurs
(MIWE).

 Ghana (46.4 percent) ranks first in the world with
the highest number of women business owners,
followed by Russia (34.6 percent), Uganda (33.8
percent), New Zealand (33 percent) and Australia
(32.1 percent).

 India’s low ranking in the index suggest that the
underlying conditions for women business
ownership/entrepreneurship in the country are less
favorable as compared to the countries with high
index score.

Inclusive Internet Index 2018: India ranks 47th
 India was ranked 47th out of 86 nations in the

Inclusive Internet Index 2018, which was released
by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) on
February 26, 2018.

 The EIU was commissioned by social media giant
Facebook. This year’s index covered 91 per cent of
the world’s population and an expanded data set of
86 countries, up from 75 countries in 2017.

 The top five in the list included Sweden at the 1st
position followed by Singapore, the United States,
Denmark and South Korea.

 The bottom five in the list included Congo at the
86th position followed closely by Malawi,
Madagascar, Liberia and Burkina Faso.

India ranked 133rd in World Happiness Index
2018
The World Happiness Index 2018, which measures 156
countries in terms of happiness, has placed India in the 133rd
position, a drop of 11 places from last year’s 122nd rank.
Finland has been named as the world’s happiest country.
Norway got 2nd position in the index. Pakistan was ranked
75th, while Nepal was ranked at 101st.

India ranks 78th in WEF Energy Transition Index
India has been ranked at the 78th position in the World
Economic Forum’s (WEF) report on Energy Transition Index
(ETI). The report, titled ‘Fostering Effective Energy
Transition’, benchmarks historic and current performance of
energy systems of 126 countries on 18 indicators, covering
the three core dimensions of energy- access and security,
sustainability and contribution to economic growth, and
development. Sweden topped the list, followed by Norway
at the second position, and Switzerland finishing in third.

AP stands at 51st position in Poverty Index
 Andhra Pradesh stands at 51st rank globally in

Multidimensional Poverty Index according to a
household survey conducted in the state.

 Andhra Pradesh becomes the first Indian state to
conduct a household survey at state and district
level to estimate the multidimensional poverty of
the state.

 The study was conducted by Govt. of Andhra
Pradesh in collaboration with University of Oxford,
UK.



VANIK’S KNOWLEDGE GARDEN

PAYMENTS BANKS
 These banks can accept a restricted deposit which is

currently limited to INR 1 lakh per customer and
may be increased further.

 These banks cannot issue loans and credit cards.
 Both current account and savings accounts can be

operated by such banks.
 Payments banks can issue services like ATM cards,

debit cards, online banking and mobile banking.
 They can distribute non-risk sharing simple

financial products like mutual funds and insurance
products.

 Non-resident Indians (NRIs) are not be allowed to
open accounts in payment banks.

 The minimum capital requirement is Rs 100 crore.
 On 23 September 2013, Nachiket Mor committee

recommended the formation of payments bank
 At present, Airtel, India Post, Paytm, FINO and

Aditya Birla Idea are the only five entities that have
started Payments Bank Operations.
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PM launches National Nutrition Mission, and pan
India expansion of Beti Bachao Beti Padhao

 On the occasion of International Women’s Day, the
Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi launched the
National Nutrition Mission and Pan India Expansion
of Beti Bachao Beti Padhao (BBBP) covering all 640
districts of the Country at a mega event held at
Jhunjhunu in Rajasthan. Prime Minister will
inaugurate the pan-India expansion of Beti Bachao
Beti Padhao programme up from the existing 161
districts to 640 districts across the country.

 As per data available in Health Management
Information System (HMIS), there has been
improvement in sex ratio at birth (SRB). The SRB
which was 918 in 2014-15 has improved to 926 in
2016-17 as per HMIS data.

 Beti Bachao Beti Padhao (BBBP) scheme was
launched by Prime Minister in January 2015 at
Panipat, Haryana

Cabinet okays National Health Mission till March
2020

 In a major boost to health infrastructure, the Union
Cabinet approved the continuation of the National
Health Mission (NHM) with effect from April 1, 2017
to March 31, 2020 with a budgetary support of Rs
85,217 crore as Central share.

 National Health Mission (NHM) was launched by
the government of India in 2013 subsuming the
National Rural Health Mission and National Urban
Health Mission.

Government launches National
Nutrition Mission
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched
National Nutrition Mission (NMM) at event
held at Jhunjhunu in Rajasthan.
 The mission has been set up with a three
year budget of Rs. 9046.17 crore commencing
from 2017-18.
 It comprises mapping of various schemes
contributing towards addressing malnutrition,
incentivizing states/UTs for meeting targets,
incentivizing Anganwadi Workers (AWWs)
for using IT based tools, eliminating registers
used by AWWs and introducing
measurement of height of children at
Anganwadi Centres (AWCs).
 The mission targets to reduce stunting,
under-nutrition, anaemia among young
children, women and adolescent girls and

reduce low birth weight by at least 2% per annum.
Though target to reduce stunting is at least 2%
annum, the mission will strive to achieve reduction
in stunting from 38.4% (NFHS-4) to 25% by 2022.

 More than 10 crore people are expected to be
benefitted by programme.

PM launches campaign to eradicate TB from India
by 2025
Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched a campaign to
eradicate tuberculosis (TB) from India by 2025, five years
ahead of a globally-set deadline.A target has been set to end
TB globally by 2030.There were an estimated 28 lakh new
cases of TB in 2016, with over 4 lakh people succumbing to
the disease.24 March-World Tuberculosis Day 2018

Centre approves Rs 2,900 crore to make cities
safer for women

 Women and Child Development Ministry has
approved projects worth over Rs 2,900 crore under
the Nirbhaya fund for eight major cities to make
them safer for women.

 Eight cities where these initiatives will take shape
include Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Ahmedabad,
Kolkata, Bengaluru, Hyderabad and Lucknow.
Between 2013 and 2017, the corpus of Nirbhaya
Fund has grown to Rs 3,100 crore. Another Rs 500
crore has been set aside for it for 2018-19.

 Nirbhaya Fund was announced by the Finance
Minister in his 2013 budget speech, with
Government contribution of Rs. 1000 Crores for
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empowerment, safety and security of women and
girl children.

Over Rs. 5600 crore sanctioned under Swadesh
Darshan Scheme by Tourism Ministry
A total amount of Rs. 5638.87 crore was sanctioned with
release of Rs. 2148.17 crore since 2014-15 till date under the
Swadesh Darshan Scheme of Ministry of Tourism. Under
the Swadesh Darshan scheme, thirteen thematic circuits have
been identified, for development namely: North-East India
Circuit, Buddhist Circuit, Himalayan Circuit, Coastal Circuit,
Krishna Circuit, Desert Circuit, Tribal Circuit, Eco Circuit,
Wildlife Circuit, Rural Circuit, Spiritual Circuit, Ramayana
Circuit and Heritage Circuit.

Rs. 687.92 crore sanctioned for 23 projects under
PRASHAD scheme
Meanwhile, under the PRASHAD scheme, 23 projects have
been sanctioned to 15 States for a total amount of Rs. 687.92
crore with release of Rs. 241.28 crore since 2015-16 till date.
The objective of the ‘National Mission on Pilgrimage
Rejuvenation and Spiritual, Heritage Augmentation Drive
(PRASHAD) is of holistic development of identified
pilgrimage and heritage destination.

Centre nods Rs. 5000cr action plan for ‘champion’
sectors
The Union Cabinet has approved the Department of
Commerce’s proposal to give focused attention to 12
‘Champion’ Services Sectors for promoting their development
in order to realise their potential. A dedicated fund of Rs.
5000 crore has been proposed in order to support initiatives
for sectoral action plans of the Champion Sectors.

Govt sanctions Rs 1,000 crore for research and
innovation
Human Resource Development Minister Prakash Javadekar
announced that in a major boost for research and innovation,
the Centre had sanctioned Rs. 1,000 crore for the Phase II of
the Impacting Research Innovation and Technology
(IMPRINT) India programme.Under the IMPRINT-I
Programme, 142 projects at a cost of Rs. 318.71 crore are
under implementation.

Deadline for Ayushman Bharat logo competition
extended
The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare extended till
March 18 the deadline for the competition to design a logo
and tagline for the Ayushman Bharat programme. The
Ayushman Bharat programme is the world’s largest
government-funded health programme that includes the
National Health Protection Scheme (NHPS), under which 10

crore poor families will be provided medical coverage of up
to Rs 5 lakh per family per year.

Swachh Shakti 2018 celebrated in Lucknow under
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan

 The Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation in
association with Uttar Pradesh Government had
organized Swachh Shakti 2018, a Women’s
Convention on occasion of International Women’s
Day in Lucknow. This year, Uttar Pradesh had
hosted Swachh Shakti 2018, being largest state in
country (in terms of population) with massive rural
populace. Uttar Pradesh government to make the
State Open Defecation Free (ODF) by October 2018.

 The Swachh Bharat Mission, launched on October
2nd, 2014, by the Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi,
is aimed at achieving a Clean and Open Defecation
Free (ODF) India by 2nd October, 2019. With all-
round efforts, 314 districts and 3.23 lakh villages
and 9 States and 2 UTs have been declared ODF.
The sanitation coverage has more than doubled
from 38.70% to 78.98% since the launch of the
Swachh Bharat Mission.

SRIJAN idea competition for 635 Stations
Development launched at MyGov portal
Ministry of Railways has launched SRIJAN (Station
Rejuvenation through Joint ActioN), an idea competition for
development of 635 railway stations. It was launched on
MyGov portal by Indian Railway Stations Development
Corporation Limited (IRSDC).

Health Ministry launches Viral Load test for
People Living with HIV/AIDS
The Union Ministry of Health and Family Welfare launched
‘Viral Load testing’ for all People Living with HIV/AIDS
(PLHIV). The viral load test measures amount of HIV in blood
number of copies of HIV RNA in millilitre of blood.

FICCI and Niti Aayog launches a platform for
women entrepreneurship
The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (Ficci) has tied-up with NITI Aayog for the Women
Entrepreneurship. Platform (WEP) initiative.Through a joint
programme, Ficci and NITI Aayog shall provide hand-holding,
mentorship, capacity building, scaling up and networking
support to 100 technology led women enterprises over a
period of five years.
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Health Ministry to get ‘Ayushman Bharat’ Logo
through crowd sourcing
The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has launched a
competition for design of a logo and tagline for the Ayushman
Bharat programme, announced in the 2018-19 Budget this
year. This shall be done through a digital crowdsourcing
campaign on MyGov portal. The competition winner will be
awarded a prize of Rs. 25,000, while the first runner-up will be
awarded Rs. 10,000.

AAI participates in World ATM Congress in Spain
 The Airports Authority of India (AAI) is

participating in World ATM Congress (WATMC)
2018 being held at IFEMA, Feria de Madrid, Spain.

 Now entering its sixth year, World ATM Congress
is the world’s largest international air traffic
management (ATM) exhibition and conference
attracting thousands of delegates each year.

 Conceived by the Civil Air Navigation Services
Organization (CANSO) in partnership with the Air
Traffic Control Association (ATCA), the World
ATM Congress brings together the world’s leading
product developers, experts, stakeholders in
aviation.

Government launches association of all Indian
Metro Rail companies
The Union Housing Ministry has launched I-Metros, an
association of all Indian Metro Rail companies for mutual
sharing of ideas & experiences for nurturing excellence is
their performance. It was launched by P K Sinha, Cabinet
Secretary at Conference on “Indian Metros: Collaborating
for Excellence” held at Metro Bhawan in New Delhi. On this
occasion,  “The Operator’s Story”- a publication by World
Bank and Railway and Transport Strategy Centre (RTSC),
Imperial College London on findings of the research on
“What makes Metros successful” was also released.

UGC grants full autonomy to 62 higher educational
institutes
The University Grants Commission (UGC) has approved full
autonomy for 62 higher educational institutions, including
Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), Aligarh Muslim
University (AMU), Banaras Hindu University (BHU),
University of Hyderabad, which have maintained high
standards of excellence four from Odisha are within it such
as Utkal University, NLU, KIIT & SOA University. Union
human resource development minister-Prakash Javadekar

CCI imposes Rs. 54 crore fine on 3 airlines for
unfair business practices
The Competition Commission of India (CCI) has imposed
fine of more than Rs. 54 crore on Jet Airways, InterGlobe
Aviation and SpiceJet for unfair business practices with
respect to fixing fuel surcharge on cargo transport. The CCI
order comes on complaint filed by Express Industry Council
of India (EICI) against airlines alleging cartelisation.

IATA partners with Civil Aviation Ministry and
National Aviation University

 The International Air Transport Association (IATA)
has signed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
with Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA) and National
Aviation University (NAU) to enhance human
resource availability in India’s aviation industry.

 The three parties to the MoU formalised this
partnership on sidelines of Wings India 2018 held
at the Begumpet Airport in Hyderabad, Telangana.

 India is expected to be third largest aviation market
in the world behind China and US by 2024.

 IATA: It was established in April 1945 and is
headquartered in Montreal, Quebec, Canada with
Executive Offices in Geneva, Switzerland.

SC extends deadline to link Aadhaar with various
services till final judgement

 The Supreme Court (five-judge Constitution bench
headed by Chief Justice Dipak Misra) extended the
March 31 deadline for mandatory linking of Aadhaar
to avail various services and welfare schemes run
by the government.

 This relaxation will be effective till the constitution
bench delivers a final verdict on the validity of
Aadhaar number and its enabling law.

 The extension of the deadline would also apply on
the mandatory linking with the bank accounts and
mobile phone numbers.

Centre to build 2,000-km of connectivity roads
The government has planned to construct 1,911- km
international connectivity roads and 3,319-km border roads
under its flagship Bharatmala programme. The project would
be completed in a phased manner, with the first phase set to
be completed betweem 2017-18 and 2021-22.

India’s first coastal policing academy set up in
Gujarat

 India’s first national coastal policing academy,
National Academy of Coastal Policing (NACP) to
train police forces in effectively safeguarding
country’s shoreline will start functioning from April
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2018. It will be launched from campus of Gujarat’s
Fisheries Research Centre located in coastal Okha
town in Devbhumi Dwarka district of Gujarat.

 Length of coastline of India including the coastlines
of Andaman and Nicobar Islands in the Bay of Bengal
and Lakshwadweep Islands in the Arabian Sea is
7517 km. Length of Coastline of Indian mainland is
6100 km.

 top 3 coast line state: 1- Gujarat, 2- Andhra Pradesh,
3-Tamil Nadu

Pune tops urban governance survey of 23 major
Indian cities

 Pune came on top in the fifth edition of the Annual
Survey of India’s City-Systems (ASICS), which
evaluated the quality of governance in 23 major
cities across 20 states.The other cities that came in
the top five include Kolkata, Thiruvananthapuram,
Bhubaneswar and Surat.

 Bengaluru, Chandigarh, Dehradun, Patna and
Chennai constituted the bottom five cities.

 The survey reveals that over the past three years, a
period when the NDA government launched several
flagship urban missions – Smart Cities, Swachh
Bharat, AMRUT and Housing for All

NITI Aayog Released SATH-E Roadmaps
 NITI Aayog released comprehensive roadmaps and

detailed timelines for its initiative ‘Sustainable
Action for Transforming Human Capital in
Education (SATH-E)’ project.

 These roadmaps, which operate between 2018 to
2020, lay out detailed interventions which will be
taken by the three participating States- Jharkhand,
Madhya Pradesh and Odisha – aiming to become
‘Role Model States’ in school education.

 NITI Aayog(National Institution for Transforming
India, Formed:1 January 2015)
NITI Aayog was established in 2015, by the NDA
government, to replace the Planning Commission
which was formed in 15 March 1950. NITI Aayog-
Chairperson: Narendra Modi, Vice Chairman: Rajiv
Kumar,CEO:Amitabh Kant,Director: Dinesh Arora

Lok Sabha passes Payment of Gratuity
(Amendment) Bill, 2017

 The Lok Sabha has passed Payment of Gratuity
(Amendment) Bill, 2017 to empower government to
fix period of maternity leave and tax-free gratuity
amount with an executive order. The Bill seeks to
amend the Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972.

 After the passage of the Payment of Gratuity
(Amendment) Bill in the Rajya Sabha, the
government would be able to enhance the ceiling
of tax-free gratuity to Rs 20 lakh from existing Rs 10
lakh for employee under the Payment of Gratuity
Act.

 At present, formal sector workers with five or more
years of service are eligible for Rs 10 lakh tax-free
gratuity after leaving job or at time of
superannuation.  The law is applicable to employees,
who have completed at least five years of
continuous service in an establishment that has 10
or more persons.

 The proposal comes against the backdrop of the
Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Act, 2017
enhancing the maximum maternity leave period 12
to 26 weeks.
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Udyam Sakhi Portal Launched for
Women Entrepreneurs
 On the occasion of International Women’s
Day, March 8,the Ministry of Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises(MSME) launched a portal
for women entrepreneurs of India:
www.udyamsakhi.org.
 The portal is a network for nurturing
entrepreneurship and creating business
models for low cost products and services in
order to empower women and make them self-
reliant and self-sufficient.

Sukhad Yatra App and Toll-free
Emergency number for Highway users
launched
 Union Minister for Road Transport &
Highways, Shipping, Water Resources, River
Development and Ganga Rejuvenation Shri
Nitin Gadkari launched a mobile App and Toll-

free Emergency number for Highway users.
 Sukhad Yatra mobile application has been prepared

by National Highways Authority of India, NHAI, to
empower the Highway user. The key feature of the
app includes provision for the user to enter road
quality-related information or to report any accident
or pothole on the highway. It also provides users
with real-time data related to waiting time expected
at Plazas and various facilities like points of interest,
highway nest/nest mini, etc., available across the
highway.

 A toll-free number, 1033, will enable users to report
an emergency condition, or highway-related
feedback, across the highway. The service has also
integrated with various ambulance/tow away
services along the road to ensure rapid response
time in emergency.

Govt approves continuation of PMEGP with Rs
5,500 cr outlay

 The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA)
has approved continuation of Prime Minister’s
Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP)
beyond 12th Plan for 3 years from 2017-18 to 2019-
20.

 The scheme has been extended with total outlay of
Rs. 5,500 crore to create sustainable estimated
employment opportunities for 15 lakh persons in
three financial years.

 The Khadi and Village Industries Commission
(KVIC) is the nodal implementation agency for the

Government to launch GOBAR-Dhan Yojana
 The Union Government is going to roll out

Galvanizing Organic Bio-Agro Resources Dhan
(GOBAR-DHAN) scheme. It was first announced
by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley during his 2018-
19 budget speech. The scheme focuses on
managing and converting cattle dung and solid
waste in farms to useful compost, biogas and bio-
CNG.

 Days after the budget was announced, Haryana
Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar launched the
Gobardhan Yojana with allotment of Rs. 11 crore.

Government announces launch of ‘SUVIDHA’,
100% Oxo-biodegradable Sanitary Napkin

 Union Minister for Chemicals & Fertilizers and
Parliamentary Affairs, Shri Ananthkumar announced
the launch of ‘Suvidha’, the 100% Oxo-
biodegradable Sanitary Napkin, under the Pradhan
Mantri Bhartiya Janaushadhi Pariyojana (PMBJP).

 The affordable sanitary napkin will be available for
Rs. 2.50 per padat over 3200 Janaushadhi Kendras
across India and would ensure ‘Swachhta,
Swasthya and Suvidha’for the underprivileged
Women of India.

 This is a special gift for all Women on the occasion
of International Woman’s day March 8.SUVIDHA
napkins would be physically available at all
Janaushadhi Kendras in the country by May 28,
2018 – World Menstrual Hygiene Day.
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French President on a 4-day visit to
India
 French President Emmanuel Macron
arrived for a four-day-visit (March 9 to 12) to
India, on the invitation of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. Mr. Macron was accompanied
by his wife Brigitte Marie-Claude Macron,
besides senior ministers from his Cabinet.
 India, France sign deals worth $16 billion:
On the first day of President Macron’s visit to
India, French and Indian companies signed
contracts worth 13 billion euros ($16 billion).
 The biggest deals signed in terms of value
were from civil aviation sector. Low-cost carrier
SpiceJet signed $12.5-billion agreement with
French aviation major Safran Group to supply
155 CFM LEAP-1B engines for airline’s Boeing

PMEGP at the national level. At the state/district
level, state offices of KVIC, Khadi and Village
Industries Boards (KVIBs) and District Industry
Centres (DIC) are the implementing agencies.

 Government of India has approved the introduction
of a new credit linked subsidy programme called
Prime Minister ’s Employment Generation
Programme (PMEGP) by merging the two schemes
that were in operation till 31.03.2008, namely Prime
Minister’s Rojgar Yojana (PMRY) and Rural
Employment Generation Programme (REGP) for
generation of employment opportunities through
establishment of micro enterprises in rural as well
as urban areas.

LaQshya programme launched
 The Union Health Ministry announced the launch

of LaQshya, a programme aimed at improving
quality of care in labour room and maternity
operation theatre.

 The LaQshya program is being implemented at all
Medical College Hospitals, District Hospitals and
First Referral Unit (FRU), and Community Health
Center (CHCs) and will benefit every pregnant
woman and new-born delivering in public health
institutions.

 The Quality Improvement in labour room and
maternity OT will be assessed through NQAS
(National Quality Assurance Standards). Every
facility achieving 70% score on NQAS will be
certified as LaQshya certified facility.

 India has improved maternal survival as Maternal
Mortality Ratio (MMR) reduced from 301 maternal
deaths in 2001-03 to 167 in 2011-13, an impressive
decline of 45% in a decade.

NOTE: Pradhan Mantri Surakshit Matritva Abhiyan
1. The Scheme was launched by Union Minister of

Health and Family Welfare J P Nadda to provide
pregnant ladies free ante-natal services (ANC) and
required treatment for free on 9th of every month.

2. The scheme is applicable only for the pregnant
women in their pregnancy period of 3 to 6 months.

3. Women will be marked differently using different
colour stickers based on their health problems so
that doctors can easily detect the problem.

KUSUM Scheme to Install Grid Connected Solar Plants in
Rural India
The Government of India is in the process of formulating a
Scheme ‘Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan Mahabhiyan
(KUSUM)’ which, inter alia, provides for Installation of grid-
connected solar power plants each of capacity up to 2 MW
in the rural areas. KUSUM will build 10,000 MW solar plant
and provide 1.75 million off-grid agricultural solar pumps.
The program aims to boost farmers’ income as they can sell
their additional power to the main grid produced by solar
plants located on their lands.
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737 MAX aircraft, along with spare engines to
support fleet.

 Safran also announced its eighth facility in India at
Hyderabad, Telangana with 250 employees, for
production of harnesses used in civil and military
aerospace applications, for both local and foreign
programs.

 French cement maker Vicat announced investment
of Rs 1,200 crore in Karnataka to double its
production capacity and investment of Rs. 510 crore
in cement-grinding unit in Andhra Pradesh.

 India, France sign strategic pact on use of each
other’s military bases

India, France sign 14 agreements : After extensive
talks between Prime Minister Modi and French President
Macron, India and France inked 14 key pacts in the strategic
areas of security, nuclear energy, and the protection of
classified information. Agreements in the field of education,
environment, urban development, and railways were also
signed in the presence of the two leaders.

 Credit Facility Agreement of Euros 100 million for
funding of Smart City Projects through a Challenge
Process

 Industrial Way Forward Agreement between NPCL
and EDF, France for construction of six nuclear
reactors at Jaitapur, Maharashtra.

India, France co-hosted first International Solar
Alliance (ISA) Summit

 India, France co-hosted first International Solar
Alliance (ISA) Summit at  Rashtrapati Bhavan
Convention Centre in New Delhi.

 The summit was co-hosted by President Ram Nath
Kovind and his French counterpart President
Emmanuel Macron. Heads of 23 nations and 10
ministerial representatives gathered in New Delhi
for alliance’s first summit.

 As of now, 121 countries are associated with ISA,
61 have joined the alliance and 32 have ratified the
Framework Agreement.

 The summit assumes significance in view of India’s
ambitious renewable energy target of having 175
GW clean energy capacities including 100 GW solar
and 60 GW wind power by 2022.

 The joint goal is to have 1 TW or 1000 GW of solar
energy by 2030 for which the world would need $
1,000 billion.

 French President Emmanuel Macron announced an
additional investment of 700 million euros ($860
million)   for global solar energy generation by 2022

to reduce the use of fossil fuels and help combat
climate change. In 2015, France announced to
allocate some 300 million euros to support (solar)
projects in member countries.

 PM Modi announced India will give $1.4 billion in
aid to 15 other developing nations for 27 more solar
projects. It already has contributed $62 million to
ISA corpus fund and for establishment of ISA
secretariat. To supplement solar energy generation,
India has distributed 28 crores LED bulbs in the last
three years which have helped save $ 2 billion and
4 GW of electricity

 He also announced the creation of 500 training slots
per year for ISA member states. ‘Atal Jyoti
Yojana’the Solar Study Lamp Scheme has benefitted
seven million school going children.

 Solar Mamas, a group of African women trained
under a government of India support programme to
harness solar energy, enthralled Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and visiting French President
Emmanuel Macron, along with delegates of several
other countries, with a heartwarming rendition of
“We Shall Overcome” and “Hum Honge Kamyab”
here at the Founding Conference of the International
Solar Alliance (ISA).

India, France commit to boost bilateral trade: India
and France committed to increase bilateral trade to 15 billion
euro by 2022. India-France bilateral trade rose to $10.96 billion
(8.91 billion euro) in 2016-17 from $8.3 billion (6.74 billion
euro) in 2015-16.

France on Rafale fighter jet: France pitched for starting
negotiations over procurement of another batch of 36 Rafale
jets by India with French President Emmanuel Macron
describing the fighter jet programme as a key aspect of the
bilateral defence cooperation.  India had signed a government-
to-government deal with France in 2016 to buy 36 Rafale
fighter jets at a cost of about the Rs 58,000 crore($8.7 billion).

Other important point
 The first Indo-French Knowledge Summit for

university, scientific and technology cooperation
was successfully held in New Delhi.

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi and French president
Emmanuel Macron jointly inaugurated the largest
solar power plant of the state Uttar Pradesh at Dadar
Kalan village of Chhanvey block in Mirzapur
district. The heads of the two countries inspected
the plant set up by French company ENGIE.
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 French president Emmanuel Macron Presented
Prime minister Narendra Modi an original copy of
the first translation of bhagavad gita done by
French Indologist Emile Senart in 1922.
France- Capital: Paris, Currencies: Euro, Prime
Minister: Édouard Philippe

India, Russia and Bangladesh sign MoU on
building nuclear plant

 Russia, India and Bangladesh signed a trilateral
agreement to cooperate in the construction of the
Rooppur Nuclear Power Plant in Bangladesh near
the Padma river.

 Indian companies can be involved in construction
and installation works and supply of materials and
equipment of a non-critical category for the project.

 Rosatom, Bangladesh’s science and technology
ministry and India’s Department of Atomic Energy
will also cooperate in the field of personnel training,
exchange of experience and consulting support.

 An inter-agency agreement was signed last year
between the Global Centre for Nuclear Energy
Partnership (GCNEP), Bangladesh Atomic Energy
Commission (BAEC) and India’s Department of
Atomic Energy (DAE) for cooperation on nuclear
projects in Bangladesh.

 Rosatom started work in December last year on the
first nuclear power plant in Bangladesh at Rooppur
which will have two VVER 1200 type reactors for a
total capacity of 2,400 MW.

Iraq Becomes India’s Biggest Oil Supplier
Iraq has become India’s biggest crude oil supplier by
overtaking Saudi Arabia with a wide margin in this current
financial year. During this period, Iraq has supplied 38.9 MT
crude oil to India out of the total Import of 184.4 MT of crude
oil during the April-January period of 2017-18. Saudi Arabia
has supplied 30.9 MT of crude oil in the first ten months of
the current fiscal.

India and Israel: The government of India has signed an
MoU with Israel to enhance cooperation on ‘National
Campaign for Water Conservation in India’. It was announced
by the Minister of State for Drinking Water and Sanitation S
S Ahluwalia.
Israel: Prime minister: Benjamin Netanyahu Trending, Capital:
Jerusalem, Currency: new shekel

India seals agreement with UN to build homes for
Nepal quake victims

 In a reconstruction bid for earthquake-ravaged
Nepal, the Government of India has sealed an

agreement with United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) and United Nations Office for
Project Services (UNOPS) to build 50,000 homes for
quake victims.

 The agreement signed will provide socio- technical
facilitation to the earthquake victims of Gorkha, the
epicenter of 2015’s earthquake and the Nuwakot
district of Nepal.

 As per the agreement, New Delhi will give 8.41
million dollars to the UNOPS and 7.41 Million dollars
to the UNDP for the reconstruction of the 50,000
homes.

President inaugurates World Hindi Secretariat in
Port Louis, Mauritius
President Ram Nath Kovind inaugurated World Hindi
Secretariat building in Port Louis, Mauritius.The Secretariat
is fully financed by Government of India and provided grant
of Rs. 33 crore. President Kovind visited Mauritius as part of
first leg to his two-nation state visit (Mauritius and
Madagascar). Later he will visit Madagascar, making him
first Indian President to visit largest African island country.

India hands over 18 high-end diesel locos to
Myanmar
India handed over the 18th diesel-electric locomotive to
Myanmar, thereby completing the first project under the
current Indian line of credit (LoC) to the eastern neighbour.
They have been customised for the Myanma Railways, built
by Diesel Locomotive Works, Varanasi. They are also
extremely fuel-efficient and equipped with the latest features.

Air India makes history by flying to Israel via Saudi
airspace

 Air India flight AI139 from New Delhi to Tel Aviv,
became the 1st commercial aircraft en route to Israel
to fly over Saudi Arabia. It is for the 1st time that
Saudi has allowed an Israel-bound flight to enter its
airspace, thus ending a 70 yr old ban.

 Israel-Capital: Jerusalem, Currency: new shekel,
Prime minister: Benjamin Netanyahu, President:
Reuven Rivlin

7th India-Egypt Joint Commission Meeting
 The 7th India-Egypt Joint Commission Meeting was

held in New Delhi, on 23rd March 2018. The meeting
was led by Indian External Affairs Minister Sushma
Swaraj and Egyptian Foreign Minister Sameh
Shoukry.

 Egypt-Capital: Cairo, Currency: pound,President:
Abdel Fattah el-Sis
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1st Mega Food Park Inaugurated In Maharashtra
 The first Mega Food Park in the state of Maharashtra

Satara Mega Food Park Pvt. Ltd. at Village Degaon,
District Satara was inaugurated by Harsimrat Kaur
Badal, Union Minister of Food Processing
Industries.

 This is the 10th Mega Food Park being
operationalized in the country and the 8th
operationalized during the tenure of the present
government. India 1st mega  food park presented at
Chittoor in Andhra Pradesh.

 All the 42 mega food parks approved by the
government will become operational by 2019.

Karnataka Govt. unveils new Karnataka flag
 The Karnataka government has unveiled a state flag

designed by 9-member committee constituted by
state Kannada and Culture department.

 The committee has recommended new tricolour
having yellow (at top), white (in middle) and red (at
bottom) colorus, with state’s emblem
Gandaberunda (a two-headed mythological bird) in
centre.

 Now state government will make formal application
to Union Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA) under
whose purview issue falls to amend Flag Code 2002
to included state flag.

Uma Bharti launches second Swajal Yojna project
in Rajasthan
Union Minister of Drinking Water and Sanitation Uma Bharti
has launched second project of Swajal Yojana at village
Bhikampura, Karauli, Rajasthan.90% of the project cost is

borne by Government and remaining 10% cost
is contributed by the community.

Telangana launches integrated app “T
App Folio” for all government services
The Telangana government has launched an
m-Governance mobile application called ‘T App
Folio’ to help citizens with one point access to
government services like MeeSeva services,
RTA services, fee payments and bill payment
services etc.

Bureau of Energy Efficiency enters
into MoU with Andhra
The Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) signed
a tripartite Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with the Andhra Pradesh Capital Region
Development Authority (APCRDA) and the
Andhra Pradesh State Energy Conservation

Mission (APSECM), state-designated agency for
providing technical assistance to the APCRDA, for
construction of energy efficient buildings as per
Energy Conservation Building Code (ECBC) – 2017.

Karnataka unveils healthcare scheme
Karnataka Chief Minister Siddaramaiah unveiled a healthcare
scheme aimed at benefitting about 1.43 crore households in
the state.The ‘Arogya Karnataka’ (Healthy Karnataka) will
provide quality primary, secondary and tertiary treatment to
both BPL and APL families in the state.Through the scheme,
all below-poverty-line (BPL) households will get free
treatment at government hospitals while for above-poverty-
line (APL) households, the state will bear about 30 percent
of the treatment cost.

Odisha govt launches ‘Ama Gaon, Ama Vikas’
programme
The Odisha government has launched a programme Ama
Gaon, Ama Vikas (Our Village, our development) to reach out
to the people in rural areas and involve themselves in the
developmental activities. The programme was launched on
the occasion of the birth anniversary of former Chief Minister
Biju Patnaik (5th march 1916), which is observed as Panchayati
Raj Day in the State every year.

Plastic Park in Jharkhand approved
The Government of India has approved the setting up of a
‘Plastic Park’ in Deoghar District in Jharkhand.A range of
polymer products including woven sacks, moulded furniture,
water tanks, bottles, pipes mosquito nets, etc would be
manufactured in this plastic park.A plastic recycling unit will
also be set up at Deoghar to tackle the menace of plastic
waste.
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Kerala Government launched mKeralam mobile
app
Kerala, which last year became the first Indian State to declare
Internet a basic human right, has notched up another first to
its credit by launching mKeralam, an app that will serve as a
single window for accessing thousands of government
services.

NAIPUNYA RATHAM: Andhra Pradesh
Government launches World on Wheels
Andhra Pradesh Government launched multi-utility vehicle
NAIPUNYA RATHAM or World on Wheels to bring
technology to remote corners.  The first phase of Naipunya
Ratham will cover 13 districts and 28 smart villages in
collaboration with Hewlett Packard (HP), Entrepreneurship
Development Institute of India (EDII) and Guide Foundation
for Development.

Kerala govt declares jackfruit as official fruit
The Kerala Government has declared jackfruit as the state
government’s official fruit. The aim is to promote the ‘Kerala
Jackfruit’ as a brand in markets across the country and abroad,
showcasing its organic and nutritious qualities. Elephant is
the state animal of Kerala, while ‘great hornbill’ the bird and
‘kanikkonna’ the official flower. The state had recently
declared pearl spot, popularly known as ‘karimeen’, as its
official fish.

Punjab Govt observes martyrdom day of Bhagat
Singh, others as ‘Youth Empowerment Day
Punjab Government observed the martyrdom day of Shaheed-
e-Azam Bhagat Singh, Shaheed Sukhdev and Shaheed
Rajguru (23rd March) as ‘Youth Empowerment Day’.
Dedicating the occasion to youth empowerment, Punjab CM
Captain Amarinder Singh also launched a unique initiative –
DAPO (Drug Abuse Prevention Officer) – to engage with
government employees and citizens of Punjab in the ongoing
fight against drugs.

Chandigarh becomes North India’s 1st city to
install Digital Automatic Speed Gun Cameras
Chandigarh has become the 1st city in North India to install
Automatic Speed Gun Cameras with digital displays for traffic
management. The high-tech speed cameras are equipped with
night vision technology and will record the speed of
oncoming traffic, helping Chandigarh Police to issue challans
to anyone driving above the city speed limits.

Karnataka Govt declares minority status to
Lingayats community
The Karnataka Government has declared minority status to
the Lingayats community. It was announced after Chief
Minister Siddaramaiah-led government accepted the

suggestions of Nagamohan Das committee to grant a separate
religion status to the Lingayats community. The Lingayats
also known as the Veerashaiva community owes loyalty to
the social reform movement of the 12th century initiated by
Basaveshwara.

Himachal to set up medicinal plant board centre
The Himachal Pradesh government on Monday approved
the setting up of a regional-cum-facilitation centre of the
National Medicinal Plants Board of the Ministry of Ayush in
the state at an outlay of Rs. 748.30 lakh. The centre will be set
up in Jogindernagar town in Mandi district.

Tamil Nadu govt unveils 24-hour toll free helpline
to provide information on education
Tamil Nadu Government has set up a 24-hour helpline which
is for the first time in the country that would provide
information on education and offer guidance to students.
Chief Minister K Palaniswami formally launched the toll free
number 14417 through the 24-hour Education Guidance
Centre set up at the Secretariat that would offer information
relating to school education and offer guidance to students.

Haryana Cabinet Gives Nod To Death Penalty For
Rape Of Minors Aged 12 Or Less
The Haryana government gave its nod to a proposal to bring
in a legislation that would have a provision awarding death
penalty to those guilty of raping girls aged 12 years or less.
In case of rape or gang rape of a girl upto 12 years of age,
there will be a punishment of death or rigorous imprisonment
of not less than 14 years which may extend to imprisonment
for life that is for remainder period of person’s natural life.

 With this, Haryana became third state, after Madhya
Pradesh and Rajasthan to have provision of capital
punishment for such sexual offenders.

 The Bill amends Indian Penal Code (IPC) 1860, the
Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC) 1973 and
Protection of Children from Sexual Offences
(POCSO) Act,2012.

 It inserts section 376-AA in IPC.It provides
punishment of death or rigorous imprisonment of
not less than 14 years in case of rape of girl up to 12
years of age.

 It also inserts section 376-D in IPC. Under it, if girl
upto 12 years of age is raped by one or more persons
constituting group,each of those persons shall be
deemed to have committed offence of rape and will
be punished with death or rigorous imprisonment
for term which will not be less than 20 years, but
which may extend to life along with fine.
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OSCAR AWARDS 2018
The 90th Academy Awards ceremony, presented by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (AMPAS),
honored the best films of 2017 and took place at the Dolby
Theatre in Hollywood, Los Angeles, California.
Here is the full list of winners:

 Best Picture – “The Shape of Water”

MP announces Rs 12,000 on childbirth for poor
On his 59th birthday, Madhya Pradesh CM Shivraj Singh
Chouhan announced the state government will give Rs 12,000
on the birth of a child in a poor family. Chouhan said Rs 5,000
will also be provided for the last rites of a poor person.
Government will also provide Rs 2 lakh through insurance to
people who died a natural death before reaching 60 years of
age.

Telangana govt launches start-up incubator for
women
The Telangana government has launched a start-up incubator
to exclusively promote entrepreneurship among women. The
facility was launched on the occasion of International
Womens Day. The incubator, named We-Hub, is the countrys
first state-led incubator exclusively for women entrepreneurs.

Permanent ban on hookah bars in Punjab
In a bid to combat various smoking-related diseases, the
Punjab Government imposed a permanent ban on Hookah
bars in the state.The state cabinet approved an amendment
to the Cigarette & Other Tobacco Products (Prohibition of
Advertisement and Regulation of Trade and Commerce,

Production, Supply, and Distribution) Act, 2003, to prevent
and control diseases caused by the use of various tobacco
products.

Kerala to get tribal instructors for literacy
In a first, Kerala government will rope in qualified tribal
instructors to impart literacy in their respective settlements
in a bid to improve literacy rates among tribal populations.
The instructors will teach people who are above 15 years of
age.

Maharashtra cabinet approves ban on plastic carry
bags
The Maharashtra government has decided to ban the use of
plastic from “Gudi Padva”, the Maharashtrian New Year which
falls on March 18. The ban would cover the production, use,
storage, sale, distribution, import and transportation of
plastic, the minister informed the House. Those violating the
ban would be fined Rs 25,000 and could also face a three-
year jail term.



 Best Director – Guillermo del Toro, “The
Shape of Water”
 Best Actor – Gary Oldman, “Darkest Hour”
 Best Actress – Frances McDormand,
“Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
 Best Supporting Actor – Sam Rockwell,
“Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
 Best Foreign Language Film – “A Fantastic
Woman” (Chile)
 Best Song – “Remember Me” from “Coco”
 Best Documentary Feature – “Icarus”
 James Ivory became the oldest person to
win an Oscar with his award win for best
adapted screenplay for the film ‘Call Me By
Your Name’ at the 90th Academy Awards. The
89-year-old director and screenwriter had
previously been nominated thrice in the best
director category for ‘A Room with a View’,
‘Howards End’ and ‘The Remains of the Day’.

 Late actress Sridevi was among those mentioned in
the ‘In Memoriam’ section at Oscars 2018 as a tribute
to personalities in the film industry who passed
away.

 Shashi Kapoor, who passed away in December, 2017,
featured in the tribute montage.
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 Late actor Roger Moore, known for his role as James
Bond, filmmakers Jonathan Demme and George
Romero were also mentioned.

 Gary Oldman was named Best Actor in a Leading
Role for ‘Darkest Hour’ while Frances McDormand
won Best Actress Oscar for ‘Three Billboards
Outside Ebbing, Missouri’ at the 90th Academy
Awards.

 Meanwhile, Sam Rockwell won Best Actor in a
Supporting Role for ‘Three Billboards Outside
Ebbing, Missouri’ while Allison Janney won best
supporting actress for ‘I, Tonya’.The Shape of
Water( Director: Guillermo del Toro) won the most
number of awards totaling to four at the ceremony
after it was nominated into highest 13 categories.

 It was followed by Dunkirk, nominated for eight
categories and Three Billboards Outside Ebbing,
Missouri, nominated for seven categories.

 Academy Awards, famously known as “Oscars” is
a group of 24 artistic and technical honours that
recognizes excellence in cinematic achievements in
US film industry. It is given annually by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
(AMPAS). The award was first presented in 1929.

Canadian mathematician Robert P. Langlands
wins Abel Prize 2018

 Canadian mathematician Robert P. Langlands (81)
has won prestigious Abel Prize 2018 for his visionary
programme connecting representation theory to
number theory.

 He will receive the award from Norway’s King Harald
V at an award ceremony in Oslo in May 2018.

 Abel Prize is named after 19th century Norwegian
mathematician Niels Henrik Abel. It is one of world’s
top prizes in mathematics, and is considered to be
maths equivalent of Nobel Prize.

 It carries monetary award of 6 million Norwegian
kroner (NOK) (around 600,000 Euros).

 Indian American mathematician R. Srinivasa
Varadhan was bestowed with this award in 2007 for
his fundamental contributions to probability theory
and for creating a unified theory of large deviation.

We Are Sikhs’ campaign wins top US award
A campaign to create awareness of Sikhism and its followers
in the US and fight prejudice has won a top award for
excellence in public relations programming to promote public
causes. The “We Are Sikhs” campaign received the top 2018
PRWeek US award in the category of Public Cause.The

PRWeek US awards are nicknamed the “Oscars of the Public
Relations Industry”.

G.K. Reddy award for journalist Karan Thapar
Former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh presented the G.K.
Reddy Memorial National Award for journalism to senior
journalist and television presenter Karan Thapar.

Shatrughan Sinha wins lifetime achievement award
in UK
Actor-politician Shatrughan Sinha has been honoured with
a lifetime achievement award for his contribution to the fields
of arts and politics at a ceremony in the UK’s Parliament
complex. The annual ‘Political and Public Life Awards’
presented by Britain’s Asian Voice weekly newspaper, now
in its 12th year, recognises individuals who have made a
significant impact on public life or made a difference in their
local communities.

Justice Gita Mittal conferred ‘Nari Shakti’ award
Delhi High Court acting Chief Justice Gita Mittal has been
conferred with “Nari Shakti Puraskar”. Justice Mittal is one
of the 30 individual awardees who have been selected for
the Puraskar. This year, 30 individual awardees and nine
institutional awardees are selected for these Puraskars. The
Ministry of Women and Child Development announces these
national level awards for eminent women, organisations and
institutions.

Indian architect Balkrishna Doshi wins 2018
Pritzker Prize
Indian architect Balkrishna Doshi was awarded this year’s
Pritzker Prize for being able to interpret architecture and
transform it into buildings that respect Eastern culture, at
the same time that he has improved the quality of life in his
homeland.  He is the first Indian to win the award. The Pritzker
Prize is regarded as architecture’s equivalent to the Nobel
Prize.

ICMR wins 2017 Kochon Prize for TB research
 The Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR)

was awarded 2017 Kochon Prize for building
tradition of excellence in Tuberculosis (TB) research
and development.

 The ICMR was established in 1911 as Indian
Research Fund Association (IRFA) making it one
of the oldest and largest medical research bodies in
the world.

 The Kochon Prize is awarded annually by Stop TB
Partnership to individuals and organizations that
have made significant contribution to combating
the disease. The prize is endowed by Kochon
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WORLD
Michael McCormack : Michael McCormack has been
elected Australia’s new deputy prime minister after being
selected as the leader of the country’s National Party.
Australia Prime minister: Malcolm Turnbull
Angela Merkel: Germany’s Angela Merkel secured her
fourth term as the Chancellor after the Social Democratic
party voted in favour of a grand coalition with Merkel’s
Christian Democratic Union.

Armen Sarkisian elected next Armenian president
Armenia’s parliament has elected Armen Sarkisian as the
country’s next president. Sarkisian succeeds Serzh Sarkisian,
who opposition leaders say could now become prime
minister and continue to wield power. Armenia: Capital:
Yerevan, Currency: Armenian dram

Bidya Devi Bhandari: Nepal’s first woman
President Bidya Devi Bhandari (56) was relected
for second term in office.  She became Nepal’s
first woman President in 2015.
Sebastian Pinera:  Businessman-turned
politician Sebastian Pinera was sworn in as Chile’s
president, beginning what will be his second term
in office after a four-year absence.
Ameenah Gurib-Fakim: Mauritius’s first
female president Ameenah Gurib-Fakim will step
down amid allegations she spent money from a
charity on shopping in Dubai.
Li Keqiang re-elected: Chinese Prime
Minister Li Keqiang was re-elected for his second
five-year term at the ongoing parliament session.
Li is the second ranking leader in China after
President Xi Jinping who has emerged as the most
powerful leader after Mao Zedong.

China’s former anti-corruption chief named Vice
President
China’s legislature appointed Wang Qishan as vice president,
who ran President Xi Jinping’s relentless anti-corruption
campaign before reaching a customary retirement age and
stepping down from the Communist Party leadership last
fall.

Yi Gang is Governor of People’s Bank of China
China appointed American-trained economist Yi Gang as
Governor of People’s Bank of China. Yi is currently serving
as Deputy to incumbent central bank Governor Zhou
Xiaochuan. China’s central bank does not operate
independently of the government, and so Mr Yi will report to
President Xi Jinping.
John Bolton : President Donald Trump announced that
the former U.N. Ambassador John Bolton will be the New US

Foundation, a non-profit foundation registered in
South Korea.

India wins Best Exhibitor Award at ITB – Berlin
India won Best Exhibitor Award at ITB–Berlin World Tourist
Meet convened at Berlin, Germany. India’s Incredible India
(Ministry of Tourism) presented short film named “Yogi of
the Racetrack” in the meet. The short film had received 3.2
million hits in 60 hours.The ITB Berlin (Internationale
Tourismus-Börse Berlin) is world’s largest tourism trade fair.

Indian film ‘Evening Shadows’ wins award at
Amsterdam fest

Sridhar Rangayan’s “Evening Shadows”, a film on how a
mother-son’s bond is put to the test when the son tells the
mother he is gay, has won a ‘Free To Be Me’ Award at the
Roze Filmdagen, a LGBTQ film festival in Amsterdam.

Veteran actress Simi Garewal wins UK film festival
award
Veteran actress and talk show host Simi Garewal has been
felicitated with a “UK Golden Flame Award” for her
contribution to Indian cinema at the opening ceremony of
the annual Tongues of Fire UK Asian Film Festival in London.
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National Security Adviser. He would replace present National
Security Adviser H.R. McMaster.
Martin Vizcarra: Peruvian regional governor Martin
Vizcarra was sworn in as the country’s new president, after
his predecessor Pedro Pablo Kuczynski abruptly resigned
over a corruption scandal.
Nanda Bahadur Pun: Nanda Bahadur Pun was sworn in
as Nepal’s vice president for his second term in office on
21st March, a day after he was re-elected to the post
unopposed.

INDIA
Conrad Sangma: National People’s Party (NPP) President
Conrad Sangma will be the new chief minister of Meghalaya.
He will replace Mukul Sangma.
Biplab Deb:The Bharatiya Janata Party has named the
party’ State president Biplab Kumar Deb as the chief
ministerial candidate for Tripura. Jishnu Devvarma, a member
of the royal family there, has been named for Deputy Chief
Minister. Mr. Deb will soon meet Governor Tathagata Roy to
stake claim. He will replace four-term Tripura chief minister
Manik Sarkar (Communist Party of India) .
Neiphiu Rio : Nagaland Governor PB Acharya has
appointed Senior Nationalist Democratic Progressive Party
(NDPP) leader Neiphiu Rio as the Chief Minister of the state.
He will replace TR Zeliang of Indian National Congress
Satya Pal Malik: Bihar Governor Satya Pal Malik has been
given additional charge as the Governor of Odisha. Dr SC
Jamir, who is the present Odisha governor, has completed
his tenure.
Sitanshu Kar: All India Radio’s News Services Division
(NSD) director general Sitanshu Kar will be the next head of
the Press Information Bureau (PIB) after superannuation of
Frank Noronha on April 30.
R Subrahmanyam: Senior IAS officers R Subrahmanyam
and Anil Gopishankar Mukim have been appointed as
secretaries of Higher Education, and Mines Department
respectively, as part of a major bureaucratic reshuffle.
Sanjeev Nautiyal: SBI Life Insurance Co has announced
that Sanjeev Nautiyal has been nominated as its next MD
and CEO as the current head Arijit Basu has been posted as
Deputy Managing Director of Corporate Accounts Group of
parent company SBI.

RESIGN
Mukul Sangma: Mukul Sangma submitted his resignation
from the post of Meghalaya Chief Minister. Sangma
submitted his resignation to Meghalaya Governor Ganga
Prasad in Shillong following the assembly election results.
In Meghalaya Assembly polls, no single party crossed the

halfway mark as the Congress won 21 seats, followed by the
NPP with 19 seats, and BJP and UDP with two and six seats
respectively.

TDP Ministers Ashok Gajapathi Raju and Y.S.
Chowdary resign from Union Cabinet
Telugu Desam Party( TDP) Minister Civil aviation minister
Ashok Gajapathi Raju and Science and Technology Minister
YS Chowdhary have submitted their resignation letters to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi. This follows Union Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley’s observation that the Centre cannot
offer special status to Andhra Pradesh. Commerce and
Industry minister  Suresh Prabhu given additional charge of
Civil Aviation Ministry.
Myanmar President, Htin Kyaw Resigns:
Myanmar’s President Htin Kyaw resigned due to ill health.
Htin Kyaw, 71, was sworn in as Myanmar’s official president
in 2016 after Suu Kyi’s National League for Democracy party
won landmark elections.

VISIT AND VISITOR
Abdullah-II : The King of Jordan Abdullah-II bin Al-
Hussein came to New Delhi on a 3-day visit to India.

Vietnam President Tran Dai Quang arrives in
Delhi on three-day India visit
Vietnam President Tran Dai Quang arrived on a three-day
visit to India at the invitation of his Indian counterpart Ram
Nath Kovind.  Vietnam is an important partner in southeast
Asia and is currently the country coordinator for India with
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (Asean) regional
bloc, a role that will be handed over to Thailand later this
year.

OBITUARY
Scientist Stephen Hawking Died

 Stephen Hawking, the brightest star in the firmament
of science, whose insights shaped modern
cosmology and inspired global audiences in the
millions, has died at the age of 76.Stephen William
Hawking was born in 8 January 1942 at Oxford,
England.

 Hawking had a rare early-onset slow-progressing
form of motor neurone disease (also known as
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis “ALS” or Lou Gehrig’s
disease) that gradually paralysed him over the
decades.His scientific works included a
collaboration with Roger Penrose on gravitational
singularity theorems in the framework of general
relativity and the theoretical prediction that black
h o l e s  e m i t  r a d i a t i o n ,  o f t e n  c a l l e d  H a w k i n g  r a d i a t i o n .
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Hawking was the first to set out a theory of
cosmology explained by a union of the general
theory of relativity and quantum mechanics.

TSR Subramania: TSR Subramanian, former Cabinet
Secretary of the Union government has passed away due to
prolonged illness.
Veteran Bollywood actor Shammi: Veteran Bollywood
actor Shammi has passed away after prolonged illness. She
was 89. Fondly addressed as ‘Shammi aunty’ by Bollywood
celebrities, Shammi, whose real name is Nargis Rabadi, started
her film career with Malhar as a leading lady and later on
moved to the comic genre.
Sharbati Devi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s rakhi sister
Sharbati Devi has passed away at the age of 103.Sharbati
Devi had hit the headlines last year when she met Prime
Minister Modi at his official residence in Lok Kalyan Marg

on Raksha Bandhan. She was invited by the Prime Minister
himself to tie a rakhi on his wrist.
Kanchi Seer Jayendra Saraswathi: Sri Jayendra
Saraswathi Swamigal, the senior seer of Kanchi Kamakoti
Mutt situated in Tamil Nadu, passed away.The junior pontiff,
Sri Sankara Vijayendra Saraswathi will be the 70th Jagadguru
of Kanchi Kamakoti Peetam.
Veteran Literateur Prafulla Das: Veteran Literateur
Prafulla Das passed away. He was 91. He worked in Odia
language. He was a recipient of the prestigious “Sarala
Award” for his achievement in the literary field.
Pulitzer Prize Winner Les Payne: Les Payne, a Pulitzer
Prize-winning journalist and columnist for Newsday who
fiercely championed racial equality has passed away. He won
Pulitzer Prize for “Heroin Trail” series in 1974.



Vienna named the world’s most liveable city for
the ninth year running
The Austrian capital Vienna has been named the world’s best
city to live in for the ninth consecutive year. Mercer’s 20th
annual Quality of Living survey compared 231 major
metropolises, examining factors such as crime, healthcare,
education, public services, recreation, housing and personal
freedom.
Also, Baghdad remained the worst city to live according to
the same survey.

World’s largest solar park Shakti Sthala
launched in Karnataka
The Karnataka government inaugurated the first
phase of a 2,000 megawatts (MW) solar park in
the drought-prone Pavagada region of Tumkur
district, about 180km from Bengaluru. The first
phase of the Rs. 16,500 crore park called “Shakti
Sthala” will generate 600MW, while the balance
1,400MW is expected to be commissioned by the
end of this year.

Bengaluru gets first all-women-run rail
station
From March 8 (on the occasion of International
Women’s Day), Banaswadi railway station in
Bengaluru, Karnataka will be run entirely by
women. All the employees at the Banaswadi

station, including the station master, booking clerk, and
reservation clerk, among others, will be women. Apart from
this, other all-women-run railway stations are located in
Matunga in Mumbai, Gandhinagar in Jaipur, Chandragiri in
Andhra Pradesh’s Chittoor district and Ajni in Nagpur,
Maharashtra.

Singapore named the world’s most expensive city
Singapore has been dubbed the world’s most expensive city
to live in for the fifth year running in the Economist Intelligence
Unit’s (EIU) Worldwide Cost of Living 2018 survey. The EIU’s
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annual ranking compares the prices of over 150 items in 133

cities around the world, such as bread, wine, cigarettes and

petrol. It is designed to help hiring managers calculate fair

salaries when relocating their employees overseas.

World’s longest sandstone cave found in
Meghalaya
A 24,583-metre-long cave that was discovered in 2016 in

Meghalaya has been found to be the world’s longest
sandstone cave by the Meghalaya Adventurers’ Association.
Called Krem Puri, it is also the second largest cave in India. It

is over 6,000 metres longer than the current world record-

holder for the longest sandstone cave, the Cueva Del Saman

in Zulia, Venezuela.

Robertsganj station renamed as Sonbhadra
 The Union Home Ministry has given its approval

to rename Robertsganj railway station in UP as

Sonbhadra.

 This is the second railway station in the state to be

renamed within a year, with the first one being the

Mughalsarai railway station that was renamed to

Deen Dayal Upadhyay station in August 2017.

 Station falls under the North-Central zone of the

Indian Railways’ Allahabad division.

India’s first offshore wind turbines
 The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy

(MNRE) will set up India’s first offshore wind
turbines at Arichamunai near Dhanushkodi in Tamil

Nadu.

 This region was selected on the basis of the quality

and speed of the wind which was found to be good.

 The MNRE will install 4 to 5 wind turbines, each

with the capacity to generate a minimum of 6 MW

of power.

Mumbai, Delhi emerge as world’s best airports
in global passenger survey

 Airports Council International (ACI),located in

Montreal, Quebec, Canada announced its annual

airport service quality (ASQ) awards and Mumbai

(Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj International Airport)

tied with Delhi (Indira Gandhi International Airport)

for the top position among airports handling over

40 million passengers annually. Beijing and

Shanghai Pudong have been ranked second.

 The Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport

operated and managed by GVK’s Mumbai
International Airport Pvt Ltd (MIAL), and the Delhi

airport, run by GMR, have also bagged the best

airport award in the Asia Pacific region and in the

combined category of region and size.

Singapore Airport Rated World’s Best, Mumbai
Ranked 63rd
The Singapore Changi Airport has been named the world’s
best airport for the sixth consecutive year by consultancy

firm Skytrax. The Incheon International Airport in South Korea

and Haneda Airport in Japan were placed second and third

respectively. While the Mumbai airport (Chhatrapati Shivaji

International Airport Mumbai) has been ranked 63rd, the

airports in Bangalore (Kempegowda International Airport)

and Delhi (Indira Gandhi International Airport) are at 64th

and 66th place respectively.

Bengaluru airport wins best award in regional
category
The Bengaluru airport (Kempegowda international airport)

won Skytrax award for being the best in India and Central

Asia under the regional category at the World Airport Awards.

The Skytrax awards is the largest passenger satisfaction

assessment and prestigious among surveys measuring airport

service excellence and quality.

Ahmedabad airport receives award for ‘Most
Improved Airport’
Fructifying the continuous efforts to make the journey of

passengers more comfortable, the Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel

International Airport in Ahmedabad has received the award

for the ‘Most Improved Airport’ in the Asia Pacific region, in
Airport Service Quality awards 2017 organised by the Airport

Council International (ACI).
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CRICKET
India B wins Deodhar Trophy 2018

 India B won 45th edition of the Deodhar Trophy
2018 by defeating Karnataka in final match at the
Himachal Pradesh Cricket Association Stadium in
Dharamsala. Captain of India B: Ankit Bawne,
Captain of Karnataka: Karun Nair

 Deodhar Trophy: The Deodhar Trophy is a List A
cricket competition in Indian domestic cricket. It is
named after Prof. D. B. Deodhar (known as the Grand
Old Man of Indian cricket).

Karnataka Beat Saurashtra To Win Vijay Hazare
Trophy
Mayank Agarwal (90) starred with the bat as Karnataka
defeated Saurashtra by 41 runs in the Vijay Hazare Trophy
final at the Feroz Shah Kotla Stadium,New Delhi. Following
the win, Karnataka pacer Sreenath Arvind also announced
his retirement from first-class and list A cricket.

India clinch Nidahas Cricket Trophy by defeating
Bangladesh
India beat Bangladesh by four wickets to win the Nidahas
Cricket Trophy final in Colombo. In a nail biting final, the
visitors clinched the T20 Tri-series title with Dinesh Karthik’s
last-ball six. This is the eighth victory of India against
Bangladesh in a T-20 format. Washington Sundar awarded
as man of the series, while Dinesh Kartik got Man Of The
match award. Nidahas Trophy was played on behalf of
Srilanka 70th Independence Day.

Vidarbha Beat Rest Of India To Clinch
Maiden Irani Cup Title
In Cricket, Reigning Ranji Trophy champions
Vidarbha have lifted their maiden Irani Trophy.
On the final day of the match, they beat Rest
of India by virtue of their massive first innings
lead.

Rashid Khan set to become youngest
captain in international cricket
At 19 years of age, highly-rated Afghanistan
leg-spinner Rashid Khan is set to become the
youngest captain in the history of international
cricket. The World’s No.1 ODI and Twenty20
International bowler, Rashid will lead
Afghanistan.

Virat Kohli named Uber India’s first
brand ambassador
Popular ridesharing app Uber announced the

appointment of Indian skipper Virat Kohli as its first brand
ambassador in India, thus embarking on a first-of-its-kind
initiative across the Asia Pacific (APAC) region.

Nepal gets ODI status for first time
Nepal have gained ODI status for the first time in their history
after defeating Papua New Guinea by six wickets in the Cricket
World Cup Qualifier play-off

TENNIS
Roger Federer Becomes Most Decorated
Laureus Award Winner
Tennis legend Roger Federer became the most decorated
winner in the history of Laureus World Sports Awards after
he won twin honours at the 18th edition of the awards
ceremony in Monaco. It was his sixth award. The awards
include the Sportsman and Comeback titles. American tennis
great Serena Williams won the Sportswoman of the Year
Award following her Australian Open success, her 23rd Grand
Slam title. Serena is now the most decorated female Laureus
Award winner with five Laureus statuettes.

HOCKEY
Australia wins 2018 Sultan Azlan Shah Cup

 World champions Australia won 27th edition of the
Sultan Azlan Shah cup 2018 for record 10th time.

 In the final match held in Ipoh, Malaysia, Australia
defeated defending champion England.

 Argentina placed at 3rd palce while Malaysia and
India placed at 4th and 5th position.
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 Azlan Shah Hockey Tournament: It is an annual
international men’s field hockey tournament held in
Malaysia. It has been named after 9th king of
Malaysia and ‘Father of Malaysian Hockey’ Sultan
Azlan Shah also avid fan of field hockey. It was
established in 1983 as biennial sporting event.

BADMINTON
Sameer beats ex-world no. 2 to win Swiss Open
Indian shuttler Sameer Verma beat former world number two
Jan O Jorgensen and clinched the men’s singles title at the
$150,000 Swiss Open Super 300 tournament.

Purva Barve wins title at Israel Junior 2018
Purva Barve won the women’s singles (Under-19) title at the
Israel Junior badminton tournament 2018 held in Rishon
LeZion. The title is her first in 2018 and third overall. Earlier
she won the Israel Junior 2017, Italian Junior International
2017 apart from a bronze at the Russian Junior White Nights
2017.

BOXING
Vikas Krishan wins gold, named best boxer of
tournament in Bulgaria
India have come up with best ever performance at the 69th
Strandja Memorial Boxing Tournament in Bulgaria. At Sofia,
the country ended with a whopping 11 medals – five from
men and six from women boxers.
Overall, the contingent clinched two gold, three silver and
six bronze medals. Vikas Krishan, who claimed a gold medal
in 75 kg category, was also adjudged the best boxer of the
event, a first for an Indian. Another Gold medal was clinched
by Amit Panghal.

OTHER GAME
PyeongChang Winter Olympics 2018

 PyeongChang Winter Olympics 2018, officially
known as the XXIII Olympic Winter Games were
held in Pyeongchang, South Korea. The motto of
Winter Olympics 2018 was “Passion.Connected”.
Soohorang, a white tiger, and Bandabi, an Asiatic
black bear were the official mascots for this event.

 Top Tally- Top 3 Countries- 1. Norway (Total 39, 14
Gold, 14 Silver, 11 Bronze)., 2. Germany (Total 31, 14
Gold, 10 Silver, 7 Bronze) 3. Canada (Total 11, 8 Gold,
10 Silver, 29 Bronze).

 Czech Republic’s Ester Ledecka became the first
woman to claim gold medals in two sports at a
Winter Olympics after claiming her second one in a

snowboarding event at the PyeongChang Winter
Games.

 Norwegian cross-country skier Marit Bjoergen
became the most successful Winter Olympian in
history after claiming her 14th medal.

 India is being represented by only two athletes
Luger Shiva Keshavan and cross country skier
Jagdish Singh in the Pyeongchang Winter
Olympics.

 Russia had organized 2014 winter Olympics. Beijing,
China, to host the 2022 Winter Olympics.

Tokyo 2020 Olympics mascots unveiled
The organising committee of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games
announced that two futuristic figures, inspired by anime,
have been chosen as mascots following voting by thousands
of Japanese children.The mascots are aimed at boosting
children’s participation in the Games. The mascots were
designed by Japanese illustrator Ryo Taniguchi, who designs
characters for language teaching books and companies.

Navjot Kaur becomes first Indian woman to win
gold at Asian Wrestling Championships
Navjot Kaur produced a dominating performance in the final
of the women’s 65 kg freestyle category to clinch the gold
medal in what was a day to remember for Indian wrestling at
the Asian Wrestling Championships in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan.
In the process, Navjot Kaur became the first Indian woman
has stood at the top of the podium at the senior Asian
Wrestling Championships.

Advani-led India beat Pakistan to win Snooker
Team World Cup
India defeated Pakistan in the inaugural IBSF Snooker Team
World Cup in Doha. The Indian combine of Pankaj Advani
and Manan Chandra came back from 0-2 down in the best-
of-five final to clinch it with a margin of 3-2. The Indian team
was awarded $15,000 (nearly Rs. 10 lakh) for winning the
tournament.

Viswanathan Anand wins Rapid event at Tal
Memorial
Viswanathan Anand won the rapid event at the 11th Tal
Memorial chess in Moscow. The World rapid champion
finished the event with 6 points while Shakhriyar
Mamedyarov (with 5 points) came second.

Shooter Rizvi sets world record, wins World Cup
gold
Indian shooter Shahzar Rizvi created a new world record on
his way to the gold medal in the men’s 10m air pistol event at
the ISSF World Cup at Guadalajara in Mexico. The Indian
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beat reigning Olympic champion Christian Reitz of Germany,
who had to settle for the silver. India’s Jitu Rai bagged the
bronze with 219. Om Prakash Mitharval, the third Indian to
reach the final, finished fourth.

Manu Bhaker shoots gold in Women’s 10m Air
Pistol,ISSF World Cup
Manu Bhaker, who recently earned a quota place for the
Beunos Aires 2018 Youth Olympic Games scheduled for
October, won a sensational gold in the Women’s 10m Air
Pistol, to put India firmly on top of the medals tally in the
year’s first International Shooting Sport Federation (ISSF)
World Cup stage in Mexico’s Guadalajara.
Miscellaneous

Indian football team re-enters top-100 in FIFA
rankings
The Indian football team has re-entered the top-100 of the
FIFA world rankings and is now placed at 99th in the latest
chart. Germany stood at first position followed by Brazil.
Iran is the top Asian ranked country.India national football
team-Captain:Sunil Chhetri, Head coach: Stephen
Constantine

Odisha to host Senior Nationals Table Tennis after
12 years
Odisha will host the 80th Senior National Table Tennis
Championships, most probably at Cuttack, after a gap of 12
years. The state had hosted the event in 2001 and in 2006.

Deepa Malik becomes Asian rank 1 in javelin F-
53 category
Indian para-athlete Deepa Malik won a gold medal in the F-
53/54 category javelin event at the World Para Athletics Grand
Prix in Dubai and also became the Asian rank one in the F-53
category.

Chennaiyin FC beat fancied Bengaluru FC to lift
ISL trophy
Chennaiyin FC lifted their game to a level befitting the
occasion and sent fancied Bengaluru FC crushing to a painful
2-3 defeat, clinching the Indian Super League (ISL) title.

NEWS IN BRIEF
 Emerging Indian shooter Elavenil Valarivan clinched

the gold medal along with a couple of world records
in the women’s 10 metre Air Rifle event at the the
ISSF Junior World Cup held in Sydney, Australia.

 The highly-competitive World Series of Boxing
comes to India for the first time, with the National
Boxing Academy in Rohtak set to host an explosive

clash between the Indian Tigers and the Astana
Arians from Kazakhastan on the starting day.

 Rio-Olympic silver-medalist PV Sindhu will be the
flag-bearer of the Indian contingent for the opening
ceremony of the Commonwealth Games in Gold
Coast, Australia to be held from 4 Apr 2018 to 15
Apr 2018.

 Teenager Manu Bhaker nailed her second World
Cup gold medal inside a month, winning the womens
10m Air Pistol title at the International Shooting
Sport Federation (ISSF) Junior World in Sydney,
Australia.

 Pankaj Advani has defended his Asian Billiards
Championships title. In the summit clash at Yangon
in Myanmar, Advani defeated his practice partner B
Bhaskar 6-1. With this win, Advani remains the
reigning Indian, Asian and world champion in
billiards for 2017-18.


VANIK’S KNOWLEDGE GARDEN

WHAT IS A LETTER OF UNDERTAKING (LOU)?
 There is a widely accepted provision of bank guarantees

known as a letter of undertaking (LOU) under which a
bank can allow its customer to raise money from
another Indian bank's foreign branch in the form of a
short term credit. The LOU serves the purpose of a
bank guarantee for a bank's customer for making
payment to its offshore suppliers in the foreign
currency.

 For raising the LOU, the customer (importer) is
supposed to pay margin money to the bank that issues
the LOU and accordingly, they are granted a credit
limit. But in Nirav Modi's case, neither was there a
credit limit, nor did he ever give any margin money,
reported Reuters.

 Once the letter of credit is acknowledged and accepted,
the lender (foreign branch of Indian bank) transfers
money to the nostro account of the bank that has issued
the LoU. In this case, Nostro account is the Punjab
National Bank's account held in another bank in a
foreign country for the purpose of holding foreign
currency.

 As a matter of fact, letter of undertaking is a letter of
credit issued by one bank (let's call it Punjab National
Bank) that paves way for another bank (let's call it
Allahabad Bank-AB) to give money to supplier of
Punjab National Bank's customer. As mentioned earlier,
the money is transferred by AB to supplier of PNB's
customer via a nostro account that PNB holds in AB in
abroad.

 The credit is ideally meant for short-term only. In the
Nirav Modi-Mehil Choksi case, the term of loan was
allegedly extended far beyond what is prescribed as per
the rule book. Even the PNB and other lenders are
slugging out over the loan term, which should not have
been extended, says PNB, longer than 90 days.

 PNB officials allegedly used their access to SWIFT
messaging system (used for overseas transaction) and
verified guarantees given on LoUs without taking
necessary sanctions. As a result, overseas branches of
many Indian banks gave forex credit.
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ISRO postpones launch of Chandrayaan-2 mission
ISRO chairman K Sivan announced that Indian Space and
Research Organisation (ISRO) has postponed launch of
India’s second lunar mission ‘Chandrayaan-2’ from April 2018
to October-November 2018 as experts have suggested more
tests. It will be launched on board of Geosynchronous
Satellite Launch Vehicle Mk III (GSLV-F10).The Chandrayaan-
2, a totally indigenous mission costing about Rs 800 crore.
Chandrayaan-1 mission was launched in oct 22, 2008.

Airtel, Google Partner to Offer Android Go-
Powered Smartphones in India

 Telecom operator Bharti Airtel and technology giant
Google have partnered to launch low-cost 4G
smartphones powered by Android Oreo (Go edition)
in India.

 The entry-level 4G smartphones under Airtel’s
‘Mera Pehla Smartphone’ program will be shipped
with Android Oreo (Go edition) starting March this
year.

 Notably, mobile manufacturers Lava and Micromax,
will make the first set of 4G handsets powered by
Android Go.

 Android Oreo (Go edition) or Android Go is a
trimmed down version of Android 8.1 Oreo aimed at
low-cost smartphones. It works even with
smartphones that have only 512MB of RAM and
has access to a slew of apps designed for low-
bandwidth

Suzlon commissions India’s largest wind turbine
generator

 Renewable solution provider Suzlon
Group has announced the installation and
commissioning of its new product, S128(with
rotor diameter of 128 metres), claiming it to be
the largest wind turbine generator (WTG) in
India.
 The S128 wind turbine generator (WTG)
is being offered in 2.6 MW to 2.8 MW variants
and offers hub heights up to 140 metres. The
first prototype of S128 has been commissioned
at the Sanganeri site in Tamil Nadu
 Top three states in India with highest wind
electricity generation: 1-Tamil Nadu, 2-
Maharashtra, 3-Gujarat
 The Government of India has set a target
of 175 GW renewable power installed capacity
by the end of 2022. This includes 60 GW from
wind power, 100 GW from solar power, 10 GW

from biomass power and 5 GW from small hydro
power.

India’s first Aviation Multi Skill Development
Centre launched in Chandigarh
India’s first Aviation Multi Skill Development Centre (MSDC)
was launched at Chandigarh Airport’s old terminal. The
Centre is a CSR initiative of Airports Authority of India (AAI)
and will initially train 2,360 students free of cost in three
years.

ISRO plans to build ‘igloos’ on Moon for
astronauts
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has started
working towards developing ‘igloos’ on Moon, called the
lunar habitats, for safe keeping of astronauts. The habitats
will be built by sending robots and 3D printers to the Moon
and using lunar soil. Although no mission plan has been
prepared yet, scientists want to have the technology ready
for building these structures.

Vodafone with Nokia, Audi to set up first 4G
network on moon by next year
British telecom major Vodafone with Nokia, Audi(Germany
based) to set up first 4G network to moon support a mission
by PTScientists in 2019. The 4G network that will now enable
high-definition streaming from the lunar landscape back to
earth is part of a project to back the first privately funded
moon mission.

IRCTC ties up with Ola
To provide first-and-last-mile connectivity, IRCTC announced
a partnership with cab aggregator Ola, giving commuters an
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option book taxi on its app. The Ola cab facility will provide
all the services directly on the IRCTC Rail Connect App. The
tie-up, a six-month pilot project, will give customers access
to Ola booking services when they visit the IRCTC Rail
Connect App.

NASA to Build ‘HAMMER’ Spacecraft
NASA has drawn up plans to build a huge nuclear spacecraft
that is capable of shunting or blowing up dangerous space
rocks and safeguarding life on Earth. The spacecraft named
Hammer (Hypervelocity Asteroid Mitigation Mission for
Emergency Response) is an eight-tonne spaceship which
could deflect a giant space rock. The 1,600-foot-wide asteroid
Bennu is circling the sun at 63,000 mph.

World’s 1st Trusted Digital Repository
 India’s National Cultural Audio Visual Archives

(NCAA) has been certified as the world’s 1st trusted
digital repository by the UK-based organisation.

WHO member-countries commit to end TB by
2030

 Member-countries of the World Health
Organisation (WHO) South-East Asia Region,
including India, committed to intensifying efforts
to eradicate tuberculosis by 2030.

 An apex government body for biomedical research,
Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR)
functioning under the Health Ministry was awarded
the International Kochon Prize 2017 for contribution
to the National Programme in Tuberculosis
research.The Kochon Prize, endowed by the

Kochon Foundation, a non-profit foundation
registered in the Republic of Korea, consists
of $65,000 award.
 Recently Prime Minister Narendra Modi
today launched a campaign to eradicate
tuberculosis (TB) from India by 2025, five years
ahead of a globally-set deadline.
 NOTE: WHO Regional Office for South-
East Asia (SEARO) consist of 11 SEAR member
states/countries include Bangladesh, India,
Indonesia, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Bhutan,
DPR Korea, Myanmar, Maldives and Timor-
Leste.

Cabinet okays Ayushman Bharat with
no bar on age, family size
 The Union Cabinet, chaired by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, approved the launch
of Ayushman Bharat – National Health

Protection Mission (AB-NHPM) promising health
coverage to 10 crore poor families with no restriction
on age and family size. To ensure that nobody is
left out (especially women, children and elderly)
there will be no cap on family size and age in the
scheme.

 Ayushman Bharat, popularly known as Modicare
and tagged as world’s largest government funded
public health coverage, seeks to provide Rs 5 lakh
medical coverage per family per year to 10.74 crore
poor and vulnerable families based on Socio
Economic and Caste Census (SECC). It also

 NCAA is the project of Ministry of Culture and is
implemented by Indira Gandhi National Centre for
the Arts.

 The objective of the NCAA is to identify and
preserve the cultural heritage of India available in
audiovisual form by digitization.

ISRO–BHEL Tie up for the Production of Space
Grade Lithium-Ion Cells
ISRO has entered into a Technology Transfer Agreement
(TTA) with Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) to
transfer the technology for the manufacture of space grade
Li-Ion cells. This Li-ion cell Technology Transfer will enable
BHEL to produce space grade Li-Ion cells which can meet
the country’s space programme requirements.
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proposes to strengthen the primary healthcare in
the country with 150,000 health and wellness
centres.

 Also, Union Health and Family Welfare Minister
J.P. Nadda informed that AB-NHPM would be ready
for launch by July end.

Ayushman Bharat for a new India -2022
The Government announced two major initiatives in
health sector , as part of Ayushman Bharat programme.
The initiatives are as follows:-
a) Health and Wellness Centre:- The National Health

Policy, 2017 has envisioned Health and Wellness
Centres as the foundation of India’s health system.
Under this 1.5 lakh centres will bring health care
system closer to the homes of people. These centres
will provide comprehensive health care, including
for non- communicable diseases and maternal and
child health services. These centres will also provide
free essential drugs and diagnostic services. The
Budget has allocated Rs.1200 crore for this flagship
programme. Contribution of private sector through
CSR and philanthropic institutions in adopting these
centres is also envisaged.

b) National Health Protection Scheme:- The second
flagship programme under Ayushman Bharat is
National Health Protection Scheme, which will cover
over 10 crore poor and vulnerable families
(approximately 50 crore beneficiaries) providing
coverage upto 5 lakh rupees per family per year for
secondary and tertiary care hospitalization. This will
be the world’s largest government funded health
care programme.

These two health sector initiatives under Ayushman
Bharat Programme will build a New India 2022 and ensur
enhanced productivity, well being and avert wage loss
and impoverishment. In order to further enhance
accessibility of quality medical education and health
care, 24 new Government Medical Colleges and Hospitals
will be set up, by up-grading existing district hospitals
in the country. This would ensure that there is at least 1
Medical College for every 3 Parliamentary
Constituencies and at least 1 Government Medical
College in each State of the country.

Bengal tops in rural job scheme, T.N. is second
 According to statistics recently provided in Rajya

Sabha by the Minister of State for Rural
Development Ram Kripal Yadav, West Bengal has
become the best performing State both in terms of
allotting jobs and utilising funds under the Mahatma
Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA).Tamil Nadu occupied the second spot
andAndhra Pradesh was third.Goa is ranked at the
bottom of the list .

 Finance Minister Arun Jaitley allocated Rs 55,000
crore for MNREG Scheme for the financial year 2018-
19

 The scheme, executed under the National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act,  provides minimum 100
days of employment out of 365 days in a year to
every rural household willing to do unskilled manual
work.



Govt sanctions Rs. 1200 cr to clear
pollution in Delhi
In a move to provide Delhi residents relief from
the burgeoning air pollution crisis in the city,
the central government has sanctioned
schemes worth Rs 1,200 crore to keep a check
on alarming pollution levels in the capital.

Chilika Lake Largest Habitat Of
Irrawaddy Dolphins Globally
The Chilika lake in Odisha has emerged as the
single largest habitat of Irrawaddy dolphins in
the world with the spotting of 155 such
animals, according to the Chilika Development
Authority (CDA). The first ever ‘Annual
Monitoring’ was conducted by the CDA to
count the number of the marine mammals and
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to study the hydrological impacts of removal of pen culture
(locally known as gherries).

Sach-Gaurav: India’s first cloned Assamese buffalo
born
The Central Institute for Research on Buffaloes (CIRB) has
claimed that India’s first cloned Assamese buffalo male calf
named Sach-Gaurav was born in Hisar, Haryana.  It was born
to Murrah buffalo, at Hi Tech Sach Dairy Farm, 100 kms from
cloning laboratory, making it first buffalo calf to be born in
field.This is second cloned male buffalo produced by ICAR-
CIRB after Hisar-Gaurav, born in December 2015.

‘Sudan’ the rhino is dead
Sudan, the world’s last male northern white rhino, had died.
The 45-year-old animal was euthanised at his home in the Ol
Pejeta conservancy in Kenya.

Government forms Tribunal to solve Mahanadi
Water dispute between Odisha & Chhattisgarh

 The Ministry of Water Resources, River
Development and Ganga Rejuvenation has
constituted Mahanadi Water Dispute Tribunal for
adjudication of longstanding disputes between
Odisha and Chhattisgarh over sharing of Mahanadi
river water.

 The tribunal was formed under Section 4 of Inter-
State River Water Disputes Act, 1956 following
directives of Supreme Court on January 2018.

 Chief Justice of India (CJI) has nominated Supreme
Court Judge A M Khanwilkar as chairman of
Tribunal.



Indian Military Ranked 4th Strongest In World
India’s military is placed fourth on a global index that has
ranked 133 countries on the basis of their global military
prowess, trailing behind only the US, Russia and China in
that order. India’s western neighbor Pakistan ranks 13 on the
Global Firepower (GFP) list 2017.
 Commander-in-Chief: President Ram Nath Kovind
 Minister of Defence: Nirmala Sitharaman
 Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee: Admiral

Sunil Lanba
 Chief of the Army Staff (COAS): General Bipin Rawat
 Chief of the Air Staff (CAS): Air Chief Marshal

Birender Singh
 Chief of the Naval Staff (CNS): Admiral Sunil Lanba

 Director General: Director General Rajendra
Singh

First Woman Inducted As Combat
Officer In ITBP
In another first for women, 25-year-old Prakriti
has been inducted as the first direct-entry
combat officer in the Indo-Tibetan Border
Police. The ITBP is the last of the Central
Armed Police Forces (CAPFs) to induct women
officers in combat roles after the government
first allowed it to enrol them in 2016.

Indian Navy’s warship INS Ganga
decommissioned
Indian Navy’s indigenously built warship INS
Ganga (F22) was decommissioned in Mumbai,
Maharashtra.It was commissioned in
December 1985.  INS Ganga (F22) was a
Godavari-class guided-missile frigate of the

Indian Navy.The Godavari class was first indigenous warship
design and development initiative of Indian Navy.

Navy decommissionsed 3 minesweepers
The Indian Navy has decommissioned 3 Karwar-class
minesweepers ‘Konkan’, ‘Cannanore’ and ‘Cuddalore’. These
minesweepers ‘retired’ as operational ships after three
decades of service in the Indian Navy. Each of these
minesweepers sailed nearly 30,000 nautical miles during their
operational life, which is comparable to circumnavigating
the globe four and a half time.
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Centre sets up committee to study
issues in Fintech space
The government has set up a steering
committee headed by Economic Affairs
Secretary, Subhash Chandra Garg to consider
various issues relating to the development of
Fintech space in India with a view to make
Fintech related regulations more flexible and
generate enhanced entrepreneurship. The
committee will consider means of using data
with GSTN and data residing with information
utilities such as credit information companies
(CICs) and others in open domain with a view
to developing applications for financing of
micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs).



MILITARY EXERCISE
Lamitye 2018
The eighth edition Lamitye 2018, bilateral military exercise
between Indian Army and Seychelles People’s Defence Force
was held at Mahe Island in Seychelles archipelago.”Lamitye”
means friendship in Creole (local dialect of Seychelles).

Samvedna 2018: IAF’s first multilateral HADR air
exercise in South Asia
Samvedna 2018, the first multilateral Humanitarian Assistance
and Disaster Relief (HADR) exercise of Indian Air Force (IAF)
in association with South Asian Region nations was held off
the coast of Kerala. The multilateral exercise was spearheaded
by IAF and conducted by Southern Air Command (SAC)
and involved representatives from air forces of Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, Nepal and UAE.

Naval ships exercise to boost UAE-India ties
begins
Naval ships of the UAE and India will hold a first-ever joint
exercise – ‘Gulf Star 1’ – giving a further boost to bilateral
ties. Two Indian Navy ships INS Gomati (Guided Missile
Frigate) and INS Kolkata (Guided Missile Destroyer) arrived
in Dubai for the ‘Harbour Phase’ of the exercise and will
participate with UAE Navy ships for the ‘Sea Phase’. The
joint exercise is part of the comprehensive strategic
partnership and aims to further strengthen bilateral defence
cooperation.

Phase I of Varuna 18, Indo-French Naval exercise,
kick-started
The first phase of Indo-French joint naval exercise Varuna
2018 kickstarted at the Mormugao Port Trust (MPT) in Vasco,
Goa. The exercise is being held in the Arabian Sea off the
Goa coast.The second and third phases of the exercise will
be held at the Chennai coast in April 2018 and in La Reunion
Island in May 2018, respectively.

MILES-18: First ever multi-nation naval exercise
at sea held in Andaman

 The MILES-18, first-ever multi-nation naval exercise
at sea was held at the Andaman sea. The three days
exercise was conducted as part of 10th edition of
MILAN 2018.

 Milan 2018, a multi-national mega event was
organised by Andaman Nicobar naval command
with theme ‘Friendship Across the Seas’ to expand
regional cooperation and combat unlawful activities
in critical sea lanes.

 11 naval ships of 8 countries (Australia, Bangladesh,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, Singapore, Sri Lanka
and Thailand) and nine Indian ships had
participated in MILES-18.
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21st National Conference on e-Governance held
in Hyderabad

 The 21st National Conference on e-Governance was
held in Hyderabad, capital city of Telangana. This
year, theme of the conference was ‘Technology for
accelerating Development’.

 It was organised by Department of Administrative
Reforms and Public Grievances (DARPG), along
with Ministry of Electronics & Information
Technology (MeITY) in association with Telangana.

 E-Governance is one of the subjects allocated to
DARPG, Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances
and Pensions under II Schedule to the Allocation
of Business Rules, 1961.

Annual Krishi Unnati Mela Begins In New Delhi
The three-day annual Krishi Unnati Mela began in at Indian
Agricultural Research Institute (IARI),New Delhi with a focus
on doubling the farmers’ income  by 2022.Prime Minister
Narendra Modi unveiled a portal on organic farming and lay
the foundation stone of 25 Krishi Vigyan Kendras.

Home Minister Rajnath Singh inaugurates Asia-
Pacific Regional Conference of IACP
Home Minister Rajnath Singh has inaugurated the two-day
Asia-Pacific Regional Conference of the International
Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) in New Delhi. The
theme of the conference is “Challenges to Policing in 2020 –
How is Cyber Space shaping our approach to Cybercrime
and Terrorism, how do we perform within it and take
advantage of it”. IACP-HQ: US

First National Workshop on POSHAN
Abhiyaan
The first National workshop on POSHAN
Abhiyan involving all the states and union
territories was held at Pravasi Bharatiya
Kendra, New Delhi. The Ministry of Women
and Child Development is organising the day-
long workshop with participation from all the
states/UTs. POSHAN Abhiyaan was launched
on 8th March 2018 by the Prime Minister in
Jhunjhunu.

Global digital summit to begin in
Kochi
The Kerala government is organising a two-
day global digital summit from March 22 to
develop a roadmap to make the state a hub for
digital innovation and investment. The theme
of the event is “Towards a Digital Future”.

The event titled `# Future’ to be inaugurated by Chief
Minister Pinarayi Vijayan in Kochi is expected to be attended
by 2000 delegates.

Coast Guard commissions interceptor boat at Guj’s
Porbandar
The Coast Guard commissioned an interceptor boat at
Porbandar, Gujarat as part of its efforts to strengthen the
security umbrella of the West coast.Indian Coast Guard Ship
C-437 would strengthen the security umbrella of the West
coast and also help augment patrolling to prevent illicit
activities such as infiltration, smuggling and illegal fishing.

5th India Maize Summit 2018 held in New Delhi
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry
(FICCI) organized the 5th edition of India Maize Summit on
March 23rd , 2018 at FICCI, Federation House, New Delhi.
FICCI has been organizing India Maize Summit since 2013
and after the success of last four editions, FICCI has now
declared this as an Annual event. The 5th edition of India
Maize Summit aims at providing a common platform to all
stakeholders to outline the opportunities in maize and
deliberate on actions that are required at the policy and
operational level to unleash the potential of Maize.

106th ISC to be held in Bhopal
 General President-elect Manoj Kumar Chakrabarti

announced that the 106th edition of the Indian
Science Congress will be held in January 2019 at
Barkatullah University Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh.

 The theme for 2019 ISC will be “Future India: Science
& Technology”.

 105th Indian Science Congress concluded at Imphal.
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7th Women Science Congress Inaugurated at
Imphal

 The 7th edition of the Women science congress
was formally inaugurated at the Centenary Hall of
Manipur University, which is currently hosting the
105th Indian Science Congress.

NAMASTE SHALOM
The Union Minister of State (I/C) of the Ministry of
Development of North Eastern Region (DoNER), Dr Jitendra
Singh, launched the social media of “Namaste Shalom”, a
magazine on India-Israel relations. The magazine ‘Namaste
Shalom’ is edited by Tarun Vijay, former MP.

 ‘HOW TO BE A HUMAN’
Aamir Khan launched the book ‘How to be a Human’, which
is penned by Rajkumar Hirani’s wife Manjeet Hiraniwas. The
book is based on the dog which the Hirani’s adopted from
‘PK’ sets.

FULFILLING BAPU’S DREAMS
The President of India, Shri Ram Nath Kovind, received the
first copy of the book ‘Fulfilling Bapu’s Dreams – Prime
Minister Modi’s Tribute to Gandhiji’ from Sadhguru Jaggi
Vasudev, who formally released it at a function held at
Rashtrapati Bhavan.

‘A TRIBUTE TO JAGU’
Sri Lanka Cricket (SLC), on the occasion of the 70th
independence of the island nation, paid a glowing tribute to

former BCCI President Jagmohan Dalmiya by
releasing a book, titled ‘A Tribute to Jagu’.

PARAMVEER PARWANE
General Bipin Rawat, Chief of the Army Staff
released a book on Paramveer Chakra Awardees
– ‘Paramveer Parwane’.  The book illustrates
the bravery of Paramveer Chakra Awardees from
1947 to 1965. The book is written by Dr
Prabhakiran Jain and is published by Medha
Books.

‘First Indian Sign Language Dictionary
of 3000 Words’ Launched
 The Union Minister for Social Justice and
Empowerment, Thaawarchand Gehlot on March
23, 2018 launched the first Indian Sign Language
(ISL) dictionary containing 3000 words at a
function in Delhi.

 The main aim of developing the dictionary is to
remove the communication barriers between the deaf
and hearing communities, as it is focused on
providing more information in Indian sign
language.The dictionary mainly focuses on
providing more information in Indian Sign
Language.



 During the five-day programme, the focus will be
on various scientific disciplines and how they can
connect with the society.
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Mukesh Ambani 19th richest person in the world;
Jeff Bezos tops Forbes’ billionaires list

 Forbes’ billionaires list has named Mukesh Ambani
as the 19th richest man in the world. The World’s
Billionaires list has 2,247 names, out of which 119
are Indians. After adding 18 new names to the group,
India came in third after China with 373 names and
USA with 585 names.

 Mukesh Ambani, the richest Indian for the 11th year
in a row with assets amounting to $40.1 billion.

 Amazon’s Jeff Bezos tops the list. With $112 billion,
Bezos is the richest man in the world, followed by
Microsoft’s Bill Gates with $90 billion. Bezos is also
the first person whose assets crossed the mark of
$100 billion, as mentioned by Forbes.

 Azim Premji is the second richest Indian and is
ranked 58th on the overall list with a net worth of
$18.8 billion, followed by Lakshmi Mittal on the 62nd
position with net worth of $18.5 billion.

 Paytm founder Vijay Shekhar Sharma, 39, is the
youngest Indian billionaire, while 92-year-old
Samprada Singh, chairman emeritus of Alkem
Laboratories, is the oldest. Sharma, ranked 1,394th
on the list with a fortune of USD 1.7 billion, is the
only Indian billionaire in the under-40 league.

India has the third highest number of billionaires
in the world: Hurun Global Rich List

 With 31 new Indians on the list, India comes third
after China and USA on Hurun’s Global Rich List
2018. However, China with 819 names and USA with
571 are way ahead in terms of number of billionaires.
China, has catapulted in the competition, leaving
its competitor USA far behind.

 Although Mukesh Ambani remains the richest
Indian, one of the Indians to see a massive growth
in wealth is Gautam Adani whose wealth doubled
and grew by 109% to USD 14 billion. Ambani’s
wealth soared by 73% to USD 45 billion. Adani is in
the 98th spot, while Ambani is ranked 19th.

 The total number of Indians on that list is 131, but if
Indian-origins are considered then the tally would
move up to 170.

 The richest person in the world is Jeff Bezos of
Amazon, with USD 123 billion, followed by Warren
Buffett of Berkshire Hathaway with USD 102 billion,
Bill Gates of Microsoft with USD 90 billion, Mark

Zuckerberg of Facebook with USD 79 billion,
Bernard Arnault of LVMH with USD 78 billion,
Amancio Ortega of Inditex with USD 73 billion, Carlos
Slim Helu and family of America Movil with USD 67
billion, Larry Ellison of Oracle with USD 54 billion,
Larry Page of Google with USD 50 billion and
Michael Bloomberg of Bloomberg with USD 49
billion.

 Rupert Hoogerwerf, Chief Researcher and Chairman
of Hurun.

Itanagar celebrates Silver Jubilee of Losar festival
The Buddhist Community of Itanagar celebrated the silver
jubilee of the Losar Festival at the Nyokum Lapang Ground
here. The three-day festival, organized by the Itanagar
Buddhist Cultural Society (IBCS) was celebrated from March
2 to March 4 with a lot of enthusiasm and traditional zeal.

India’s first heli taxi launched in Bengaluru, ticket
cost is Rs 4,130 per seat

 India’s first helicopter taxi service was launched in
Bengaluru to fly passengers from Kempegowda
International Airport to Electronic City.

 Kochi-based Thumby Aviation Private Limited
launched the helicopter taxi service, connecting a
couple of locations from Kempegowda International
Airport in Bengaluru.

 The service is being priced at Rs 4,130 per seat
including GST. The company has developed its own
app named ‘Heli Taxii’ where people can book their
flights.

 The Bengaluru International Airport Limited (BIAL),
located in Devanahalli, about 40 km from the city
centre, had tied up with helicopter service provider
Thumby Aviation to ferry air passengers to and from
the city.

India’s first coastal policing academy set up in
Gujarat
India’s first national coastal policing academy, National
Academy of Coastal Policing (NACP) to train police forces
in effectively safeguarding country’s shoreline will start
functioning from April 2018. It will be launched from campus
of Gujarat’s Fisheries Research Centre located in coastal Okha
town in Devbhumi Dwarka district of Gujarat.

MISCELLANEOUS
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NCRB celebrates its 33rd Inception Day
The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) celebrated its
33rd Inception Day on March 11, 2018. On this occasion,
“Citizen Services” mobile application developed in-house
by NCRB was also released.NCRB-Founded: 11 March 1986,
Headquarters: New Delhi, Agency executive: Ish Kumar,
Director.

India to be 3rd largest tourism economy in 10
years
According to 2018 economic impact report by World Travel
& Tourism Council (WTTC), India is expected to establish
itself as the third largest travel and tourism economy by 2028
in terms of direct and total GDP.  The WTTC report also said
India will add nearly 10 million jobs in the tourism sector by
2028.



28th February: National Science Day
 The day is observed to mark the discovery of Raman

effect by Physicist CV Raman on 28th February,
1928. For his discovery, CV Raman was awarded
the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1930.

 The theme for National Science Day 2018 is “Science
and Technology for a sustainable future.”

Maharashtra celebrates Marathi Bhasha Diwas
 Maharashtra celebrated ‘Marathi Bhasha Diwas’ on

February 27, 2018.To mark the day, major events
were organized in Nashik, the hometown of the
litterateur VV Shirwadkar.

 Marathi Bhasha Diwas’ is celebrated on the occasion
of the birth anniversary of noted Marathi litterateur
VV Shirwadkar, popularly known as ‘Kusumagraj’.

World Wild Life Day: 3 March
On 20 December 2013, at its 68th session, the United Nations
General Assembly (UNGA) decided to proclaim 3 March, the
day of the adoption of the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), as
World Wildlife Day, which was proposed by Thailand, to
celebrate and raise awareness of the world’s wild fauna and
flora. The World Wild Life Day 2018 theme is “Big cats –
predators under threat”.
International Women’s Day- 8 March

 International Women’s Day (IWD) is celebrated on
March 8 every year.This year’s celebration comes

at the heels of an unprecedented movement for
women’s rights as 2018 marks 100 years since
women gained the vote after the suffragette
movement.
 There have also been global campaigns in the
form of #MeToo and #TimesUp – bringing sexual
harassment and equal pay to the forefront of the
agenda. International Women’s Day 2018 campaign
theme is #PressforProgress. The day has been
observed since 1908, and falls on March 8 each
year.
 The International Women’s Day 2018
theme is “Time is Now: Rural and urban activists
transforming women’s lives”.
 On this day, Madhya Pradesh CM Shivraj
Singh Chouhan launched ‘Mukhyamantri Mahila
Kosh’ scheme. Under this scheme, the women who
aren’t married and are above the age of 50 will be

given pension.
 For the first time in the country a sanitary pad

dispensing machine was installed in a coach of
Mumbai-New Delhi Rajdhani Express.

World Kidney Day 2018: 8 March
 World Kidney Day, which is a global campaign aimed

at raising awareness on the importance of kidneys,
was celebrated on March 8 this year. Ever since its
inception in 2006, it has been observed on the
second Thursday of March with a special theme for
the year.

 The theme of  World Kidney Day 2018 is “Kidneys
and Women’s Health”.

World Consumer Rights Day: 15 March
The theme of World Consumer Rights Day 2018 is “Making
Digital Marketplaces Fairer”.

World Sleep Day: 16 March 2018
World Sleep Day is held the Friday before Spring Vernal
Equinox of each year.  The theme of World Sleep Day 2018 is
‘Join the Sleep World, Preserve Your Rhythms to Enjoy Life’.

World Sparrow Day:20th March
The theme for this year’s day was “ I Love Sparrows”. The
first World Sparrow Day was observed in 2010 across the
globe.
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International Day of Forests: 21 March
The International Day of Forests was established on the
21st day of March, by resolution of the United Nations
General Assembly on November 28, 2012. Each year, various
events celebrate and raise awareness of the importance of all
types of forests, and trees outside forests, for the benefit of
current and future generations. The theme of the International
Day of Forests in 2018 is “Forests and Sustainable Cities”.

International Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination: 21 March
The International Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination is observed annually on 21 March. On that
day, in 1960, police opened fire and killed 69 people at a
peaceful demonstration in Sharpeville, South Africa, against
the apartheid pass laws. Proclaiming the day in 1966, the
United Nations General Assembly called on the international
community to redouble its efforts to eliminate all forms of
racial discrimination. The theme of the International Day for
the Elimination of Racial Discrimination in 2018 is “Promoting
tolerance, inclusion, unity and respect for diversity in the
context of combating racial discrimination”.

Global Recycling Day: 18 March
The Bureau of International Recycling (BIR) proclaimed
March 18, 2018 the first Global Recycling Day. Based on the
worldwide response, the organization was successful in
calling attention to the issues facing the recycling industry
and highlighting the importance of what it calls “the seventh
resource.”

Ordnance Factories Day: 18 March
Ordnance Factories Day is observed all over India on 18th
March every year. The production of the oldest Ordnance
Factory of India, which is located at Cossipore, Kolkata was
commenced on 18th March 1802. The day is celebrated
throughout the ordnance factories in which employees of all
categories take part in various organized events.

International Day of Happiness- 20 March
World Happiness Day, is celebrated every year on March 20
to recognize the importance of happiness in the lives of
people around the world. The theme for 2018 is “Share
Happiness” – focusing on the importance of relationships,
kindness and helping each other.

World Poetry Day: 21 March
World Poetry Day is celebrated on 21 March, and was
declared by UNESCO (the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization) in 1999. Its purpose is
to promote the reading, writing, publishing and teaching of
poetry throughout the world.

World Water Day: 22 March
World Water Day is an annual observance day on 22 March
to highlight the importance of freshwater. The first World
Water Day, designated by the United Nations, was
commemorated in 1993. The theme for World Water Day in
2018 is “Nature for Water”.

World Meteorlogical Day: 23 March
Recognized annually on March 23, World Meteorological
Day commemorates the establishment of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) on this date in 1950.
The day showcases the essential contribution of National
Meteorological and Hydrological Services to the safety and
well-being of society. The theme of World Meteorlogical Day
in 2018 is “Weather-ready, climate-smart”.

Earth Hour observed on 24th March 2018
Earth Hour was observed from 8:30 to 9:30 on 24th March
2018. It is the world’s largest grassroots movement for the
environment where people around the globe unite to take a
stand against climate change by turning off non-essential
lights for one hour. It is a global initiative of the World Wide
Fund for Nature India or WWF-India.This year, WWF-India
is launching the “Give Up to Give Back” initiative to inspire
organisations, institutions and individuals to make the choice
to curb some habits, practices and lifestyles that burden
lives and environment. The campaign includes taking steps
like giving up single-use plastics, fossil fuels and e-waste
among others.

March 24: World Tuberculosis Day
 World Tuberculosis Day (WTD) is observed to

commemorate discovery of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis, bacillus (bacteria) causing TB on 24th
March, 1882 by German microbiologist Robert
Koch.

 The theme of World TB Day 2018 is “Wanted:
Leaders for a TB-free world”.

 India has set target to become TB-free by 2025
instead of 2030 which has set up globally to eradicate
TB.

 At the function in New Delhi, the Health Secretary
Smt. Preeti Sudan, released the TB INDIA 2018
Report and National Drug Resistance Survey Report.
She also launched the ‘NikshayAushadi Portal’ and
shorter regimen for Drug Resistant TB.

Ambedkar Jayanti To Be Celebrated As ‘Social
Justice Day’

 14th April, Dr BR Ambedkar’s birth anniversary, will
be celebrated as ‘Social Justice Day’ across the
nation.

 Born into a poor Dalit family, on 14 April 1891,
Ambedkar became independent India’s first law
minister, the principal architect of the Constitution
of India and a founding father of the Republic of
India.

 He also campaigned against the social discrimination
of Dalits and inspired the Dalit Buddhist Movement
in 1956.

 Ambedkar was awarded the Bharat Ratna
posthumously in 1990.
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1. Diu has become the first Union Territory in India to run 100 percent on solar power generated energy. Diu has managed
to generate surplus solar power for its residents, reducing their electricity costs, in a span of just three years.

2. India’s tallest national flag was on Monday unfurled at the Kote Kere lake in Belagavi (also known as Belgaum) in
Karnataka.The flagpole erected at Fort Lake is 1 ft taller than the one in Indo-Pak Attari Border.

3. Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated 105th edition of Indian Science Congress at the Manipur University in
Imphal. The focal theme of 5-day ISC is “Reaching the Unreached Through Science & Technology”. The ISC 2018 was
organised by the Indian Science Congress Association (ISCA).ISCA was started in the year 1914 at its headquarters in
Kolkata.

4. Chinese scientists have developed artificial heart using rocket technology and it is currently undergoing  thorough
testing experiments on animals.

5. The fifth World Ocean Summit was held at Riviera Maya, Mexico.
6. President Ram Nath Kovind dedicated the Anand Bhawan Museum and Learning Centre, the ancestral house of late

former Chief Minister Biju Patnaik, to the people of Odisha.Biju Patnaik was born on March 5, 1916, at Anand Bhawan in
cuttack, built by his father Laxmi Narayan Patnaik.

7. President Ram Nath Kovind released Rs 1,000 and Rs 10 commemorative coins on the occasion of Nabakalebar festival
in Puri, Odisha.

8. ‘Ugadi’, the Telugu New Year, was celebrated in Andhra Pradesh with traditional fervour and enthusiasm today across
Andhra Pradesh State. The festival is celebrated with people consuming ‘Ugadi pachadi’ (chutney) after taking head
bath in the early hours of the day.

9. Gudi Padwa marks the beginning of the New Year to the Maharashtrians. The advent of a new year heralds new hopes,
new dreams and greater chances of prosperity and wish fulfillment and so it is celebrated with a lot of joy and pompousness
throughout Maharashtra.

10. The traditional festival of Sajibu Nongma Panba Cheiraoba was celebrated in Manipur on 18th March to mark the
beginning of a new year with religious fervour and gaiety.

11.
12. Prime Minister Narendra Modi flagged off the ‘Run for New India’ marathon in Surat, Gujarat. The Marathon is aimed at

creating awareness about social causes and call upon all to resolve to build a New India.
13. Information and Broadcasting Minister Smiriti Irani has inaugurated 2018 edition of Federation of Indian Chambers of

Commerce and Industry (FICCI) Frame in Mumbai. FICCI-President: Rashesh Shah, Secretary General: Sanjaya Baru.
14. Cultural festivals  Shigmotsav has been celebrated in Goa.
15. Uttarakhand Chief Minister Trivendra Singh Rawat on March 1 inaugurated the week-long 29th annual, world-famous

International Yoga Festival (IYF) international yoga festival in Rishikesh’s Parmarth Niketan.
16. The Maharashtra government has tied up with Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia, to propagate the Marathi

language and increase its usage online.
17. India and Nepal would hold a joint exercise, “Surya Kiran” in Pithoragarh region of Uttarakhand that will include training

on jungle warfare, anti-terrorism combat as well as disaster response activities.
18. The Airports Authority of India (AAI) launched the first of its kind Aviation Multi Skill Development Centre at Old Civil

Air Terminal in Chandigarh. Civil Aviation Minister P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju inaugurated the ceremony.
19. The headquarters of the Animal Welfare Board of India (AWBI) has been shifted from Chennai to Haryana’s Ballabhgarh

for “better coordination” between the environment ministry and the the board.
20. The Rajasthan assembly unanimously passed a bill that will see rapists of girls 12 years or below being hanged till death.

Rajasthan has become second state after Madhya Pradesh to pass such a bill. Now the bill will be sent to the Centre and
will need the assent of the President to become a law.

21. The Indian Air Force (IAF) for first time flawlessly landed its largest transport US-manufactured aircraft, C-17 Globemaster
at strategic Tuting Advanced Landing Ground (ALG) in Arunachal Pradesh, which is close to Chinese border.

22. The Supreme Court held that foreign law firms cannot set up offices and their lawyers cannot practise in India but they
can give legal advice on foreign laws.

23. The Department of Biotechnology in Ministry of Science and Technology has constituted Field Inspection and Scientific
Evaluation Committee (FISEC) to investigate matter of illegal cultivation of Herbicide Tolerant (HT) or BG-III cotton in
four states (Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Gujarat and Maharashtra).

24. Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated National Legislators Conference on the theme ‘We For Development’ in New
Delhi. The motive of the conference is to bring MPs and MLAs on a single platform where ideas and plans for development
can be exchanged.

25. Delhi launched a mobile app called “Delhi’s Date with Democracy” to find singing talent.


ONE LINER
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1.   The intergovernmental organization,
Financial Action Task Force (FATF),
has its headquarter in which country?
A) Paris, France
B) Beijing, China
C) Geneva, switzerland
D) New York, United States

2.   TSR Subramanian who died recently
was a well known ____________
A) Politician B) Journalist
C) Author D) Actor

3.   Which among the following space
agencies has started working towards
developing igloos for the astronauts on
the Moon?
A) JAXA B) NASA
C) ISRO D) CNSA

4.   Prime Minister Narendra Modi has
recently flagged off the Run for New
India marathon in which city?
A) New Delhi B) Surat
C) Kolkata D) Pune

5.   Vikas Krishan associated with which
sports
A) boxing B) snooker
C) shooting D) tennis

6.    What is the agriculture credit flow target
set for the financial year 2018-19?
A) Rs. 10 lakh crore
B) Rs. 11 lakh crore
C) Rs. 9 lakh crore
D) Rs. 12 lakh crore

7.   The 21st National Conference on e-
Governance was held in which city?
A) New Delhi B) Hyderabad
C) Indore D) Kochi

8.   Prime Minister Narendra Modi has
recently flagged off the Run for New
India marathon in which city?
A) New Delhi B) Surat
C) Kolkata D) Pune

9.    Rashid Khan who is set to become the
youngest captain in the history of
international cricket, plays for which
country?
A) Afghanistan
B) Bangladesh
C) Sri Lanka
D) Pakistan

10. The Airports Authority of India (AAI)
has launched the Aviation Multi Skill
Development Centre in which city?
A) Mumbai
B) Chandigarh
C) New Delhi
D) Hyderabad

11. Who is the Chairman of the Airport
Authority of India?
A) Anuj Aggarwal
B) A.K. Dutta
C) Guruprasad Mohapatra
D) B.S. Bhullar

12. Who is the Chief of Naval Staff?
A) Dhruv Dhiman
B) Sunil Lanba
C) Ashok Kumar
D) Ajit Kumar

13. The Indian Navy will host the biennial
multinational naval event ‘Milan 2018’
in which of the following places?
A) Silvassa
B) Pondicherry
C) Kavaratti
D) Port Blair

14. Technology giant Google has
collaborated with which bank to
integrate its UPI based mobile app

‘Tez’ to provide smoother access to
bank’s customers?
A) Federal Bank
B) Bank of Baroda
C) State Bank of India
D) Union Bank of India

15. Which country has topped in the 2018
Inclusive Internet Index?
A) United States
B) Sweden
C) Singapore
D) Denmark

16. The government of which state has
launched the scheme Khusi to provide
free sanitary pads to the school girls of
the state?
A) Odisha
B) Haryana
C) Maharshtra
D) West Bengal

17. Name the King of Jordan who was on a
three days visit to India recently
A) Hani Al-Mulki
B) Abdullah II bin Al-Hussein
C) Abd Allah Siraj
D) Umayya Toukan

18. Who has been appointed as the new
editor-in-chief of Rajya Sabha TV?
A) Rahul Mahajan
B) Vijay Goelindian
C) Navin Agarwal
D) Rahul Bhatnagar

19. The Airports Authority of India (AAI)
has launched the Aviation Multi Skill
Development Centre in which city?
A) Mumbai
B) Chandigarh
C) New Delhi
D) Hyderabad

20. The National Health Policy 2017 has
envisioned for how many Health and
Wellness Centres as the foundation of
India’s health system all over the
country?
A) 1 lakh B) 1.5 lakh
C) 2 lakh D) 5 lakh

21. The National Health Protection Scheme
will cover how many families under the
5 lakh rupees health insurance per
annum?
A) 1 cr. B) 2 cr.
C) 5 cr. D) 10 cr.

22. The Union Cabinet has approved the
Department of Commerce’s proposal
to give focussed attention to how many
champion service sectors for promoting
their development in order to realise
their potential?
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A) 5 B) 7
C) 10 D) 12

23. Which state govt. has given its consent
to bring a legislation for awarding death
penalty to those guilty of raping girls
aged 12 years or less?
A) Gujarat B) Haryana
C) Delhi D) Uttar Pradesh

24. The PRASHAD Yojana launched by the
central govt is related to?
A) Food Security
B) Development of Pilgrimage centre
C) Health Care
D) None of these

25. Angela Merkel has been re-elected as
Chancellor of Germany. This is her
______ term as leader of Europe’s most
powerful economy
A) Second
B) Sixth
C) Third
D) Fourth

26. The Asian Wrestling Championships
2018 was held in which country?
A) Doha, Qatar
B) New Delhi, India
C) Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
D) Astana, Kazakhstan

27. The inaugural IBSF Snooker Team World
Cup 2018 was held in which country?
A) Qatar
B) India
C) Thailand
D) South Korea

28. Who is the CEO of the Export-Import
Bank of India?
A) Harsh Kumar Bhanwala
B) Yaduvendra Mathur
C) Kshatrapati Shivaji
D) Sriram Kalyanaraman

29. Which country became India’s biggest
petroleum supplier recently?
A) Saudi Arab
B) Kuwait
C) Iran
D) Iraq

30. The Health Ministry has recently
launched a free viral load tests for which
of the following disease?
A) HIV B) Ebola
C) Smallpox D) Flu

31. What is the estimated GDP growth of
India for the fiscal 2018 as estimated
by Moody’s?
A) 7.0% B) 7.2%
C) 7.5% D) 7.6%

32. National Science Day is celebrated in
India on 28 February to mark the

discovery of the Raman effect by
Indian physicist Sir Chandrashekhara
Venkata Raman .Sir C.V. Raman was
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in
A) 1930
B) 1931
C) 1929
D) 1920

33. Khanjar  is a joint military training
exercise of India and
A) Malaysia
B) Oman
C) Kyrgyzstan
D) U.A.E

34. How much loan amount has been
approved by AIIB for infrastructure-
related projects of India for 2018?
A) $ 2.5 billion
B) $ 1 billion
C) $ 2 billion
D) $ 1.5 billion

35. The Kakarpar Nuclear Power Plant is
located in which state?
A) Gujarat
B) West Bengal
C) Gujarat
D) Andhra Pradesh

36. IndusInd Bank Limited is headquartered
at ________
A) Mumbai
B) Delhi
C) Chennai
D) Kolkata

37. The Madhya Pradesh, Rajya Sabha
constituency is represented by which
among the given Cabinet Ministers?
A) Narendra Singh Tomar
B) Piyush Goyal
C) Jagat Prakash Nadda
D) Prakash Javadekar

38. The Sariska National Park is located in
which of the following states?
A) Gujarat
B) Haryana
C) Rajasthan
D) Himachal Pradesh

39. Airtel Payments Bank is a joint venture
between Bharti Airtel Ltd and which
among the following banks?
A) Yes Bank
B) Kotak Mahindra Bank
C) State Bank of India
D) Punjab National Bank

40. Pan Card is issued under which section
of the Income Tax Act?
A) 118B B) 126C
C) 143G D) 139A

41. Jio Payments Bank Ltd is a joint venture
between Reliance Industries Ltd and
which among the following banks?
A) Yes Bank
B) Bank of India
C) State Bank of India
D) ICICI Bank

42. What is Indian Global rank in the number
of billionaries as per the recent Hurun
Global Rich list?
A) 3rd

B) 4th

C) 7th

D) 9th

43. India and Russia has signed MOU to
built a Nuclear Power Plant in which
country?
A) Pakistan
B) Bangladesh
C) Afghanistan
D) Sri Lanka

44. Rosatom is the Nuclear Energy Agency
of which country?
A) Russia
B) India
C) Pakistan
D) USA

45. RBI has recently imposed a fine of Rs. 3
cr. on which pvt. bank for non-
compliance of IRAC norms?
A) HDFC Bank
B) ICICI Bank
C) Yes Bank
D) AXIS Bank

46. SIAM BHARAT is a joint military
training exercise between the Air Forces
of India and
A) Malaysia
B) Oman
C) Thailand
D) Srilanka

47. EXIM Bank of India has signed MOU
with which of the following for
financing capacity building of MSME
in North East India?
A) IMF
B) World Bank
C) ADB
D) UNDP

48. In the last financial year upto end of
January 2018 the central govt. has
received what amount through
disinvestment proceeds?
A) Rs. 75543 cr.
B) Rs. 65543 cr.
C) Rs. 55543 cr.
D) Rs. 45543 cr.
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49. Conrad Sangma become the new CM of
which state?
A) Manipur
B) Meghalaya
C) Mizoram
D) Tripura

50. Actor-Politician Shatrughan Sinha has
been honoured with a lifetime
achievement award for his contribution
to the fields of arts and politics by
which country recently?
A) France
B) UK
C) Germany
D) Singapore

51. Shahzar Rizvi who created new world
record and won world cup gold recently
is associated with which sports?
A) Shooting
B) Boxing
C) Weightlifting
D) Wrestling

52. India won the Snooker Team World Cup
defeating?
A) Japan
B) Australia
C) Brazil
D) Pakistan

53. Rashid Khan who set to be the youngest
captain in International Cricket belong
to which country?
A) Pakistan
B) Bangladesh
C) Myanmar
D) Afghanistan

54. “Namaste Shalom” is a magazine on
bilateral relation between India and?
A) Israel
B) China
C) Myanmar
D) Bhutan

55. The UN General Assembly has decided
to proclaim which date as World Wild
Life Day?
A) 1st March
B) 2nd March
C) 3rd March
D) 4th March

56. The International Yoga Festival was held
recently in
A) Gujarat
B) Haryana
C) Uttar Pradesh
D) Uttarakhand

57. Joint exercise Surya Kiran on jungle
warfare anti-terrorism and disaster
response was held recently between
India and

A) Israel
B) Myanmar
C) Nepal
D) Bhutan

58. Which among the following teams has
won the 2017-18 Vijay Hazare
Trophy?
A) Karnataka
B) Saurashtra
C) Madhya Pradesh
D) Goa

59. The EPFO has made online claims
mandatory for provident fund (PF)
withdrawals above Rs ______ lakh
A) Rs 15 lakh
B) Rs 12 lakh
C) Rs 10 lakh
D) Rs 18 lakh

60. Which state government has launched a
mobile App named T App Folio to offer
single point of access for all government
services to the citizens?
A) Odisha
B) Haryana
C) Tamil Nadu
D) Telangana

61. The Cabinet has approved continuation
of Prime Minister ’s Employment
Generation Programme (PMEGP)
beyond 12th Plan for three years from
2017-18 to 2019-20. How much
amount has been proposed for the
program?
A) Rs 5,500 crore
B) Rs 4,000 crore
C) Rs 3,500 crore
D) Rs 5,000 crore

62. Who among the following has been
appointed as the new secretary of
Higher Education?
A) K K Sharma
B) Anil Gopishankar Mukim
C) Arun Kumar
D) R Subrahmanyam

63. Which among the following moile
companies has launched world’s first
5G commercial chip named Balong
5G01?
A) HTC
B) Motorola
C) Huawei
D) Sony

64. The Mahatma Gandhi Setu is built over
which of the following rivers?
A) Yamuna
B) Ganges
C) Godavari
D) Mahanadi

65. The Bhadra Wildlife Sanctuary is in
___________
A) Uttar Pradesh
B) Madhya Pradesh
C) Bihar
D) Karnataka

66. Where is College of Agricultural Banking
(CAB) situated?
A) Pune
B) Hyderabad
C) Mumbai
D) Bengaluru

67. Where is National Institute of Bank
Management (NIBM) situated?
A) Noida
B) Nashik
C) Pune
D) New Delhi

68. Where is Bankers’ Institute of Rural
Development (BIRD) situated?
A) Noida
B) Nashik
C) Pune
D) Lucknow

69. Which section of the Banking regulation
Act refers to the Banking Ombudsman?
A) Section 35 A
B) Section 58 D
C) Section 28 B
D) Section 47 H

70. Which section of RBI Act 1934 gives
the Reserve bank of India the sole right
to issue Bank notes of all
denominations?
A) Section 18
B) Section 34
C) Section 28
D) Section 22

71. EASTERN BRIDGE is a joint military
training exercise between the Air Forces
of India and
A) Malaysia
B) Oman
C) Kyrgyzstan
D) U.A.E

72. Cultural festival Shigmotsav was
recently celebrated in
A) Haryana
B) Goa
C) Kerla
D) Punjab

73. Name the mobile app launched by the
Union Government for the Highway
users recently
A) Suhana Safar
B) Subh Safar
C) Subh Yatra
D) Sukhad Yatra
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74. How much amount of fund has been
approved by the government under the
Nirbhaya fund for the safety of women
in 8 major cities?
A) Rs 3,000 crore
B) Rs 3,900 crore
C) Rs 2,000 crore
D) Rs 2,900 crore

75. Who has been appointed as the new
Chief Minister of Nagaland?
A) Vamuzo Phesao
B) Shurhozelie Liezietsu
C) Neiphiu Rio
D) TR Zeliang

76. Name the current MD & CEO of ICICI
Prudential Life Insurance whose office
term has been extended by two years
recently?
A) Puneet Nanda
B) Sandeep Bakhshi
C) Satyan Jambunathan
D) Binay Agarwala

77. The Kempegowda International Airport
is located in which city?
A) Hyderabad
B) Bengaluru
C) Kochi
D) Bhubaneshwar

78. CriSidEx is India’s first sentiment index
for micro and small enterprises
developed jointly by CRISIL and
A) NABARD
B) NHB
C) EXIM
D) SIDBI

79. Who among the following has been
conferred with the best actor award at
the 90th Academy Awards?
A) Daniel Day-Lewis
B) Timothee Chalamet
C) Gary Oldman
D) Denzel Washington

80. Name the player to clinch gold medal in
Women’s 10m Air Pistol event at the
International Shooting Sport
Federation (ISSF) World Cup in Mexico
A) Mehuli Ghosh
B) Yashaswini Singh
C) Manu Bhaker
D) Aparna Das

81. The award for the best director has been
won by whom at the 2018 Oscar
Award.
A) Guillermo del Toro
B) Christopher Nolan
C)  Jordan Peele
D) Greta Gerwig

82. What is the currency of Marshall
Islands?
A) Dollar B) Bridgetown
C) Pound D) Euro

83. State of emergency has been declared in
which country due to ethnic conflict
recently?
A) Bangladesh
B) Pakistan
C) Sri Lanka
D) Myanmar

84. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has
recently imposed a monetary penalty
of Rs 2 crore on which bank over non-
compliance with KYC norms?
A) Dena Bank
B) UCO Bank
C) Oriental Bank of Commerce
D) Indian Overseas Bank

85. Dhangari Gaja is a famous folk dance
form of which state?
A) West Bengal
B) Goa
C) Maharashtra
D) Odisha

86. The Madhavrao Scindia Cricket Ground
is in which state?
A) Chhattisgarh
B) Bihar
C) Rajasthan
D) Gujarat

87. Where is the headquarters of Economic
Cooperation Organization Trade and
Development Bank (ETDB) situated?
A) Istanbul, Turkey
B) Moscow, Russia
C) Lausanne, Switzerland
D) Rome, Italy

88. The state government of Maharashtra
has collaborated with which of the
following for promoting Marathi
language?
A) Wikipedia
B) Amazon
C) Google
D) Samsung

89. Which state has launched a 24 X 7 toll
free helpline number to provide
guidance and information related to
education to the students?
A) West Bengal
B) Kerala
C) Tamil Nadu
D) Gujarat

90. Money market instruments and
Securities are defined under which
section of RBI Act, 1934?

A) Section 45 U
B) Section 36 B
C) Section 53 G
D) Section 28 K

91. Name the Southeast Asian Nation which
has received 18 high end diesel-electric
locomotive from India under the phase
I of the Indian line of credit (LoC) to
the eastern neighbour
A) Malaysia
B) Vietnam
C) Indonesia
D) Myanmar

92. ‘Gulf Star 1’ is a maiden joint Naval
Ships Exercise of India and
A) United Kingdom
B) United Arab Emirates
C) Russia
D) Vietnam

93. The world’s last male northern white
rhino named Sudan passed away. He
was living in which country?
A) Australia
B) South Africa
C) Kenya
D) Jamaica

94. Who among the following has been given
additional charge as the Governor of
Odisha after the retirement of the
currently serving governor Dr SC
Jamir?
A) Satya Pal Malik
B) Droupadi Murmu
C) E.S.L Narasimhan
D) Balram Das Tandon

95. When is the World Sparrow Day
observed?
A) March 21
B) March 19
C) March 20
D) March 17

96. The 5th edition of the India Maize
Summit was held in which city
recently?
A) Gurugram
B) Chandigarh
C) Kolkata
D) New Delhi

97. Name the Indian ace billiards player who
has won the 2017-18 Asian Billiards
Championships title to become world
champion in billiards?
A) Aditya Mehta
B) Pankaj Advani
C) B Bhaskar

98. Who has launched the first Indian Sign
Language (ISL) Dictionary of three
thousand words?
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A) Thaawarchand Gehlot
B) Raj Nath Singh
C) Nitin Jairam Gadkari
D) Sushma Swaraj
D) Manan Chandra

99. In a move to empower rural women
through community participation, the
Indian Government has approved the
Mahila Shakti Kendra scheme for a
period ending
A) 2021-22
B) 2020-21
C) 2018-19
D) 2019-20

100. The Government of India has recently
approved to set up a Plastic Park in
which of the following states?
A) West Bengal
B) Maharashtra
C) Madhya Pradesh
D) Jharkhand

101. The Abel Prize is an annual award by
which country for outstanding work in
mathematics?
A) Switzerland
B) Jordan
C) Norway
D) Netherlands

102. Who among the given has won the 2018
Abel Prize?
A) Louis Nirenberg
B) Andrew Wiles
C) Yves Meyer
D) Robert Langlands

103. Name the currently serving President
of Myanmar who resigned from the
post to take rest from duties?
A) Myint Swe
B) Htin Kyaw
C) Aung San Suu Kyi
D) Henry Van Thio

104. Which Indian city will host the 2019
Indian Science Congress?
A) Odisha
B) Haryana
C) Manipur
D) Madhya Pradesh

105. The researchers have recently
discovered the world’s longest
sandstone cave named Krem Puri in
which of the following states of India?
A) Manipur
B) Arunachal Pradesh
C) Meghalaya
D) Assam

106. Who among the given has been re-elected
as the Vice-President of Nepal for
second term?

A) Deepak Raj Joshi
B) Nanda Bahadur Pun
C) Krishna Bahadur Mahara
D) Yuba Raj Khatiwada

107. What is the theme of the 2018
International Day of Forests?
A) My Forest | Our Future
B) Forests and Water
C) Forests and Energy
D) Forests and Sustainable Cities

108. When is the International Day of
Forests observed?
A) March 19
B) March 20
C) March 21
D) March 18

109. Which among the given banks has
received the approval of the Ministry
of Corporate Affairs to merge with
latter’s wholly own subsidiary – All
Bank Finance Ltd (ABFL)?
A) Bank of Baroda
B) Allahabad Bank
C) Bank of Maharashtra
D) UCO Bank

110. According to the Mercer’s 20th annual
Quality of Living survey report, which
city has been ranked as the world’s best
city to live?
A) Zurich
B) Singapore
C) Auckland
D) Vienna

111. Which Indian city has been ranked as
the best city to live in India according
to Mercer’s Quality of Living rankings
2018?
A) Kolkata
B) Bengaluru
C) Hyderabad
D) Pune

112. What is the constituency of the Union
Cabinet Minister of Corporate Affairs?
A) Bangalore South. Karnataka
B) Himachal Pradesh, Rajya Sabha
C) Nagpur, Maharashtra
D) Gujarat Rajya Sabha

113. What is the constituency of the Union
Minister of Health and Family
Welfare?
A) Himachal Pradesh Rajya Sabha
B) Gujarat Rajya Sabha
C) Jharkhand Rajya Sabha
D) Karnataka Rajya Sabha

114. The Government of India has further
extended the deadline for Aadhaar based
verification of mobile connections.
Earlier the last date for the same was

A) March 31, 2018
B) June 1, 2018
C) April 30, 2018
D) May 31, 2018

115. Which state has declared to make Telugu
mandatory up to class 10th in all
educational institutions of the state for
next session?
A) Andhra Pradesh
B) Telangana
C) Karnataka
D) Tamil Nadu

116. Pulitzer Prize winner and journalist Les
Payne died in the recent past. He
belonged to which country?
A) United States
B) France
C) Russia
D) Australia

117. Which among the given has recently
been declared by the government of
Kerala as the official fruit of the state?
A) Coconut
B) Blackberry
C) Mango
D) Jackfruit

118. The government of India has decided
to declare the financial year 2018 as
the National Year of
A) Silk
B) Cotton
C) Millets
D) Sugarcane

119. Who has been appointed as the new
US National Security Adviser?
A) John Bolton
B) H.R. McMaster
C) Wilbur Ross
D) Jeff Sessions

120. Which among the following banks has
recently launched an AI chatbot named
Erica?
A) BNP Paribas
B) Bank of America
C) Deutsche Bank
D) Standard Chartered Bank

121. Who among the following has emerged
as the youngest Indian billionaire
according to the 2018 Forbes World’s
Billionaire list?
A) Vijay Shekhar Sharma
B) Sachin Bansal
C) Rahul Sharma
D) Ekta Kapoor

122. Begumpet Airport is situated at which
city
A) Pune
B) Hyderabad
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C) Lucknow
D) Bhopal

123. The 2018 World ATM Congress
(WATMC) is being held in which
country?
A) France
B) Portugal
C) Spain
D) Germany

124. FICCI has tied-up with NITI Aayog
for the Women Entrepreneurship
Platform (WEP) initiative. What does
Last “I” stand in FICCI?
A) India
B) International
C) Investment
D) Industry

125. Recently, Justice Gita Mittal has been
conferred with the 2017 Nari Shakti
Puraskar. She is the acting Chief Justice
of which High Court?
A) Bombay High Court
B) Allahabad High Court
C) Delhi High Court
D) Guwahati High Court

126. The Reserve Bank of India has recently
imposed a fine of Rs 40 lakh on which
bank for non-compliance with
directions issued by it on ‘Detection
and impounding of counterfeit notes’?
A) State Bank of India
B) Bank of Baroda
C) OBC
D) Syndicate Bank

127. What is the theme of the International
Women’s Day 2018?
A) Empowering Women,

Empowering Humanity: Picture it
B) Time is Now: Rural and urban

activists transforming women’s
lives

C) Women in the Changing World of
Work: Planet 50-50 by 2030

D) Equality for Women is Progress
for All

128. Where is the headquarter of United
Nations Office for Project Services
(UNOPS) located?
A) Geneva, Switzerland
B) Paris, France
C) The Hague, Netherlands
D) Copenhagen, Denmark

129. On the occasion of International
Women’s Day, PM Narendra Modi
launched the National Nutrition
Mission and Pan India Expansion of
Beti Bachao Beti Padhao (BBBP)
covering how many districts of the

Country at a mega event held at
Jhunjhunu in Rajasthan?
A) 560
B) 690
C) 530
D) 640

130. The Present Dearness Allowance (DA)
for central govt employees and
pensioners
A) 7%
B) 8%
C) 7.5%
D) 6.5%

131. Name the bank which has tied up with
the National E-Repository as
repository participant for pledge
finance?
A) Punjab National Bank
B) Bank of Baroda
C) Union Bank of India
D) Bank of Maharshtra

132. The Swachh Shakti 2018 was held in
which city on the occasion of
International Women’s Day?
A) Bengaluru
B) New Delhi
C) Indore
D) Lucknow

133. Recently, Madhya Pradesh became the
first Indian state to pass death penalty
bill for rape of girls aged 12 or below.
Which is the second state to do the
same?
A) Rajasthan
B) Haryana
C) Karnataka
D) Maharashtra

134. As per the recent government data, the
total NPA of all the banks in India was
calculated to be about Rs how many
lakh crore in December 2018
A) Rs 6.09 lakh crore
B) Rs 8.41 lakh crore
C) Rs 9.21 lakh crore
D) Rs 7.66 lakh crore

135. Banaswadi railway station is situated
in which place?
A) Bengaluru
B) New Delhi
C) Indore
D) Lucknow

136. The Mukhyamantri Mahila Kosh
scheme was launched by which state
on March 8 for single women above
50?
A) Uttar Pradesh
B) Rajasthan

C) Haryana
D) Madhya Pradesh

137. The RBI has imposed a penalty of Rs
10 lakh on Equitas Small Finance Bank
for selling products without prior
approval. As per Guideline how much
percentage of Small Finance Bank net
credits should be in priority sector
lending
A) 75%
B) 80%
C) 25%
D) 40%

138. In a first of its kind initiative, which
among the following train has been
installed with sanitary pad dispensing
machine on March 8?
A) Duronto Express
B) Rajdhani Express
C) Shatabdi Express
D) Tejas Express

139. The Reserve Bank has imposed a
penalty of Rs 5 crore on Airtel
Payments Bank for violating operating
guidelines and Know Your Customer
(KYC) norms.Which of the following
KYC document has no adress proof?
A) Passport
B) PAN Card
C) Driving license
D) Voters ID

140. Identify the wrong pair of organisation,
its headquarter and its Head
A) African Development Bank

(AfDb) – Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire-
Akinwumi Adesina

B) Asian Development Bank (ADB)
– Bejing,China- Takehiko Nakao

C) Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank (AIIB) – Beijing, China-Jin
Liqun

D) New Development Bank (NDB)
– Shanghai, China-K. V. Kamath

141. Recently, two TDP Ministers, Ashok
Gajapathi Raju & YS Chowdhary,
resigned from Union Cabinet following
Centre’s refusal to grant Andhra
Pradesh a special-category status. YS
Chowdhary served as
A) Minister of State for Science and

Technology
B) Minister of Civil Aviation
C) Minister of State for Health and

Family Welfare
D) Minister of Rural Development

142. The International Solar Alliance (ISA)
is targeting to deploy about 1000 GW
solar energy by which year?
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A) 2022
B) 2025
C) 2030
D) 2050

143. Name the company which has recently
received the approval of Securities and
Exchange Board of India (SEBI) to
become a registered investment advisor.
A) Amazon Pay
B) Airtel Money
C) Paytm Money
D) Google Pay

144. Recently in Malaysia, Australia has
defeated England to win which edition
of Sultan Azlan Shah Cup?
A) 10th

B) 29th

C) 30th

D) 27th

145. According to the recently released report
named Transactions 2025, India could
witness about how many crore worth
of digital transactions every year by
2025.
A) Rs 2.5 lakh crore
B) Rs 2 lakh crore
C) Rs 1 lakh crore
D) Rs 1.5 lakh crore

146. Recently PM Modi inaugurated the
Delhi End-TB Summit with the aim to
eradicate tuberculosis (TB) from India
by
A) 2022
B) 2030
C) 2025
D) 2050

147. Who among the following has been
sworn in as the President of Nepal?
A) Yuba Raj Khatiwada
B) Bidya Devi Bhandari
C) Gopal Man Shrestha
D) Janardan Sharma

148. Who has been appointed as the head of
the three-member Mahanadi Water
Disputes Tribunal formed to solve
Mahanadi water dispute between
Odisha and Chhattisgarh over sharing
the river’s water?
A) Sanjay Kishan Kaul
B) Sharad Arvind Bobde
C) Asok Kumar Ganguly
D) Ajay Manikrao Khanwilkar

149. As per the Aadhaar Act, expatriates
would be eligble to issue a adhar card,
if he/she resided in India for a period of
minimum how many day in the last 12
months?

A) 81 days
B) 182 days
C) 273 days
D) 364 days

150. Name the Chairman of the Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI)
A) Mukulita Vijayawargiya
B) Navrang Saini
C) M. S. Sahoo
D) Suman Saxena

151. Who has won the gold medal in men’s
10 m air pistol event at the 2018 ISSF
Shooting World Cup?
A) Shahzar Rizvi
B) Smit Singh
C) Om Prakash Mitharval
D) Akhil Sheoran

152. Name the first women President of
Mauritius who has resigned from the
post amid allegations of using charity
money for personal shopping?
A) Sheikh Hasina
B) Ameenah Gurib-Fakim
C) Khaleda Zia
D) Bidhya Devi Bhandari

153. An Indo-French Centre of Excellence
(CoE) to impart vocational training to
engineers has been inaugurated in which
city?
A) Bengaluru
B) Hyderabad
C) Gurgoan
D) New Delhi

154. The GST Council has made it
mandatory to roll out electronic way
(e-way) bills by
A) April 30
B) March 31
C) April 1
D) May 1

155. The first ever crime-free zone has
recently been launched along the
international border of India and which
country?
A) Nepal
B) Srilanka
C) Bhutan
D) Bangladesh

156. Where is the headquarter of Karnataka
Vikas Grameena Bank (KVGB)?
A) Bagalkote
B) Dharwad
C) Udupi
D) Vijayapura

157. Name the Indian women wrestler to
attain world number 2 ranking in the
65kg weight category rankings released
by United World Wrestling

A) Sakshi Malik
B) Navjot Kaur
C) Bajrang Punia
D) Sangeeta Phogat

158. In an effort to prevent bank fraud, the
government has made passport detail
mandatory for loans above
A) Rs 75 crore
B) Rs 25 crore
C) Rs 50 crore
D) Rs 10 crore

159. The first-ever multi-nation naval
exercise at sea named MILES-18 has
been organized at which place?
A) Andaman sea
B) Red Sea
C) Persian Gulf
D) Arabian Sea

160. The Founding Conference of
International Solar Alliance (ISA) was
held in which city recently?
A) Gurugram
B) New Delhi
C) Mumbai
D) Hyderabad

161. What is the estimated GDP growth of
India as predicted by the World Bank
for the financial year 2018-19?
A) 7.9% B) 7.6%
C)  7.5% D) 7.3%

162. Name the Indian film to win the
international  Grand Prix de Montreal
title at the  21st edition of Film Pour
Enfants de Montreal Film (FIFEM)
A) Sapna
B) Halkaa
C) Bachpan
D) Puncture

163. Which among the given Union
Ministries is soon to set up an
innovation cell to boost innovation in
the Ministry?
A) Ministry of Skill Development

and Entrepreneurship
B) Ministry of  Social Justice and

Empowerment
C) Ministry of Science and

Technology
D) Ministry of  Human Resource

Development
164. Name the  digital addressing system

launched by Google to make  searching
for Indian addresses simpler
A) Plus Codes
B) Dot Site
C) Locate Spot
D) Plus Point
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165. The  Asia-Pacific Regional Conference
of the International Association of
Chiefs of Police (IACP) was held in
which city?
A) New Delhi
B) Mumbai
C) Gandhi Nagar
D) Lucknow

166. Indian short film ‘Shunyata’ has been
conferred with  an award at Best of
India Short Film Festival in Los
Angeles. The film features which among
the following stars?
A) Irrfan Khan
B) Jackie Shroff
C) Amitabh Bachchan
D) Anupam Kher

167. Which among the following Ministries
has been honored with the Certificate
of Appreciation for successfully
implementing e-Office in the Ministry?
A) Ministry of Power
B) Ministry of Human Resource

Development
C) Ministry of Defence
D) Ministry of Railways

168. Veteran physicist  Stephen Hawking
who died due to old age belonged to
which country?
A) United States
B) Australia
C) United Kingdom
D) France

169. India’s tallest flag has recently been
rolled out in which of the following
place of Karanataka?
A) Kalaburagi
B) Mysuru
C) Bengaluru
D) Belagavi

170. How much amount of Line of Credit
(LoC) has been announced by India to
Mauritius for defense procurement?
A) USD 100 million
B) USD 200 million
C) USD 150 million
D) USD 250 million

171. The Indian government has formed an
association of  all-India metro rail
companies for better  exchange of ideas
and innovations named as
A) G-Metros
B) I-Metros
C) C-Metros
D) S-Metros

172. According to the  5th Annual Survey of
India’s City-Systems (ASICS) by
Janaagraha Centre for Citizenship and

Democracy, which Indian city has
emerged as the  top city to show
improvement in quality of governance?
A) Surat
B) Kolkata
C) Pune
D) Bengaluru

173. Uttar Pradesh’s biggest 75 MW solar
power plant has been inaugurated in
which of the following cities by PM
Modi and French President  Emmanuel
Macron?
A) Lakhimpur Kheri
B) Mirzapur
C) Kanpur
D) Ghaziabad

174. The book on women safety
titled  Mahila Suraksha has been
launched by which state government
to empower women folk of the state?
A) Gujarat
B) Rajasthan
C)  Himachal Pradesh
D) Uttar Pradesh

175. Name the first Indian state to conduct
a  household survey at state and district
level to estimate the multidimensional
poverty of the state?
A) West Bengal
B) Tamil Nadu
C) Karnataka
D) Andhra Pradesh

176. Which Indian state has achieved the
top rank under the rural job scheme
‘Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA)’?
A) Andhra Pradesh
B) Tamil Nadu
C) West Bengal
D) Kerala

177. What is the rank of India in the WEF’s
2018  Energy Transition Index (ETI)?
A) 97
B) 33
C) 59
D) 78

178. The  17th World Conference on Tobacco
or Health (WCTOH) was held in which
country?
A) London, United Kingdom
B) Cape Town, South Africa
C) Singapore
D) Auckland, New Zealand

179. Suzlon Group has announced its
installation of India’s largest wind
turbine generator (WTG) S128. The

first  prototype of S128 has been
commssioned in which state?
A) Tamil Nadu
B) Kerala
C) Karnataka
D) Maharashtra

180. How much amount of loan agreement
has been signed  for a second  line of
credit (LoC)  between  European
Investment Bank (EIB) and Indian
Renewable Energy Development
Agency (IREDA) Ltd. recently?
A) Euro 150 million
B)  Euro 100 million
C)  Euro 250 million
D)  Euro 200 million

181. What is the rank of India in the
2018  World Happiness Index?
A) 125
B) 141
C) 133
D) 112

182. When is the  World Consumer Rights
Day?
A) March 13
B) March 14
C) March 12
D) March 15

183. The Indian movie ‘Evening Shadows’
has been conferred with “‘Free To Be
Me Award” at the Amsterdam Film
Festival. The film has been directed by
_______
A)  Shyam Benegal
B)  Neeraj Ghaywan
C)  Sridhar Rangayan
D)  Jahnu Barua

184. Which country has topped the
2018 World Economic Forum’s (WEF)
Energy Transition Index (ETI)?
A) Switzerland
B) Finland
C) Norway
D) Sweden

185. What is the theme of the 2018  World
Consumer Rights Day?
A)  Building a Digital World

Consumers can Trust
B) Making Digital Marketplaces

Fairer
C)  Antibiotics off the Menu
D)  Consumer Justice Now

186. What is the rank of Indian football team
in the latest FIFA World Rankings?
A) 85
B) 100
C) 99
D) 91
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187. The  Asia-Pacific Regional Conference
of the International Association of
Chiefs of Police, IACP on cyber crime
has been inaugurated in which city?
A) New Delhi
B) Bengaluru
C) Kolkata
D) Pune

188. The 2018  World Ocean Summit was
held in which country?
A) Argentina
B) Germany
C) Spain
D) Mexico

189. As per the recent government data, the
total FDI inflow in India rose to what
level during  April 2014 to December
2017 period
A) USD 200.10 billion
B) USD 301.50 billion
C)  USD 208.99 billion
D) USD 190.72 billion

190. Who has been conferred with the
2017  Kochon Prize?
A) All India Institute of Medical

Sciences
B) Indian Council of Medical

Research (ICMR)
C)  Anjana Ghosh Memorial Social

Welfare Trust
D)  Jawaharlal Institute of

Postgraduate Medical Education
and Research

191. Which among the following countries
has recently unfurled world’s biggest
flag stretching over 200 km?
A) Bolivia
B) Chile
C) Peru
D) Argentina

192. Which country has launched a book
titled “A Tribute to Jagu” on former
BCCI President Jagmohan Dalmiya?
A) Bangladesh
B) South Africa
C) India
D) Sri Lanka

193. The second edition of the  Indian Science
Congress has been inaugurated in which
north east state recently by PM Modi?
A) Assam
B) Manipur
C) Arunachal Pradesh
D) Meghalaya

194. According to the data published in
the  bi-annual India Development
Update, India’s GST tax is one of the
most complex and has the second

highest rate in the world. The India
Development Update report is
presented by ____
A) World Bank
B) World Economic Forum
C) International Monetary Fund
D) United Nations

195. The annual Krishi Unnati Mela for the
welfare of the farmers of the country
has been organised in which city?
A) Mumbai
B) New Delhi
C) Lucknow
D) Gurugram

196. How much amount of loan agreement
has been sanctioned by ADB for
improving India’s Rail infrastructure?
A) $150 million
B) $210 million
C) $100 million
D) $120 million

197. Name the Prime Minister of Slovakia
who resigned from the post recently.
A) Robert Fico
B) Peter Kazimir
C)  Martina Lubyova
D) Robert Kalinak

198. Which among the following country’s
cricket team has been rewarded
with  One-Day  International (ODI)
status  for the  first time  ever in their
history?
A) Bhutan
B) Papua New Guinea
C) Nepal
D) Malaysia

199. Recently,  President Ram Nath Kovind
inaugurated the  Anand Bhawan
Museum and Learning Centre in which
Indian state?
A) Bihar
B) Odisha
C) Uttar Pradesh
D) Telangana

200. Name the program launched by
the  Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare to improve the  quality of
maternity care
A) PraYatna
B) KoShish
C)  LaQshya
D) AkAnsha



ANSWER KEYS

1. A 2. A 3. C 4. B
5. A 6. B 7. B 8. B
9. A 10. C 11. B 12. B
13. D 14. C 15. B 16. A
17. B 18. A 19. B 20. B
21. D 22. D 23. B 24. B
25. D 26. C 27. A 28. B
29. D 30. A 31. D 32. A
33. C 34. D 35. C 36. A
37. D 38. C 39. B 40. D
41. C 42. A 43. B 44. A
45. D 46. C 47. D 48. C
49. B 50. B 51. A 52. D
53. D 54. A 55. C 56. D
57. C 58. A 59. C 60. D
61. A 62. D 63. C 64. B
65. D 66. A 67. C 68. D
69. A 70. D 71. B 72. B
73. D 74. D 75. C 76. B
77. B 78. D 79. C 80. C
81. A 82. A 83. C 84. D
85. C 86. D 87. A 88. A
89. C 90. A 91. D 92. B
93. C 94. A 95. C 96. D
97. B 98. A 99. D 100. D
101. C 102. D 103. B 104. D
105. C 106. B 107. D 108. C
109. B 110. D 111. C 112. D
113. A 114. A 115. B 116. A
117. D 118. C 119. A 120. B
121. A 122. B 123. C 124. D
125. C 126. A 127. B 128. D
129. D 130. A 131. B 132. D
133. A 134. B 135. A 136. D
137. A 138. B 139. B 140. B
141. A 142. C 143. C 144. D
145. C 146. C 147. B 148. D
149. B 150. C 151. A 152. B
153. A 154. C 155. D 156. B
157. B 158. C 159. A 160. B
161. D 162. B 163. D 164. A
165. A 166. B 167. A 168. C
169. D 170. A 171. B 172. C
173. B 174. C 175. D 176. C
177. D 178. B 179. A 180. A
181. C 182. D 183. C 184. D
185. B 186. C 187. A 188. D
189. C 190. B 191. A 192. D
193. B 194. A 195. B 196. D
197. A 198. C 199. B 200. C
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1.    Match the following
List-I List-II
A. Surat Session 1. 1907
B. Lucknow Session 2. 1916
C. Lahore Session 3. 1931
D. Karachi Session 4. 1929
     A   B  C D
(a) 1   2  3  4
(b) 1   2  4  3
(c) 1   4  3  2
(d) 1   3  2  4

2.    Which of the incorrectly matched?
(a) The viceroy if reverse characters

– Lord Lytton
(b) Father of local self Govt. – Lord

Ripon
(c) Partition of Indian National

congress - Lord Curzon
(d) Jallianwala Bagh Masscre – Lord

Chelmsford
3.    Which Act was called ‘Black Act’ by

Mahatma Gandhi?
(a) Morley Minto reform
(b) Rowlatt Act
(c) Govt. of India Act, 1919
(d) Hunter Commission

4.    In which year Muslim adopted the
slogan ‘Divide and Quit’?
(a) 1906 (b) 1940
(c) 1943 (d) 1947

5.    Who was the President of Ghadar Party?
(a) Lala Hardayal
(b) Tarakhnath Das
(c) Sohan Singh Bhakra
(d) Ras Bihari Bose

6.   Which revolutionary organization formed
outside India?
(a) Indian Independence League
(b) Mitra Mela
(c) Bharat Mata Society
(d) Hindustan Society republic

Association

7.    Which among the following leader was
involved daringly during Quit India
Movement?
(a) Sardar Vallav Bahi Patel
(b) J. L. Nehru
(c) Aruna Asaf Ali
(d) Usha Mehta

8.     Who suggested Vivekananda as the new
name for Narendranath Dutt?
(a) M. K. Gandhi
(b) Ajit Singh
(c) Sardar Patel
(d) R. N. Tagore

9.   Who was known as Father of India
Renaissance?
(a) Swami Vivekananda
(b) Swami Dayanand Saraswati
(c) Raja Ram Mohan Roy
(d) Debendra Nath Tagore

10. Woods Dispatch was passed during
which Government General.
(a) Lord Dalhousie
(b) Lord Curzon
(c) Lord Chelmsford
(d) Lord Irwin

11. Antacids are found in drugs that give
relif to
(a) Eye Sight   (b) Stomach Ache
(c) Aine  (d) Headache

12. The percentage of Nitrogen in air is
(a) 0.94 (b) 0.03
(c) 78.03 (d) 85.02

13. The quality of petrol is expressed in
terms of
(a) Cetane Number
(b) Gold Number
(c) Octane Number
(d) Added unload compounds

14. Which of the following is used as
anesthetic?
(a) NH

3
(b) NO

(c) NO
2

(d) N
2
O

15. The weight of the body acts through
centre of
(a) Gravity (b) Mass
(c) a & b (d) Buoyancy

16. Rocket works on the principal of
(a) Newton’s Third Law
(b) Newton’s First Law
(c) Newton’s Second Law
(d) Archimedes Principle

17. When a stone is thrown in the calm water
of a pond the waves produced on the
surface of water in the pond are
(a) Longitudinal
(b) Transverse
(c) Both (a) & (b)
(d) No wave is produced

18. Which of the following has the least
wavelength?
(a) X-rays      (b) Alpha Rays
(c) Gamma Rays  (d) Beta Rays

19. The type of mirror used in automobile
to see the traffic on the rear side is
(a) Concave (b) Plane
(c) Convex (d) None

20. In a water lifting electric pump, we
convert
(a) Electrical energy into potential

energy
(b) Kinetic energy into electrical

energy
(c) Kinetic energy into potential

energy
(d) None

21. Which five year plan duration was of
four year only?
(a) Third (b) Fourth
(c) Fifth (d) Seventh

22. Imperial bank was constituted in the
year
(a) 1930 (b) 1935
(c) 1955 (d) 1921

23. GDP is a measure of
(a) A country’s international

economic activities
(b) A country’s domestic economic

activities
(c) A country’s financial position
(d) A country’s industrial outpost

24. Which Indian industry is employing
large number of workers?
(a) Iron & Steel   (b) Textile
(c) Jute      (d) Sugar

25. Over use of resource of is called ‘Tragedy
of Commons’. It was propounded by
(a) Garett Hardin    (b) Seligman
(c) Adolph Wagner  (d) None

26. NABARD is a/an
(a) Bank
(b) Financial Institution
(c) Insurance Corporation
(d) Central Government Department

27. Nature of unemployment in agriculture
in India is
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(a) Seasonal (b) Disguised
(c) Open (d) Cyclic

28. Matter can neither be created nor
destroyed is the example of
(a) Law of Conservation of Mans
(b) Law of conservation of energy
(c) Law of Conservation of

momentum
(d) All of these

29. Atom Bomb works in the principle of
(a) Nuclear Fusion
(b) Nuclear Fission
(c) Thermal Reaction
(d) None

30. Which of the following is used as
moderator in nuclear reactor?
(a) Cadmium      (b) Boron
(c) Heavy water  (d) Nitrogen

31. Which of the following does not
depended on medium?
(a) Light Wave        (b) Sound Wave
(c) Waves in Water  (d) All of these

32. Tap water is the example of
(a) Homogenous Mixture
(b) Heterogeneous Mixture
(c) Colloid
(d) None

33. DPSP is mentioned on article
(a) Art 12-35 (b) Art 36-51
(c) Art 58 (d) Art 78

34. Right to Freedom of speech and
expression is mentioned
(a) Art 19 (b) Art 20
(c) Art 21 A (d) Art 22

35. Fundamental Rights were borrowed
from
(a) USSR (b) Germany
(c) USA (d) UK

36. The capital city of ancient Kosala is
believed to have been
(a) Dhiritipura    (b) Kalinganagar
(c) Suvarnapura  (d) Sripur

37. The Hatigumpha inscription contains
(a) The record of entire span of

Kharavela’s reign
(b) The last 12 years of Kharavela’s

reign
(c) The important facts of

Kharavela’s reign
(d) The first thirteen years of

Kharavela’s reign
38. During the rule of who of the following

Gupta kings the contact between
Odisha and Gupta empire was
established?
(a) Chandragupta  (b) Samudragupta
(c) Devagupta       (d) None of these

39. Sasanka who ruled Odisha in the 7th

century was a
(a) Surya King   (b) Gauda King
(c) Sura King    (d) Mathara King

40. Who among the following initiated Ganga
dynasty Odisha?

(a) Raja Rajadeva – I
(b) Vajrahasta – I
(c) Anantavarman Chodagangadev
(d) Kamarnava

41. When did Sultan Firuz Shah Tuglaq
invade Odisha?
(a) 1353 A. D   (b) 1361 A.D
(c) 1373 A. D   (d) 1381 A.D

42. Sarala Das wrote his immortal magnum
opus, Mahabharat in Odia language
during the reign of
(a) Purushottamadeva
(b) Kapilendradeva
(c) Prataprudradeva
(d) Krishnadevaraya

43. The kingdom of the Bhoi dynasty
was divided into several ‘Jagirs’ which
denoted the modern
(a) States (b) Divisions
(c) Districts (d) Blocks

44. Which of the following was the smallest
territorial unit in the administration of
Mughal Odisha?
(a) Mauza (b) Teluk
(c) Pragana (d) Khanda

45. The Paika rebellion was mostly a
(a) Agrarian Uprising
(b) Feudal Uprising
(c) Intellectual Uprising
(d) Both (a) and (b)

46. Which cell organell helps in protein
synthesis?
(a) Lysosome   (b) Centrosome
(c) Ribosome    (d) ER

47. Which of the following is called “Wind
Pipe”?
(a) Larynx (b) Pharynx
(c) Trachea (d) Lungs

48. During eye donation, which part of eye
is donated?
(a) Iris (b) Pupil
(c) Cornea (d) Retina

49. Which of the following store sperm?
(a) Urethra   (b) Scrotum
(c) Epididymis  (d) Vasdefferens

50. Life span of WBC is _____ .
(a) 100-120 days  (b) 1 day
(c) Immortal       (d) 4-5 days

51. “Red rot of Sugarcane is ____ .
(a) Viral Disease
(b) Bacterial Disease
(c) Protozown Disease
(d) Fungi Disease

52. Smallest gland is _____ .
(a) Thyroid Gland  (b) Adrenal Gland
(c) Pituitary Gland  (d) Thymus Gland

53. Testosterone responsible for male
secondary sexual character, secreted
from
(a) Leydig’s Cell   (b)   - Cell
(c)   - Cell       (d) Kidney

54. Which part of the brain when removed,
the person becomes only a reflex animal

(a) Hypothalamus
(b) Cerebral Hemisphere
(c) Medulla Oblongata
(d) Fore Brain

55. Vertebral columns is made up of 33
vertebrae but ____ no of bones Visible.
(a) 28 (b) 27
(c) 26 (d) 25

56. Which Mahatma Gandhi Series of
currency notes issued by RBI has a
drawing of the Parliament House
depicted on it?
(a) Rs. 500 (b) Rs. 100
(c) Rs. 50 (d) Rs. 10

57. Who is the author of the book “Tale of
Two Cities”?
(a) Charles Dicken  (b) Paul Allen
(c) Greg Chappel    (d) Eliza Griswold

58. Which day is observed in ‘World
Standard Day’?
(a) Aug 7 (b) Apr 23
(c) Mar 23 (d) Oct 14

59. The first International Chess
Tournament took place in
(a) 1851, London   (b) 1851, New Delhi
(c) 1851, Karachi (d) 1851, USA

60. Kamakhya Devi temple located at
(a) west Bengal   (b) Odisha
(c) Assam     (d) Nagaland

61. Guru Gopinath was an exponent of
(a) Kathak     (b) Kathakali
(c) Kuchipudi     (d) Bharatnatyam

62. Which is called the shrimp capital of
India?
(a) Mangalore     (b) Nagpatnam
(c) Kochi     (d) Nellore

63. The oldest international airline is
(a) Dutch, KLM    (b) Air Canada
(c) Qantas Airway (d) Air Sabara

64. Synagogue is the place of worship of
(a) Zoroastrianism  (b) Taoism
(c) Judaism         (d) Shintosim

65. Ryder Cup is related with sports?
(a) Foot Ball (b) Gulf
(c) Badminton (d) Cricket

66. Which country has the longest overland
tunnel?
(a) Germany (b) Switzerland
(c) Spain (d) France

67. ‘Prunning’ is an essential part in
cultivation of
(a) Rubber (b) Tobacco
(c) Coffee (d) Tea

68. Which bill can be initiated only on Lok
Sabha?
(a) Ordinary Bill
(b) Private Member’s Bill
(c) Money Bill
(d) Constitution Amendment Bill

69. Which planets water cycle is available?
(a) Jupitor (b) Earth
(c) Mars (d) Venus
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70. Where is the integral coach factory
situated?
(a) Perambur (b) Chitaranjan
(c) Mumbai  (d) Kolkata

71. Which is river flow through a rift valley?
(a) Godavari (b) Narmada
(c) Krishna (d) Mahanadi

72. Which of the following does not belong
to solar system?
(a) Asteroids (b) Comets
(c) Planets (d) Nebulae

73. Over 90% of the world’s biomass is in
(a) Tropical rain Forest
(b) Freshwater Wetlands
(c) Topsoils
(d) Oceans

74. A person moving from Chile to Brazil
along the coast has to cross
(a) Bass Struit         (b) Cook Strait
(c) Magellan Strait  (d) Torres Strait

75. Radio Waves are reflected back to earth
from the
(a) Troposphere    (b) Exosphere
(c) Stratosphere     (d) Ionosphere

76. Which one of the following is not “the
Great Lake”?
(a) Superior (b) Victoria
(c) Huron (d) Erie

77. Which of the following towns is located
eastern most?
(a) Bokaro (b) Jamshedpur
(c) Patna (d) Ranchi

78. Tropical grassland of Brazil is called
(a) Campos (b) Pampas
(c) Prairies (d) Savannah

79. The famous lagoon lake of India is
(a) Dal Lake    (b) Chilika Lake
(c) Pulicat lake  (d) Mansarivaic

80. Which State possesses largest coal
reserve?
(a) Bihar (b) Jharkhand
(c) Odisha (d) Madhya Pradesh

81. Who is the Father of Key Board?
(a) C. L. Sholey
(b) Douglas Englebart
(c) John Von Neumann
(d) Charles Babbage

82. Networks that use different technologies
can be connected by using
(a) Packets (b) Switches
(c) Bridge (d) Routers

83. A program embedded in a semi conductor
chip during manufacture is called ___.
(a) Human Ware   (b) Firm Ware
(c) Live Ware        (d) Hard Ware

84. Bridge is ____ device.
(a) Layer 4 (b) Layer 2
(c) Layer 5 (d) Layer 7

85. Which of the following is not a hardware
component?
(a) Mouse (b) Bootstrap Loader
(c) Printer (d) Optical Storage

86. Social Justice Day observed on
(a) 12th February
(b) 11th February
(c) 20th February
(d) 22nd February

87. Who is the authour of “The Diary of
Domestic DIva”?
(a) Twinkle Khanna
(b) Shilpa Shetty
(c) Anjana Sukhani
(d) Nirupama Roy

88. What is the strike range of Agni-III
ballistic missile?
(a) 700-900 km
(b) 2000-3000 km
(c) 3500-5000 km
(d) 5000-8000 km

89. Who is the President of South Korea?
(a) Park Geun-hye
(b) Lee Myung Bak
(c) Rho Moo Hyun
(d) Moon Jae-in

90. Who is the Chief Minister of Nagaland?
(a) T.R. Zeliang
(b) Neiphiu Rio
(c) Pema Khandu
(d) Conard Sangam

91. Which among the following is a subject
matter of Part – VI of Indian
Constitution?
(a) Legislative Power of Governor
(b) Legislative Power of President
(c) Parliament
(d) Union Judiciary

92. Which language of Indian Constitution
was not added by 92nd Amendment Act
of 2003?
(a) Maithili (b) Santali
(c) Dongri (d) Nepalese

93. Which Article is correctly matched?
(a) Article 33 – Restriction on

fundamental rights while martial
law is in force in any area

(b) Article 29 – Mention the
Protection of interests of
minorities

(c) Article 24 – Prohibition of traffic
in human beings and forced labour

(d) Article 21 (A) – Protections of
life and personal liberty

94. The Speaker of State Legislative
Assembly resigns by writing to
(a) Governor
(b) Chief Minister
(c) Deputy Speaker of State

Legislative Assembly
(d) Senior most member of State

Legislative Assembly
95. The salary of Vice President of India is

(a) 1,25,000
(b) 1,10,000
(c) 1,25,00 as Chairman of Rajya Sabha
(d) 1,50,000 as Vice President

96. The Administration and control of
schedule areas and schedule tribes
mentioned in
(a) Fifth Schedule
(b) Sixth Schedule
(c) Seventh Schedule
(d) Eighth Schedule

97. The concept of bicameralism is derived
from
(a) U.S.A (b) Britain
(c) Ireland (d) France

98. The total elected Member of Parliament
is
(a) 576 (b) 676
(c) 776 (d) 876

99. The first deputy chairman of Rajya
Sabha
(a) S. V. Krishnamurthy Rao
(b) A. Saganam Ayyangar
(c) Y. V. Chavan
(d) Kamalapati Tripathy

100. Which among the following is highest
rank?
(a) Judges of Supreme Court
(b) Deputy Chairman of Rajya Sabha
(c) CAG
(d) Chairman of Rajya Sabha



ANSWER KEYS

1.b 2.c 3.b 4.c
5.c 6.a 7.d 8.b
9.c 10.a 11.b 12.c
13.c 14.d 15.a 16.a
17.a 18.c 19.c 20.a
21.c 22.b 23.b 24.a
25.a 26.b 27.a 28.a
29.b 30.c 31.a 32.a
33.b 34.a 35.a 36.d
37.d 38.b 39.b 40.c
41.b 42.b 43.c 44.a
45.d 46.c 47.c 48.c
49.c 50.d 51.d 52.c
53.a 54.b 55.c 56.c
57.a 58.d 59.a 60.c
61.b 62.d 63.a 64.c
65.b 66.b 67.d 68.c
69.b 70.b 71.b 72.d
73.d 74.c 75.d 76.b
77.b 78.a 79.b 80.b
81.a 82.d 83.b 84.b
85.b 86.c 87.b 88.c
89.d 90.b 91.a 92.d
93.b 94.c 95.c 96.a
97.b 98.c 99.a 100.a
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1.    Which error detection method uses one’s
complement arithmetic?
a) Simply parity check
b) checksum
c) Two dimensional
d) CRC
e) None of these

2.    This is a standard way for a web server
to pass a web user’s requires to an
application program and to received
data back to forward to the user
a) interrupt request
b) forwards DNS lookup
c) data link layer
d) file transfer protocol
e) common gateway interface

3.   This is a group of servers that share
work and may be able to back each
other up it one server fails.
a) channel bank
b) cluster
c) Tiger team
d) server less
e) logical unit

4.   _________ is a software application
used within an internet message
handling system (MHS)
a) mail transfer agent (MTA)
b) message transfer agent (MTA)
c) mail transport agent
d) All of the above
e) None of these.

5.    Incremental compiler is a compiler
a) which is written in a language that

is different from the source
language.

b) that generates object code for its
host machine.

c) which is written in a language, that
is same as the source language

d) that allows a modified portion of
a program to be recompiled.

e) none of these
6.   In an application created using the

database wizard, the main menu is
presented as a
a) form, called a switchboard
b) report, called a menu
c) table, called a switchboard
d) query, called a menu
e) None of the above.

7.    In transmission of a signal, the range of
carrier frequencies depends on the
a) nature of medium
b) requirement of the application

supported
c) nature of distance
d) both ‘a’ and ‘b’
e) None of these

8.    The cmm level at which measurable
goals for quality and productivity are
established in
a) level 1 b) level 3
c) level -5 d) level – 4
e) level – 2

9.      Which of the following are place holders
for literal values in a SQL query being
sent to the database?
a) reduction and resolution variables
b) resolution variables
c) reduction variables
d) assimilation variables
e) none of these

10. Which of the following wild card mask
is most leseful for matching all IP
packets in subnot 10.1.128-0, mask
255.255.255.0?
a) 0.0.0.0 b) 0.0.0.255
c) 0.0.0.240 d) 0.0.0.31
e) 0.0.15.0

11. _________ is the process and tools used
by managers and executives with
support of the project team to manage
employee resistance.
a) resistance management

b) change management
c) detailing management
d) probing management
e) blasting management

12. In Ethernet when Manchester encoding
is used, the bit rate is
a) half the baud rate
b) twice the baud rate
c) same as the baud rate
d) all of the above
e) None of these

13. Establishing a virtual connection is
functionally equivalent to?
a) connecting as virtual memory.
b) physically connecting a DTE and

DCE.
c) placing a telephone call prior to a

conversion.
d) placing a modern prior to a

conversion.
e) none of these

14. Handshaking is
a) synchronous type
b) asynchronous
c) sequential
d) all of the above
e) none of these

15. Link encryption
a) is more secure than end to end

encryption.
b) is less secure than end to end

encryption.
c) cannot be used in public network.
d) is used only to debug.
e) none of these

16. In an object oriented model, when
different classes have operations with
the same name but different
implementation, they are having the
property of _____
a) inheritance
b) association
c) polymorphism
d) aggregation
e) none of these

17. Access time is faster for
a) Rom b) SRAM
c) DRAM d) EPROM
e) None of these

18. Fragment free switches check ______
bytes of data
a) 4 b) 16
c) 29 d) 64
e) None of these

19. The design goal refers to the ability of
the routers to agree on optimal routes.
a) Robustness

COMPUTER
MCQs
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b) Flexibility
c) Convergence
d) optimal route
e) None of these

20. What is the alternative name for a
diskette?
a) Winchester disk
b) flexible disk
c) hard disk
d) floppy disk
e) none of these

21. The _______ model remains operative
until the software is retired.
a) Waterfall
b) Incremental c) Spiral
d) all of these
e) none of these

22. RISC processor have
a) relatively few instruction and

addressing modes.
b) all operations done within the

register and CPU.
c) single cycle instruction execution.
d) all of these
e) none of these

23. The main advantage of CMOS as
compared to TTL.
a) lower consumption and better

noise margins.
b) lower power consumption with

low fan out.
c) higher speed operation with low

power consumption.
d) higher power consumption with

high fan out.
e) none of these

24. Which of the following C++ statement
is correct?
a) int*P = new int
b) int new = *p
c) int * new = *p
d) int * p = int new
e) none of these

25. World wide web is being standard by.
a) W3C
b) world wide corporation
c) world wide consortium
d) world wide web standard
e) none of these

26. What is cyclomatic complexity?
a) black box testing
b) white box testing
c) yellow box testing
d) green box testing
e) none of the above

27. In 2014, Apple decided to invent their
our programmers language. What is the
programming language called?

a) cyanogens b) ruby
c) swift d) oxygen
e) none of these

28. Which of the following feature is used
to embed semantic mark up into
HTML5 document?
a) internal style sheet
b) external style sheet
c) inline style sheet
d) outline sheet
e) none of these

29. A  _______ connection is initiated by
sending a web socket handshake
request from a browser ’s HTTP
connection to a server to upgrade the
connection.
a) web push
b) prompt box
c) confirm box
d) check box
e) none of these

30. Which of the following dialog boxes in
JavaScript is used to take input from a
user?
a) alert box
b) prompt box
c) confirm box
d) check box
e) none of these

31. Which of the following is a small
program embedded within a GIF
image?
a) web bug
b) cookie
c) web deceiver
d) spam
e) spyware application

32. ER model is used in ______ phase.
a) conceptual database
b) schema refinement
c) physical refinement
d) application and security
e) none of these

33. Which of the following will improve the
system speed by increasing the transfer
rate of data within RAM?
a) processor speed
b) flash memory
c) Defragmentation
d) disk coaching
e) none of these

34. Which of the following is an example of
source data automation?
a) barcode scanners
b) page image scanners
c) hand image scanners
d) speech recognisation
e) none of these

35. Which ‘modem’ is actually a transceivers
rather than a modem?
a) 56 K modem
b) DSL modem
c) Cable modem
d) Satellite modem
e) none of these

36. Which of the following terms applies to
software that is written especially for
a particular type of business?
a) integrated business software
b) business specific software
c) vertical market software
d) business oriented software
e) none of these

37. If a typical PC uses a 20 bit address
code how much memory can the CPU
address?
(a) 20mb (b) 10 mb
(c) 1 mb (d) 580 mb
(e) None of these

38. Convert (59.72)
10

 to BCD
(a) 111011
(b) 01011001.01110010
(c) 110.11
(d) 010110010111001
(e) None of these

39. If (12A7C)
16

 = (X)
8
 the value of X is

(a) 225174 (b) 425174
(c) 17325 (d) 225714
(e) None of these

40. The 2’s complements of binary number
010111.1100 is
(a) 101001.1100
(b) 101000.0100
(c) 010111.0011
(d) 101011.0011
(e) None of these



ANSWER KEYS

1. b 2. e 3. b 4. d
5. d 6. a 7. d 8. d
9. e 10. b 11. a 12. a
13. c 14. b 15. b 16. c
17. b 18. d 19. c 20. d
21. c 22. d 23. a 24. a
25. a 26. b 27. c 28. c
29. c 30. c 31. a 32. a
33. d 34. a 35. b 36. b
37. c 38. b 39. a 40. b
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1.   Which of the following is not a valid
tenor of T-bills in India?
A) 91 days B) 182 days
C) 364 days D) 45 days

2.     What is the minimum amount for which
T-bills can be issued?
A) Rs 10,000
B) Rs 25,000
C) Rs 50,000
D) Rs 1,00,000

3.     The setting up of White Label ATMs is
authorized under which Act?
A) Banking Regulation Act,1949
B) Payment and Settlement Systems

Act, 2007
C) Reserve Bank of India Act,1934
D) Negotiable Instrument Act, 1881

4.    Which of the following is a process in
which a cheque is transferred to a name
of another person by signing on the
cheque along with the name of person
to whom cheque is being transferred is
known as?
A) Truncation
B) Endorsement
C) Restriction
D) Transfer

5.   Upper limit on investment in Kisan
Vikas Patra (KVP)is ___
A) Rs. 5000
B) Rs. 10000
C) Rs. 25000
D) No uper age limit

6.      On which of the following Committee’s
recommendation NABARD was
established?
A) Narsimham Committee
B) Shivraman Committee
C) Mudgal Committee

D) Malhotra Committee
7.    What does C stands for in BBPCU?

A) Composition
B) Central
C) Cash
D) Corporate

8.    Payments bank are required to park ___
per cent of their total deposits in SLR
securities.
A) 25% B) 50%
C) 75% D) 100%

9.     Small Finance Banks will have to extend
what per cent of its credit to sectors
classified under priority sector lending
(PSL)?
A) 26% B) 40%
C) 75% D) 65%

10. Identify the true statement about Small
Finance Bank(SFB).
A) SFBs are not required to maintain

CRR
B) SFBs cannot carry out lending

activity
C) SFBs will be covered by the

Banking Ombudsman (BO)
Scheme.

D) SFBs can carry out all para-
banking activity.

11. BHIM app is available in how many
languages?
A) 9 B) 10
C) 11 D) 12

12. EPS is the portion of a company’s profit
allocated to each outstanding share of
common stock. What does E stands for
in EPS?
A) Encryption
B) Earning
C) Equity
D) Estimate

13. The NRI contributions to the equity of
the Local Area Bank cannot exceed
______ of the paid-up capital.
A) 20% B) 30%
C) 40% D) 50%

14. What is the minimum startup capital for
Local Area Bank?
A) Rs 5 crore
B) Rs 10 crore
C) Rs 100 crore
D) Rs 500 crore

15. For a Local Area Bank, at least ____ of
the new bank credit must be lend to
Priority Sector.
A) 20% B) 25%
C) 30% D) 40%

16. In regard to liquidity requirements and
interest rates, Local Area Banks are
governed by which of the following act?
A) Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934
B) Banking Regulation Act, 1949
C) Companies Act, 1956
D) Regional Rural Banks Act, 1976

17. Which of the following is not a type of
Bank Account Offered by Indian Post
Payments Bank?
A) Safal B) Safar
C) Sugam D) Saral

18. What is the maximum deposit allowed
in Indian Post Payments Bank?
A) Rs 50,000
B) Rs 1,00,000
C) Rs 5,00,000
D) Rs 10,00,000

19. The stock market index of Bombay
Stock Exchange is ?
A) Nifty B) Sensex
C) FTSE D) bearish

20. The stock market index of National
Stock Exchange is ?
A) Nifty B) Sensex
C) FTSE D) Bearish



ANSWER KEYS

1. D 2. B 3. B 4. B
5. D 6. B 7. B 8. C
9. C 10. C 11. D 12. B
13. C 14. A 15. D 16. D

17. B 18. B 19. B 20. A
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Direction(1-5) : Below a passage is given
with five blanks labelled (A)-(E). Below
the passage, five options are given for
each blank. Choose the word that fits
each blank most appropriately in the
context of the passage, and mark the
corresponding answer.
They were on their way to the Round Pool-
that wonderful pool, which the floods had
made a long while ago. No one knew how
deep it was; and it was ___(A)___ too, that
it should be almost a perfect round, framed
in with willows and tall reeds, so that the
water was only to be seen when you got
close to the ___(B)___. The sight of the old
favourite spot always heightened Tom’s
good humor, and he spoke to Maggie in the
most ___(C)___ whispers, as he opened the
precious basket and prepared their tackle.
He threw her line for her, and put the rod
into her hand. Maggie thought it ___(D)___
that the small fish would come to her hook,
and the large ones to Tom’s. But she had
forgotten all about the fish, and was looking
___(E)___ at the glassy water.
1.    Which of the following fits in the blank

labelled (A)?
(a)  Dredged
(b) Luxurious
(c) Esteemed
(d) Mysterious
(e) Propulsive

2.     Which of the following fits in the blank
labelled (B)?
(a)  Brink (b) View
(c) Venue (d) Mendicant
(e) Grim

3.     Which of the following fits in the blank
labelled (C)?
(a)  Disgusted (b) Amicable
(c) Arrogant (d) Silent
(e) Pejorative

4.     Which of the following fits in the blank
labelled (D)?
(a)  Oppressive
(b) Elusive

(c) Trepid
(d)  Fugitive
(e)  Probable

5.    Which of the following fits in the blank
labelled (E)?
(a)  Excitedly
(b) Restlessly
(c) Dreamily
(d) Haughtily
(e) Hungrily

Direction(6-10) : In the following
sentence, a part of the sentence has been
printed in bold. One of the bold parts is
not acceptable in Standard English. Pick
up that part and mark its number. If
there is no error in the bold parts, mark
(e) i.e. ‘No error’ as the answer.

6.   The gigantic Rath is adored with
flowers and garlands and hauled by
thousands of people.
(a)  Gigantic (b)  Adored
(c)  Garlands (d)  Hauled
(e) No Error

7.    She peculiarlypreferred the Versace
purse embollished with diamonds and
gold embroidery.
(a)  Peculiarly
(b) Preferred
(c)  Embollished
(d)  Embroidery
(e) No Error

8.     The subsequentincident did not come
within the perview of the committee
established.
(a)  Subsequent
(b) Incident
(c)  Perview
(d)  Established
(e) No Error

9.     The sari is a piece of clothing renowned
for the myriade of ways in which it
can be draped.
(a)  Piece (b) Renowned
(c)  Myriade (d)  Draped
(e) No Error

10. Glazed pottery was popularised in
India following the advant of Arab
influence.
(a)  Glazed
(b) Popularised
(c)  Advant
(d)  Influence
(e) No Error

Direction(11-20) : Read the following
passage and answer the questions given
below.
One reason that governments impose
policies on the agricultural sector is the belief
that intervention can accelerate the rate of
income growth. Investment policies-the
provision of public goods, such as the
research and development of new
technologies and infrastructural
development (roads, schools, health
facilities)-are examples of public sector
interventions essential for increased
economic activity. Sometimes, these
investments will not be made by the private
sector.
Private investors may be unable to capture
the full benefit from investment in public
goods because it is impossible or too costly
to exclude those who do not pay for services
created. In other instances, consumption by
one consumer does not reduce the
availability of the good or service for others.
Such is the nature of public goods.
Consumers therefore avoid declaring their
willingness to pay for the good or service,
and a market does not form. Finally, capital
requirements of the investment might exceed
the private sector’s capacity to mobilise
necessary financial resources. For most of
these investments, the public sector has the
potential to recover the costs of intervention
through user fees or through taxation of the
commodities or the regional populations that
benefit from the investment.
The correction of market failures represents
a second rationale for government
intervention in the agricultural sector. If
market imperfections are present, the prices
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of goods or services will not reflect their
true values because the private sector is
unable to develop the institutions necessary
for efficient market functioning. Rural credit
markets, for example, might be hampered
by a lack of information on alternative
lending and borrowing opportunities in other
regions, or by the absence of formal lending
institutions that can mobilise savings.
Market power is another example of a
market failure; private sector suppliers (or
consumers) are able to influence prices as in
a monopoly because their numbers are small
and because buyers (or sellers) have no other
market outlets. These conditions are
asserted to prevail often in factor markets
(those for labour, credit, and land) and
sometimes in remote rural commodity
markets.
Another type of market failure arises because
of externalities-costs or benefits from
production activities that are not fully
reflected in market incentives. Soil erosion,
environmental pollution, and overutilization
of common property resources are common
externalities. Some form of government
intervention-a tax, subsidy, or regulatory
control-is justified so that user costs (or
returns) will reflect fully the effects of the
externality. The value of an externality is
often difficult to quantify, and in many cases
subjective judgements must be made as to
whether externality effects are significant.
These measurement problems, combined
with the administrative costs of tax and
subsidy policies, cause quantitative or
legislative regulations to be widespread
policy responses to externalities.
Although policies to correct market failures
or to provide public goods can be important,
the most common rationale for intervention
in developing country agriculture is the
promotion of non-efficiency objectives. The
establishment of an efficient economy and
the maximization of aggregate income are
not the only, or necessarily the most
important, goals of economic policy. When
policy-makers are dissatisfied with the
implications of income maximization,
policies will be used to alter the economy.
In some cases, these interventions will reflect
neutral policymakers acting on a mandate
from society. But more often, policies
respond to the desires of special interest
groups within or outside agriculture. Income
distribution concerns are often at the top of
the list of non-efficiency objectives.

11. Consider the following statements
regarding market externalities. Which
of these are true?
A. Market externalities are easily

quantifiable.
B. Externalities are costs or benefits

that are not fully reflected in the
production activities.

C. Government tries to regulate
market externalities.

(a)  Only B
(b) Only A and B
(c) Only A and C
(d) Only B and C
(e)  A, B and C

12. Which of the following suggest a market
failure?
(a) Market prices not reflecting the

true values of goods
(b)  Inability to form markets or to

make consumers willing to pay
(c) Unregulated externalities
(d) Insufficient infrastructure for

proper functioning of markets
(e) All of the above

13. What underlying message is given by
the passage?
(a) The passage justifies privatisation

of public goods
(b) It signifies the basis of

government actions
(c) It justifies the existence of public

policing
(d) It is trying to justify government

intervention in agriculture
(e) It talks about the inevitability of

private public divide
14. What are the reasons for government

intervention in agriculture sector?
A. Correction of market failures
B. Promotion of non-efficiency

objectives
C. Accelerating rate of income growth
(a)  Only A
(b) Only A and B
(c) Only A and C
(d) Only B and C
(e) A, B and C

15. What is the nature of public goods?
(a) The government has a say in

which consumers can avail of the
goods

(b) One consumer gets to dictate what
the nature should be

(c) Usage by one consumer does not
reduce the good’s availability for
others

(d) The consumers have to pay more
for availing them

(e) The public goods are not be
quantifiable

16. Consider the following statements.
Which of these are incorrect?
A. Private sector can recover costs

of a public good through taxation
or user fees.

B. Income distribution is one of the
major non-efficiency objective of
the government.

C. Environmental pollution is an
externality.

(a)  Only A
(b) Only B
(c) Only C
(d) Both A and B
(e) Both B and C

17. Why is private investment in public
goods difficult?
(a) Public goods are usually of low

quality
(b) It is too costly
(c) It is difficult to make consumers

pay for public goods
(d) Both (b) and (c)
(e) (a), (b) and (c)

18. What are the characteristics of a rural
credit market?
A. Imperfect information
B. Lack of formal lending institutions
C. More chances of private players

monopolising market
D. Availability of differentiated

pricing system for each consumer
(a)  A, B and D
(b)  A, C and D
(c)  B, C and D
(d)  A, B and C
(e)  A, B, C and D

19. Which of the following are public
interventions made by the government?
(a) Construction of roads
(b) Building skyscrapers
(c) Research and development of new

technology
(d) Only a and (c)
(e) (a), (b) and (c)

20. What are the main goals of an economic
policy?
(a)  Promotion of international welfare
(b)  Maximising aggregate income
(c)  Forming an efficient economy
(d)  Both (a) and (b)
(e)  Both (b) and (c)
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Direction(21-25) : Rearrange the
following SIX sentences/ group of
sentences (A), (B), (C), (D), (E), (F) and
in proper sequence to form a meaningful
paragraph; then answer the questions
given below them.

A. I had to get closer, and that was
where being a girl that’s scrawnier
than a wire fence came in handy.

B. Fortunately, Frank, my twin of
eleven years, was just the same.

C. Finally I got a good look and it
was fixed to the plaster next to
the postmaster’s window, the
place of honor usually reserved
for the Wanted posters.

D. When Frank and I stepped through
the post office doors, there was a
crowd gathered, gawking at the
new fixture on the wall like a
chorus of wide-mouthed frogs.

E. “Come on.” I said, grabbing his
hand, and we slid through the
cracks between people until we
spilled out in front.

F. Beady-eyed Zedekiah Smith, the
bank robber, still hung there, but
even he had been pushed aside for
something more important.

21. Which of the following is the FIRST
statement after rearrangement?
(a)  A (b)  D
(c)  E (d)  C
(e)  F

22. Which of the following is the THIRD
statement after rearrangement?
(a)  E (b)  B
(c)  D (d)  A
(e)  C

23. Which of the following is the FOURTH
statement after rearrangement?
(a)  C (b)  E
(c)  A (d)  F
(e)  D

24. Which of the following is the FIFTH
statement after rearrangement?
(a)  E (b)  F
(c)  D (d)  B
(e)  C

25. Which of the following is the SIXTH
statement after rearrangement?
(a)  D (b)  A
(c)  B (d)  F
(e)  E

Direction(26-30) : Read the sentence to
find out whether there is any error in it
or not. The error, if any, will be in TWO

parts of the sentence. The number of that
part is the answer. If there is no error,
the answer is (e). Ignore errors of
punctuation, if any.

26. Early morning when (A)/ he has just left
the (B)/ house we met the man that
(C)/ we had been looking from. (D)
(a)  AB (b)  BC
(c)  AC (d)  BD
(e)  No Error

27. As to what (A)/ cause him so much (B)/
grief was never (C)/ known for us. (D)
(a)  BD (b)  CD
(c)  AD (d)  AC
(e) No Error

28. Suryakanta says only he attains (A)/
the truth peace whose (B)/ words are
pure and who (C)/ is free in pride. (D)
(a)  AB (b) AC
(c) BD (d)  AD
(e) No Error

29. My mother and all of us (A)/ here would
be so delighted (B)/ whether you come
and (C)/ dine for us on Sunday. (D)
(a)  AB (b) AC
(c) BC (d)  CD
(e) No Error

30. My cousin will be there (A)/ and we are
asking few (B)/ more friends of all
whom (C)/ you have met before. (D)
(a)  BC (b) BD
(c) AC (d)  AD
(e) No Error

REASONING ABILITY

Directions (31-35) Study the following
information and answer the question.
Seven girls Deepti, Khushi, Akshi, Betty,
Ruby, Anya and Tiya like different places
i.e. UK, MP, Punjab, Kolkata, UP, Lucknow
and Delhi not necessarily in the same order.
Each of them lives in either of three
apartments i.e. Town, Jurs and Gul
apartment with at least two of them in the
same apartment. These are the further
details.
The one who likes Delhi, lives only with
Tiya.Ruby lives with one, who likes UK, in
Town apartment. Akshi lives with those who
like Punjab and UP. Tiya doesn’t like UK.
Deepti lives with one who likes Lucknow.
Akshi doesn’t live with Ruby. The one who
likes Lucknow doesn’t live with the one who
likes Delhi. More than one girl live with
Anya. Akshi doesn’t like MP. Anya doesn’t
like Punjab. Deepti doesn’t live in Gul
apartments. Both Betty and the one who

likes MP live in the same apartment, but
not in Gul apartments. Tiya doesn’t like
MP.

31. Who among the following likes Kolkata?
(a)Khushi (b) Deepti
(c) Rubi (d) Tiya
(e) None of these

32. Which pair is live in the same apartment?
(a) Anya, Akshi, Tiya
(b) Betty, Ruby, Khushi
(c) Deepti, Akshi, Anya
(d) Cannot be determined
(e) None of these.

33. Who among the following likes MP?
(a) Anya (b) Deepti
(c) Betty (d) Khushi
(e) None of these.

34. Which pair is correct?
(a) Ruby – Jurs
(b) Tiya – Punjab
(c) Akshi – Lucknow
(d) Deepti – Town
(e) None of these.

35. Anya is related to Deepti, Tiya is related
to Betty. Then in the same way who is
related to khushi?
(a) Akshi
(b) Ruby
(c) Anya
(d) Cannot be determined.
(e) None of these.

Directions (36-40) : Study the following
information arrangement carefully and
answer the questions given below:
With a certain code language,
‘alarm forest cuddle morning’ is written as
‘%f6 !m7 #a5 @c6’,
‘sight fire making criticism’ is written as
‘#c9 @f4 %s5 !m6’,
‘raising centre recent alarm’ is written as
‘@c6 %r6 #a5 !r7’, and
‘strike arm ignoring sight’ is written as ‘!i8
%s5 @s6 #a3’.

36. What is the code for ‘raising’?
(a) !r7 (b) @c6
(c) #a5 (d) %r6
(e) Cannot be determined

37. What is the code for ‘fire arm morning’?
(a) @c6 !m6 %s5
(b) #a3 !i8 @c6
(c) @f4 !m7 #a3
(d) None of these
(e) Cannot be determined

38. What does ‘@s6 %s5 !m6’ stand for?
(a) ignoring cuddle forest
(b) sight morning arm
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(c) making strike sight
(d) strike raising fire
(e) Cannot be determined

39. What could be the code for ‘surfeit
attempt alarm’?
(a) %a6 #a5 @s6
(b) #a5 %s7 %a7
(c) %s8 #a5 @s4
(d) #a5 #a3 !m4
(e) None of these

40. What is the code for ‘making centre
forest’?
(a) !m7 #a5 @c6
(b) %r6 %f6 #c9
(c) !m6 @s6 #a3
(d) %f6 @c6 !m6
(e) Cannot be determined

Directions (41-45) : Study the following
information carefully and answer the
given questions.
Each of the questions below consists of a
question and two statements numbered I
and II given below it. You have to decide
whether the data provided in the statements
are sufficient to answer the question. Read
both the statements and Give answer:

(a) If the data in statement I alone are
sufficient to answer the question,
while the data in statement II alone
are not sufficient to answer the
questions.

(b) If the data in statement II alone
are sufficient to answer the
question, while the data in
statement I alone are not sufficient
to answer the question.

(c) If the data either in statement I
alone or in statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question.

(d) If the data given in both the
statements I and II together are
not sufficient  to answer the
question.

 (e) If the data in both the statements
I and II together are necessary to
answer the question.

41. Who among A, B, C, D and E is the
tallest?
I. Each of A, B, C, D and E has a

different height.
II. D is shorter than only A.

42. How is ‘walk’ written in a code language?
I. ‘morning walk is good’ is written

as ‘na pa ta sa’ in that code
language.

II. ‘wish you good morning’ is
written as ‘la na sa da’ in that code
language.

43. On which day of the week is Arun’s
birthday?
I. Arun’s brother correctly

remembers that Arun’s birthday
is after Wednesday but before
Sunday.

II. Arun’s sister correctly remembers
that Arun’s birthday is before
Friday.

44. How many daughters does Q have?
I. M and T are brothers of R.
II. R’s mother T is wife of Q.

45. How far did Mohan walk from the
starting point?
I. Mohan walked 20 metres towards

West, took a right turn and walked
30 metres, again took a right turn
and walked 20 metres.

II. Mohan walked 20 metres towards
South, took a left turn and walked
30 metres, again took a left turn
and walked 20 metres.

Directions: (46-50) Study the following
information and answer the question.
Eight students Sumit, Nikhil, Amit, Pankaj,
Sourav, Lalit, Vivek and Deepak are sitting
around a circular table, but not necessarily
in the same order. Four of them are facing
away from the center. These are the further
details.
Lalit is not an immediate neighbour of Nikhil.
Both the immediate neighbours of Nikhil
face in the direction opposite to the direction
of Nikhil. Deepak and Amit do not sit
opposite to each other. Pankaj is sitting
fourth to the left of Nikhil. Both the
immediate neighbours of Pankaj face the
same direction as that of Sourav. Amit faces
in the same direction as that of Vivek. Sourav
is sitting second to the right of Pankaj. Both
the immediate neighbours of Vivek face
towards the center. Sumit is an immediate
neighbour of Lalit.

46. Who among the following is sitting to
the immediate left of Sourav?
(a) Amit (b) Nikhil
(c) Lalit (d) Deepak
(e) None of these.

47. Who sits opposite to Sumit?
(a) Pankaj (b) Sourav
(c) Amit (d) Deepak
(e) None of these.

48. Who sits third to the right of Vivek?
(a) Sumit (b) Nikhil

(c) Deepak (d) Sourav
(e) None of these.

49. Lalit is related to Sourav, Deepak is
related to Vivek. Then in the same way,
who is related to Nikhil?
(a) Sumit
(b) Amit
(c) Pankaj
(d) Cannot be determined.
(e) None of these.

50. Which group faces in the same direction?
(a) Deepak, Sumit, Vivek
(b) Lalit, Pankaj, Nikhil
(c) Sourav, Vivek. Amit
(d) Sumit, Amit, Nikhil
(e) None of these

Directions (51-55): In the following
questions, the symbols @, #, $, * and %
are used as illustrated below:
‘P @ Q’ means ‘P is not smaller than Q’.
‘P # Q’ means ‘P is neither greater than nor
equal to Q’.
‘P $ Q’ means ‘P is neither smaller than nor
greater than Q’.
‘P * Q’ means ‘P is not greater than Q’.
‘P % Q’ means ‘P is neither smaller than nor
equal to Q’.
Now, in each of the following questions
assuming the given statements to be true,
find which of the two conclusions I and II
given below them is/are definitely true? Give
answer

(a) If only Conclusion I is true.
(b) If only Conclusion II is true.
(c) If either Conclusion I or II is true.
(d) If neither Conclusion I nor II is

true.
(e) If both Conclusions I and II are

true.

51. Statements: M $ K,  D * K, R # K
Conclusions: I. D $ M II. M % D

52. Statements: F * M,  M % R, E @ F
Conclusions: I. M % EII. R @ E

53. Statements: H $ K, T # H, W * T
Conclusions: I. K % W I I .

T # K
54. Statements: N % A, A # L, F $ N

Conclusions: I. L % F II. F % A
55. Statements: B * D, D $ M, F % M

Conclusions: I. B # M II. F % B

Directions (56-58): Study the following
information carefully and answer the
given questions.

A @ B means A is father of B
A % B means A is husband of B
A $ B means A is sister of B
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A £ B means A is mother of B
A ¥ B means A is brother of B

56. What should come in place of question
mark to make the expression “E is
grandfather of T”
true?
E @ V ? N % R £ T
(a) @ (b) £
(c) ¥ (d) %
(e) None of these

57. Which of the following statements is
true if the given expression is definitely
true?
A % L $ K £ B ¥ C
(a) K is sister-in-law of A
(b) C is daughter of K
(c) A is father of B
(d) C is son of L
(e) None of these

58. Which of the following expressions, if
true, makes “N is sister of R” true?
(a) F £ U @ N $ K ¥ R
(b) N $ F £ K ¥ R $ U
(c) R $ U ¥ K $ N
(d) N £ F $ K ¥ R $ U
(e) None of these

Directions (59-60):Study the following
information carefully and answer the
given questions.
Point P is 5 m south of point A. Point T is
8 m east of point Q. Point Z is 4 m west of
point V. Point P is 6 m west of point B.
Point V is 6 m south of point T. Point Q is
4 m south of point B.

59. Find distance AZ.

( a ) 5 13 m (b)6 13 m

(c) 4 14 m (d) 7 15 m

(e) 3 11 m

60. A person starts from point B in north
direction. Walks for 6 m and reaches
point C, takes a right turn walks for 5
m reaches point F. Again he takes a
right turn, walks for 3 m, reaches point
H, now takes a left turn, reaches point
K, now takes a final right turn to reach
point T. Find the area enclosed by
points B, Q, T, K, H, F and C.
(a) 58m2 (b) 65m2

(c) 71m2 (d) 76m2

(e) None of these

Directions (61-65): Study the following
information carefully and answer the
given questions.
A university organised exams for six
different subjects, viz Maths, Physics,
Chemistry, Electronics, Statistics and
English on six days of a week, not necessarily
in the same order. The exams start from
Monday, with a holiday on any day of the
week. Only full day is devoted to one exam.
The exam of Maths is scheduled immediately
after the exam of Physics. The exam of
Electronics is scheduled on Wednesday but
not after the exam of English. The exam of
Chemistry is scheduled on Friday. There is
only one exam between the exams of
Statistics and Maths. The exam of English
is scheduled just before the holiday.

61. On which of the following days is the
exam of Statistics scheduled?
(a) Tuesday
(b) Wednesday
(c) Friday
(d) Thursday
(e) None of these

62. On which day is a holiday?
(a) Sunday
(b) Monday
(c) Tuesday
(d) Wednesday
(e) None of these

63. How many exams is/are scheduled
between the exams of Maths and
Electronics?
(a) One (b) Two
(c) Three (d) None
(e) None of these

64. Which two exams are scheduled on the
first and last day?
(a) Electronics, English
(b) Maths, English
(c) Physics, Chemistry
(d) Physics, English
(e) None of these

65. Which of the following combinations is
correct?
(a) English – Thursday
(b) Maths-Monday
(c) Statistics- Saturday
(d) Physics-Monday
(e) None of these

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

Direction (Q.66 – 70): Study the
following pie-charts carefully to answer
the questions.

Distribution of number of watches (Sports
watches and Luxury watches)

Sold by 8 stores in 2004:

Distribution of Sports watches sold by
8 stores in 2004:

66. Total no. of luxury watches sold by
Stores C and H together is by what
percent less than the total number of
watches (Sports watches and Luxury
watches) sold by Stores F and H
together?

a)
6

5
29 b)

7

3
27

c)
5

3
31 d)

7

4
28

e)
9

5
26

67. What is the ratio of the total number of
Sports watches sold by Stores A and B
together to that of the total number of
watches (Sports and Luxury) sold by
Stores C and F together?
a) 64 : 77 b) 48 : 61
c) 56 : 77 d) 64 : 81
e) 48 : 73

68. What is the average number of Luxury
watches sold by Stores A, D, E, F and
H together?
a) 3152 b) 3296
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c) 3548 d) 3186
e) 3428

69. If the number of watches sold by stores
A, D and E increased by 10%, 35%
and 15% respectively and so did Sports
watches sold by these stores from 2004
to 2005 what was the total no. of
Luxury watches sold by these three
stores in 2005?
a) 16172 b) 14966
c) 15848 d) 15964
e) 16392

70. What is the difference between the
average number of Sports watches sold
by Stores B, C, G and H together and
the average number of Luxury watches
sold by the same stores together?
a) 1100 b) 12000
c) 900 d) 800
e) 1300

71. A wholesaler blends two varieties of tea,
one costing Rs.60 per kilo and another
costing Rs.105 per kilo. The ratio of
quantities they were mixed in was 7 :
2. If he sold the mixed variety at Rs.100
per kilo, what was his profit
percentage?

a)
7

2
34 % b) %

5

2
38

c)
5

2
32 % d)

7

6
42 %

e)
7

6
48 %

72. In a 90-litre mixture of milk and water,
the percentage of water is only 30%.
The milkman gave 18 litres of this
mixture to a customer and then added
18 litres of water to the remaining
mixture. What is the percentage of milk
in the final mixture?
a) 64% b) 48%
c) 52% d) 68%
e) 56%

73. Joe’s present age is
7

2
 of his father’ss

present age. Joe’s brother is 3 years
older than Joe. The ratio of the present
age of Joe’s father to that of Joe’s
brother is 14 : 5. What is Joe’s present
age?
a) 6 years b) 15 years
c) 12 years d) 18 years

e) 20 years

Direction (Q.74 – 75): In the following
number series only one number is
wrong. Find out the wrong number.

74. 35, 37.5, 33.5, 40, 30, 42.5
a) 42.5 b) 33.5
c) 40 d) 37.5
e) 30

75. 182, 1728, 216, 1512, 252, 1260
a) 1512 b) 1260
c) 1728 d) 252
e) 182

Direction (Q.76 – 78): In each question
two equations are provided on the basis
of these. You have to find the relation
between x and y and Give answer

a) If yx 
b) If yx 
c) If yx 
d) If yx 
e) If yx   or no relationship

between x and y exists

76. I. 06312 2  xx

II. 0110536 2  yy

77. I. 024112  xx

II. 014311824 2  yy

78. I. 029236 2  xx

II. 027225 2  yy
79. Abhay gave 30% of his money to Vijay.

Vijay gave
3

2
 of what he received to

his mother. Vijay’s mother gave
8

5
 of

the money she received from Vijay to
the grocer. Vijay’s mother is now left
with Rs.600. How much money did
Abhay have initially?
a) Rs.6,200 b) Rs.8,000
c) Rs.6,000 d) Rs.8,200
e) Rs.10,200

80. A bag contain 4 red balls, 6 green balls
and 5 blue balls. If three balls are picked
at random, what is the probability that
two of them are green and one of them
is blue?

a)
91

20
b)

91

10

c)
91

15
d)

91

5

e)
91

25

81. A project manager hired 16 men to
complete a project in 38 days. However,

after 30 days, he realised that only
9

5

of the work is complete. How many
more men does he need to hire to
complete the project on time?
a) 48 b) 24
c) 32 d) 16
e) 36

82. Two stations, A and B, are 827 km apart
from each other, One train starts from
station A at 5 am and travels towards
station B at 67 kmph. Another train
starts from station B at 7 am and travels
towards station A at 59 kmph. At what
time will they meet?
a) 1 pm b) 11 : 45 am
c) 12 : 30 pm d) 11 : 30 am
e) 1 : 30 pm

Direction (Q.83 – 87): What value should
come in place of the question mark (?)
in the following questions?

83.    ?982854189 2 
a) 35711 b) 35731
c) 35621 d) 35611
e) 35721

84. 19% of 1123 – 17% of 829 = ?
a) 71.44 b) 62.44
c) 73.34 d) 62.34
e) 72.44

85.  666.66666.66
?6.16006.016.0 

a) 750.092 b) 750.192
c) 749.192 d) 740.092
e) 738.092

86. ?764164 1.03.01.1 
a) 8 b) 7
c) 6 d) 4
e) 9
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87. If 32.311  , then,

?99.3
11

1156.65


a) 22.7772 b) 23.0582
c) 23.1812 d) 24.6582
e) 24.7782

Direction (Q.88 – 92): Study the line
graph and table carefully and answer the
following questions:
The graph given below represents the
production (in tonnes) and sales (in
tonnes) of a company ‘A’ from 2010 – 15.

The table given below shoes the ratio of
the production (in tonnes) of company A
to the production (in tonnes) of company
B, and the ratio of the sales (in tonnes)
of company A to the sales (in tonnes) of
company B.

Year Production Sales
2010 17 : 16 4 : 5
2011 8 : 7 11 : 12
2012 9 : 10 9 : 14
2013 18 : 19 5 : 6
2014 7 : 6 12 : 11
2015 13 : 14 9 : 10

88. In which of the following year is the
percentage increase/decrease in the
production of company A from the
previous year the second highest?
a) 2012 b) 2011
c) 2014 d) 2010
e) 2015

89. The total sale of company A in all the
years together is approximately what
percent of the total production of
company A?
a) 61.5%
b) Other than the given options
c) 63.5%
d) 65%
e) 67%

90. What is the average production of
company B in all the years together?
a) 675 tonnes
b) 680 tonnes
c) 690 tonnes
d) 655 tonnes
e) Other than the given options

91. What is the total sale of company B in
all the years together?
a) 3182 tonnes
b) 3072 tonnes
c) Other than the given options
d) 3192 tonnes
e) 3172 tonnes

92. What is the ratio of production of
company B in 2010 to the production
of company A in 2012?
a) 77 : 62 b) 80 : 79
c) 80 : 61 d) 80 : 63
e) 79 : 63

Direction (Q.93 – 94): In each questions
two equations are provided on the basis
of these. You have to find the relation
between x and y and Give answer:

a) If yx 
b) If yx 
c) If yx 
d) If yx 
e) If yx   or no relationship

between x and y exists

93. I. 077436 2  xx I I .

0153524 2  yy

94. I. 045274 2  xx I I .

0110373 2  yy

Direction (Q.95 – 97): What value should
come in place of question mark (?) in
the following number series?

95. 24, 53, 152, ?, 3074, 18457
a) 617 b) 627
c) 647 d) 667
e) 657

96. 138, 276, 92, 368, 73.6, ?
a) 238.9 b) 448.5
c) 454.6 d) 441.6
e) 234.7

97. 28, 37, ?, 107, 194, 333
a) 84 b) 59
c) 64 d) 81
e) 88

98. A rectangular plot, 55 m long and 45 m
broad, has two concrete crossroads (of
equal width) running in the middle of it
– one parallel to the length and the other
parallel to the breadth. The rest of the
plot is used as a lawn. If the area of the
lawn is 1911 m2, what is the width of
each of the crossroads? (in m)
a) 5 b) 5.5
c) 6 d) 4
e) 4.5

99. A dishonest trader marks up his goods
by 80% and gives a discount of 25%.
Besides, he gets 20% more amount per
kg from wholeseller and sells 10% less
per kg to customers. What is the overall
profit percentage?
a) 82% b) 76%
c) 78% d) 75%
e) 80%

100. A magazines consist of 45 pages, 30
lines on each page and 49 characters in
each line. If this content is written in
another notebook consisting 35 lines
per page and 30 characters per line then
the required number of pages will be
what percent more than the previous
number of pages?
a) 36% b) 42%
c) 38% d) 44%
e) 40%



EXPLANATIONS

1. d 2. a 3. b 4. e
5. c
(6-10)
6-b;The word ‘adored’ has been spelt

incorrectly. ‘To adore’ means to like or
worship. The correct spelling of the
word is ‘adorned’, which means
‘decorated’.

7-c;Embollished is a word that has been spelt
incorrectly. The correct spelling of the
word is ‘embellished’, which means
decorated or studded.

8-c;The word perview has been spelt
incorrectly. The correct spelling is
‘purview’, which means the scope or
range of something.

9-c;Myriade is a incorrectly spelt. The
correct spelling is ‘myriad’, which
means countless or a lot.

10-c;Advant is spelt incorrectly. The correct
spelling is ‘advent’, which means the
arrival of something significant.
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11. d 12. e 13. d 14. e
15. c 16. a 17. d 18. d
19. d 20. e
(21-25)
The first sentence introduces an event or
character so D must be the first statement.
A must follow D as it states what the girl
did immediately. B must be the third
statement as it talks about Frank was also
thin as her, which is mentioned in A. E must
be the fourth statement as it states what
they did on seeing the crowd. C must be the
fifth statement as it states that they finally
got a good look. F is the sixth statement as it
describes what they saw.
Thus the correct order is DABECF.
21. b 22. b 23. b 24. e
25. d
(26-30)
26-d; (B)he had just left the

(D)we had been looking for
27-a; (B)caused him so much

(D)known to us
28-c; (B)the truepeace whose

(D)is free from pride
29-d; (C)if you come and

(D)dine withus on Sunday
30-a; (B)and we are asking afew

(C)more friends of all who
(31-35)

Girl Places Apartment
Anya Up Jurs
Akshi Lucknow Jurs
Betty UK Town
Ruby MP Town

Deepti Punjab Jurs
Tiya Kolkata Gul

Khushi Delhi Gul

31. d 32. c 33. e 34. c
35. d
(36-40)
# for last letter m
% for last letter t
@ for last letter e
! for last letter g
Number represents number of alphabet in
word.
Alphabet represents the first letter of word.
36. a 37. c 38. c 39. b
40. d
(41-45)
41. b

A > D > B /C/E
42. d 43. e

44. d

45. c

or,

(46-50)

46. d 47. c 48. b 49. c
50. c
(51-55)
51. c 52. d 53. e 54. b
55. b
(56-58)
56. c

57. a

58. a

(59-60)
59. a

Distance of

1251001510 22 

AZ = 135325 
60. c

The area will be = Area of rectangle
QCFD + A rea of DHKT = 10 5 +
7  3 = 71m2

(61-65)

Day Paper
Monday Physics
Tuesday Math

Wednesday Electronics
Thursday Statistics
Saturday English
Sunday Holidays
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61. d 62. a 63. d 64. d
65. d
66. d; Total number of Luxury watches in

Store C and H together =

 
100

3200019
56000

100

914 




6800608012880

3201956023




Total number of watches in Store F and

H together = 9520
100

5600017




Required% =

100
9520

68009520




952

27200
100

9520

2720


%
7

4
28

952

544
28 

67. a; Required ratio =

5600022

3200032

100

5600022
100

3200032









= 77:64
77

64

1232

1024


68. b; Average number of Luxury watches

 
 

5

32000of%

128221316-56000

of%98201518






=
5

3207156070 

=
5

2272039200 

= 3296
5

16480


69. d; Total number of Luxury watches sold
by A, D and E together







 












 












 




100

11532022

100

11556020

100

13532013

100

13556015

100

11032016

100

11056018

   
 809612880

561611340563211088




= 15964478457245456 
70. a; Average number of Sports watches

sold by Stores B, C, G and H =

3280
4

13120

4

32041




Average number of Luxury watches sold
by Stores B, C, G and H

 
 
 
 

4

320125609

32065605

320756014

3201656011








   
   

4

3840504019202800

2240784051206160






2180
4

8720
4

120088056001040






Required difference =

110021803280 
71. d; The ratio of quantities is 7 : 2.

Then, required% profit =

 
100

1052607

10526071009





%
7

300
100

630

270

100
630

630900








= %
7

6
42

72. e; Water in the mixture =

27
100

3090



litres

Milk in the mixture =

632790  litres

Now, in 18 litres mixture the quantity

of milk = 6.12
90

6318



litres

Remaining quantity of milk in the

mixture = 4.506.1263  litres

Required% of milk in the mixture =

%56
90

1004.50




73. c; Let the present age of Joe’s father be
x years.

Then, Joe’s age =
7

2x
years

Joe’s brother ’s age =

7

212
3

7

2 


xx

Now, ratio of the present age of Joe’s
father to that of Joe’s brother =

5

14

212

7


x

x

Or,
5

2

212


x

x

Or, 42x years

 Joe’s present age =

12
7

2
42  years

74. b; The series is

75. e; The series is

76. c; I. 06312 2  xx
 063272812 2  xxx
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    09473  xx

 4

9
,

3

7 
x

II. 0110536 2  yy

 011020336 2  yyy

    10103112  yy

 3

10
,

2

11
y

Hence, yx 

77. a; I. 024112  xx

 024382  xxx

    083  xx

 8,3x

II. 014311824 2  yy

 0143526624 2  yyy

    0136114  yy

 6

13
,

4

11
y

 yx 

78. e; I. 029236 2  xx

 0296296 2  xxx

    01296  xx

 1,
6

29
x

II. 027225 2  yy

 0275275 2  yyy

    02751  yy

 5

27
,1y

No relation exists between x and y
79. b; Suppose Abhay has initially Rs.x

Then Vijay got = 
100

30
x Rs.

10

3x

Vijay’s mother got = 
3

2

10

3x
Rs.

10

2x

Vijay’s mother gave money to the

grocer = 
8

5

10

2x
Rs.

8

x

Money left with Vijay’s mother =

40

3

40

58

810

2 xxxxx





Now, 600
40

3


x

 



3

40600
x Rs.8000

80. c; Number of sample space n(S) =

4553
15 C

Now, two of them are green =
2

6C

And one of them is blue =
1

5C

n(E) = 751
5

2
6  CC

Required Probability =
91

15

455

75


81. c
Men             Days Work

16             30
9

5

?             8
9

4

  No. of men required to complete
the work on time =

484
985

30169





men

No. of more men required to the
complete the work on time = 48 – 16 =
32 men

82. c

First train alone covers the distance in
2 hours (from 5 am to 7 am)

= 134672  km and reach point

‘C’
Remaining distance from point C to B=

693134827  km is to be

covered by both the train from 7 am.
Relative Speed =

1265967  kmph

Time taken to cover 693 km =

5.5
126

693
 hours = 5 hours 30

minutes
Hence they meet at = (7 am + 5 : 30
hours) = 12 : 30 pm

83. e;   18998285435721? 

Or, ? =   35721189 2 
84. e

44.72
100

14093

100

21337

829
100

17
1123

100

19
?





85. a; 092.750? 
86. e;

   
164444

444?7
0.23.06.01.1

1.033.021.1





Or, 9716? 
87. c;

99.3
11

22.356.65

99.3
11

1156.65
?








= 1812.2399.31912.19 
(88 – 92)

Year Production of
company B (in

tonnes)

Sales of
Company B
(in tonnes)

2010 800 400
2011 770 600
2012 700 700
2013 570 432
2014 600 440
2015 700 600
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88. a; Percentage increase/decrease in the
production of company A are:

2011 = %53.3100
850

850880




%41.28100
880

880630
2012 




2013 = %29.14100
630

630540




2014 = %63.29100
540

540700




2015 = %14.7100
700

700650




Hence, the second highest is in 2012.
89. c; Required percentage =

%5.63100
4250

2700


90. c; Required answer =

690
6

4140
 tonnes

91. e; Required answer = 3172 tonnes
92. d; Required ratio = 800 : 630 = 80 : 63

93. c; I. 077436 2  xx

 07721226 2  xxx

    072113  xx

 2

7
,

3

11
x

II. 0153524 2  yy

 015334184 2  yyy

    092172  yy

 2

9
,

2

17
y

Hence, yx 

94. c; I. 045274 2  xx

 04512154 2  xxx

    01543  xx

 3x ,
4

15

II. 0110373 2  yy

 011015223 2  yyy

    02235  yy

 3

22
,5y

Hence, yx 
95. a; The series is

96. d; The series is

97. b; The series is

98. c; Let the breadth and length of cross
roads be x m each.

Then,

  191145554555 2  xxx

Or, 19111002475 2  xx

Or, 05641002  xx

Or, 05646942  xxx

Or,     094694  xxx

Or,    0946  xx

 6x , 94 (Here x = 94 is not

possible)
Hence, width = 6 m

99. e; CP =
12

10

120

100
  (Since he

purchases 120 gm and pays Rs.100 by
assuming actual CP of 1 gm = Rs.1)

SP =
12

18

2

3

90

135


Profit Percentage =

%80100

12
10

12
10

12
18




100. e; 3035493045  x

 63
3035

493045





x

pages
So, the percentage increase in the
number of pages =

%40100
45

4563






VANIK’S KNOWLEDGE GARDEN

1. India Post paid tribute to theoretical
physicist and cosmologist Stephen
Hawking by issuing a special cover on
him.

2. Centre has approved to set up a plastic
park in Deoghar district of Jharkhand.
The park is being set up at an estimated
cost of 120 crore rupees and is spread
over 150 acres of land.

3. The Telangana state government has
resolved to make Telugu compulsory in
government and private educational
institutions up to X standard from the
next academic year 2018-19.

4. Formidable Supersonic Cruise Missile
BrahMos was successfully flight tested
from Pokhran test range in Rajasthan.
The precision strike weapon with Indian-
made seeker flew in its designated
trajectory and hit the target with pin-
point accuracy.

5. The government has decided to declare
2018 as National Year of Millets to boost
the cultivation of millets like ragi and
jowar on a mission mode to achieve
nutritional security. The push will
promote cultivation of jowar, bajra, ragi.

6. The two-day 46th All India Police
Science Congress organised by the
Himachal Pradesh Police Department
and The Bureau of Police Research and
Development held in Shimla, Himachal
Pradesh.
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GENERAL AWARENESS

1.    Which of the following work does not
perform by RBI?
(a) Regulation of Banks in India
(b) Regulation of Foreign Direct

Investment in India
(c) Management of foreign exchange

in India
(d) Control and Supervision of

Money Supply
(e) India currency management

2.    At present the rupee convertibility to
balance of payments in India, is related
to which account?
(a) Only business account
(b) On the current account
(c) The capital account
(d) All of these
(e) None of these

3.   In which account the shares are traded in
electronic form?
(a) Demat Account
(b) NRI Account
(c) NRO Account
(d) Current account
(e) None of these

4.   Which of the following includes in non-
performing assets?
(a) loss assets
(b) Substandard assets
(c) Doubtful assets
(d) All of the above
(e) None of these

5.    What is the main objective/purpose of
asset and liability management?
(a) To manage the framework balance

sheet.
(b) The Bank’s market risk

management, inspection and
measurement

(c) Reserve fund, capital gains related
to the planning and

(d) Both 1 and 2
(e) All of these

6.    What is the full form of FINO?
(a) Financial Investment Network

and operation

(b) Farmer’s investment in national
organization

(c) Farmer’s inclusion news and
operations

(d) Financial inclusion network and
operation

(e) None of these
7.    What is the cross-selling of the bank?

(a) Selling debit card to a credit card
holder

(b) A depositor insurance sales
(c) Submitted by third parties on the

cash issued to Czech
(d) All of these
(e) None of these

8. The market where Long-term securities
are bought and sold like stocks in the
market is termed as-
(a) Bullion market
(b) Commodity Exchange
(c) Forex Market
(d) Capital Markets
(e) Money market

9. Which of these deposit in our country’s
central bank is the largest collector?
(a) Delhi
(b) Kolkata
(c) Chennai
(d) Ahmedabad
(e) Mumbai

10. In which of the following Retail banking
is not interpreted as part of a loan?
(a) Car loan
(b) Housing loans
(c) Personal loan
(d) Education Loans
(e) Ground-up credit facility

11. In which of the following city Veer
Savarkar International Airport is
located?
(a) Nagpur (b) Jaipur
(c) Goa (d) Port Blair
(e) Varanasi

12. Which of the following is an indirect
instrument that is used in the
formulation and implementation of
monetary policy by RBI?

(a) Cash Reserve Ratio
(b) Open Market Operations
(c) Statutory Liquidity Ratio
(d) Refinance Facilities
(e) None of these

13. Which of the following financial
institutions conducts the auction of
Treasury Bills of varying maturities?
(a) SEBI
(b) Government of India
(c) NABARD
(d) RBI
(e) IRDAI

14. Which among the following currency is
used by Israelis to buy goods and
services in the country?
(a) Shekel (b) Riyal
(c) Rile (d) Kyat
(e) Dinar

15. Pulitzer Prizes are given for the
outstanding achievements in the fields
of————
(a) Music (b) Literature
(c) Sports (d) Social Work
(e) None of these

16. “International Day of the Girl Child” is
observed on______
( a )  1

st Oct (b) 8th Oct
(c) 5th Oct (d) 11th Oct
(e) 12th Oct

17. In which amonst the following cards,
the customer can make payment to the
extent of balance lying in his account.
(a) Debit Card
(b) Smart Card
(c) Credit Card
(d) 1 and 2
(e) All the above

18. Which among the following statements
in an instrument of monetary policy
used by the RBI?
(a) Base Rate (b) PLR
(c) CRR (d) BPLR
(e) Bank Rate

19. _________ is the organization that
maintains the borrower’s history in
India.
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(a) CRISIL (b) CIBIL
(c) CARE (d) RBI
(e) SEBI

20. RTGS as well as NEFT uses
(a) UTR (b) MICR
(c) IFSC (d) DNS
(e) IFDC

21. What dose ‘D’ stnad for in “BSBDA”?
(a) Debit (b) Dual
(c) Deposit (d) Draft
(e) Demand

22. An account will be classified as dormant
if there are no transactions in the
account for a period of ____ months.
(a) 12 months
(b) 60 months
(c) 24 months
(d) 36 months
(e) 18 months

23. What is the paid up capital of Payment
bank?
(a) Rs 100 Cr
(b) Rs 500 Cr
(c) Rs 800 Cr
(d) Rs 250 Cr
(e) Rs 500 Cr

24. What is the present interest rate in Public
Provident Fund(PPF) Scheme?
(a) 7.5% (b) 7.6%
(c) 7.8% (d) 7.7%
(e) 8.1%

25. If the Cash Reserve Ratio is lowered by
the Central Bank, what will be its effect
on credit creation?
(a) It will decrease
(b) It will increase
(c) There will be no change
(d) There will be a minimum change
(e) None of these

26. Which of the following categories of
loans can be priced by bank without
reference to the Base Rate?
(a) DRI advance
(b) Loans to banks own employees
(c) Loans to banks depositors against

their own deposits.
 (d) All of the above
(e) None of these

27. ‘Devaluation’ means _____.
(a) Converting rupees into gold
(b) Lowering of the value of one

currency in comparison of some
foreign currency

(c) Making rupee dearer in
comparison to some foreign
currency

(d) All of the above
(e) None of these

28. Which of the following accounts are
eligible under Corporate Debt
Restructuring System?
(a) Fraud and malfeasance account
(b) Account of willful defaulters
(c) BIFR accounts in normal course
(d) Suit filled accounts where 75% of

the creditor (by value) and 60%
of the creditors exist

(e) None of these
29. ________ is defined as a credit facility

in respect of which the interest and/or
installment of principal has remained
‘past due’ for a specified period of
time.
(a) Overdraft
(b) Mortgage
(c) 1 and 2
(d) Non-performing Asset
(e) None of these

30. VAT is imposed -
(a) Direct on Consumer
(b) On first stage of production
(c) On final stage of production
(d) On all stages between production

and final sale
(e) None of these

31. What is the maximum age for retirement
for MD/CEO of all private banks is
(a) 60 years (b) 62 years
(c) 65 years (d) 70 years
(e) 55 years

32. ‘Drawee’ in the bank cheque is:
(a) Who rejects the payment of

cheques
(b) Who encash the cheques
(c) Always the Banker
(d) Who receives the cheques
(e) None of these

33. Which of the following is correct about
ATM:
(a) ATM is a computer which is

dedicated to perform certain
specific Jobs only

(b) ATM is a user friendly machine
and the customer does not require
any training to use it

(c) ATM is totally menu driven
which displays instructions to the
customers step by step for
operating the same

(d) All of the above
(e) None of these

34. “Hum Hai Na” is slogan of which of the
following banks:
(a) ICICI Bank
(b) Punjab National Bank
(c) Vijaya Bank

(d) Allahbad Bank
(e) None of these

35. MICR (Magnetic Ink Character
Recognition) code consist of
(a) 11 character
(b) 9 character
(c) 14 character
(d) 12 character
(e) 15 character

36. The Mutilated Notes are
(a) Notes which are in pieces and/or

of which the essential portions are
missing

(b) Any bank note, which is wholly
or partially, obliterated, shrunk

(c) Notes which are washed, altered
or indecipherable

(d) Notes which are wholly or
partially, obliterated, shrunk,
washed, altered or indecipherable

(e) None of these
37. Reduction in general level of prices in an

economy is known as:
(a) Inflation
(b) Shortage of Goods
(c) Deflation
(d) Supply Shortage
(e) None of these

38. Those amounts due to vendors or
suppliers that must be paid within one
year is known as:
(a) Loan Advances
(b) Accounts Payable
(c) Creditors
(d) Debtors
(e) None of these

39. Which of the following banks first time
introduce the merchant banking in India
is:
(a) Imperial Bank of India
(b) Grindlays Bank
(c) United Bank
(d) London Bank
(e) None of these

40. What does Public Sector Banks refers
to:
(a) More people visit these banks
(b) RBI or Government of India or

both have at least 51% shares in
the Bank

(c) Bank run by the government
having the directors elected by the
public

(d) All of the Above
(e) None of these

41. What is the full form of SCSS?
(a) Senior Citizens Savings Scheme
(b) Super Citizens Savings Scheme
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(c) Special Citizens Savings Scheme
(d) Senior Citizens Special Scheme
(e) None of these

42. Where is the headquarters of NATO
located?
(a) Brussels
(b) Hanoi
(c) Manila
(d) Hague
(e) Kathmandu

43. A banker should not grant loans and
advances against which among the
following options?
(a) Partly paid-up shares
(b) Its own shares
(c) Unquoted shares
(d) Third party’s shares
(e) None of these

44. Which of the following statements is/
are TRUE?
(a) Savings Bank account can be

opened with a minimum initial
deposit.

(b) There are restriction on number
of withdrawals from savings bank
account.

(c) Current Deposit Accounts are
generally held by businessmen,
companies and institutions.

(d) All of the above
(e) All except 2

45. Which type of account is suitable for
those who can save regularly and
expect to earn a fair return on the
deposits over a period of time?
(a) Fixed Deposit Accounts
(b) Regular Deposit Account
(c) Recurring Deposit Account
(d) Investment Deposit Accounts
(e) Insurance Deposit Account

46. Demat Accounts are generally held by
people who
(a) Have big businesses
(b) Deal in life insurance policies
(c) Want to obtain loans from foreign

banks
(d) Deal in shares
(e) Want to acquire businesses abroad

47. The Capital Market is regulated by-
(a) RBI (b) IRDA
(c) NSE (d) BSE
(e) SEBI

48. What is a Repo Rate?
(a) It is a rate at which RBI sell

government securities to banks
(b) It is a rate at which banks borrow

rupees from RBI

(c) It is a rate at which RBI allows
small loans in the market

(d) It is a rate which is offered by
Banks to their most valued
customers or prime customers

(e) None of these
49. Recently P.J. Nayak headed the RBI

panel that recommend for diluting govt.
stake in public sector banks to below
______.
(a) 60% (b) 70%
(c) 30% (d) 50%
(e) 49%

50. Micro credit in India comes
under......................
(a) Private Banking
(b) NBFC
(c) Rural Banking
(d) Cooperative Banking
(e) None of these

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Direction (51-55) : Below, a passage is
given with five blanks labelled (A)-(E).
Below the passage, five options are given
for each blank. Choose the word that fits
each blank most appropriately in the
context of the passage, and mark the
corresponding answer.
In a __(A)__ to India’s highway
development programme, the Union cabinet
chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on Tuesday approved a plan to build
thousands of kilometres of roads and
highways over the next five years at a cost
of about Rs 7 lakh crore, a __(B)__ push
that could help generate jobs and lift the
economy. Infrastructure experts are happy
that the __(C)__ to the sector has continued.
There were signs that the government had
little option but to spend its way out of
trouble that was __(D)__, in part, by last
year’s shock withdrawal of high-value
banknotes as well as __(E)__ following the
rollout of the new Goods and Services Tax.

51. Which of the following words most
appropriately fits the blank labelled
(A)?
(a) demeanour
(b)  benignity
(c)  fillip
(d)  impediment
(e)  Relief

52. Which of the following words most
appropriately fits the blank labelled
(B)?
(a)  spending (b)  frugal

(c)  futile (d)  resounding
(e)  Catechize

53. Which of the following words most
appropriately fits the blank labelled
(C)?
(a)  speed (b)  frequency
(c)  velocity (d)  momentum
(e)  Mass

54. Which of the following words most
appropriately fits the blank labelled
(D)?
(a)  granted
(b)  exacerbated
(c)  endowed
(d)  dispensed
(e)  Emerged

55. Which of the following words most
appropriately fits the blank labelled
(E)?
(a)  animosity
(b)  emanation
(c)  irritation
(d)  subjugation
(e) Disruptions

Direction(56-60) Select the phrase/
connector from the given three options
which can be used to form a single
sentence from the two sentences given
below, implying the same meaning as
expressed in the statement sentences.

56. I was unsure of the success of the
project. I wanted to change the
execution plan.
I. Changing the execution plan
ii. Success of the project
iii. Being unsure of the
(a)  Only I
(b)  Only ii
(c)  Only iii
(d)  Both i and ii
(e)  None of these

57. Many companies are running at a loss.
Many companies are laying off workers
to reduce the cost.
i. Workers are being laid off
ii. Running at a loss
iii. So many companies
(a)  Only I
(b)  Only ii
(c)  Only iii
(d)  Both i and ii
(e)  None of these

58. He did not want to gamble again. He had
lost a huge sum of money the last time.
i. Having lost a huge sum of money
ii. Not wanting to gamble again
iii. The last time
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(a)  Only I
(b)  Only ii
(c)  Only iii
(d)  Both i and iii
(e)  None of these

59. The first statement states the
information. The second statement
gives the description.
i. While the first statement
ii. As the first statement
iii. However the second statement
(a)  Only I
(b)  Only ii
(c)  Only iii
(d)  Both ii and iii
(e)  None of these

60. The market is surely to grow in the
coming months. It might take some time
to regain the previous state.
i. Taking some time to regain the

previous state
ii. The market is surely to grow
iii. In the coming months
(a)  Only I
(b)  Only ii
(c)  Only iii
(d)  Both ii and iii
(e)  None of these

Direction(61-62) : Five statements are
given below, labelled a, b, c, d and e.
Among these, four statements are in
logical order and form a coherent
paragraph/passage. From the given
options, choose the option that does not
fit into the theme of the passage.

61. (A)  North Korea has been
issued with a dire war warning
after the USA and South Korea
held
sabre-rattling military drills on the
hermit kingdom’s doorstep.

(B) North Korea frequently threatens
to destroy Seoul and Washington
in retaliation for these
joint drills, which Pyongyang
claims is preparation for an
invasion.

(C) But the USA and their South
Korean allies are showing no signs
of taking such threats to
heart as they carry out yet another
military drill.

(D) Deterrence worked when America
and the Soviet Union had
thousands of warheads pointed
at each other.

(E) The two-week exercise is taking
place on Baengnyeong and
Yeonpyeong islands, just south
of the tense Korean border.

(a)  A (b)  C
(c)  E (d)  D
(e)  B

62. (A) Moody’s decision to
upgrade India’s sovereign credit
rating by a notch after a gap of
almost
14 years is undoubtedly a
welcome recognition of the
country’s enormous economic
potential.

(B) It has been driven by some of the
recent structural reforms —
including the implementation
of a long-delayed nationwide
goods and services tax (GST), and
moves to address the logjam
of mounting bad loans in the
banking sector through an
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code.

(C) A maximum time limit, for
completion of the insolvency
resolution process, has been set
for
corporates and individuals.

(D) All these reforms are expected to
help ensure a healthier enabling
environment to realise
this potential over the longer term.

(E) The ratings agency has said the
reforms undertaken until now
would “advance the
government’s objective of
improving the business climate,
enhancing productivity,
stimulating foreign and domestic
investment, and ultimately
fostering strong and
sustainable growth.

(a)  A (b)  C
(c)  D (d)  B
(e)  E

Direction(63-70)Read the passage given
below and then answer the questions
given below the passage. Some words
may be highlighted for your attention.
Pay careful attention.
Paragraph 1:Kavita Devi, a former

competitive powerlifter, has become
the first ever Indian woman to be signed
by the World Wrestling Entertainment
(WWE). Jinder Mahal, the current

WWE champion, confirmed the news
in a special visit to New Delhi recently.

Paragraph 2:Hailing from Haryana, Kavita
underwent training to be a professional
wrestler under the guidance of The
Great Khali (Dalip Singh Rana) at his
Punjab based wrestling promotion and
training academy. She shot to fame after
her video, in which she wrestled against
a woman wrestler named B B Bull Bull,
went viral on social media. She also won
a gold medal at the 2016 South Asian
Games.

Paragraph 3:Kavita Devi also has the
distinction of being the first Indian
woman to compete in a WWE ring, as
she was a featured participant in the
Mae Young Classic women’s
tournament. She is expected to begin
training at the WWE Performance
Center in Orlando, Florida this January.

Paragraph 4:”It was a privilege to be the
first Indian woman to compete in
WWE,” said Devi. “Participating in the
Mae Young Classic with some of the
best female performers in the world
was a great learning experience. Now I
am looking forward to pursuing my
dream of becoming the first WWE
Women’s Champion from India.”

Paragraph 5:”I’m extremely proud to
welcome Kavita to WWE where she
now has a great opportunity to become
India’s first female WWE Superstar. She
is an inspiration to the youth of India
and I wish nothing but success for her”
said Jinder Mahal.

Paragraph 6:In another first for WWE’s
women’s evolution, WWE also
announced that Shadia Bseiso from
Jordan has become the first Arab
woman from the Middle East to sign a
WWE developmental contract.

Paragraph 7:The WWE Performance
Center is the home of the
developmental system for WWE. With
seven training rings, a world-class
strength and conditioning program and
cutting-edge edit and production
facilities, the Performance Center
allows new recruits to hone their skills
through a comprehensive program that
includes in-ring training, physical
preparedness and character
development. Additionally, recruits
will be immersed in WWE’s
Professional Development program
that focuses on four key pillars: Life
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Skills, Education, Wellness and Career
Success.

Paragraph 8:Kavita Devi, who became the
first Indian woman to sign with World
Wrestling Entertainment (WWE)
asserted that nothing was impossible
for women to achieve.
“I achieved this position because of my
family’s support. And I want to say
that nothing is impossible for women
to achieve,” Kavita Devi, told ANI.
Kavita also applauded Dalip Singh
Rana aka The Great Khali, former
Indian origin WWE male champion,
crediting him for the feat.
“I give all the credit of my success to
Khali sir,” she said.
Meanwhile, Khali said he was confident
Devi would make it to WWE.
“When I started training her, I knew
she will definitely go to WWE,” Dalip
Singh Rana told ANI.

63. How did Kamala Devi first attain fame?
(Based on Para 2)
(a) She was the only girl to train under

The Great Khali.
(b) Through a viral video where she

wrestled against another woman
wrestler BB Bull Bull.

(c) She is the first woman wrestler
from India.

(d) She won an Olympic gold in
wrestling.

(e) She is the first Indian woman
wrestler signed by the WWE.

64. Who is the first Arab woman from the
Middle East to sign a WWE
developmental contract? (Based on
Para 6)
(a) Shania Bseiso
(b) Shadia Bseiso
(c) Shadia Bsenso
(d) Mona Eltahawy
(e) Manal Al Sharif

65. From the given options select the correct
synonym for the word ‘distinction’ as
highlighted in the passage. (Based on
Para 3)
(a)  difference
(b)  contrast
(c)  dissimilarity
(d)  similarity
(e)  Significance

66. From the given options select the correct
antonym for the highlighted word
‘applauded’. (Based on Para 8)

(a)  criticize (b)  Clap
(c)  cheer (d)  Praise
(e)  Commend

67. From the given options select the correct
meaning of the phrase ‘conditioning
program’. (Based on Para 7)
(a) It  is a tool that allows you to

apply formats to a cell or range of
cells, and have that
formatting change depending on
the value of the cell or the value of
a formula.

(b) It means you still need to meet
the requirements – usually exam
results.

(c) The process of training to become
physically fit by a regimen of
exercise, diet, and rest; also
:the resulting state of physical
fitness.

(d) The minimum requirement for
admission to the degree of
bachelor is a senior certificate
with endorsement or a certificate
of full or conditional matriculation
exemption granted by
the Matriculation Board.

(e) It includes some form of
movement or resistance training.

68. Why is Kavita Devi considered an
inspiration for the youth of India?
(Based on Para 5)
(a) Kavita Devi is an inspiration to

the Indian youth as she is a
woman wrestler.

(b) Kavita Devi is an inspiration to
the Indian youth as she won a
gold medal at the 2016 South
Asian Games.

(c) Kavita Devi is an inspiration to
the Indian youth as she is the first
Indian woman wrestler
signed up by the WWE

(d) Kavita Devi is an inspiration to
the Indian youth as she promotes
wrestling.

(e) Kavita Devi is an inspiration to
the Indian youth as she is a
woman who chose wrestling as
livelihood.

69. What has been a great learning experience
for Kavita Devi? (Based on Para 4)
(a) Joining WWE as the first Indian

woman wrestler was a great
learning experience for Kavita
Devi.

(b) Becoming famous through a viral
video was a great learning
experience for Kavita Devi.

(c) Applause and criticisms from
various peers in the field of
wrestling was a great learning
experience for Kavita Devi.

(d) Participating in the Mae Young
Classic with some of the best
female performers in the world
was a great learning experience for
Kavita Devi.

(e) Getting tutored by the Great Khali
in the art of wrestling was a great
learning experience for Kavita
Devi.

70. From the given options which word
correctly describes the tone of the
passage. (Based on the passage)
(a)  Critical
(b)  Applauding
(c)  Indifferent
(d)  Descriptive
(e)  Analytical

Direction(71-75) : Please select the most
appropriate option, out of the five options
given for each of the following sentences,
which, in your view, should be
grammatically and structurally correct.
Please note that the meaning & context
of the sentence must not change.

71. (a) As Grainier drove along
in the wagon behind a wide, slow,
sand-colored mare, clusters of
orange butterflies exploded off the
purple blackish piles of bear sign
and winked and winked
and fluttered magically like leaves
without trees.

(b) As Grainier drove along in the
wagon behind a wide, slow, mare
sand-colored, clusters of
orange butterflies exploded off the
piles purple blackish of bear sign
and winked and winked
and fluttered magically like leaves
without trees.

(c) As Grainier drove along in the
wagon behind a mare, wide, slow,
sand-colored, clusters of
orange butterflies exploded off the
purple blackish piles of bear sign
and winked and winked
and fluttered magically like leaves
without trees.
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(d) As Grainier drove along in the
wagon behind a wide, slow, sand-
colored mare, exploded
clusters of orange butterflies off
the purple blackish piles of bear
sign and winked and winked and
fluttered magically like leaves
without trees.

(e) None is true
72. (a) The students finally
decided the topic of the project
from the given list of topics,
talking at length among
themselves.

(b) The students finally decided the
topic of the project talking at
length among themselves
from the given list of topics.

(c) The students, talking at length
among themselves, finally decided
the topic of the project
from the given list of topics.

(d) The students decided finally
talking at length among themselves
the topic of the project
from the given list of topics

(e)  None is true
73. (a)  Rita clearly knows the
address and she drives her car
generally to visit the orphanage.

(b)  Rita knows clearly the address and
she drives her car generally to visit
the orphanage.

(c)  Rita knew the address clearly and
she drives her car generally to visit
the orphanage.

(d)  Rita clearly knows the address and
she generally drives her car to visit
the orphanage.

(e)  None is true
74. (a)  “If we knew we were
coming we would have brought
along several other useful things,”
responded the Wizard.

(b)  “If we had known we were coming
we will bring along several other
useful things,”
responded the Wizard.

(c)  “If we were knowing we were
coming we would be bringing
along several other useful
things,” responded the Wizard.

(d)  “If we had known we were coming
we would have brought along
several other useful things,”
responded the Wizard.

(e)  None is true.

75. (a) Its industrial
establishments comprise of
tobacco, yarn, thread, linen and
woollen cloth manufactories,
bleaching and dyeing works,
breweries and oil and flour mills.

(b) Its industrial establishments
comprise tobacco, yarn, thread,
linen and woollen cloth
manufactories, bleaching and
dyeing works, breweries and oil
and flour mills.

(c)  Its industrial establishments consist
tobacco, yarn, thread, linen and
woollen cloth
manufactories, bleaching and
dyeing works, breweries and oil
and flour mills.

(d)  Its industrial establishments
includes tobacco, yarn, thread,
linen and woollen cloth
manufactories, bleaching and
dyeing works, breweries and oil
and flour mills.

(e)  None is true

Direction(76-80):  Which of the phrases
(a), (b), (c) and (d) given below each
statement should be placed in the blank
space provided so as to make a
meaningful and grammatically correct
sentence? If none of the options is
appropriate, mark (e) i.e. None of these
as the answer.

76. A dog is a man’s best friend, and rightly
so, with the breed _____________,
which is something humans cherish in
this world of selfishness and people
using each other to their advantage.
(a)  Developing a longer lifespan.
(b)  Known for its loyalty.
(c)  Being selfless and agile.
(d)  Labrador being the best.
(e)  None of these

77. The government has been promoting the
use of bicycles as a means of transport
by giving incentives and
________________.
(a)  Giving discounts on bicycles.
(b)  Promoting the use of bicycles.
(c)  Building special cycle lanes.
(d)  Tax exemption on bicycles.
(e)  None of these.

78. The move to go cashless has been
applauded by the Environmentalists
because _____________________.
(a) Trees are cut for making notes.

(b) Technology hasn’t been
supporting the Environment.

(c) Handling a large amount of cash is
a nuisance.

(d) Credit cards are eco-friendly
material.

(e) None of these.
79. The fact that _________________ just

goes on to show how little the
development has been in the irrigation
sector since Independence.
(a) Monsoon will be weaker this year.
(b) Agriculture sector is in shambles.
(c) Irrigation sector hasn’t been

developed.
(d) Agriculture sector is still

dependent of Monsoon.
(e)  None of these.

80. Children should not be exposed to adult
content at a very young age. But this is
the lamest excuse to not offer sex
education, given that ______________.
(a) There are other reasons behind it.
(b) It doesn’t promote sex.
(c) It is not an integral part for the

development of the children.
(d) It is against Indian culture.
(e) None of these.

Direction(81-85) : In each questions
below, a Theme has been given followed
by three passage. You have to determine
which passage is based on the given
theme and mark it as your option. More
than one passage can be based or not
based on the given theme that is
highlighted in bold.

81. “Is technology beneficial?”
(i) Technology has given human

beings the ability to streamline
your life. Technology has made it
possible to be in touch with
people across the world.
Technology has boosted efficiency
from factories to homes.
Technology has improved
research and studying efforts.
Technology has provided people
with an abundance of knowledge.

(ii) Technology does change things, for
good in some cases, for bad in
others. It is all based on  the
context. Some point to the Atom
bomb as the technology that ended
the war and therefore saved
countless lives (good thing).
Others point to the Atom bomb
as the
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destroyer of numerous innocent
lives (bad thing)

(iii) Technology can be most broadly
defined as the entities, both
material and immaterial,
created by the application of
mental and physical effort in order
to achieve some value. In
this usage, technology refers to
tools and machines that may be
used to solve real-world
problems.

(a) Only i
(b)  Both i and ii
(c)  Both ii and iii
(d)  All of these
(e)  None of these

82. “Amazon vs Alibaba?”
(i) If you look at the region of the

world that Alibaba is at now its
much larger then the western
world where the other e-commerce
site is currently at. Their biggest
IPO in history is a strong sign of
their growth.

(ii) Amazon didn’t tell Melville
House how many of its books
were sold on the site. Amazon
also stays mum on Kindle sales
and won’t say how many
employees it has in Seattle.
Moreover, the floor where the
Kindle team works at the Seattle
headquarters is called Area 51,
since you can’t set foot there
unless you’re directly involved
with the product.

(iii) Alibaba is overrated. It is great for
people interesting in making
money for China and for
wholesalers, but most Americans
don’t know anything about
Alibaba and most will not look
into the site because it is not
oriented towards the typical
consumer.

(a)  Only I
(b)  Both  i and ii
(c)  Both i and iii
(d)  All of these
(e)  None of these

83. Jack of all master of none.
(i) There comes a specific point in

your life where you can reach or
obtain near mastery of one
specific subject. After that, there’s
a base of knowledge that you can
(and will) build analogies on. By

doing so, you take one industry
and mirror it into another industry.
I would emphasize, you need  to
have hand to many things but l
obtain mastery of some.

(ii) One compliment for a person who
is good at fixing things, and has a
very good broad knowledge is he
is jack of all. He may be a master
of integration, as such an
individual knows enough from
many learned trades and skills to
be able to bring the individual’s
disciplines together in a practical
manner. This person is a generalist
rather than a specialist.

(iii) A person whose knowledge, while
covering a number of areas, is
superficial in all of them.
When abbreviated as simply “jack
of all trades”, it is an ambiguous
statement; the user’s intention is
then dependent on context.
However when “master of none”
is added this is unflattering and
sometimes added in jest.

(a)  Only I
(b)  Both i and ii
(c)  Both ii and iii
(d)  All of these
(e)  None of these

84. “A stitch in time saves nine”
(i) if one solves a problem while it is

developing, one will save oneself
time and work in the
future. It alludes to the art of
sewing. If a seamstress is working
on a garment and notices a hole,
she may repair it as soon as she
sees it. This will prevent the hole
from growing larger and will save
her some work in the future.

(ii) The passing of time is
unstoppable, and it will march on
regardless of what anyone says
or does. If we do not take time
seriously and neglect its effects it
will soon create huge
complications. With passing time
the complications might increase
and one has toexperience more
adverse effects than one would
have experienced earlier. We
should always try to make the
best use of time.

(iii) Time flies and it is the only
constant in life. Along with the
positives life brings, life also has

many hardships but with time,
healing will come. Even though a
wound may seem unbearable at
first, chances are whether it is
physical or emotional, all it needs
is a little bit of time.

(a)  Only i
(b)  Both i and ii
(c)  Both i and iii
(d)  All of these
(e)  None of these

85. “The future of internet’
(i) Volumes of data are growing at a

rate of 40% per year and will
increase 50 times by 2020. A
measure of the speed of growth is
the estimate from Singapore-based
Aureus Analytics that
90% of all data in the world was
created in the last two years. As
mobile usage goes up, so do
personal data volumes. Over half
(51%) of all internet users
worldwide are in Asia.

(ii) Internet for All establishes and
facilitates physical and digital
platforms at the global, regional
and national level, that will create
tens of millions of new internet
users, with a focus on the hardest
to reach. It brings together
stakeholders from the public and
private sectors, non-profits,
academia, international
organizations, donors and civil
society to create multi-stakeholder
partnership.

(iii) For organizations and individuals
to have the confidence to conduct
transactions and exchange
information, the internet has to be
secure. This means that as the
amount of industrial data grows,
there will be greater need for digital
security services focused on
protecting the integrity of devices
connected to the industrial
internet.

(a)  Only i
(b)  Both i and ii
(c)  Both ii and iii
(d)  All of these
(e)  None of these

Direction(86-90) : Each of the sentence
correction questions presents a sentence,
part or all ofwhich is underlined.
Beneath the sentence you will find five
ways of phrasingthe underlined part. The
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first of these repeats the original; the
other four aredifferent. Follow the
requirements of standard written
English to choose youranswer, paying
attention to grammar, word choice, and
sentenceconstruction. Select the answer
that produces the most effective
sentence;your answer should make the
sentence clear, exact, and free of
grammaticalerror. It should also
minimize awkwardness, ambiguity, and
redundancy.

86. Nobody knows exactly how many
languages there are in the world, partly
because of the difficulty (of?)
distinguishing between a language and
the sub-languages or dialects within it,
but those who have tried to count
typically have found about five
thousand.
(a) and the sub-languages or dialects

within it, but those who have tried
to count typically have found

(b) and the sub-languages or dialects
within them, with those who have
tried counting typically  finding

(c) and the sub-languages or dialects
within it, but those who have tried
counting it typically  find

(d) or the sub-languages or dialects
within them, but those who tried
to count them typically found

(e) or the sub-languages or dialects
within them, with those who have
tried to count typically
Finding

87. According to a 1996 survey by
the National Association of College an
University Business Officers, more
than three times as many independent
institutions of higher education charge
tuition and fees of under $8,000 a year
than those that charge over $16,000.
(a) than those that charge
(b) than are charging
(c) than to charge
(d) as charge
(e) as those charging

88. In archaeology, there must be a balance
between explanation of the value and
workings of archaeology, revealing the
mysteries of past and present cultures,
and to promote respect for
archaeological sites.
(a) between explanation of the value

and workings of archaeology,
revealing the mysteries of past

and present cultures, and to
promote

(b) among explaining the value and
workings of archaeology, revealing
the mysteries of past
and present cultures, and
promoting

(c) between explaining the value and
workings of archaeology, revealing
the mysteries of past
and present cultures, and when
promoting

(d) among explaining the value and
workings of archaeology, the
revelation of the mysteries of past
and present cultures, and to
promote

(e) between explaining archaeology’s
value and workings, in the
revealing the mysteries of past
and present cultures, and in
promoting

89. The yield of natural gas from Norway’s
Troil gas field is expected to increase
annually until the year 2005 and then
to stabilize at six billion cubic feet a
day, which will allow such an extraction
rate at least for 50 years’ production.
(a) 2005 and then to stabilize at six

billion cubic feet a day, which will
allow such an extraction
rate at least for

(b) 2005 and then to stabilize at six
billion cubic feet a day, an

extraction rate that will allow at
least

(c) 2005 and then stabilizing at six
billion cubic feet a day, with such
an extraction rate at the
least allowing

(d) 2005, then stabilizing at six billion
cubic feet a day, allowing such an
extraction rate for at least

(e) 2005, then stabilizing at six billion
cubic feet a day, which will allow
such an extraction rate for at least

90. Vivien Thomas, who had no formal
medical training, in struggling against
overwhelming odds, he became a cardiac
surgeon and eventually to receive an
honorary doctorate from Johns
Hopkins University.
(a) who had no formal medical

training, in struggling against
overwhelming odds, he became

(b) having had no formal medical
training, in struggling against
overwhelming odds to become

(c) who, having no formal medical
training, he struggled against
overwhelming odds in becoming

(d) who, having had no formal medical
training and struggled against
overwhelming odds, became

(e) who had no formal medical
training, struggled against
overwhelming odds to become

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

Directions (Q. 91-95): Study the
following table carefully and answer the
questions given below it.
The number of candidates appeared,
passed and selected in a competitive
examination from five states over the
years.

State A B C D E
Year A P S A P S A P S A P S A P S
1995 850 215 25 1050 245 35 990 195 28 1080 300 36 1120 240 40
1996 880 240 20 980 230 30 650 150 28 1150 320 38 960 180 26
1997 750 180 22 1120 210 28 840 180 25 995 280 42 885 177 32
1998 920 290 36 890 190 32 780 160 32 975 260 39 1040 220 30
1999 960 300 32 950 225 40 1020 220 36 888 240 32 980 280 34
2000 820 250 28 1180 200 38 930 215 35 864 216 30 900 228 24

A = Appeared,        P = Passed,         S = Selected

91. In the year 1995 which state had the
lowest percentage of candidates
selected over the candidates appeared?
(a) A (b) B
(c) C (d) D
(e) E

92. During which of the following years the
passing percentage over appeared is the
highest from state D?
(a) 2000 (b) 1999
(c) 1998 (d) 1997
(e) None of these
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93. Total number of candidates selected from
state A is approximately what
percentage of the total number of
candidates selected from state B?
(a) 72 (b) 88
(c) 85 (d) 75
(e) 80

94. During which of the following years the
percentage of candidates selected over
passed is the lowest for state B?
(a) 1995 (b) 1996
(c) 1998 (d) 1999
(e) None of these

95. What is the ratio between number of
candidates passed from state A in 1996
to that from state E in 1999?
(a) 6 : 7 (b) 14 : 15
(c) 13 : 16 (d) 12 : 16
(e) None of these

Directions (Q. 96-100): In each of the
following number series, a wrong
number is given. Find out the wrong
number.

96. 2  3  6  18  109   1944  209952
(a) 3 (b) 6
(c) 18 (d) 109
(e) 1944

97. 1  3 6  11  20  39   70
(a) 3 (b) 39
(c) 11 (d) 20
(e) 6

98. 2   13   27   113   561   3369  23581
(a) 13 (b) 27
(c) 113 (d) 561
(e) 3369

99. 50  51  47  56  42  65  29
(a) 51 (b) 47
(c) 56 (d) 42
(e) 65

100. 3  9  23  99  479  2881  20159
(a) 9 (b) 23
(c) 99 (d) 479
(e) 2881

Directions (Q. 101-105): In each of the
questions a pair of equation is given. You
have to find the values of P and Q and
give the answer.

(a) If p is greater than q
(b) If p is smaller than q
(c) If p is equal to q or relationship

cannot be determined
(d) If p is either equal to or greater

than q
(e) If p is either equal to or smaller

than q

101. I.  6p2 + 5p + 1 = 0
II.  20q2 + 9q = – 1

102. I. 3p2 + 2p – 1 = 0
II. 2q2 + 7q + 6 = 0

103. I. 3p2 + 15p = -18
II. q2 + 7q + 12 = 0

104. I. P =
9

4

II.  9q2 – 12q + 4 = 0
105. I.  p2 + 13p + 42 = 0

II. q2 = 36

Directions (Q. 106-110): Each of the
questions below consists of a question
and two statements numbered I and II
given below it. You have to decide
whether the data provided in the
statements are sufficient to answer the
questions. Read both are statements and
Give answer –

(a) If the data in statement I alone are
sufficient to answer the question,
while the data in statement II alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question.

(b) If the data in statement II alone
are sufficient to answer the
question, while the data in
statement I alone are not sufficient
to answer the question.

(c) If the data either in statement I
alone or in statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question.

(d) If the data even in both statements
I and II together are not sufficient
to answer the question.

(e) If the data in both statements I
and II together are necessary to
answer the question.

106. By selling a product at 20% profit,
how much profit was earned?
I. The difference between cost and

selling price is Rs. 40.
II. The selling price is 120 percent of

the cost price.
107. A train crosses another train running in

the opposite direction in x seconds.
What is the speed of the train?
I. Both the trains have the same

length and are running at the same
speed.

II. One train crosses a pole in 5
seconds.

108. What is a two-digit number?
I. The difference between the two

digits is 9.

II. The sum of the digits is equal to
the difference between the two
digits.

109. A spherical ball of radius x cm is melted
and made into a right circular cylinder.
What is the height of the cylinder?
I. The volume of the cylinder is

equal to the volume of the ball.
II. The area of the base of the

cylinder is given.
110. The area of a square is equal to that of

a circle. What is the circumference of
the circle?
I. The diagonal of the square is x

inches.
II. The side of the square is y inches

Directions (Q. 111-115): Study the
following graph to answer the given
questions

Percent profit earned by two
companies over the given years
% profit =

100


eExpenditur
eExpenditurIncome

111. If the income of Company X in 1998-
99 was equal to the expenditure of
Company Y in 2001-2002, what was
the ratio of their respective profits?
(a) 13 : 15
(b) 15 : 26
(c) 13 : 26
(d) Cannot be determined
(e) None of these

112. For Company X, its income in 2001-
2002 was equal to its expenditure in
2002-2003. What was the ratio of its
respective incomes in these two years?
(a) 4 : 5
(b) 3 : 4
(c) 2 : 3
(d) Cannot be determined
(e) None of these

113. For Company Y, in which year is the
percent of increase in percent profit
over that of previous year the highest?
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(a) 2002-03
(b) 1999-2000
(c) 2001-02
(d) Cannot be determined
(e) None of these

114. In 1997-98, the expenditures of
Company X was Rs. 40 crores. What
was its income in that year?
(a) Rs. 50 crores
(b) Rs. 48 crores
(c) Rs. 46 crores
(d) Cannot be determined
(e) None of these

115. What was the difference in the
expenditure of the two companies in
1999-2000?
(a) 10
(b) 100
(c) 1000
(d) Cannot be determined
(e) None of these

Directions (Q. 116-120): What should
come in place of the question mark (?)
in the following questions?

116. (-251 × 21 × -12)  ? = 158.13
(a) 250 (b) 400
(c) 300 (d) 150
(e) None of these

117. 25.6% of 250 + ? = 119

(a) 4225 (b) 3025
(c) 2025 (d) 5625
(e) None of these

118. (15.20)2 – 103.04  ? = 8
(a) 12 (b) 6.5
(c) 8.2 (d) 16
(e) None of these

119. 619
9

2

4

3
7428  ?

(a) 0.5 (b) 1.5
(c) 0.2 (d) 2.4
(e) None of these

120. 8616969748 ?
(a) 122 (b) 132
(c) 128 (d) 124
(e) None of these

Directions (Q. 121-125) : Study the
following information carefully and
answer the given question.
The line graph shows that 5 people can do a
number of push-ups and crunches in
respective hours.

121. S, who is ¼ times more efficient than
M, requires x hours to finish the same
number of push-ups. X is what
percentage of ¾ of the time taken by
M to complete all crunches?
(a) 75% (b) 80%
(c) 66.67% (d) 52.5%
(e) 85.33%

122. L starts to do crunches. In the first
hour his efficiency was normal, in the
second hour his efficiency was 25%
lower than normal, in the third hour
his efficiency was 50% more than
normal, in the fourth hour his efficiency
was 35% lower than normal, in the fifth
hour his efficiency was 10% more than
normal and then his efficiency remained
constant at 5% more than normal. How
long did he take to complete the
crunches?
(a) 5 hours
(b) 5.5 hours
(c) 6 hours
(d) 6.4 hours
(e) 6.5 hours

123. In a push-ups competition, N, O and P
realize that it is difficult to do all push-
ups so they would require team work
to finish the competition. They all do
push-ups for 1 hour and after that and
the fastest one does the remaining
push-ups. In how much time will they
complete all the push-ups?
(a) 1 hour (b) 1.15 min
(c) 1.5 min (d) 1.25 min
(e) 1.45 min

124. When A alone does the crunches, he

takes
23

9
 hours more than the time

taken by N and O together to complete
the same number of crunches. B alone

takes
23

55
 hours more than the time

taken by N and O together to complete

the same number of crunches. How long
will A and B together take finish the
crunches?
(a) 50 min (b) 1.2 hours
(c) 1.5 hours (d) 1.875 hours
(e) 2 hours

125. If P could do 32 more crunches in the
given time then his efficiency would

increase by %.
3

2
16 Find the number

of crunches he used to do in 6.4 hours?
(a) 96 (b) 120
(c) 150 (d) 164
(e) 192

126. The total tractor population in a State
is 294000, out of which 150000 are
made by Mahindra and Mahindra. Out
of every 1000 Mahindra tractors, 98
are red in colour. But only 5.3% of the
total tractor population is red. Find
percentage of non-Mahindra tractors
that are red.
(a) 6.125% (b) 5.025%
(c) 5.130% (d) 6.140%
(e) None of these

127. The average age of A and B is 20 years.
If C were to replace A, the average
would be 19 and if C were to replace
B, the average would be 21. What are
the ages of A, B and C?
(a) 22, 18, 20
(b) 18, 19, 20
(c) 22, 20, 17
(d) Cannot be determined
(e) None of these

128. One-fourth of sixty percent of a number
is equal to two fifth of twenty percent
of another number. What is the
respective ratio of the first number to
the second number?
(a) 8 : 15 (b) 5 : 9
(c) 8 : 13 (d) 4 : 7
(e) None of these

129. Three shepherds A, B and C rented a
pasture for a year. A grazed 22 sheep
for 4 months, B grazed 16 sheep for 8
months and C grazed 32 sheep for 6
months. If C’s share of rent is Rs. 600,
the total rent for the year was :-
(a) Rs. 3,550 (b) Rs. 2,000
(c) 1,275 (d) Rs. 675
(e) None of these

130. Ms. Priyanka sold two properties X
and Y for Rs. 30000 each. She sold
property X for 20% more than she paid
for it and sold property Y for 20% less
than she paid for it. If the expenses are
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disregarded, what was her gain or loss,
if any, on the two properties?
(a) Gain of Rs. 2500
(b) Loss of Rs. 2500
(c) Gain of Rs. 1250
(d) Loss of Rs. 1250
(e) There was neither a net gain or a

net loss
131. A, B, and C, working together complete

a job in 18 days. A, and B, together
work twice as C, A, and C, together
work thrice as much as B, A, alone can
finish the work in :-
(a) 18 days (b) 43.2 days
(c) 54 days (d) 72 days
(e) None of these

132. A cistern has 3 pipes A, B and C. A and
B running alone can fill it up in 2 hrs
and 3 hrs respectively, while C is a
waste pipe. If all the 3 pipes be opened
at once, 7.24 of the cistern will be filled
up in 30 minutes. In what time can C
empty the full cister?
(a) 5 hrs (b) 4 hrs
(c) 3 hrs (d) 9 hrs
(e) 6 hrs

133. Raja was on a long distance trip. He
travelled by air 2/5 of the distance
which was 1200 km. Then, he hired a
car and travelled 1/3 of the whole trip.
Thereafter, he completed the rest of
the journey by train. Calculate the
distance that Raja travelled by train.
(a) 480 km (b) 800 km
(c) 1600 km (d) 1800 km
(e) None of these

134. A man who can swim 48 m/minute in
still water swims 200 m against the
current and 200 m with the current. If
the difference between those two times
is 10 minutes, what is the speed of the
current?
(a) 30 m/min (b) 31 m/min
(c) 29 m/min (d) 32 m/min
(e) None of these

135. In a race of 600 m, A can beat B by 60
m and in a race of 500 m, B can beat C
by 25 m. By how many metres will A
beat C in a 400 m race?
(a) 56 m (b) 60 m
(c) 58 m (d) 54 m
(e) None of these

Directions (Q. 136-140): the following
graph shows the population of a town
surveyed in 3 different years. Also, the
pie chart shows the distribution of
people as men, women and children.

Study the graph and the pi-chart and
answer the question based on them.

136.  What is the ratio of total number
of men & children in 1995 to the total
number of men & children in 1015?
(a) 5 : 7 (b) 7 : 5
(c) 5 : 4 (d) 4 : 5
(e) None of these

137. Accounting for women & children only,
in 2005, if only one child could be born
to one woman by the end of 2015, how
many women, in 2005, did not have a
child?
(a) 200 women
(b) 400 women
(c) 800 women
(d) 1000 women
(e) All women had children

138. What percent of people died from 1995
to 2005?
(a) 25/3 (b) 25/2
(c) 25/4 (d) 25/8
(e) None of these

139. A factory employed 1 out of every 7
men, 2 out of every 15 women and 1
out of every 21 children in the year
2005. If no more children (only) were
employed by the factory by 2015,
what is the decrement in the fractional
ratio of number of child labours to the

total number of men & women for that
year, from 2005 to 2015?
(a) 3/40 (b) 3/50
(c) 7/40 (d) 7/50
(e) None of these

140. In a sprint-relay marathon for women
in 1995, 60% of the women
participated. All participants were
divided into class A : fast runners, class
B: average runners, class C: slow
runners, each running a distance of 50
m. if time taken by each of class A, B
and C runners is 10, 20 & 30 sec
respectively and the ratio of their
numbers in each class is 2 : 3 : 1. Then
ratio of combined distance run by all
women to total time taken by them?
(a) 10/7 (b) 30/11
(c) 20/9 (d) 3/5
(e) None of these

REASONING & COMPUTER

Directions (141-145): Each of the
questions below consists of a question
and two statements numbered I and II
given below it. You have to decide
whether the data provided in the
statements are sufficient to answer the
question. Read both the statements and
give answer

(a) If the data in statement I alone is
sufficient to answer the question.

(b) If the data in statement II alone is
sufficient to answer the question.

(c) If the data either in statement I
alone or statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question.

(d) If the data given in both I and II
together are not sufficient to
answer the question.

(e) If the data in both the statements
I and II together are necessary to
answer the question.

141. How many persons are sitting between
Renu and Ruchi?
I. Renu is 5th from right end of row

and also 4th to the right of Anu.
II. Anu is 6th from the left end of

row and also 6th to the left of
Ruchi.

142. What is the position of Shruti in a row
of 25 students?
 I. Bhavna is 12th from right of

Shruti.
II. Yogesh is 6th to left of Bhavna

and also 10th from left end.
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143. How is Priya (female) related to Vivek
(male)?
 I. Rajiv is brother of Vivek’s uncle

Bhuvan.
 II. Vivek’s grandfather has 2 children

and also these 2 children have 2
children each. Priya’s mother is
married to Rajiv.

144. Aditya is facing which direction?
I. Surbhi is facing east direction and

if she turns to her right she will
face Rahul.

II. Aditya is facing opposite
direction as that of Kirti who is
facing Surbhi.

145. In how many days Karuna completed
her assignment when announced to
complete so?
I. Her teacher wanted the assignment

to be checked within 10 days
when announced.

II. Karuna went to outstation with
family the same day and came
back before 1 day the day,
assignment needed to get checked.

Directions (146-150): Study the following
information carefully to answer the
given questions.
Eight people B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I are
sitting in a straight line with equal distances
between each other, but not necessarily in
the same order. Some of them are facing
North and some of them are facing south.
E sits immediate right of the person who
sits at one of the extreme ends of the line.
Only three people sit between E and G. B
sits exactly between D and H. C sits third
to the right of H. F is an immediate neighbour
of G and faces south. G sits second to the
right of C. D sits third to the left of G. B and
E face the same direction as C(i.e if C faces
north then B and E also face North and Vice-
Versa). Immediate neighbours of G face
opposite directions(i.e. if one neighbour
faces North then the other neighbour faces
south and Vice-Versa) Person who sit at the
extreme ends of the line face opposite
directions(i.e. if one neighbour faces North
then the other neighbour faces south and
Vice-Versa) D and H face the same direction
as I(i.e if I faces north then D and H also
face North and Vice-Versa).

146. In the given arrangement, how many
people will sit between D and G?
(a) Two (b) Three
(c) Four (d) More than four
(e) One

147. Who amongst the following sits third
to the right of B?
(a) E
(b) I
(c) Other than those given as options
(d) F
(e) G

148. How many people face South as per
the given arrangement?
(a) Two (b) Three
(c) Four (d) More than four
(e) One

149. Four of the following five are alike in a
certain way based upon their seating
arrangement and so form a group.
Which of the following does not belong
to the group?
(a)  IH (b) EG
(c) DF (d) EB
(e) BC

150. Who amongst the following sits at the
extreme right end of the row?
(a) G (b) C
(c) I (d) H
(e) E

Directions (151-152): In the questions
below are given some conclusions
followed by five set of statements. You
have to choose the correct set of
statements that logically satisfies given
conclusions either definitely or possibly.
Assume the given statements to be true
even if they seem to be at variance from
commonly known facts.

151. Conclusions: All dog are cat.  No horse
is boy.
Statements:
(a) All horse is rat. No rat is boy.

Some boy is cat. All cat is dog.
Some dog is elephant.

(b) All rat is elephant. Some elephant
is cat. Some cat is boy. All boy is
dog. No dog is horse.

(c) All dog is boy. All boy is cat. Some
horse is elephant. All elephant is
rat. No horse is cat.

(d) Some rat is elephant. All elephant
is boy. Some boy is horse. No
horse is cat. All cat is dog.

(e) None of these.

152. Conclusions: Some train is bus. No
station is platform.
Statements:
(a) Some queen is train. No train is

station. All bus is station. Some

station is platform. All platform
is road.

(b) All queen is station. All platform
is train. Some train is bus. All bus
is road. No station is train.

(c) Some queen is train. All train is
road. No road is platform. Some
platform is bus. No bus is station.

(d) Some queen is train. No train is
bus. No bus is road. Some road is
station. All station is platform.

(e) None of these.

Directions (153-155): In each of the
questions below is given four statements
followed by three conclusions numbered
I, II and III. You have to take the given
statements to be true even if they seem
to be at variance with commonly known
facts. Read all the conclusions and then
decide which of the given conclusions
logically follows from the given
statements disregarding commonly
known facts.

153. Statements:
Some village is street.
All street is block.
No block is city.
All city is state.
Conclusions:
I. Some village is block.
II. No street is city.
III. No block is state.
(a) Only I and II follow
(b) Only I and III follow
(c) Only II and III follow
(d) All I, II and III follow
(e) None of these

154. Statements:
Some election are important.
Some important is corrupt.
All corrupt is politician.
Some politician is criminal.
Conclusions:
I. Some election is criminal.
II. Some important is criminal.
III. Some election is politician.
(a) Only I and II follow
(b) Only II and III follow
(c) Only I and III follow
(d) All, I, II and III follow
(e) None is true

155. Statements:
Some holy is festival.
Some festival is enjoyment.
Some enjoyment is colourful.
Some colourful is happiness.
Conclusions:
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I. Some holy is happiness
II. Some festival is colourful
III. Some enjoyment is happiness.
(a) None follows
(b) Only I follows
(c) Only II follows
(d) Only III follows
(e) Only II and III follow

Directions (156-160): Study the following
information carefully and answer the
questions given below:
There are five managers Manprit, Pratik,
Kunal, Sumit and Tilak, who live in a five-
storey building. The lowermost floor is
numbered one and the topmost floor is
numbered five. Each manager likes a different
pet viz Dog, Parrot, Cow, Cat and Rabbit
but not necessarily in the same order. Each
manager works in a different company, viz
Apple, Motorola, Vodafone, LG and
Samsung.
Manprit works in Samsung and lives on the
lowermost floor. The manager who lives on
the topmost floor does not like Cow or
Parrot. Sumit works in Vodafone and likes
Cow. The one who likes Parrot does not
live below the person who likes Dog. The
one who works in Motorola likes Cat and
lives on an even-numbered floor. Tilak lives
on an odd-numbered floor and likes Rabbit.
Kunal works in LG and lives just above the
person who likes Cat.

156. The one who likes Vodafone lives on
which of the following floors?
(a) Second
(b) Third
(c) Fourth
(d) Can’t be determined
(e) None of these

157. Who among the following likes Cat?
(a) Pratik (b) Kunal
(c) Tilak (d) Sumit
(e) None of these

158. Which of the following combinations
is true?
(a) Kunal – LG – Dog
(b) Tilak – Apple – Rabbit
(c) Pratik – Vodafone – Cat
(d) Manprit – Samsung – Parrot
(e) None of these

159. Who among the following works in
Apple?
(a) The one who likes Cat
(b) The one who lives on the third

floor
(c) The one who like Rabbit
(d) The one who likes Cow

(e) None of these
160. Which of the following statements is/

are true?
(a) Kunal lives on the topmost floor.
(b) Pratik works in Motorola.
(c) The one who works in Samsung

likes Parrot.
(d) The one who likes Cow lives on

the second floor.
(e) None of these

Directions (161-165): Study the
information and answer the following
questions:
In a certain code language
“fresh mind happy life “ is coded as “ H#14
M@17  K#33  U@17 “
“kashi city of temple” is  coded as “ S#20
G@28  L@21  O@25”
“Sarnath belongs to varanasi” is coded
as”G#27  T#21  G@35  H@31"
“One airport in banaras “ is coded as “M#20
I#21  R@23  Z#21 “

161. What is the code for ‘Excellence’ in the
given code language?
(a) X@10 (b) X#10
(c) E@10 (d) E#10
(e)None of these

162. What is the code for ‘University’ in
the given code language?
(a) G#46 (b) T@46
(c) N@46 (d) G@46
(e)None of these

163. What may be the possible code for
‘One army ’ in the given code language?
(a) M#20  M@26
(b) M#20  T@26
(c) N@26  M#20
(d) M#20  N@26
(e)None of these

164. What may be the possible code for
‘Veracity’ in the given code language?
(a) T@47 (b) G@47
(c) E@47 (d) G#47
(e)None of these

165. What is the code for ‘Ghats in Kashi’
in the given code language?
(a)  R@21  T#20  G#26
(b)  G#26  R@23  S#20
(c)  G@26  S#20  R@21
(d)  G@26  S#20  R#21
(e)None of these

Directions (166-170): Study the following
information carefully and answer the
questions given below:
There are nine people namely A, B, C, D, E,
F, G, H and I sitting around a circular table

out of which some are females and some are
males. Some are facing towards the centre
and some are facing away from the centre.
The following information is known about
them.

i. E’s neighbours face in same
direction as that of C’s sister who
is sitting to the immediate right of
C.

ii. The female sitting between B and
D is not E.

iii. E sits fourth to the right of F.
iv. F’s spouse is B.
v. I sit exactly between G and C and

they face in opposite directions.
vi. G is a male sitting with two

females and one of them has
husband facing towards the centre
who is sitting third to the left of
B.

vii. The person sitting second to the
left of H is the wife of H and they
face in the same direction.

viii. A’s immediate neighbours are G
and B.

ix. I’s spouse sits second to the right
of I.

x. D sits second to the left of B.
xi. The person 4th to the left of H sits

faces in a direction opposite to
that of H but same as D.

166. Who among the following is/are
female(s)?
(a)C (b)I
(c)E (d)B
(e)Both (b) and (c)

167. How many pairs of males are sitting
together?
(a)0
(b)1
(c)2
(d)cannot be determined
(e)none of these

168. Who sits third to the right of D?
(a)A
(b)I
(c)a male
(d)cannot be determined
(e)none of these

169. How many people sit between H’s wife
and I’s spouse when seen in
anticlockwise direction?
(a)0 (b)2
(c)4 (d)6
(e)none of these

170. Who sits fourth to the right of F’s
husband?
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(a)G’s wife
(b)I’s husband
(c)H’s wife
(d)E’s husband
(e)C’s sister

171. A boy travel 100m towards south
direction from railway station and then
he turn to his right and walk 50m and
reach to his coaching class and then he
walks again 40m in the same direction
and then takes to his right again and
walk 100 metre. How many metres was
he away from the railway station?
(a) 90 (b) 20
(c) 150 (d) 100
(e) None of these

172. Starting from a point P, Mona walked
20m towards South and then she turned
left and walked 30m. She then turned
again left and walked 20m. She again
turned left and walked 40m and reached
a point Q. How far and in which
direction is the point Q from the point
P?
(a) 20m West
(b) 10m North
(c) 10m East
(d) 10m West
(e) None of these

Directions (173-175): These questions
are based on the following information.

(i) ‘P × Q’ means ‘P is brother of Q’.
(ii) ‘P ÷ Q’ means ‘P is mother of Q’.
(iii) ‘P – Q’ means ‘P is father of Q’.
(iv) ‘P + Q’ means ‘P is sister of Q’.

173. Which of the following means ‘M is
the daughter of T’?
(a) M + N ÷ J – T
(b) T – J × M ÷ R
(c) M – J × T ÷ K
(d) M + W × R ÷ T
(e) None of these

174. How is K related to R in the expression:
R ÷ T + K?
(a) Daughter
(b) Sister
(c) Niece
(d) Cannot be determined
(e) Mother

175. Which of the following means D is the
grandfather of W?
(a) D – K × T – W
(b) D ÷ K × T ÷ W
(c) D – K × T ÷ W
(d) W ÷ K × T – D
(e)None of these

Directions (Q. 176-180): Study the
following information carefully to
answer the given question.
A word and number arrangement machine
when given an input line of words and
numbers rearranges them following
particular rule in each step. The following is
an illustration of input and output
arrangement.
Input: 20 soft metal 18 22 inside 13 are 7
small 34 unit west 27
Step I: 34 mental 20 soft 18 22 inside 13
are 7 small unit west 27
Step II: 34 metal 7 are 20 soft 18 22 inside
13 small unit west 27
Step III: 34 metal 7 are 22 small 20 soft 18
inside 13 unit west 27
Step IV: 34 metal 7 are 22 small 13 inside
20 soft 18 unit west 27
Step V: 34 metal 7 are 22 small 13 inside 20
soft 27 unit 18 west
Step V is the last step of the above input.
As per rules followed in the above steps,
find out in each of the following questions
the appropriate step for the given input.
Input :12 light 17 sky 9 early 4 just are 31
out 20 nothing 40

176. How many steps will be required to
complete the rearrangement?
(a) Four (b) Five
(c) Six (d) Seven
(e) Eight

177. Which of the following will be at fifth
position from the right in the last step?
(a) Nothing (b) 12
(c) 31 (d) Out
(e) Early

178. Which of the following represent the
position of ’17 in step IV?
(a) Fifth from right
(b) Fifth from left
(c) Sixth from right
(d) Seventh from right
(e) Seventh from left

179. In which step will there be the
following output?
‘40 just 9 all 12 light 17 sky early 4 31
out 20 nothing’
(a) Step I (b) Step II
(c) Step III (d) Step IV
(e) Step V

180. Which element is third to the left of
‘sky’ in step V?
(a) 17 (b) Nothing
(c) Early (d) Light
(e) Out

181. How many bits are required to store
one BCD digit?
(a) 1 (b) 2
(c) 4 (d) None of these
(e) 6

182. Which of these sets of logic gates are
designated as universal gates?
(a) NoR, NAND
(b) XoR, NoR, NAND
(c) OR, NOT, AND
(d) NOR, NAND, XNOR
(e) None of these

183. A digital circuit that can store on bit is
a
(a) XOR gate
(b) flip-flop
(c) gate
(d) register
(e) none of these

184. Boolean algebra is also known as
(a) gate algebra
(b) transistor algebra
(c) switching algebra
(d) counting algebra
(e) none of these

185. Convert the binary number
(1001.0010)

2
 to decimal

(a) 90.125 (b) 9.125
(c) 125 (d) 12.5
(e) None of these

186. If a typical PC uses a 20 bit address
code how much memory can the CPU
address?
(a) 20mb (b) 10 mb
(c) 1 mb (d) 580 mb
(e) None of these

187. Convert ( 59.72)
10

 to BCD
(a) 111011
(b) 01011001.01110010
(c) 110.11
(d) 0101100101110010
(e) None of these

188. If (12A7C(
16

 = (X)
8
 the value of X is

(a) 225174 (b) 425174
(c) 17325 (d) 225714
(e) 17333

189. The 2’s complements of binary number
010111.1100 is
(a) 101001.1100
(b) 101000.0100
(c) 010111.0011
(d) 101011.0011
(e) None of these

190. Convert the decimal number 151.75 to
binary
(a) 10000111.11
(b) 11010011.01
(c) 00111100.00
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(d) 10010111.11
(e) None of these



EXPLANATIONS

1. d 2. b 3. a 4. d
5. e 6. b 7. b 8. d
9. e 10. a 11. d 12. b
13. d 14. a 15. b 16. d
17. a 18. c 19. b 20. c
21. c 22. c 23. a 24. b
25. b 26. d 27. b 28. d
29. d 30. d 31. d 32. c
33. d 34. a 35. b 36. a
37. c 38. b 39. b 40. d
41. a 42. a 43. b 44. d
45. c 46. d 47. e 48. b
49. d 50. b 51. c 52. a
53. d 54. b 55. e
(56-62)
56-c; The only way of beginning the

sentence is option iii. ‘Being unsure of
the success of the  project I wanted to
change the execution plan’. Option i
and ii cannot act as a link. Thus option
c is the correct answer.

57-d; The sentence can be constructed by
using i and ii.
i. Workers are being laid off by many
companies to reduce the cost as they
are running at a loss.
ii. Running at a loss, many companies
are laying off workers to reduce the
cost.
iii cannot be used to construct the
sentence.
Thus d is the correct answer.

58-d; Only i and iii can be used.
Having lost a huge sum of money the
last time he did not want to gamble
again.
The last time he had lost a huge sum of
money so he did not want to gamble
again.
Thus option d is the correct answer.

59-a; Only I can be used to construct a single
sentence. While the first statement
states the information the second
statement gives the description. Thus
option 1 is the correct answer.

60-d; Both ii and iii fit here.
The market is surely to grow in the
coming months but/ however it might
take some time to regain the previous
state.

In the coming months the market is
surely to grow but it might take some
time to regain the previous state.
Thus option d is the correct answer.

61-d; The sentences forming a coherent
paragraph talks about the USA and
South Korea warships that surround
North Korea wherein South Korea held
sabre-rattling drills. The next sentence
also mentions about these drills and
further sentence C mentions yet
another drill. Out of d and e, sentence e
is still linked to the topic as the use of
‘the’ before two week exercise refers
to another military drill. Thus the
sentence d here is the odd man out as it
talks about the term ‘Deterrence’ which
is an alien topic as far as this passage is
concerned. Hence, the correct option
is D.

62-b; Here the passage talks about how
Moody’s decision to upgrade India’s
sovereign credit rating affected the
country’s economic growth. The first
sentence introduces he theme and the
sentence b mentions all the structural
reforms. Among sentence c,d and e, C
is the odd man out. This is because it
specifically talks of one reform
(Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code)
whereas d and e tells more about what
all the reforms did without mentioning
about just one reform. Thus the correct
option is C.

63. b 64. b 65. e 66. a
67. c 68. c 69. d 70. d
(71-75)
71-a; The correct option is ‘a’as the

adjectives qualifies noun and hence we
should place them before the noun. E.g.
A tall girl, etc. So the noun ‘mare’
should be placed after the adjectives
describing it. Similarly, ‘piles’ should
be placed after the adjectives ‘purple
blackish’. Also in option 4, the verb
‘exploded’ is placed before the noun
which is incorrect as in this sentence
the sentence follows the structure
where the verb is placed after the noun.
E.G. Grainier drove.

72-c; Here the correct sentence is in option
C. As soon as we see parts of sentences
shuffled we must understand that the
error must possibly be in the modifiers.
The students, is the subject here and
any more information about them is in
modifiers which should be placed after
the subject. Placing them anywhere else

will change the meaning of the sentence.
E.g. The cat ate the cake with blue eyes.
(Incorrect). The cat with blue eyes ate
the cake. (correct).

73-d; Here the correct option is 4. The
adverb modifies the verb or an adjective
or another adverb. Here we must place
the modifying adverb before the verb
i.e. clearly knows, generally drives. As
doing so the adverb correctly gives
emphasis to the modifying verb.

74-d; Condition 3: if clause‘If+past perfect,
condition (=would + have + past
participle)’  E.g. If I had found his
records, I would have called him for an
interview.
Thus the correct answer is in option d.

75-b; Here the correct option is b. There are
two rules followed here. One is
redundancy wherein ‘comprise’ does
not take any preposition like ‘of’ as it
already means ‘consist of’. Similarly,
‘consist’ always uses preposition ‘of’
after it. Thus the use of preposition
‘of’ after comprise is redundant. Also
in sentence 4 ‘establishments’ is a plural
noun and so ‘includes’ is incorrect
which should actually use a plural verb
‘include’.

76. b 77. c 78. a 79. d
80. b
81-b; The correct option is b. Out of given

sentences, I describes he benefits of
technology which is relevant to the
given theme. Sentence ii provides a
neutral opinion about the technology
but i still relevant to the theme.
Sentence iii just explains what is
technology and comments nothing
about its benefits or drawbacks and
hence is not related to the theme.

82-c; The correct option is ‘c’. The theme
of the passage is to compare the two
leading e-commerce sites. The sentence
i glorifies alibaba whereas the sentence
iii glorifies amazon in terms of growth,
publicity, etc. The sentence ii speaks
about amazon  in a way that it doesn’t
focus about the growth aspect which
is irrelevant to our theme.

83-d; The theme of the passage is the proverb
which is perfectly explained covering
all its possibilities in i, ii and iii. These
sentence show the various connotations
of the phrase and are relevant to the
theme and hence the correct option is
‘d’.
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84-b; Here sentence i and ii specifically talks
about the adversities of not valuing
time which is relevant to our theme.
Sentence iii just talks how time heals
everything and so is irrelevant to our
theme. Hence the correct option is ‘b’.

85-c; The correct option is 3 as sentence ii
and iii are relevant to the theme.
Sentence i just tells basic information
and statistics about data and internet.
It doesn’t shed any light on the future
aspect of internet and hence is
irrelevant.

86-b; plural pronoun “them” is incorrect for
singular noun “a language” and hence
B is incorrect.
C: “find” is wrong tense. It should be
past perfect. “..have tried to
count…have found..” is the correct way
, which has been used in A.
D and E: “between a language or the
sub-languages” is wrong. Idiomatically,
“between X and Y” is correct. Hence,
D and E are incorrect choices.
Moreover, “them” referring to “a
language” (singular noun) is incorrect.
A is the best choice.

87- ; A, B, are C: Not idiomatic as they
don’t follow the “as many…as”
structure.
D: “as charge”. It is not clear who is
charging.
E: The best choice - correct idiom-
..more than three times as many X
charge Y as those charging Z.

88- ; To compare more than two things
“among” is used (for two “between” is
used). Therefore, A, C and E can be
eliminated. Here “between” has been
used incorrectly.
D violates parallelism – “among
explaining…. the revelation…. to
promote. Hence, D is incorrect.
B is the best choice. Uses “among” to
compare three things. Parallelism
maintained:
“among explaining the value and
workings of archaeology, revealing the
mysteries of past and present cultures,
and promoting….”

89- ; Parallelism
A: use of ‘which’ is ambiguous
C: ‘Stabilizing’ and ‘expected’ are not
parallel.
D: ‘Stabilizing’, ‘allowing’ and
‘expected’ are not parallel
E: ‘Stabilizing’, ‘will allow’ and
‘expected’ are not parallel

B: Best choice. Parallelism maintained
“....is expected to increase....and then
to stabilize....six billion cubic feet a day,
an extraction rate that will allow at least
50 years’ production.”

90- ; Parallelism

Vivien Thomas, who…….., struggled
against overwhelming odds to become
X and eventually to receive Y.
A: “in struggling against overwhelming
odds” makes no sense, “who had” and
“struggling” are not parallel.
B, C, and D: the sentence structure is
illogical. In C and D”who” has been
placed illogically and awkwardly
between two comas.
E: is the best choice as ‘who’ correctly
modifies Vivien Thomas. “to become”
and “to receive” are parallel.

91. c; Percentage of candidate selected over
appeared

A B C D E

2.94 3.33 2.82 3.33 3.57

92. d; Passing percentage over appeared for
state D

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

27.77 27.82 28.14 26.66 27.02 25

93. e; Total no. of candidates selected from
state A
= 25 + 20 + 22 + 36 + 32 + 28 = 163
Total no. of candidates selected from
state B
= 35 + 30 + 28 + 32 + 40 + 38 = 203

 Required % = %80100
203

163


94. b; Percentage of candidates selected over
passed for state B

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

14.28 13.04 13.33 16.84 17.77 19

95. a; 76
280

240 :

96. d
2   3 6   18 109   1994   209952
Here 2 × 3 = 6; 3 × 6 = 18; 6 × 18 =
108;
18 × 108 = 1944; 108 × 1944 = 209952

97. b
1   3   6   11   20   39   70
Here 1 × 2 + 1 = 3; 3 × 2 + 0 = 6;  6 ×
2 – 1 = 11;
11 × 2 – 2 = 20; 20 × 2 – 3 = 37; 37 ×
2 – 4 = 70

98. a
2   13   27   113   561   3369  23581
Here 2 × 2 + 7 = 11; 11 × 3 – 6 = 27; 27
× 4 + 5 = 113;
113 × 5 – 4 = 561; 561 × 6 + 3 = 3369;
3369 × 7 – 2 = 23581.

99. d
50  51  47  56  42  65  29
Here 50 + 12 = 51; 51 – 22 = 47; 47 + 32

= 56;
56 – 42 = 40; 40 + 52 = 65; 65 – 62 = 29

100. c
3  9  23  99  479  2881  20159
Here 3 × 2 + 3 = 9; 9 × 3 – 4 = 23;
23 × 4 + 5 = 97; 97 × 5 – 6 = 479;
479 × 6 + 7 = 2881; 2881 × 7 – 8 =
20159

101. b; I. 6p2 + 5p + 1 = 0
or, 6p2 + 3p + 2p + 1 =0
or, 3p (2p + 1) + 1 (2p + 1) = 0
or, (3p + 1) (2p + 1) = 0

Hence, p =
2

1

3

1  ,

II. 20q2 + 9q + 1 = 0
or, 20q2 + 5q + 4q + 1 = 0
or, 5q (4q + 1) + 1(4q + 1) = 0
or, (5q + 1) (4q + 1) = 0

Hence, q =
4

1

5

1  ,

Thus p < q.
102. a; I. 3p2 + 2p – 1 = 0

or, 3p2 + 3p – p – 1 = 0
or, 3p (p + 1) – 1 (p + 1) = 0
or, (3p – 1) (p + 1) = 0

Therefore, p =
3

1
, – 1

II. 2q2 + 7q + 6 = 0
or, 2q2 + 4q + 3q + 6 = 0
or, 2q (q + 2) + 3(q + 2) = 0
or, (2q + 3) (q + 2) = 0

Therefore, q = ,
2

3
– 2

Thus p > q
103. d; I. 3p2 + 15p + 18 = 0

or, 3p2 + 9p + 6p + 18 = 0
or, 3p (p + 3) + 6 (p + 3) = 0
or, (3p + 6) (p + 3) = 0

or, p = 32
3

6


 ,

II. q2 + 7q + 12 = 0
or, q2 + 4q + 3q + 12 = 0
or, q (q + 4) + 3 (q + 4) = 0
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or, (q + 3) (q + 4) = 0
or, q = -3, – 4
Therefore, p   q.

104. c; I. p =
3

2

9

4


II. 9q2 – 12q + 4 = 0
or, 9q2 – 6q – 6q + 4 = 0
or, 3q (3q – 2) – 2 (3q – 2) = 0

or, (3q – 2) (3q – 2) = 0 or, q =
3

2

Therefore, p = q
105. e; I. p2 + 13p + 42 = 0

or, p2 + 7p + 6p + 42 = 0
or, p (p + 7) + 6(p + 7) = 0
or, (p + 6) (p + 7) = 0
or, p = – 6, – 7
II. q2 = 36

q = 36
 q = +6, – 6
Therefore p   q.

106. a; To answer the question we need one
of the following :
a. Cost price of the product
b. Selling price of the product
c. Difference of the selling price and
the cost price
From I: We get that required profit is
Rs. 40.
[ Profit = Selling price – Cost price]
From II: It is restatement. Because
when profit earned is 20% of the cost
price.
Thus, only statement I alone is
sufficient.

107. d; We know sum of the speeds of the
trains

irectionopposite d

unning inains are rwhen thetr

each other to crossTime taken

s the train length ofsum of the


From I: S
1
 = S

2
 and L

1
 = L

2

Where S
1
 and S

2
 are speeds of the trains

and L
1
 and L

2
 are the lengths of the

trains.
These information do not lead us to
answer. Hence not sufficient.
Again, From II: We get

5
1

1 
S
L

Hence, II alone is also not sufficient.

From I and II: We still lack information
regarding the length and the speed of
the train.
Hence, statement I and II even together
are not sufficient.

108. a; From I: Digit at ten’s place – digit at
unit’s place = 9.
This can be possible only in the case
of 90. Hence, statement I alone is
sufficient.
From II: The some of two digits is
equal to the difference between the two
digits. This implies that unit’s place
digit is 0. And digits at ten’s place may
be any of the remaining nine digits.
Hence, statement II alone is not
sufficient.

109. b; From II: Radius of the sphere in
question part will give us the volume
of the sphere as well as that of the right
circular cylinder.
We know height of right circular
cylinder

= erthe cylinde base ofarea of th
erthe cylindVolume of

110. c; From I: We will get the answer in
following way:
Diagonal of the square   Side of the

square 
Area of the square   Area of the circle

  radius

of the circle   Circumference of the
circle.
Hence, statement I alone is sufficient.
Similarly, we
Will get the answer also with the help
of statement II alone.

111. e; Suppose in the year 1998-99
expenditure of company X = Rs ‘a’
Then profit earned by company X in
this year = Rs. (30% of ‘a’)
Hence, income of company X = Rs.
(130% of ‘a’)
Again expenditure of company Y in

2001-02 = Rs.
100

130a

Hence profit earned by company Y in

2001-02 = Rs.
100

130a
100

50


Thus required ratio =

100
50

100
130
100
30






a

a

= 136
65

30

50130

100100

100

30 :





112. c; I
x 2001-02

 = E
x 2002-03

 =
51

032002

.
IX 

I
x 2001-02

 : I
x 2002-03

 = 32
3

2 :

113. c; Percent of increase in percent profit
over that of the previous year for the
given years is as follows: year

1998 – 99 : %.)(
3333100

15

1520




1999 – 00 : %)(
50100

20

2030




2000 – 01 : %0100
30

3030







 

2001 – 02 : %)(
3

2
66100

30

3050




2002-03 : %)(
20100

50

5060




You do not need to do any rough work.
See the
graph and search for steep rise in the

line joining the two  ’ss
114. b; Required income = 120% of Rs. 40

crore
= Rs. 48 crores

115. d; The given graph depicts only the
percent profit
earned by the two companies over the
given years.
Hence, these informations are
insufficient to answer the question.

116. b; (-251 × 21 × – 12)  ? = 158.13

13158
63252 .

?


400
13158

63252


.
?

117. b; 119250
100

625
 ?of.
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11964  ?

5564119  ?

302555 2  )(?
118. e; (15.20)2 – 103.04  ? = 8

04223042318
04103

8
04103

04231

..
?
.

?
..





460
04223

04103 .
.
.? 






119. a; 619
9

2

4

3
7428  ?

50
44568

22284

237428

94619 .? 





120. c; 8616969748 ?

128
9748

861696



?

121. b; 84
4
1

1

1

1

2

2

1

.
x

T
T

n
n








 



845

4

84
4
5
1

.
x

.
x












843
5

844 ..x 




But A/c question,

Let 3.84 = P% of 46
4

3 .

10

64

4

3

100
843 

P.

643

104100843





.P

= 80 %
122. a; Let the total number of crunches is

X
L can do X crunches in 5 hours
Number of crunches done in 1st hour =
(×/5)
Number of crunches done in 2nd hour

= (×/5) (0.75) = 3×/20
Number of crunches done in 3rd hour
= (×/5) (1.5) = 3×/10
Number of crunches done in 4th hour
= (×/5) (0.65) = 13×/100
Number of crunches done in 5th hour

=  
50

11
11

5

x.x


Let time taken to do the remaining
crunches = k
Remaining number of crunches
= (×/5) (1.05)k = 21 × k/100
(×/5) + 3×/20 + 3×/10 + 13×/100 +
11×/ 50 + 21k×/100 = x
1/5 + 3/20 + 3/10 + 13×100 + 11×/50 +
21k/100 = 1
=> 21k/100 = 0 => k = 0
Therefore, total crunches will be
completed in 5 hours.

123. c; N can do all push-ups in 5 hours

 N’s one hour push-ups = 1/5
O can do all push-ups in 4.5 hours

 O’s one hour push-ups =
54

1

.
P can do all push-ups in 3 hours

 P’s one hour push-ups = 1/3
In one hour N, O, P, does =

45

34

3

1

54

1

5

1


.
 push-ups

Remaining push-ups = 1 – 34/45 = 11/
45
Being the fastest one remaining push-
ups are done by P

 P will complete the remaining

push-ups in

3
1
45
11

hours

 P will complete the remaining
push-ups in 11/15 hours

 P will complete the remaining
push-ups in approx. 15 min
Hence, the time taken by N, O and P
to complete the push-ups is approx. 1
hour and 15 min = 1.25 hour

124. d; N can do all crunches in 7.5 hours

 N’s one hour crunches =
57

1

.
O can do all crunches in 4 hours

  O’s one hour crunches = 1/4

In one hour, both do =

60

23

4

1

57

1


.
crunches

In 2nd hour, both do =
30

23
crunches

Remaining crunches = 1 -
30

7

30

23


Remaining crunches will be done by N

and O in

60
23
30
7

 Remaining crunches will be done

by N and O in
23

14

23

60

30

7


N and O together completed the

crunches in (2 )
23

14
 hours

A alone do the crunches, he takes 9/23
hours more than
The time taken by (N + O) to complete
the crunches

 A can do all crunches in







 

23

60

23

9
 hours

A can do all crunches in 3 hours
 A’s one hour crunches = 1/3

B alone takes
23

55
 hours more than the

time taken by
(N + O) to finish the same number of
crunches

 B can do all crunches in







 

23

60

23

55
 hours

 B can do all crunches in 5 hours

 B’s one hour crunches = 1/5
In one hour, A and B together can do =

15

8

5

1

3

1


Remaining crunches = 1 – 8/15 = 7/15
  7/15 crunches are done by A and

B together in
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= 8

7

8

15

15

7

15
8

15
7



 A and B together can do crunches
in (1 + 7/8) hours
Hence, A and B together can do
crunches in 15/8 hours

125. e; Let P use to do x number of crunches
in 6.4 hours

 In one hour P used to do =
46.

x
.

Crunches
P can do 32 more crunches in the given
time
 P can do (x + 32) crunches in 6.4 hours

In one hour P can now do =
46

32

.
x 

crunches

Increased efficiency =
46

32

.
According to the given information :

3

50
100

46

46
32



.
x
.

3

50
100

46

46

32


x
.

.
 x = 192
Hence, P can do 192 crunches in 6.4
hour

126. a; Total tractor population in state =
294000
Tractor manufactured by Mahindra
and Mahindra = 150000
Out of every 1000 Mahindra tractor
98 are red.

= 14700150000
1000

98


Total number of red tractors =

294000
100

53
 = 15582

Number of non-Mahindra tractors that
are red
= 15582 – 14700
= 882

Percentage of non=Mahindra tractor
that are red

%
)(

100
150000294000

882





%100
144000

882


= %
144

882

= 6.125%
127. a; Total age of A and B = 20 × 2 = 40

years
Total age of B and C = 19 × 2 = 38
years
Total age of A and C = 21 × 2 = 42
years
Total age of (A + B + C) =

2

423840 

Therefore, ages of A, B and C = 22
years, 18 years and
20 years, respectively

128. a; Let the two numbers be x and y
respectively.

Then,
4

1
 of 60% of x =

5

2
 of 20% of

y

 yx 
100

20

5

2

100

60

4

1

.:y:x
y
xyx

158

15

8

30

16

5

4

4

6





129. c; A’s Monthly Equivalent Rent = 22 ×
4
B’s Monthly Equivalent Rent = 16 × 8
C’s Monthly Equivalent Rent = 32 × 6

ntRenty EquivaleC's Monthl
ntRenty EquivaleB's Monthl

= CbypaidRent

BbypaidRent

 600632

816 BbypaidntRe





 Rent paid by B =
632

600816




=

Rs. 400
Similarly, rent paid by

A = 275
632

60422 .Rs



Total rent = 400 + 600 + 275 = Rs.
1, 275.

130. b; If selling price of 2 article is same
and sold at x% more and x% less, then
there will be always loss

= %x
4

100

20

100

22



 Gain, 96% = 60000
Loss, 4% = Rs. 2500

131. b;
18

1111


cba
(1)

cba
211

 (2)

bca
311

 (3)

(1) and (2)  cc
21

18

1
  or c = 54

days

(1) and (3)
bb
31

18

1
  or b = 72

days

 a = 43.2 days

132. b; A’s work in 1 hr =
2

1

B’s work in 1 hr =
3

1

C’s work in 1 hr =
x
1

Work done by all 3 pipes in 30 minutes

=
24

7
 full

Work done by all 3 pipes in 1 hrs =

12

7

30

60

24

7
  full
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So,
12

71

3

1

2

1


x


12

71

6

5


x

4

11


x
 x = – 4 hrs
Hence, C can empty in 4 hrs.

133. b;
5

2
 of the distance = 1200 km

 Whole distance  = 3000 km
Distance travelled by car = 1000 km

Distance travelled by train = 800 km
134. d; Let speed of the current be x km/h.

Then,

10
48

00

48

200






 xx

)x48)(x48(

)x48x48(20




22301220 xx 

02304402  xx
min/mx 32

135. c; In 600 m race, Ratio of distances
A : B
600 : 540
10 : 9
In 500 m race, Ratio of distance
B : C
500 : 475
20 : 19
A : B : C = (10 × 20) : (9 × 20) : (19 ×
9) =200 : 180 : 171
So, when A runs 200 m 
C runs 171 m

When A runs 1 m   C runs
200

171
 m

When A runs 400 m   C runs = 342
m
A can beat C by = 400 – 342 = 58 m.

136. d; Population in 1995 = 8000 people
In 1995,
No. of Men 28% of 8000 = 28 × 80 =
2240
No. of Children = 42% of 8000 = 42 ×
80 = 3360

Total no. of people = 2240 + 3360 =
5600
Population in 2015 = 10000 people
In 2015,
No. of Men = 28% of 10000 = 28 ×
100 = 2800
No. of Children = 42% of 10000 = 42
× 100 = 4200
Total no. of people in 1995 to 2015
= 5600 : 7000 = 4 : 5

137. c; No. of women with children in 2005
= Increase in no. of children
= (no. of children in 2015) – (no. of
children in 2005)
= (42% of 10000) – (42% of 7000) =
42% of 3000 = 42 × 30 = 1260
No. of women in 2005 = 30% of 7000
= 30 × 70 = 2100
No. of women without children = 2100
– 1260 = 840 women

138. b; No. of people in 1995 = 8000
No. of people in 2005 = 7000
No. of people dead = 8000 – 7000 =
1000
% of people dead = (1000/8000) × 100
= 100/8 = 25/2

139. a; No. of men in 2005 = 28% of 7000 =
28 × 70 = 1960
No. of men working as labour = 1960/
7 = 280
Then, No. of women in 2005 =30% of
7000 = 30 × 70 = 2100
No. of women working as labour  =
4200/45 = 280
So, No. of men & women working as
labours = 280 + 280 = 560
And, No. of children in 2005 = 42% of
7000 = 42 × 70 = 2940
No. of child labours = 2940/21 = 140
Ratio of child labours to no. of men
women working = 140/560 = 1 : 4
Also,
No. of men in 2015 = 28% of 10000 =
28 × 100 = 2800
No. of men working as labour = 2800/
7 = 400
Then,
No. of women in 2015 = 30% of 10000
= 30 × 100 = 3000
No. of women working as labour  =
6000/15 = 400
So, no. of men & women working as
labours = 400 + 400 = 800
No. of child labours remains = 140
Ratio of child labours to no. of men
women working = 140/800 = 7 : 40
Decrement in ratio of child labour = (1/
4) – (7/40) = 3/40

140. b; No. of women participated = 60%
of (30% of 8000) = 0.6 × (0.3 × 8000)
= 6 × 240 = 1440 women
Using ratio,
No. of class A women : [2/(2+3+1)] ×
1440 = 1440/3 = 480
No. of class B women : [3/(2+3+1)] ×
1440 = 1440/2 = 720
No. of class C women : [1/(2+3+1)] ×
1440 = 1440/6 = 240
Time taken by class A women = 480 ×
10 sec = 4800 sec
Time taken by class B women  = 720 ×
20 sec = 14400 sec
Time taken by class C women = 240 ×
30 sec = 7200 sec
Total time taken = 4800 + 14400 +
7200 = 26400 sec
Also, Total distance run = 50m × 1440
women = 72000m
Ratio of total distance to total time  =
72000/26400 = 720/264
= 180/66 = 30/11

(141-145)
141. e

142. e

143. e

144. e

145. d
(146-150)

146. a147. b 148. c 149. d
150. b
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(151-155)
151. c

152. e
153. a

154. e

155. a

(156-160)

Floor Person Company Pet
5 Tilak Apple Rabbit
4 Sumit Vodafone Cow
3 Kunal LG Parrot
2 Pratik Motorola Cat
1 Manprit Samsung Dog

156. c;
157. a 158. b 159. c 160. b
(161-165)

161. a 162. d 163. d 164.b
165. b
(166-170)

166. e 167. b 168. b 169. a
170. a
(171-172)
171. a

172. d

(173-175)
173. b

174. d

175. a

(176-180)
The arrangement machine rearranges one
word/number in each step. It rearranges
highest even number with consonants in

alphabetical order in step I. In step II it
rearranges lowest odd number with a vowel
in alphabetical order. And so on.
176. d 177. a 178. e 179. b
180. c 181. d 182. a 183. b
184. c 185. b 186. c 187. b
188. a 189. b 190. d
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REASONING ABILITY

Directions (1-5): Study the following
information carefully and answer the
questions given below:
P, Q, R S, T, U and V are seven members of
a family. There are two Painters, two CEOs,
one Doctor, one Engineer and one Blogger
in the family. There are two married couples
in the family.
S is a Blogger and is married to a CEO. No
female member of the family is a Blogger. R,
who is a Painter, is married to P, who is a
CEO. Both the Painters are females. V is
married to S. Q is paternal aunt of T, who is
granddaughter of the Blogger. U is the son
of the male CEO and has one sister. One
male person in the family is a Doctor. Neither
Q nor U is a Painter.

1.    How many male members are there in
the family?
(a) One (b) Two
(c) Three (d) Four
(e) None of the above

2.     Which of the following combinations is
true?
(a) Q – Male – Painter
(b) S – Male – Blogger
(c) T – Female – Painter
(d) Only (b) and (c) are true
(e)None of the above

3.    Who among the following is mother of
T?
(a) R (b) V
(c) Q (d) P
(e)None of the above

4.   Who among the following is an Engineer?
(a) R (b) Q
(c) U (d) T
(e)None of the above

5.    How is V related to U?
(a) Mother
(b) Grandfather
(c) Grandmother
(d) Can’t be determined
(e) None of the above

Directions (6-10): Study the following
information carefully and answer the
questions given below:
Seven persons P, Q, R, S, T, U and V live in
a seven-storey building. The bottom floor
is numbered 1 and the floor above it is
numbered 2 and so on, the topmost floor is
numbered 7. All the persons are working
with different company, viz Tech Mahindra,
Cognizant, LG, TCS, Infosys, Convergys
and HCL but not necessarily in the same
order.
R lives on the third floor but does not work
with Tech Mahindra shop. Q does not work
with Cognizant. The one who works with
HCL lives immediately below the person
who works with TCS.U works with LG but
he does not live on an even-numbered floor.
The floor on which P lives is immediately
above the floor on which Q lives. P does not
work with Tech Mahindra shop. The one
who works with Convergys lives
immediately below the one who works with
Cognizant. S lives on floor number 6. Neither
P nor T works with Infosys. V works with
TCS and lives on the topmost floor. The
one who works with Tech Mahindra does
not live above the person who works with
Cognizant.

6.    Who among the following lives on the
first floor?
(a) The one who works with Infosys
(b) The one who works with LG
(c) The one who works with

Cognizant
(d) Can’t be determined
(e) None of the above

7.   T works at which of the following
company?
(a) Infosys
(b) Cognizant
(c) Tech Mahindra
(d) Convergys
(e) None of the above

8.    Who among the following lives just
below the one who works with
Convergys?

(a) R (b) T
(c) U (d) P
(e) None of the above

9.    How many persons live between the
one who works in LG and the one who
works in Cognizant?
(a) None (b) Two
(c) Three (d) One
(e) None of the above

10. Who lives below the one who works in
LG?
(a) P (b) T
(c) U (d) S
(e) None

Directions (11-15) : In each of these
questions a group of digits is given
followed by four combinations of letter/
symbol coded numbered (a), (b), (c) &
(d). The group of digits is to be coded as
per the following scheme and conditions.
The serial number of the combination
that represents the group of digit is your
answer. If none of the combinations is
correct, your answer us (e), ie ‘None of
these’.

Digit 5 1 4 8 9 3 6 2 7 0
Letter/
Symbol

Q T % # E F $ L W @

Conditions:
(i) If the first digit is odd and the last

digit is even, their codes are to be
swapped.

(ii) If the first as well as the last digit
is even both are to be coded by
the code for first digit.

(iii) If the first digit is even and the
last digit is odd, both are to be
coded by the code for odd digit.

11. 431068
a) %FT@$# b) %FT$@#
c)%FT@$% d) #FT@$#
e) None of these

12. 803279
a) E@FLWE b) #@FLWE
c) #@FLW# d) E@FLW#
e) None of these
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13. 765984
a) W$QE#% b) W$QE#W
c) %$QE#% d) %$QE#L
e) None of these

14. 584632
a) @#%$FL b) L#$%FQ
c) L#%$QF d) L#%$FQ
e) None of these

15. 384695
a) F#%$EF b) F#%$EQ
c) Q#%$EQ d) Q#%$EF
e) None of these

Directions (16-20): In each question
below is given a statement followed by
two assumptions numbered I and II. An
assumption is something supposed to
taken for granted. You have to consider
the statement and the following
assumptions and decide which of the
assumptions is implicit in the statement.

Give answer:
a) If only Assumption I is implicit.
b) If only Assumption II is implicit.
c) If either Assumption I or II is

implicit.
d) If neither Assumption I nor II is

implicit.
e) If both Assumptions I and II are

implicit.

16. Statement: Mr X started at 9.00 am
from his residence to attend a meeting
scheduled to be held at 11.00 am and
instructed his assistance to meet him
at the venue of the meeting and hand
over the relevant documents.
Assumptions:
I. Mr X may arrive at the meeting

place before 11.00 am.
II. Mr. X’s assistant may be able to

arrive at the venue before
commencement of the meeting.

17. Statement: The city transport
corporation has introduced air-
conditioned buses on various routes to
attract people travelling to their work
places by car and hence reduce
congestion on the roads.
Assumptions:
I. Majority of the people may still

prefer to travel to their work
places in their own cars.

II. Many people may now opt for
these buses for travelling to their
work places.

18. Statement: The state govt has
announced an amnesty scheme for all
the housing societies defaulting on

payment of municipal taxes asking
these societies to pay upfront six per
cent of the dues and regularize their
status without any penalty.
Assumptions:
I. Most of the defaulting housing

societies may now opt for the
amnesty scheme and pay up their
dues.

II. Other housing societies which
have been paying their taxes
regularly may file case against the
govt for discriminatory practices.

19. Statement: The railway authority has
announced suspension of movements
of train on the main track within the
city limit for carrying out major repair
works on Saturday and Sunday and
advised commuters to plan their
journey accordingly.
Assumptions:
I. The commuters may protest

against the decision of the railway
authority and may disrupt other
transport services.

II. The municipal authority may be
able to the deploy additional buses
during Saturday and Sunday to
help the commuters.

20. Statement: “If you are a first-class
graduate with good communication
skills and also have work experience of
at least two years in sales-related
activities, you are welcome in our
organization.” – An employment
advertisement.
Assumptions:
I. Many with good communication

skills may not respond to the
advertisement.

II. All the first-class graduates may
possess good communication
skills.

Directions (21-25) : Read the
information carefully and answer the
following questions:

If A + B means A is the father of B.
If A B means A is the sister of B.
If A $ B means A is the wife of B.
If A % B means A is the mother of B.
If A ÷ B means A is the son of B.

21. What should come in place of question
mark to establish that J is brother of T
in the expression?
J ÷ P % H ? T % L
a)  b) ÷
c) $ d) Either ÷ or 

e) Either + or ÷
22. Which of the given expressions indicates

that M is daughter of D?
a) L % R $ D + T   M
b) L + R $ D + M   T
c) L % R % D + T ÷ M
d) D + L $ R + M   T
e) L $ D ÷ R % M ÷ T

23. Which of the following options is true if
the expression ‘I + T % J L ÷ K’ is
definitely true?
a) L is daughter of T
b) K is son-in-law of I
c) I is grandmother of L
d) T is father of J
e) J is brother of L

24. Which of the following expressions is
true if Y is son of X is definitely false?
a) W % L T Y ÷ X
b) W + L T Y ÷ X
c) X + L T Y ÷ W
d) W $ X + L + Y + T
e) W % X + T Y ÷ L

25. What should come in place of question
mark to establish that T is sister-in-
law of Q in the expression R % T P ?
Q + V
a) ÷ b) %
c)  d) $
e) Either $ or 

Directions (26-30): Study the following
information carefully and answer the
questions given below.
Six persons A, B, C, D, E and F are six
representatives from different states viz
Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand,
Jammu, Bihar and Maharashtra, but not
necessarily in the same order. All these wish
to arrange the summit in six different months
viz January, March, May, June, August and
December, but not necessarily in the same
order. They all have different coloured
symbol. Two of them have red symbol and
two have blue. Others have either green or
yellow symbol.

A) Neither F nor B is from Jammu or
from Bihar.

B) A has red mark but not arranging
summit in August, May and
December.

C) The person, who is representative
of Uttarakhand, arranging summit
in December.

D) E is from Gujarat but neither has
green nor red mark.
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E) Representatives from
Maharashtra and Jammu have red
and yellow coloured symbol
respectively.

F) C is the representative from Uttar
Pradesh and arranging a summit
in March and his symbol is green.

G) F does not arrange summit in
December.

26. Who among the following is the
representative of Jammu?
a) B b) A
c) F d) D
e) None of these

27. Uttarakhand is represented by –
a) A b) F
c) B d) D
e) Can’t be determined

28. D’s symbol is of which colour?
a) Red
b) Blue
c) Yellow
d) Can’t be determined
e) None of these

29. If ‘E’ is arranging summit in ‘June’, ‘A’
must arrange a summit in –
a) January
b) December
c) August
d) Can’t be determined
e) None of these

30. ‘A’ is representing which of the
following state?
a) Uttar Pradesh
b) Bihar
c) Maharashtra
d) Gujarat
e) Can’t be determined

Directions (31-35) : These questions as
based on the following information.
Six friends met for dinner, and their names
are Shruti, Yukt, Kanika, Paras, Ayush and
Rekha. They are working with 6 different
designations. These designations are IT,
Sales Agent, Specialist Officer, Analyst,
Engineer and Teacher. They took dinner at a
round table. Their arrangement is in
following manner –

I. Yukt is in front of Sales Agent.
Teacher is second right of Ayush.

II. Kanika is opposite to Shruti, who
is immediate left of Specialist
Officer.

III. Paras is not a Specialist Officer,
but opposite of Analyst.

IV. Ayush is immediately right of
Engineer and Sales Agent is
immediately left of Shruti.

V. IT is between Engineer and Sales
Agent.

31. Who is in front of Teacher?
a) Shruti b) Yukt
c) Rekha d) Kanika
e) None of these

32. Who is the second right of Analyst?
a) Specialist Officer
b) Sales Agent
c) IT
d) Engineer
e) None of these

33. Who is the specialist officer?
a) Rekha b) Ayush
c) Paras d) Shruti
e) None of these

34. What is the sitting position of Yukt?
a) 2nd left of Shruti
b) 3rd right of Ayush
c) Diagonally opposite of IT
d) 2nd right of Shruti
e) None of these

35. Who among the following is the Engineer?
a) Rekha b) Kanika
c) Shruti d) Paras
e) Cannot be determined

Directions (36-40): Answer the questions
on the basis of the information given
below.
A number arrangement machine when given
an input of numbers/words, rearranges them
following a particular rule in each step. The
following is an illustration of input and steps
of rearrangement.
Input: 45 tide article 38 24 disclosure which
5 aerious 15
Step I: which 45 tide article 38 24 disclosure
5 aerious 15
Step II: which 7 45 tide article 38 24
disclosure aerious 15
Step III: which 7 tide 45 article 38 24
disclosure aerious 15
Step IV: which 7 tide 13 45 article 38 24
disclosure aerious
Step V: which 7 tide 13 article 45 38 24
disclosure aerious
Step VI: which 7 tide 13 article 26 45 38
disclosure aerious
Step VII: which 7 tide 13 article 26
disclosure 45 38 aerious
Step VIII: which 7 tide 13 article 26
disclosure 36 45 aerious
Step IX: which 7 tide 13 article 26 disclosure
36 aerious 45

Step X: which 7 tide 13 article 26 disclosure
36 aerious 47
This is the final arrangement and step X is
the last step for this input.
Input: aerious 14 accused 43 9 fireboard 30
that 58 wide

36. Which word/number is third to right of
fifth element from right end in step VI?
a) Wide b) 43
c) 32 d) Fireboard
e) Accused

37. If ‘aerious’ is related to ‘11’ in step VIII
and ‘43’ is related to ‘12’ in step V,
then in step III ‘accused’ is related to?
a) Aid b) 24
c) 48 d) Strew
e) 14

38. How many numbers/words are between
‘wide’ and ‘32’ in step VII?
a) None b) Two
c) Two d) Three
e) More than three

39. What is the difference in the numbers
which are fourth from left end and third
from right end in step VIII?
a) 29 b) 28
c) 27 d) 36
e) 24

40. Which numbers/words are at the starting
and ending in step IX?
a) That, Aerious
b) That, 58
c) 11, 60
d) That, 60
e) There is no such step

Directions (41-45) : In each question
below are given three statements
followed by two conclusions numbered I
and II. You have to take the given
statements to be true even if they seem
to be at variance with commonly known
facts. Read all the conclusions and then
decide which of the given conclusions
logically follows from the given
statements, disregarding commonly
known facts. Give answer:

a) If only conclusion I follows
b) If only conclusion II follows
c) If either conclusion I or II follows
d) If neither conclusion I nor II

follows
e) If both conclusion I and II follow.

41. Statements:
All girls are dancers. No dancers are
boys. Some boys are cricketer.
Conclusions:
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I. No cricketer is a dancer
II. Some dancer being cricketer is a

possibility.
42. Statements:

Some squares are parallelogram. No
parallelogram is a triangle. No rhombus
is a square.
Conclusions:
I. All square can never be triangle.
II. Some rhombus are parallelogram.

43. Statements:
No hardware is software. Some
software is keyboard. All mouse are
software.
Conclusions:
I. No mouse is a hardware.
II. Some hardware are mouse.

44. Statements:
All pens are eraser. All copies are pens.
No pencil is a eraser.
Conclusions:
I. At least some pens are pencil.
II. No pencil is a copy.

45. Statements:
Some boots are foot. All bats are boots.
All foot are volleyballs. No fund is a
bat.
Conclusions:
I. All volleyballs being boots is a

possibility.
II. All funds being boot is a

possibility.

Directions (46-50) : Each of the questions
below consist of a question two
statements numbered I and II given below
it. You have to decide whether the data
provided in the statements are sufficient
to answer the question. Read both the
statements and given answer.

(a) If the data in statement I alone are
sufficient to answer the question,
while the data in statement II alone
are not sufficient to answer the
question.

(b) If the data in statement II alone
are sufficient to answer the
question, while the data in
statement I alone are not sufficient
to answer the question.

(c) If the data either in statement I
alone or in statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question.

(d) If the data in both statements I
and II together are not sufficient
to answer the question.

(e) If the data in both statements I
and II together are necessary to
answer the question.

46. How is ‘letter’ written in a code language?
I. ‘please write a letter’ is written as

‘7218’ ‘ and received a Greek
letter’ is written as ‘7513’.

II. ‘write in English please’ is written
as ‘2084’ and ‘a letter in Greek’ is
written as ‘5714’.

47. Among A, B, C, D and E, seated in a
straight line, facing North, who sits
exactly in the middle of the line?
I. A sits third to the left of D. B sits

on the immediate right of C.
II. B sits second to the right of A. E

is not an immediate neighbour of
D.

48. A six-storey building consisting of an
unoccupied ground floor and five floors
on top of the ground floor numbered 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5 houses five different
persons, viz A, B, C, D and E. Who
lives on the third floor?
I. C lives on an even-numbered floor.

A lives immediately above D. B
lives immediately above A.

II. D lives on an odd-numbered floor.
A and B are immediately
neighbours. Similarly, C and E are
immediate neighbours. C does not
live on an odd-numbered floor.

49. Are all the four friends, Abhay, Kavita,
Prashant and Yasir, who are sitting
around  circular table, facing the centre?
I. Kavita sits second to the left of

Abhay. Abhay faces the centre.
Yasir sits on the immediate right
of Abhay as well as Kavita.

II. Prashant sits third to the right of
Kavita. Abhay sits on the
immediate right of Prashant as
well as Yasir.

50. Is R the grand-daughter of C?
I. The only sister of A is the mother

of R’s brother B.
II. C, the mother of A, has only one

grandson B.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Directions (51–60): Read the following
passage carefully and answer the
questions given below it. Certain words/
phrases   have been printed in bold to
help you locate them while answering
some of the questions.
Despite their many differences of
temperament and of literary perspective,

Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville,
and Whitman share certain beliefs. Common
to all these writers is their humanistic
perspective. Its basic premises are that
humans are the spiritual center of the
universe and that in them alone is the clue of
the nature, history and ultimately the
cosmos itself. Without denying outright the
existence either of a deity or of brute matter,
this perspective nevertheless rejects them
as exclusive principles of interpretation and
prefers to explain humans and the world in
terms of humanity itself. This preference is
expressed most clearly in the
Transcendentalistprinciple that the
structure of the universe literally duplicates
the structure of the individual self: therefore,
all knowledge  begins with self-knowledge.
This common perspective is almost always
universalized.  Its emphasis is not upon the
individual as a particular European  or
American, but upon the human as universal,
freed from the  accidents of time, space,
birth and talent. Thus, for Emerson,  the
American Scholar turns out to be simply
Main Thinking; while, for Whitman, the
Song of Myself merges imperceptiblyinto
a song of all the children of Adam, where
every atom belonging to me as good belongs
to you. Also common to all five writers is
the belief that individual virtue and
happiness depends upon the self-realization,
which, in turn, depend upon the harmonious
reconciliation of two universal
psychological tendencies: first, the self-
asserting impulse of the individual to
withdraw; to remain unique and separate,
and to be responsible only to himself or
herself, and second, the self- transcending
impulse of the individual to embrace the
whole  world in the experience of a single
moment and to know and become one with
that world.  These conflicting impulses can
be seen in the democratic ethic. Democracy
advocates individualism, the preservation of
the individual’s freedom and self-expression.
But the democratic self is torn between the
duty to self, which is implied by the concept
of liberty, and the duty to society, which is
implied by the concept of equality and
fraternity. A third assumption common to
the five writers is that intuition and
imagination offer a surer road to truth than
does abstract logic or scientific method. It is
illustrated by their emphasis upon the
introspection-their belief that the clue to
external nature is to be found in the inner
world of individual psychology and by their
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interpretation of experience as, in essence,
symbolic. Both these stresses presume an
organic relationship between the self and
the cosmos of which only intuition and
imagination can properly take account.
These writers faith in the imagination and in
themselves as practitioners of imagination
led them conceive of the writer as a seer and
enabled them to achieve supreme confidence
in their own moral and metaphysical
insights.

51. The author’s discussion of Emerson,
Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville, and
Whitman is primarily concerned with
explaining.
(a) some of their beliefs about the

difficulties involved in self-
realization

(b) some of their beliefs concerning
the world and the place that
humanity occupies in the

      universal order
(c) some of their beliefs concerning

the relationship between
humanism and democracy

(d) the way some of their beliefs are
shaped by differences in
temperament and literary outlook

(e) the effects of some of their beliefs
on their writings

52. According to the passage, the humanistic
perspective of the five writers
presupposes which of the following?
(A) The structures of the universe can

be discovered through self-
knowledge.

(B) The world can be explained in
terms of humanity.

(C) The spiritual and the material
worlds are incompatible.

(a) (A) only
(b) (B) only
(c) (A) and (B) only
(d) (B) and (C) only
(e) (A),( B) and (C)

53. The authors quotes Whitman primarily
in order to
(a) show that the poet not agree with

Emerson
(b) indicate the way the poet uses the

humanists ideal to praise himself
(c) suggest that the poet adapts the

basis premises of humanism to his
own individual outlook

       on the world

(d) illustrate a way the poet expresses
the relationship of the individual
to the humanistic

      universe
(e)  demonstrate that the poet is

concerned with the well being of
all humans

54. According to the passage, the five
writers objects to the scientific method
primarily because they think it
(a) is not the best way to obtain an

understanding of the relationship
between the individual and

      the cosmos
(b) is so specialized that it leads to an

understanding of separate parts of
the universe but not of

      the relationships among those
parts

(c) cannot provide an adequate
explanation of intuition and
imagination

(d) misleads people into believing
they have an understanding of
truth, when they do not

(e) prevents people from recognizing
the symbolic nature of experience.

55. It can be inferred that intuition is
important to the five writers primarily
because it provides them with
(a) information useful for

understanding abstract logic and
scientific method

(b) the discipline needed in the search
for truth

(c) inspiration for their best writing
(d) clues to the interpretation of

symbolic experience
(e) the means of resolving conflicts

between the self and the world
56. The author discuses “the democratic

ethic” in order to
(a) explain the relationship between

external experience and inner
imagination

(b) support the notion that the self
contains two conflicting and
reconcilable factions

(c) Illustrate the relationship between
the self’s desire to be individual
and its desire to merge with all
other selves.

(d) Elaborate on the concept that the
self constantly desires to realize
its potential

(e) Give an example of the idea that,
in order to be happy, the self must

reconcile its desires with external
reality

Directions (57-58) : Choose the word/
group of words which is MOST SIMILAR
in meaning to the word/group of words
printed in bold as used in the passage.

57. Transcendentalist
(a) philosopher
(b) experiential
(c) existential
(d) objective
(e) observational

58. Introspection
(a) Conference
(b) Synopsis
(c) Summary
(d) examination
(e) cogitation

Directions (59-60) : Choose the word/
group of words which is MOST
OPPOSITE in meaning of the word/
group of words printed in bold as used in
the passage.
59. Imperceptibly

(a) observably
(b) slightly
(c) indiscernibly
(d) impalpably
(e) barely

60. Reconciliation
(a) truce
(b) pacification
(c) arbitration
(d) conflict
(e) Rapport

Directions (61-65)  : Read the following
passage carefully and answer the
questions given below it. Certain words/
phrases are given in bold to help you
locate them while answering some of the
questions.
Foreign investor presence in India’s debt
markets has increased considerably after the
global financial crisis. Annual inflows over
the years ending August peaked at $3.4
billion in 2008, fell to less than $600 million
in the immediate post-crisis year 2009, and
rose sharply to $10.2 billion in the year
ended August 2010, $6 billion in the year
ended August 2011 and $9 billion in year
ended August 2012. The year to August 2013
was unusual in as much as there were net
outflows of $2.8 billion, to be followed by a
surge to $12.9 billion in the year to August
2014. The collapse in flows and the exit of
FPIs from the debt market in 2013 were
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clearly related to the fears of a liquidity
squeeze generated by talk of the “taper” in
the US. The exit of portfolio capital
weakened India’s rupee considerably,
worsened sentiment and accelerated the
outflow. A corollary of this relationship
between expectations of the state of
international liquidity (influenced by the
policy stance of the US Federal Reserve),
the direction of movement of the rupee and
the volume of inflows into debt markets, is
that the post-crisis expansion of foreign
presence in India’s debt markets must be
seen as the result of the sharp increase in
liquidity inthe international financial system
as a result of the monetary and fiscal policies
adopted in response to the crisis. Interest
rates in India are much higher than in
international markets, and if the assessment
of exchange risk is that it is low (or that the
rupee will not depreciate by ‘abnormal’
margins), investment interest in the Indian
debt market would be high. The result has
been that despite the reversal in flows in
2013, cumulative net investment by FPIs in
India’s debt market has risen from less than
a billion dollars in 2006 to $30 billion at the
end of August 2012 and $41 billion on
August 27, 2014. One reason for growing
foreign investor interest in Indian debt was
the liberalization of policy with regard to
permitting foreign portfolio investment in
the debt market. It was in 1995 that the
Securities and Exchange Board of India
permitted FIIs to invest in debt markets,
subject to the 70:30 rule, which specified
that 70 per cent of an investor’s exposure
should be to equity and only 30 per cent to
debt. The cap on total FII investment in
debt was set at $1-1.5 billion. Soon, in 1996,
a category of FIIs that were allowed to invest
only in debt instruments were permitted into
the country’s capital markets, with 100 per
cent exposure to debt securities (including
corporate bonds) subject to the aggregate
ceiling of $1-1.5 billion. In 1998, such
investment was permitted in unlisted
securities as well or through the private
placement market. Even as recently as 2004,
the limit on aggregate debt was at $1 billion,
with a cap of $100 million for investments
under the 70-30 route and $900 million under
the 100 per cent route.

61. What conditions was/were placed before
a certain category of FIIs in 1996?
(A) They were allowed 70% exposure

to debt securities.

(B) They were allowed to invest only
in debt instruments.

(C) They were allowed to invest in
debt instruments subject to the
aggregate ceiling of $1-1.5 billion.

(a) Only (A) and (B)
(b) Only (B) and (C)
(c) Only (A) and (C)
(d) Only (A)
(e) Only (B)

62. What is/are the reasons behind the
growth of foreign investors’ interest in
India?
(a) The ability of Indian

entrepreneurs to convince the
government for PPP model of
investment

(b) The realisaton of importance of
FDI in Indian economy for better
infrastructure

(c) Increase in opportunities in the
private placement market

(d) Liberalisation of policy with
regard to permitting foreign
portfolio investment in the debt
market

(e) All the above
63. Which of the following statements is/

are false according to the given
passage?
(a) After the global fiscal crisis the

presence of foreign investors in
India’s debt market has increased.

(b) The increase in foreign investors
can be seen as the result of increase
in liquidity in the international
financial system.

(c) The exit of portfolio capital led to
financial crisis in the Securities
and Exchange Board of India.

(d) The exit of FPIs from the debt
market in 2013 was related to the
fears of liquidity generated in the
US.

(e) All the above
64. What, according to the passage, is the

effect of exit of portfolio capital from
Indian economy?
(a) Acceleration of inflow of capital
(b) Strengthening of Indian rupee
(c) Increase in outflow
(d) Increase in foreign investment
(e) None of these

65. Which of the following statements is/
are true on the basis of the facts
mentioned in the given passage?
(A) There was sharp increase in

liquidity in the international

financial system due to the
monetary and fiscal policies
adopted in response to the
financial crisis.

(B) Despite the reversal in flows in
2013, the number of foreign
portfolio investors in India has
increased.

(C) The SEBI permitted Flls to invest
in equity 70 per cent of their
investment.

(a) Only (A) and (B)
(b) Only (B) and (C)
(c) Only (A) and (C)
(d) All (A), (B) and (C)
(e) None of these

Direction (66-70) : Each of the following
statements has a part missing. Choose
the best option from the four alternatives
(a), (b), (c) or (d) given below the
statement to complete the sentence.
Choose (e) if None of the statements
suits the sentence.

66. I first saw this book at a newly opened
café at my workplace. The title, 40
Rules of Love, ______ like that of a
romantic novel. So I ignored it.
(a) at first seeming to me
(b) at first seemed to me
(c) at first seem to me
(d) at first seeming to me
(e)None of these

67. In this endless virtual fight for exposing
oneself to the world every day, one
seems ______ and real relations.
(a) to lose the real self
(b) to lost the real self
(c) to losing the real self
(d) to loss the real self
(e)None of these

68. Mapping the music of a legend like
Manna Dey has to be envisioned across
layers. This ______ in the latest
collection that hits the market soon.
(a) had done beautifully
(b) had been doing beautifully
(c) has been doing beautifully
(d) has been done beautifully
(e)None of these

69. His presentation highlighted the
symbiotic relationship among Indian
paintings, Indian aesthetics and
cosmology. The selection for the
presentation ______ from antiquity.
(a) was spread across a wide spatio-

temporal zone
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(b) was spreading across a wide
spatio-temporal zone

(c) has been spread across a wide
spatio-temporal zone

(d) will have been spreading across a
wide spatio-temporal zone

(e) None of these
70. She began by asking why India and

Pakistan grew so differently in
democratic traditions. She ______ the
nature of their freedom movements, the
class differences in their following, and
the history of the two main political
parties.
(a) said it is because of
(b) says it was because of
(c) said it was because of
(d) saying it is because of
(e)None of these

Directions (71-75): Rearrange the
following five sentences (A), (B), (C), (D)
and (E) in the proper sequence to form a
meaningful paragraph and then answer
the questions given below.

(A) Thus, when you talk about
employee value proposition or
employee branding, social
listening is what is actually
becoming very important today.

(B) Earlier, if one wanted to find out
about the culture and environment
at an organisation, one would be
dependent on asking personal
acquaintances who worked in that
organisation.

(C) Hence, it would be undesirable for
an organisation to have negative
reviews about it on social medias.

(D) On the contrary, an organisation
today, has to go where the
audience is and show them what
is relevant to them, be it good pay
packages, work-life balance or
learning opportunities.

(E) But now with the advent of social
media and certain specialised
organisations one can get reviews
about a workplace instantly.

71. Which of the following would be the
FIRST sentence after rearrangement?
(a)A (b)B
(c)C (d)D
(e)E

72. Which of the following would be the
SECOND sentence after
rearrangement?
(a) A(b) B

(c) C (d) D
(e) E

73. Which of the following would be the
THIRD sentence after rearrangement?
(a) A(b) B
(c) C (d) D
(e) E

74. Which of the following would be the
FOURTH sentence after
rearrangement?
(a) A(b) B
(c) C (d) D
(e) E

75. Which of the following would be the
LAST (FIFTH)sentence after
rearrangement?
(a) A(b) B
(c) C (d) D
(e) E

Directions (76-80) : Each question below
has THREE blanks, each blank
indicating that something has been
omitted. Choose the set of words for each
blank that best fits the meaning of the
sentence as a whole.

76. It has often chosen to play _______
moral guardian rather than ________
films by content and letting audiences
make ________________ decisions.
(a) smile, tangling, authentic
(b) staring , distorting, genuine
(c) glowering , labeling, informed
(d) pleasing, confusing, enlightened
(e) orthodox, producing,

sophisticated
77. At home, while security forces deserve

________ for limiting the Pathankot
air base attack, many questions need
to be _______________ about the state
of ________ along the Punjab-Pakistan
border.
(a)condemnation, replied, peril
(b)praise, acknowledged, security
(c)blame, replied ,danger
(d)censure, answered, insecurity
(e)credit, rebutted, chaos

78. Its surprise result in Bihar where it
_______ itself to regional players and
______ a windfall holds out a _____.
(a)begrimed, doubted , stencil
(b)dirty, be surprised, stencil
(c)sublimated , gained, template
(d)polluted, be amazed, prototype
(e)rewired, produced, cynosure.

79. Consider innovations like the India Stack
which _______ Aadhaar authentication,
e-KYC, esign, Digital Locker and

UPI_______ mobile payments to
___________ cashless, paperless and
presence-less transactions.
(a)part, improbable, impart
(b)dissolve, impractical, pledge
(c)detach, disconnect, yield
(d)combines , interoperable, provide
(e)consists, easy, issue

80. With the diversity of India, it is easy to
_______ thousands or perhaps even
millions of entrepreneurial _______
playing out over the next few years
over the internet.
(a) divergence, laziness, discriminates
(b) diversity, certainty, discerns
(c) divergence, know, differentiate
(d) diversity ,imagine , experiments
(e) contradistinction ,forecast,

startups

Direction (81-83) : In each of the
following sentences four options are
given. You are needed to identify the best
way of writing the sentence in context of
the correct usage of standard written
English.

81. (a) He said the water level
in Jhelum at Sangam in South
Kashmir was recording at 22.2 feet
and at Ram MunshiBagh at 19
feet.

(b) He said the water level in Jhelum
at Sangam in South Kashmir was
been recorded at 22.2 feet and at
Ram MunshiBagh at 19 feet.

(c) He was saying the water level in
Jhelum at Sangam in South
Kashmir was recorded at 22.2 feet
and at Ram MunshiBagh at 19
feet.

(d) He said the water level in Jhelum
at Sangamin South Kashmir was
recorded at 22.2 feet and at Ram
MunshiBagh at 19 feet.

(e) None of these
82. Ever since the sting operation, there has

been much opposition from they who
maintain that it was an unauthorized
act.
(a) Ever since the sting operation,

there has been much of an
opposition from them who
maintain that it  was an
unauthorized act.

(b) Ever since the sting operation,
there has been much opposition
from they who maintain that it
had been an unauthorized act.
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(c) Ever since the sting operation,
there has been much opposition
from those who maintain that it
was an unauthorized act.

(d) Ever since the sting operation,
there has been much opposition
from those maintaining that it was
an unauthorised act.

(e) No error.
83. To be sure, there would be scarcely no

time left over for other things, if school
children would have been expected to
have considered all sides of every
matter on which they had opinions.
(a) Sure enough, scarcely there would

be any time left for other things if
school children were expected to
consider all sides of the matters
on which they had opinions.

(b) To be sure, there would be
scarcely any time left for other
things if working people should
be expected to have considered all
sides of every matter on which
they had opinions.

(c) To be sure, there would be scarcely
any time left over for other things
if school children were expected
to consider all sides of every matter
on which they had opinions.

(d) To be sure, there would be
scarcely no time left over for other
things if school children will be
expected to have been considering
all sides of every matter on which
they had opinions.

(e) No error.

Directions (84-85): In the following
questions, a sentence has been given with
some of its parts in bold. To make the
sentence grammatically correct, you
have to replace the bold part with the
correct alternative given below. If the
sentence is correct asit is, give (e) as your
answer (i.e. No correction required).
84. Having logged thousands of hours

watching felines from tigers to
cheetahs, tigers and other felines are
no longer thought to be natural-born
killers by Dr. Stinson, they are attuned
to peacemaking.
(a) tigers and other felines are no more

thought to be natural-born killers
by Dr. Stinson, they

(b) Dr. Stinson has come to believe
that far from beingnatural-born
killers, tigers and other felines

(c) Dr. Stinson has now the belief that
far from being natural-born killers,
tigers and other felines

(d) tigers and other felines are not
longer thought to be natural-born
killers by Dr. Stinson, they

(e) No error
85. The Romanians may be restive under

Soviet direction but they are tied to
Moscow by ideological and military
links.
(a) they are tied to Romania by

ideological and military links
(b) they are preparing for a great

revolution.
(c) secretly they rather enjoy the

prestige of being protected by the
mighty soviets

(d) there is nothing they can do about
it.

(e) No error.

Directions (86-70): In each of the
following questions a short passage is
given with one of the lines in the passage
missing and represented by a blank.
Select the best out of the five answer
choices given, to make the passage
complete and coherent.

86. North India lies in the Indo-Gangetic
plain. Towards the North is the
Himalayas, which separates the
country from Central Asia. The
Vindhya ranges separate the North
from the South. South India is situated
in the Peninsular Deccan Plateau. This
region has the Arabian Sea in the west,
Bay of Bengal in the east and Indian
Ocean in the south. When talking about
the racial differences, the North Indians
are termed as Aryans,and the South
Indians as Dravidians. In physique as
well, there are many differences
between the people of the South and
North. The North Indians are taller, and
more strongly built than the South
Indians. The South Indians are a bit
darker than the North
Indians…………..Salwar Kamiz is the
widely used dress by North Indian
women. On the other hand, women in
the South wear saris. While men in the
North wear Salwar, the men in South
prefer dhotis. Another difference that
can be seen between North and South
India is their food. When compared to
the North Indian food, the South

Indian food is spicier. The South
Indians use more tamarind and coconut
when compared to North Indians. The
North Indians use more milk products
when compared to the people of South
India. When talking about the culture,
there is vast difference between North
and South India. One can come across
differences in their music (Northern
Hindustani and Southern Carnatic),
dance forms and folks.
(a) A big difference is in their style of

living
(b) A big difference is in their fashion

statements
(c) A big difference can be seen in

their dressing styles
(d) A big difference arises in their

taste for clothes based on their
earnings

(e) A big difference can be seen in
their climate that demands
different dressing styles

87. An open economy is an economy in
which there are economic activities
between domestic community and
outside, e.g. people, including
businesses, can trade in goods and
services with other people and
businesses in the international
community, and flow of funds as
investment across the border. Trade can
be in the form of managerial exchange,
technology transfers, all kinds ofgoods
and services. Although, there are
certain exceptions that can not be
exchanged, like, railway services of a
country can not be traded with another.
To avail this service, a country has to
produce its own. This contrasts with a
closed economy in which international
trade and finance can not take place.
The act of selling goods or services to a
foreign country is called exporting. The
act of buying goods or services from a
foreign country is called
importing…………. There are a
number of advantages for citizens of a
country with an open economy. One
primary  advantage is that the citizen
consumers have a much larger variety
of goods and services from which to
choose. Additionally, consumers have
an opportunity to invest their savings
outside of the country. In an open
economy, a country’s spending in any
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given year need not to equal its output
of goods and services. A country can
spend more money than it produces
by borrowing from abroad, or it can
spend less than it produces and lend
the difference to foreigners. There is
no closed economy in today’s world.
(a) Together exporting and importing

are collectively called trade
(b) Exporting and Importing are

exclusive classes of trade
(c) Both are independent of each

other and do not constitute the
term ‘trade’.

(d) Together they make GDP of a
country

(e) Together they are indicators of
influence of a country on world
map

88. A no budget film is a produced film made
with very little, or no money. Young
directors starting out in film making
commonly use this method because
there are few other options available
to them at that point. All the actors
and technicians are employed without
remuneration, and the films are largely
non-profit.,…………….. or uses a
very minimum “crew” of volunteers to
assist him/her on such projects where
no money or financing is available, not
including the cost of film. No-budget
films are made everyday with video
tapes and consumer cameras.
(a) Usually the director works alone

on such films
(b) These films are huge employers

in entertainment industry
(c) A team of experts two or three in

number starts without any
significant infrastructure

(d) Director is the camera-man, light-
man, script writer,screen player
and sometimes even act himself
in the film

(e) It is difficult task to find suitable
people with desired skills ,hence
director works alone on such films

89. In finance, the term ‘yield’ describes the
amount in cash that returns to the
owners of a security. Normally it does
not include the price variations, at the
difference of the total return. Yield
applies to various stated rates of return
on stocks (common and preferred, and
convertible), fixed income instruments
(bonds, notes, bills, strips,
zerocoupon), and some other

investment type insurance products
(e.g. annuities)……… It can be
calculated as a ratio or as an internal
rate of return (IRR). It may be used to
state the owner’s total return, or just a
portion of income, or exceed the
income. It may be used for production
output in other industries, Because of
these differences, the yields from
different uses should never be
compared as if they were equal.
(a) The term is a misnomer
(b) The term is understood

differently by different people
(c) The term has no definite meaning
(d) The term is used in different

situations to mean different things
(e) The term slightly differs in

meaning from the text book
definitions

90. Market trends are fluctuated on the
demographics and technology. In a
macro economical view, the current
state of consumer trust in spending will
vary the circulation of currency. In a
micro economical view, demographics
within a market will change the
advancement of businesses and
companies. With the introduction of
the internet, consumers have access to
different vendors as well as substitute
products and services changing the
direction of which a market will go.
Despite that, it is believed that market
trends follow one direction over a
matter of time, there are many different
factors that can change this idea.
Technology s-curves as is explained in
the book The Innovator’s Dilemma. It
states that technology will start slow
then increase in users once better
understood, eventually levelling off
once another technology replaces
it………………….
(a) This proves that change in the

market is actually consistent
(b) Change is inevitable
(c) Fluctuations with these changes

do not last long
(d) Be prepared for the change
(e) Changing changes the fortunes

Directions (91–100): In the following
passage there are blanks, each of which
has been numbered. These numbers are
printed below the passage and against
each, five words are suggested, one of

which fits the blank appropriately. Find
out the appropriate word in each case.
India can be truly; proud of having made at
__ (91) __ costs some very demanding
biomedical products: blood bags, heart valves
and Kalam-Raju stents, to name a few.
However, the __ (92) __ in biomedical R &
D or industry has __ (93) __ fully kept
pace with the ever-growing demands.
Therefore, several industries will be set up
in the country with __ (94) __ technology
for the __ (95) __ of medical devices.
Polymers, ceramics and metal alloy
industries would __ (96) __ themselves to
produce the required biomaterials. Medical
andhealth care sectors will undergo a major
transformation with increased __ (97) __ of
artificial organs, blood and improved
diagnostic devices. For example, __ (98) __
of artificial humanparts will be possible-the
heart, the pancreas, the lungs, and kidneys.
Artificial blood will be available for
transfusion to leukemia patients. Bone, hip
and tissue replacements will be possible for
accident victims, and tissue replacements
will be possible for-accident victims. Heart
patients can __ (99) __ heart valves, artificial
hearts and other implants. The requirement
of biomaterials would accordingly go up.
Tissue engineering will __ (100) __ at
replacing the affected tissue in a natural way.
91. (a)expensive (b)trivial

(c)significant (d)high
(e)affordable

92. (a)extension
(b)Implementation
(c)advancement
(d)degradation
(e)treatment

93. (a)miraculously
(b)hopefully
(c)definitely
(d)not
(e)indeed

94. (a)imported (b)prudential
(c)old (d)traditional
(e)Known

95. (a)use (b)manufacturing
(c)utilization (d)sale
(e)disposal

96. (a)invent (b)try
(c)upgrade (d)help
(e)Deploy

97. (a)deficiency (b)usability
(c)dearth (d)availability
(e)Utility

98. (a)implantation
(b)amputation
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(c)donation
(d)removal
(e)Treatment

99. (a)spare (b)receive
(c)strengthen (d)donate
(e)Exchange

100. (a)comment (b)evolve
(c)pioneer (d)serve
(e)Aim

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

Direction (Q.101 – 105): What will come
in the place of question mark (?) in the
following series?

101. 1 3 24  360 8640  302400  ?
(a) 14525100
(b) 154152000
(c) 14515200
(d) 15425100
(e) None of these

102. 12 14  32  102  416  2090   ?
(a) 13552 (b) 15252
(c) 13556 (d) 12552
(e) None of these

103. 186 94  48  25  ?  7.75
(a) 13.5 (b) 14.8
(c) 12.5 (d) 14
(e) None of these

104. 2.5 4  ?  10 14.5  20 26.5
(a) 8 (b) 7.5
(c) 6 (d) 5.5
(e) None of these

105. 655 439  314 250  223  ?
(a) 205 (b) 210
(c) 195 (d) 190
(e) None of these

Directions (Q. 106-110): Study the table
given below and answer the following
questions.
The table shows the number of players of
different sports (percentage-wise) and the
total player for the last 6 years.

Year
Sports

Cricket Football Basketball Badminton Volleyball Total
2011 30 28 20 - 10 500
2012 28 - 18 18 16 600
2013 - 25 20 15 15 640
2014 24 22 - 20 16 650
2015 20 25 12.5 22.5 - 680
2016 20 26 17 - 17 700

106. The number of players of Cricket are
what percentage of the total players in
6 years?
(a) 24.1% (b) 23.6%
(c) 28.2% (d) 25%

(e) 24.8%
107. In which year was the maximum

increment in the number of Football
players than the previous year?
(a) 2012 (b) 2013
(c) 2014 (d) 2015
(e) 2016

108. For all 6 years, the maximum number
of total players in any sport are greater
than the lowest number of total players
in any sport by what percentage?
(a) 52.24% (b) 36.5%
(c) 42.4% (d) 47.4%
(e) 54.2%

109. The difference in players of last three
years of Basketball sport and first three
years of Badminton sport are?
(a) 6 (b) 57
(c) 29 (d) 11
(e) 56

110. There is a particular year in which the
number of players for each sport was
maximum. The sum of these years is?
(a) 10068 (b) 10069
(c) 10070 (d) 10072
(e) 10071

Directions (111-115): Study the table and
answer the given questions.
The report on the two tasks completed by
different individuals in different days

No. of days required to
finish

Name Task 1 Task 2
A 12 15
B 15 20
C 18 24
D 30 32
E 10 30
F 24 36
G 16 28

111. What is the total no. of days required
finish task 1 and task 2 by A & B
together?

(a)
21

2
10 (b)

21

5
15

(c)
21

8
16 (d)

21

4
12

(e) None of these
112. B and E started to work together to

finish task 1. After working 4 days,
they both left the task. And G finished
the rest of the task. In how many days
did G finish the rest of the task 1?

(a) days
3

1
5 (b) days

3

2
4

(c) days
3

1
3 (d) days

3

1
2

(e) None of these
113. What is the ratio of the no. of days

required to finish the task 2 by C & E
together and D & G together?
(a) 4 : 9 (b) 17 : 33
(c) 14 : 23 (d) 25 : 28
(e) 5 : 8

114. C and F together started task 1. After
working 4 days, A joined them. Find
the required no. of days to finish the
remaining task by three of them.

(a) days
13

5
2

(b) days
13

8
5

(c) days
13

5
3

(d) days
13

4
4

(e) None of these
115. The no. of days required finish task 1

by C & D together is what percent of
the no. of days required to finish task
2 by F & G together?
(a) 82.33% (b) 71.43%
(c) 64.76% (d) 85.63%
(e) None of these

116. In my office there are 30% female
employees and 30% of these earn
greater than Rs. 8,000 per month and
80% of male employees earn less than
Rs. 8,000 per month. What is the
percentage of employees who earn
more than Rs. 8,000 per month?
(a) 30%
(b) 23%
(c) 60
(d) Cannot be determined
(e) None of these

117. The average of marks obtained by 120
candidates was 35. If the average mark
of the passed candidates was 39 and
that of the failed candidates was 15,
then the number of those candidates,
who passed the examination, was :-
(a) 100 (b) 110
(c) 120 (d) 150
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(e) None of these
118. The soldiers in two armies when they

met in a battle were in the ratio of 10 :
3. their respective losses were as 20 : 3
and the survivors as 40 : 13. If the
number of survivors in the larger army
be 24,000, find the original number of
soldiers in army.
(a) 28000, 8400
(b) 25000, 7500
(c) 29000, 2750
(d) 26000, 7800
(e) None of these

119. A started a business with a capital of
Rs. 2,100. After 4 months he admitted
another partner B. What amount should
B put in so that the profit may be
divided equally at the end of the year?
(a) Rs. 3,000
(b) Rs. 4,120
(c) Rs. 3,150
(d) Rs. 3,600
(e) None of these

120. A farmer sold a cow and an ox for Rs.
800 and got a profit of 20% on the cow
and 25% on the ox. If he sells the cow
and the ox for Rs. 820 and gets a profit
of 25% on the cow and 20% on the ox,
the individual cost price of the cow and
the ox is :-
(a) Rs. 515.60, Rs. 115.60 (approx)
(b) Rs. 531.50, Rs. 135.50 (approx)
(c) Rs. 530.60, Rs. 130.60 (approx)
(d) Cannot be determined
(e) None of these

121. A group of workers decided to finish a
work in 10 days but 5 of them could
not join the team. If the rest of the crew
completed the job in 12 days, the
number of members present originally
in the team were
(a) 45 (b) 30
(c) 50 (d) 35
(e) None of these

122. If 36 men can dig a trench 200 m long,
3 m wide and 2 m deep in 6 days
working 10 hrs a day, in how many
days, working 8 hrs a day will 10 men
dig a trench 100 m long, 4 m wide and 3
m deep?
(a) 15 days (b) 27 days
(c) 20 das (d) 54 days
(e) None of these

123. Two taps A and B can fill a cistern in
12 minutes and 15 minutes respectively.
They are opened together. After a few
minutes. A is turned off and the rest of
the cistern is filled by B in 5 minutes.

After how many minutes was A turned
off?
(a) 4 minutes
(b) 7 minutes

(c)
9

2
7  minutes

(d)
9

4
4  minutes

(e) None of these
124. Plane A takes off at 4 pm and flies at a

constant speed of X mph. Plane B takes
off at 5.30 p.m. and flies the same route
as that of A at a constant speed of Y
mph. Assuming that Y is greater than
X, how many hrs after 5 : 30 p.m. will
the plane B overtake plane A?
(a) 3/2 X hrs
(b) 3/(2Y) hrs
(c) 3/2 (Y – X) hrs
(d) 3X/2 (Y – X) hrs
(e) None of these

125. A boat man goes 2 km against the current
of the stream in 1 hr and goes 1 km
along the current in 10 minutes. How
long will he take to go 5 km in
stationary water?
(a) 1 hr
(b) 1 hr 15 minutes

(c) hrs
2

1
1

(d) 4 minutes
(e) 40 minutes

Directions (126-130): Given below is a
radar chart showing amount determined
under three category of 5 different
friends. Study the following information
and answer the following question.

126. If E’s earning drops by 2.5% and he
saved all the amount after doing

expenditure. Then what is his percent
of saving?
(a) 30% (b) 39.28%
(c) 27.5% (d) 42.85%
(e) 28.20%

127. If A’s earning increases by 71% and
budget decrease by 25% then what is
the ratio between them?
(a) 3 : 2 (b) 2 : 1
(c) 117 : 35 (d) 57 : 17
(e) 3 : 1

128. If C’s budget falls by 5% then to meet
his expenditure to his new budget, by
approx. What percentage should C
decrease his expenditure?
(a) 21% (b) 25%
(c) 13% (d) 14%
(e) 18%

129. If earning of B is increased by 35%
and he saves all the money which is
not spent then what is the difference
between his savings and budget?
(a) INR 4200
(b) INR 3000
(c) INR 7200
(d) INR 5200
(e) INR 5000

130. If D has allotted 32% of his budget to
travelling expenses but he spends 25%
more than that allotted then find what
percentage of his total expenditure he
spent on travelling?
(a) 38% (b) 32%
(c) 35% (d) 40%
(e) 36%

Directions (Q. 131-135): What should
come in place of question mark (?) in
the following questions?
131. 4895 + 364 × 0.75 – 49 = ?

(a) 5119 (b) 3895
(c) 3907 (d) 5210
(e) None of these

132. 24336  ? = 78 × 24
(a) 6 (b) 13
(c) 11 (d) 17
(e) None of these

133. 434.43 + 43.34 + 3.44 + 4 + 0.33 +?
(a) 421.45 (b) 455.54
(c) 485.54 (d) 447.45
(e) None of these

134. (23.6% of 1254) – (16.6 % of 834) = ?
(a) 159.5 (b) 157.5
(c) 155.5 (d) 153.5
(e) None of these

135. (78.95)2 – (43.35)2 = ?
(a) 4353.88 (b) 4305
(c) 4235.78 (d) 4148
(e) None of these
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Directions (Q. 136-140): In each of the
following questions, a question is
followed by information given in three
statements. You have to study the
question alongwith the statements and
decide the information given in which
of the statements (s) is necessary and
sufficient to answer the question.

136. What is the volume of the cylindrical
tank?
I. Area of the base is x square

metres.
II. Height of the tank is y metres.
III. Diameter of the base is equal to

the height of the tank.
(a) Only I and II
(b) Only II and III
(c) Only I and III
(d) All I, II and III
(e) Any two of the three

137. How many children are there in the
class?
I. 20% children can speak languages

other than Hindi.
II. 44 children can speak languages

other than Hindi.
III. There are 30 boys in the class.
(a) All I, II and III
(b) Any two of the three
(c) II and either I or III
(d) I and II only
(e) None of these

138. What is the speed of the train?
I. Length of the platform is 150%

of the length of the train.
II. The train crosses the platform in

25 seconds.
III. The train crosses the signal pole

in 10 seconds.
(a) All I, II and III
(b) I and either II or III
(c) Any two of the three
(d) I and II only
(e) Question cannot be answered

even with the information in all
three statements

139. What is the selling price of the T.V. set
if no discount is offered?
I. Profit earned was 20%
II. Had 10% discount been offered

on selling price the profit would
have been Rs. 1200.

III. Cost price is Rs. 15000.
(a) Any two of the three
(b) Only I and II
(c) Only I and III
(d) Only II and III

(e) None of these
140. What is the average weight of girls in

the class?
I. Average weight of all the 60

students is 42 km.
II. Average weight of boys is 43 kg.
III. Total weight of all the girls

together is 1144 kg.
(a) Any two of the three
(b) All I, II and III
(c) I and II only
(d) II and III only
(e) Question cannot be answered even

with information in all three
statements

Directions (Q.141-145): In each of the
questions a pair of equations is given.
You have find out the values of x and y
and give answer :-

(a) if x < y
(b) if x  y
(c) if x = y
(d) if x > y
(e) if x  y

141. I. 2x2 – 7x + 6 = 0
II. 4y2 = 9

142. I. 4x2 – 4x – 3 = 0
II. 4y2 + 12y + 5 = 0

143. I. 4x2 = 49
II. 9y2 – 66y + 121 = 0

144. I. x2 + 9x + 14 = 0
II. y2 + y – 2 = 0

145. I. 9x2 – 18x + 5 = 0
II. 2y2 – 9y + 10 = 0

Directions (146-150): Refer to the
paragraph and answer the given
question.
There are 4 railway stations in a city, named
A, B, C and D which are situated
respectively. The distance between station
D and B is 80% of the distance between
station A and D. The total distance of these
four stations is 100 km. And the distance
between station A to B and C to D is equal.
The train X having length of 124 m, is
running at speed of 80 km/hr from station A
to towards C and it halts 3 minutes per
station. The train Y is moving from station
C to towards A and at the speed of 75% of
the train X. The time required crossing each
other for the trains X and Y is 7.2 seconds.
Another train P takes 24 minutes to cover
the distance from A to B. And the train Q
covers the distance from C to B in 36
minutes. The train P and Q both have length
of 120 m.

146. What is the time required to reach from
station A to C by the train X?
(a) 35 minutes
(b) 27 minutes
(c) 68 minutes
(d) 63 minutes
(e) 23 minutes

147. What is the length of the train Y?
(a) 156 m (b) 142 m
(c) 158 m (d) 145 m
(e) 165 m

148. Find the time required to reach from
station C to B by the train Y at 20%
more speed than usual?
(a) 40 minutes
(b) 45 minutes
(c) 50 minutes
(d) 58 minutes
(d) 60 minutes

149. The train Y goes from station C to A
and returns to station C. What is the
speed of the train Y while returning
from station A to C if the average speed
of train Y for the whole journey is 48
km/hr?
(a) 32 km/hr
(b) 60 km/hr
(c) 56 km/hr
(d) 40 km/hr
(e) 44 km/hr

150. What is the time required for the trains
P and Q to cross each other?
(a) 5.76 seconds
(b) 7.35 seconds
(c) 4.78 seconds
(d) 7.25 seconds
(e) 6.45 seconds



EXPLANATIONS

(1-5)

1. c 2. d 3. a 4. b
5. c
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(6-10)

7 V TCS
6 S HCL
5 P Cognizant
4 Q Convergys
3 R Infosys
2 T Tech Mahindra
1 U LG

6. b 7. c 8. a 9. c
10. e
(11-15)
11. c 12. a 13. e 14. d
15. b
(16-20)
16. e; Both are implicit in Mr X’s

instructions to his assistant.
17. b; II is implicit as it serves the purpose

of introducing AC buses. Contrary to
this, I is not implicit as it defeats the
purpose.

18. a; I is implicit because whenever as
scheme is announced, it is assumed that
people will welcome it. II is not
implicit. Had fear been there in the
mind of the govt, it would have refrained
from introducing such a scheme.

19. d; I is not implicit because an
announcement is made with the
assumption that it will positively
received. Ii is not implicit because the
municipal authority is not covered by
the ambit of the statement.

20. d; If the response does not come, as
Assumption I says, the ad won’t make
sense. Hence I is not implicit. Ii is not
implicit; hence the qualification “with
good communication skills”.

(21-25)
21. a

22. b

23. b

24. d

25. d

(26-30)

Person States Month Symbol
A Bihar Jan/June Red
B Uttarakhand December Blue
C Uttar Pradesh March Green
D Jammu Jan/Aug/May/June Yellow
E Gujarat Jan/Aug/May/June Blue
F Maharashtra Jan/Aug/May/June Red

26. d 27. c 28. c 29. a
30. b
(31-35)

31. d 32. c 33. a 34. d
35. b
(36-40)

Number of vowels in words in
ascending order: which, tide, article,
disclosure, aerious
Arrange in same way in each step

Numbers in ascending order: 7, 13, 26,
36, 47
First number – added 2
Second number – subtracted 2
Third number – added 2
Now arranged in alternative steps.

36. d 37. e 38. c 39. a
40. d
(41-45)
41. b

42. d

43. a

44. b

45. e

(46-50)
46. d; Using statement I:

A letter  ‘71’
Using statement II:
‘in’  ‘4’
Using both:
‘Greek’  ‘5’ and ‘receired’   ‘3’
Code for, ‘letter’, cannot be found even
by using both statements together.

47. e; Using statement I:
A C B D
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Position of E cannot be found: it can
be left of A or right of D.
Using statement II:
Many seating arrangements are
possible.
Using both:
E A C B D is the unique arrangement
that is possible and C sits in the middle.

48. d; Using statement I:
We get two arrangements, ie
5 B E

4 A B

3 D or B

2 C A

1 E D
Using statement II:
Many arrangements are possible.

49. c; Using statement I:
From the line “Yasir sits on the
immediate right of Abhay as well as
Kavita” we can conclude that one of
Abhay and Kavi is facing towards the
centre and the other outside. So, all
friends are NOT facing the centre.
Using Statement II:
From the line “Abhay sits on the
immediate right of Prashant as well as
Yasir” we can conclude that one of
Prashant and Yasir is facing towards
the centre and the other outside. So, all
friends are NOT facing the centre.

50. e; Using statement I:
C is not in the statement. So using I
only we can never find the relation
between R and C.
Using Statement II:
R is not in the statement. So using II
only we can never find the relation
between R and C.
Using both:
We can conclude that R is the
granddaughter of C.

51. b 52. c 53. d 54. a
55. d 56. c 57. a 58. e
59. a 60. d 61. b 62. d
63. c 64. c 65. d
66-b; The sentence is in the simple past

tense; it must have. So, options (a), (c)
and (d) are ruled out. Hence, option
(b) is the answer.

67-a; The sentence is in simple present tense,
so it must have. Options (b), (c) and
(d) are incorrect. Hence, option (a) is
the answer.

68-d; IN the present perfect tense (indefinite
time), there should be ‘has/have + been
+ ’. So, options

(a), (b) and (c) are ruled out. Hence,
option (d) is the answer.

69-a; (a); The sentence is in the simple past
tense. Options (c) and (d) are ruled out
because they take ‘has been’ (present
perfect) and ‘will have been spreading’
(future perfect continuous),
respectively. Option (b) is not right
because it uses ‘was spreading’ (past
continuous).
Hence, option (a) is the answer.

70. (c); The sentence is in the simple past
tense. Option (b) and (d) are ruled out
because they use ‘says’ and ‘saying’,
respectively. In option (a), the use of
‘is’ after ‘said’ is incorrect.
Hence, option (c) is the answer.

71. (b); The correct sequence to form
meaningful paragraph isBECDA.

72. (e); The correct sequence to form
meaningful paragraph isBECDA.

73. (c); The correct sequence to form
meaningful paragraph isBECDA.

74. (d); The correct sequence to form
meaningful paragraph isBECDA.

75. (a); The correct sequence to form
meaningful paragraph isBECDA.

76. (c); ‘glowering , labeling, informed’ fits
the blank perfectly.Glowering means
have an angry or sullen look on one’s
face; scowl.

77. (b); “praise, acknowledged, security”,
fits the blanks most appropriately and
is the correct choice.

78. (c); “sublimated , gained, template”, fits
the blanks most
appropriately.Sublimated means (in
psychoanalytic theory) divert or
modify (an instinctual impulse) into a
culturally higher or socially more
acceptable activity.

79. (d); “combines , interoperable, provide”,
fits the blanks most perfectly.
Interoperable means (of computer
systems or software) able to exchange
and make use of information.

80. (d); Option (d) “diversity ,imagine ,
experiments” is the correct choice.

81. (d); In option (a) use of simple past
tense of this sentence demands the use
of and not V4. In option (b), there is an
incorrect usage in ‘was been’. Option
(c) is incorrect also.

82. (c); The demonstrative pronoun ‘those’
is needed here –from those

83. (c); Option (c) is the correct answer as it
is the best way of expressing the idea.

84. (b); The best answer is (b). The noun
that comes directly after the comma is
modified by having logged thousands
of hours watching felines from tigers
to cheetahs. Answers (a), (d), and (e)
illogically have the chimps observing
other primates.

85. (a); Option (b) is telling about great
revolution which is never given in
question. Again, option C is talking
about prestige of being protected which
is not directly linked. Option (d) is not
explaining anything. Option (a) is
talking about Romania which is
logically incorrect. No other choice
states why they are tied to Moscow
except the option one which is clearly
explaining the fact.

86. (c); After the blank space two or three
sentences are about the dressing styles
of North and South Indians. It is not
about the climate or earning based
choice or fashion. Rather it is just the
difference on general basis.

87. (a); This question is more a checking of
logic and sensethan an understanding
of the passage. Only export and import
do not make GDP of a country. They
are not the only indicators of influence
of a country on world map. Option(c)
is not logical and no sense prevails
through it.

88. (a); Option (b) is not correct as it goes
against the passage. Option (e) is
illogical and does not fit as there is no
reason why skilled people are not
available. Option(d) seems silly on
basis of its impossibility. Experts are
not discussed in passage. Only option
which fits well in the context is director
working alone on such films of low
budget.

89. (d); See the part of passage after the
blank space, this gives a number of
meaning of term ‘yield’ taken in
different fields. This is same thing
which is stated in the passage. From
the other options, text definition angle
is wrong in (e). Option (a) and (c) are
false.

90. (a); This is best option which expresses
the fact illustrated in passage that the
market is everchanging. Other options
are generalized statements with no
special linkage to
passage.

91. e 92. c 93. d 94. a
95. b 96. c 97. d 98. a
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99. b 100. e
101. c

102. d

103. a

104. e; The sequence of the series is

105. e

106. a; In 2011, number of cricket players =
150
In 2012, number of cricket players  =
168
For 2013, we have to calculate the
percentage of cricket players.

  Percentage = 100 – (25 + 20 + 15
+ 15) = 25
In 2013, number of cricket players =
160
In 2014, number of cricket players =
156
In 2015, number of cricket players =
136
In 2016, number of cricket players =
140
Total number of Cricket players is 910.
Total number players is 3770.
Percentage of cricket player is 24.1%

107. b; In 2011, number of football players
= 140
For 2012, we have to calculate the
percentage of football players.

  Percentage = 100 – (28 + 18 + 18
+ 16) = 20
In 2012, number of football players is
120
In 2013, number of football players =
160
In 2014,  number of football players =
143

In 2015, number of football players =
170
In 2016, number of football players =
182
Hence, the maximum number of increase
is in year 2013.

108. a; In 2011, number of cricket players =
150
In 2012, number of cricket players =
168
For 2013, we have to calculate the
percentage of cricket players.

 Percentage = 100 – ( 25 + 20 + 15
+ 15) = 25
In 2013, number of cricket players =
160
In 2014, number of cricket players =
156
In 2015, number of cricket players =
136
In 2016, number of cricket players =
140
Total number of Cricket players is 910.
Similarly, calculating for other sports.
Total number of Football players is
915.
Total number of Badminton players is
687.
Total number of Basketball players is
657.
Total number of Volleyball players is
601.
Hence, the maximum number of players
are in football
and lowest number of players are in
Volleyball.
The number of players in football are
greater by 52.24%.

109. b; For 2014, we have to calculate the
percentage of Basketball players.

 Percentage 100 – (24 + 22 + 20 +
16) = 18
In 2014, number of basketball players
= 117
In 2015, number of basketball players
= 85
In 2016, number of basketball players
= 119
Total players is 321.
For 2011, we have to calculate the
percentage of Badminton players.

 Percentage 100 – (30 + 18 + 20 +
10) = 12
In 2011, number badminton players =
60
In 2012, number of badminton players
= 108

IN 2013, number of badminton players
= 96
Total players is 264
Difference is 57

110. e; The number of cricket player were
maximum in year 2012 (168).
The number of football players were
maximum in year 2016 (182).
The number of basketball players were
maximum in year 2013 (128).
The number of badminton players were
maximum in year 2015 (153).
The number of volleyball players were
maximum in year 2015 (136).
The sum of the years is 10071.

111. b; From the table,
A can complete the task 1 by = 12 days
The part of task 1 completed by A in 1
day = 1/12
B can complete the task 1 by = 15 days
The part of task 1 completed by B in 1
day = 1/15
So, the part of task 1 completed by A
& B together in 1 day = (1/12) + (1/15)
= 3/20
Then, the total task 1 can completed
by A and B together
In = 20/3 days.
Again, A can complete the task 2 by =
15 days
The part of task 2 completed by A in 1
day = 1/15
B can complete the task 1 by = 20 days
The part of task 2 completed by B in 1
day = 1/20
So, the part of task 2 completed by A
& B together in
1 Day = (1/15) + (1/20) = 7/60
Then, the total task 2 can completed
by A and B together in = 60/7 days.

 The required total days = (60/7) +

(20/3) = 320/21 =
21

5
15

112. a; From the table,
B can complete the task 1 by = 15 days
The part of task 1 completed by B in 1
day = 1/15
E can complete the task 1 by = 10 days
The part of task 1 completed by E in 1
day = 1/10
The part of task 1 completed by B & E
together in
1 day = (1/15) + (1/10) = 1/6
Then, the part of task 1 completed by
B and E together in
4 days = (1/6) × 4 = 2/3
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The part of task 1 left = 1 – (2/3) = 1/
3
G can complete the task 1 by = 16
days

The rest of the task would be
finished by G in

= 16/3 Days =
3

1
5  days.

113. d; From the table,

C can complete the task 2 by = 24 days

The part of task 2 completed by C in 1

day = 1/24

E can complete the task 2 by = 30 days

The part of task 2 completed by E in 1

day =
30

1

The part of task 2 completed by C & E

together in

1 day = (1/24) + (1/30) = 3/40

Then, the total task 2 can completed

by C and E together in = 40/3 days.

Again,

D can complete the task 2 by = 32

days

The part of task 2 completed by D in 1

day = 1/32

G can complete the task 2 by = 28

days

The part of task 2 completed by D &

G together in

1 day = (1/32) + (1/28) = 15/224

Then, the total task 2 can complete by

D and G together in = 224/15 days.

 The required ratio = (40/3) : (224/

15) = 25 : 28.

114. c; From the table,

C can complete the task 1 by = 18 days

The part of task 1 completed by C in 1

day = 1/18

F can complete the task 1 by = 24 days

The part of task 1 completed by F in 1

day = 1/24

So, the part of task 1 completed by C

& F together in

1 day = (1/18) + (1/24) = 7/72

Then, the part of task 1 completed by

C and F together in

4 day = (7/72) × 4 = 7/18

The part of task 1 left = 1 – (7/18) =
11/18

A can complete the task 1 by = 12 days

The part of task 1 completed by A, C

and F in 1 day =

(7/72) + (1/12) = 13/72

 The remaining part of task 1 could

be completed by three

of them together in

= (72/13) × (11/18) = 44/13

=
13

5
3 days.

115. b; From the table,

C can complete the task 1 by = 18 days

The part of task 1 completed by C in 1

day = 1/18

D can complete the task 1 by = 30

days

The part of task 1 completed by D in 1

day = 1/30

So, the part of task 1 completed by C

& D together in

1 day = (1/18) + (1/30) = 4/45

Then, the total task 1 can completed

by C and D together in

= 45/4 days.

F can complete the task 2 by = 36 days

The part of task 2 completed by F in 1

day = 1/36

G can complete the task 2 by = 28

days

The part of task 2 completed by G in 1

day = 1/28

So, the part of task 2 completed by F

& G together in

1 day = (1/36) + (1/28) = 4/63

Then, the total task 2 can completed

by F and G together in = 63/4 days.

 The required percentage = [(45/4)/

(63/4) × 100]% = 71.43%

116. d; Cannot be determined. We do not

know whether there are some male

employees who have exactly Rs. 8,000

per month as their salary or not.

117. a; Suppose the number of candidates

passed = x

 39x + 15 (120 – x) = 120 × 35

 24x = 120 × 35 – 120 × 15
= 120 (35 – 15) = 120 × 20
 x = 100.

118. a; Let the soldiers in the two armies be

10X, 3X and losses be 20Y, 3Y, then

we have

10X – 20Y = 24000 (1)
And 3X – 3Y = 24000 × 13/40 = 7800
(2)

Solving, we have

10X = 28000, 3X = 8400.

119. c; Initial Capital = Rs. 2,100. A’s capital
continues for 12 months.

B’s capital continues (12 – 4) = 8
months. Let, B puts Rs. X

 2100  12 = x8

 x = 2100  12/8 = Rs. 3,150.
120. c; Let C.P. cow be x and C.P. of ox be y.

 800
100

125

100

120
 yx

820
100

120

100

125
 yx

On solving, we get x = Rs. 530.6

And y = Rs. 130.61

121. b; Amount of work to be done = 10n,

where n = Number of workers

originally available.

Now  10n = 12 (n – 5) 2n = 60
Therefore, n = 30

122. b

days

d
WTDMWTDM

27
1200810

120010636
d

1200810120010636

2

2

12222112










123. d; Let, A was turned off after x minutes.

utesminx

x

xx

xx,Then

9

4
4

60209

1
60

12045

1
15

5

12
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124. d; Upto 5.30 p.m., the plane A has

covered
2

3
X miles.

Suppose that the plane B overtakes
plane A, T hrs after
5.30 P.M. Then,

TY = .
)XY(

XTTXX



2

3

2

3

125. b; Upstream speed = 2 Km/h
Downstream speed = 6 Km/h

  Speed in still water =

h/km4
2

62




Time required to go 5 km in still
water

= utesminhrhrs 151
4

5


126. e; Earning of E = INR 6000

His earning dropped by 2.5%

 New earning of E = 97.5% of 6000

 New earning of E = INR 5850

Expenditure of E = INR 4200

 Saving of E = 5850 – 4200
 Saving of E = INR 1650

Now, required percentage =

%.2028100
5850

1650


Hence, E’s saving percentage is 28.20%
127. e; Earning of A = INR 10,000

A’s earning increased by 71%
 New earning of A = 171% of

10,000

 New earning of A = INR 17100

Budget of A = INR 7600

A’s budget decreases by 25%
 New budget of A = 75% of 7600

 New budget of A = INR 5700

Now, required ratio = 17100 : 5700

 Required ratio = 171 : 57 = 3 : 1

128. e; Expenditure of C = INR 8800

Budget of C = INR 7600

C’s budget falls by 5%
 New budget of C = 95% of 7600

 New budget of C = 7220

To meet his expenditure to his budget,

he needs to cut down his expenditure

by (8800-7220) INR 1580

Now, required

Percentage =

%%. 189517100
8800

1580


Hence, to meet his expenditure to his

new budget he

Needs to cut down his expenditure by

18%.

129. b; Earning of B = INR 12000

His earning increased by 35%

 New earning of B = 135% of 12000

 New earning of B = INR 16200

Expenditure of B = INR 10,000

As we know, saving = Income –
expenditure

Saving of B = INR 16200 – 10,000
 Saving of B = INR 6200

Budget of B = INR 9200

Required difference = 9200 – 6200
= INR 3000

Hence, the difference between his

savings and budget is

INR 3000 after an increase of 35% in

income.

130. d; Budget of D = INR 4200

 Amount allotted to his travelling

expenses = INR 1344

But he spends 25% more than what he

has allotted.

 Amount spent on his travelling =

125% of 1344

 Amount spent on his travelling =

INR 1680

Total expenditure of D = INR 4200

Required percentage =

%40100
4200

1680


131. a; ? = 4895 + 364 × 0.75 – 49
   = 4895 + 273 – 49 = 5119

132. b; ? = 13
2478

24336



133. c; ? = 434.43 + 43.34 + 3.44 + 4 + 0.33

= 485.54

134. b; ? = (23.6% of 1254) – (16.6% of
834)

= 295.944 – 138.444 = 157.5
135. a; ? = (78.95)2 – (43.35)2

136. e; From I, area of the base = x sq.m

From I and II, Vol. Of the tank = xy m3

From I, diameter of the base =
π
x4

And From III height =
π
x4

From I and III, volume of the tank =

x  π
x4

m3

From II and III, volume of the tank =

yy









2

2
π

Any two of the three are sufficient
to answer the question.

137. d; From I, 80% children speak Hindi
only.
20% children can speak other
languages.
From II, 44 children can speak language

other than Hindi.

If x is the total number of children in

the class, then x 20% = 44

For answer I and II are sufficient.

138. e; From I, if length of the train be x

metres, then length

of the platform =
2

3x
 metres

From II, speed of the train =
25

2
3xx 

From III, speed of the train =
10

x


1025

2
3

x
xx




As the value of x cannot be found.

Hence question cannot be answered

even with the

Information in all three statements.
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139. c; From I and III

SP = Rs. 15000 





 

100

20
1

Hence, I and III are sufficient to answer

the question.

140. b; From I, total weight of 60 students

= 60 × 42 = 2520 kg

From III, total weight of all the girls =

1144 kg

From I and III, total weight of all

the boys

T = 2520 – 1144 = 1376 kg
From II, average wt. Of boys = 43

kg

From I, II and III, number of boys =

32
43

1376


From No. of girls = 60 – 32 = 28

Average wt. Of girls =
28

1144
 kg

Hence to answer the question all the
three statements are necessary.

141. e; I  x =

2

3
2

4

17

4

48497 ,





II
2

3
 y  Therefore x   y..

142. e; I  x =

2

3

2

1

8

84

8

48164 ,





II
8

8014412
y




2

1
,

2

5

8

812





Therefore, x  y..

143. a; I
2

7
 x

II
3

11
0113 2  y)y(

Therefore, x < y.

144. b; I  (x + 7) (x + 2) = 0

 x = -2, -7

II  (y + 2) (y – 1) = 0
 y = -2, 1

Therefore, x  y..

145. a; I
18

18032418
x




3

5
,

3

1

18

1218





II
4

80819
y




2

5
,2

4

19





Therefore x < y.

146. d; From the paragraph,

The distance between station D and B

is 80% of the

Distance between station A and D. The

total distance of these four stations is

100 km.

So, the distance between the station A

and B = 100 × 80% = 80 km.

Then, the distance between the station

A and B = 100 – 80 = 20 km
And the distance between the station

A to B and C to D is equal.

So, the distance between the stations

C and D = 20 km

Then, the distance between the stations

B and C = 100 – (20 + 20) = 60 km.
Hence, the train X have to cover the

distance = (20 + 60) km = 80 km

The speed of train X towards station

C = 80 km/hr.

Then, the time required to reach the

station C from A by

Train X  = (80/80) hr. = 1 hr. = 60

minutes.

The train halts 3 minutes per station.

 The total time required to reach

from station A to C

by the train X = (60 + 3) minutes = 63

minutes.

147. a; From the paragraph,

The speed of train Y is 75% of the

train X.

The speed of train X = 80 km/hr.

So, the speed of the train Y = 80 × (75/

100) = 60 km/hr.

The time required to cross each other

for the trains X and Y is 7.2 seconds.

The length of the train X = 124 m.

We can see that the train X and Y are

moving in opposite

Direction of each other.

So, the relative speed = (80 + 60) km/

hr. = 140 km/hr.

= 140 × (1000/3600) m/s

= (350/9) m/s.

Let the length of the train Y is ‘t’ m.
So, we can write now,

27

9
350

124 .t




156

124280

935027124






t
t

)/(.t

The length of the train Y = 156 m.

148. c; From the paragraph,

The distance between station D and B

is 80% of the

Distance between station A and D. The

total distance of

These four stations is 100 km.

So, the distance between the station B

and D = 100 × 80% = 80 km.

Then, the distance between the station

A and B = 100 – 80 = 20 km
And the distance between the station

A and B and C to D is equal.

So, the distance between the stations

C and D = 20 km

Then, the distance between the stations

B and C = 100 – (20 + 20) = 60 km.
The speed of train X towards station

C = 80 km/hr.

The speed of train Y is 75% of the

train X.
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So, the usual speed of the train Y = 80

× (75/100) km/hr = 60 km/hr.

Now, the train Y is moving at 20% more

speed than usual.

So, the current speed of the train Y =

60 × (120/100) km/hr. = 72 km/hr.

 The time required to reach from

station C to B by the train Y at 20%

more speed than usual = (60/72) hrs. =

(5/6) hrs. = 50 minutes.

149. d; From the paragraph,

The train Y goes from station C to A

and returns to C

Again at average speed of 48 km/hr.

We know that when a train reaches the

destination at

speed of ‘a’ km/hr and from there
returns back to the

origin at speed of ‘b’ km/hr. Then the
average speed of the

whole journey will be = 2ab/(a + b)

km/hr.

The speed of train X towards station

C = 80 km/hr.

The speed of train Y is 75% of the

train X. = (75/100) km/hr = 60 km/hr.

Let the speed of the train Y while

returning from station A to C = g km/

hr.

So, we can write now,

40

288072

482880120

48
60

602











g
g

gg
g

g

 The speed of the train Y while

returning from station A to C = 40 km/

hr.

150. a; From the paragraph,

The distance between station D and B

is 80% of the

Distance between station A and D. The

total distance of these four station is

100 km.

So, the distance between the station B

and D = 100 × 80 % = 80 km.

Then, the distance between the station

A and B = 100 – 80 = 20 km
And the distance between station A to

B and C to D is equal.

So, the distance between the stations

C and D = 20 km

Then, the distance between the stations

B and C = 100 – (20 + 20) = 60 km.
Train P takes 24 minutes to cover the

distance from A to B.

24 minutes = (2/5) hrs.

So, the speed of the train P = 20/(2/5)

km/hr = 50 km/h

km/hr. = 50 × (1000/3600) m/s = (125/

9) m/s.

Train Q takes 36 minutes to cover the

distance between C and B that is 60

km.

Speed of train Q =

100
36

6060

60
36
60











 km/hr

=
9

250

18

5
100  m/s

The train P and Q both have length of

120 m.

We can see that the train P and Q are

moving in opposite

direction of each other. So, the relative

speed will be the summation of their

speeds.

So, we can write now,

The time required for the trains P and

Q to cross each other

.ondssec76.5

25

144

9

375
240

9

250

9

125
120120
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1.    The remainder when 847  is divided by

342 is:
a) 0 b) 1
c) 49 d) 341

2.   An electronic device makes a beep after
every 60 s. Another device makes a
beep after every 62 s. They beeped
together at 10 a.m. The time when they
will next make a beep together at the
earliest is:
a) 10.30 a.m. b) 10.31 a.m.
c) 10.59 a.m. d) 11 a.m.

3.    If 236.25  , then the value of

125
5

10

2

5
  is equal to:

a) 7.826 b) 8.944
c) 5.59 d) 10.062

4.   Two men undertake to do a piece of
work for Rs.200. One alone can do it
in 6 days and the other in 8 days. With
the help of a boy, they finish it in 3
days. How much is the share of the
boy?
a) Rs.45 b) Rs.40
c) Rs.30 d) Rs.25

5.   In covering a distance of 30 km. Amit
takes 2 hrs more than Suresh. If Amit
doubles his speed, then he would take
1 hour less than Suresh. Amit’s speed
is:
a) 5 Km/h b) 7.5 Km/h
c) 6 Km/h d) 6.25 Km/h

6.   The dimensions of an open box are 52
cm 40 cm 29 cm. Its thickness is 2
cm. If 1 cu cm of metal used in the box
weighs 0.5 g, then the weight of the
box is:
a) 6.832 kg b) 7.576 kg
c) 7.76 kg d) 8.56 kg

7.     A person can row with the stream at 8
Km per hour and against the stream at
6 Km an hour. The speed of the current
is:

a) 1 km/h b) 2 km/h
c) 4 km/h d) 5 km/h

8.    In a mixture of 45 litres, the ratio of
milk and water is 3 : 2. How much
water must be added to make the ratio
9 : 11?
a) 10 litres b) 15 litres
c) 17 litres d) 20 litres

9.    The ratio of A’s and B’s ages is 4 : 5. If
the difference between the present age
of B and the age of A 5 years hence is 3
years, then what is the total of present
ages of A and B?
a) 68 years b) 72 years
c) 76 years d) 64 years

10. The equation of the line through the
point of intersection of

013  yx  and

053  yx , passing through

the point (1, 5) is:

a) 052  yx

b) 052  yx

c) 0 yx

d) 1x

11. If 2sinθθcos  θcos , then

 sinθθcos

a) θsin2
b) θsin2

c) θsin2-
d) None of these

12. If
15

15




a  and
15

15




b ,

then the value of 22

22

baba

baba




 is:

a)
4

3
b)

3

4

c)
5

3
d)

3

5

13. Solve
3

2

27

8

4

9
1

















xx

:

a) 1 b) 2
c) 3 d) 4

14. The letters of the word PROMISE are
arranged so that no two of the vowels
should come together. Find the total
number of arrangements.
a) 49 b) 1440
c) 7 d) 1898

15. The angle of elevation of the top of a
tower at a point G on the ground is
300. On walking 20 m towards the
tower the angle of elevation becomes
600. The height of the tower is equal
to:

a)
3

10
b) 320 m

c)
3

20
m d) 310 m

16. Three years ago, the average age of A
and B was 18 years. With C joining
them, the average age becomes 22
years. How old is C now?
a) 24 years b) 27 years
c) 28 years d) 30 years

17. A sum of money invested at simple
interest triples itself in 8 years. How
many times will it become in 20 years
time?
a) 8 times b) 7 times
c) 6 times d) None of these

18. If the radius of the circle that is inscribed
in a rhombus of side 25 cm is 12 cm,
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what is the area (in cm2) of the
rhombus?
a) 300 b) 600
c) 625 d) 576

19. In figure, AB||CD,  a is equal to:

a) 930 b) 1030

c) 830 d) 970

20. The first three numbers in a series are
–3, 0, 3 the 10th number in the series
will be:
a) 18 b) 21
c) 24 d) 27

21. If a : b = 2 : 5, then the value of

   baba 57:32   is:

a)
39

19
b)

13

99

c)
19

31
d)

31

19

22. The diameter of a cycle wheel is 70 cm.
A cyclist takes 30 hrs to reach a
destination at the speed of 22 km/h.
How many revolutions will the wheel
make during this journey?
a) 3 million b) 3 thousands
c) 4 lakhs d) None of these

Direction (Q.23 – 25) : Study the Pie-
chart carefully and answer the questions
given below it:
The Pie-Chart showing contribution of
various commodities in foreign exchange
earning during 2004 – 2005

23. How much exports more should the I.T.
field has to make to become equal to
sugar in foreign exchange earnings?

a) Rs.250 crores
b) Rs.600 crores
c) Rs.400 crores
d) Rs.300 crores

24. What percentage of value of Engineering
goods is the value of sugar in terms of
earnings?
a) 80% b) 60%
c) 75% d) 90%

25. If, in the next year, the total earnings
increase by 50%, what would be the
contribution of Engineering foods if its
percentage share remains the same?
a) Rs.500 crores
b) Rs.600 crores
c) Rs.450 crores
d) Data inadequate

Directions (Q. Nos. 26-28): In the
following questions, a series is given,
with one term missing. Choose the
correct alternative from the given ones
that will complete the series.

26. AZY, EXW, IVU, ?
a) MTS b) MQR
c) NRQ d) LST

27. P3C, R5F, T8I, V12L, ?
a) X16O b) Y17O
c) X17M d) X17O

28. 16, 22, 34, 58, 106, ?, 394
a) 178 b) 175
c) 288 d) 202

29. In a row of 16 boys, when Prakash was
shifted by two places towards the left,
h e  b e c a m e  7

th from the left end. What
was his earlier position from the right
end of the row?
a) 7th b) 8th

c) 9th d) 10th

30. Find the angle between the hour hand
and the minute hand of a clock when
the time is 4 . 10 pm.
a) 650 b) 350

c) 1250 d) 600

31. In the given figure, the boys who are
athletes and disciplined are indicated
by which number?

a) 4 b) 2
c) 6 d) 5

32. The ratio between the present ages of A
and B is 5 : 3, respectively. The ratio
between A’s age 4yrs ago and B’s age 4
yrs hence is 1 : 1. What is the ratio
between A’s age 4yr hence and B’s age
4yr ago?
a) 1 : 3 b) 2 : 1
c) 3 : 1 d) 4 : 1

Directions (Q.33) : In each of the
following questions one or two
statements are given followed by two
conclusions I and II. You have to consider
the statements to be true even, if they
seem to be at variance from commonly
known facts. You have to decide which of
the given conclusions definitely follows
from the given statements.

Give answer
a) if only Conclusion I follows
b) if only Conclusion II follows
c) if either Conclusion I or II follows
d) if neither Conclusion I nor II

follows

33. Statements:
No colour is a paint. No paint is a brush
Conclusions:
I. No colour is a brush.
II.All brushes are colours.

34. If ‘blue’ means ‘green’, ‘green’ means
‘white’ ‘white’ means ‘yellow’,
‘yellow’ means ‘black’, ‘black’ means
‘red’ and ‘red’ means ‘brown’, then
what is the colour of ‘milk’?
a) Black b) White
c) Yellow d) Green

35. Pointing to a lady Simon said, “She is
the daughter of the only sister of my
father.” How is lady related to Simon?
a) Mother b) Aunt
c) Sister d) Cousin

36. In the given questions, there are two
statements labelled as Assertion (A)
and Reason (R). Choose the correct
alternatives from the given options.
Assertion (A) The steam engine was
invented by James Watt.
Reason (R) There was a problem of
taking out water from flooded mines.
a) if both ‘A’ and ‘R’ are true and ‘R’

is the correct explanation of ‘A’
b) if both ‘A’ and ‘R’ are true but ‘R’

is not the correct explanation of
‘A’

c) if ‘A’ is true but ‘R’ is false
d) if ‘A’ is false but ‘R’ is true
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37. Find out the wrong number.
1, 2, 6, 24, 120, 620, 5040
a) 5040 b) 620
c) 120 d) 24

38. Which one set of letters when
sequentially placed at the gaps in the
given letter series shall complete it?
__stt__tt__tts __
a) tsst b) sstt
c) ttst d) tsts

39. Select the related figure from the given
alternatives.

40. Choose the number from the given
alternatives which will replace the
question mark(?)
? 15   17 21   29 45
a) 8 b) 10
c) 14 d) 18

41. In a month of 31 days, third Thursday
f a l l s  o n  1 6

th. What will be the last day
of the months?
a) 5 th Friday
b) 4 th Saturday
c) 5 th Wednesday
d) 5 th Thursday

Directions (Q. Nos. 42-43) : In the
following questions, select the related
words/number pair from the given
alternatives.

42. Umpire : Game : : ?
a) Prodigy : Wonder
b) Chef : Banquet
c) Legislator : Election
d) Moderator : Debate

43. 17 : 8 :: ? : 15
a) 46 b) 39
c) 34 d) 43

44. How many squares are there in the
following figure?

Matrix

1 2 3 4 5
1 A B C D E
2 E D A B C
3 B C D E A
4 D A E C D
5 C E B A B

Matrix

6 7 8 9 10
6 F G H I J
7 J G H I J
8 F H I J G
9 G J F G I
10 H E J F E

a) 11, 13, 99, 22, 10
b) 23, 32, 69, 33, 34
c) 35, 44, 87, 41, 21
d) 42, 51, 76, 45, 52

49. Identify the missing part of the question
figure and select it from given answer
figures.

50. Choose the right water image of the
question figure from the given answer
figures.

51. An atomic pile is used for
(a) producing X rays
(b) conducting nuclear fission
(c) conducting thermonuclear fusion
(d) accelerating atoms

52. What is the name of that system
which uses radioactivity to decide the
period of materials of pre his tone
period ?
(a) Radium dating
(b) Uranium dating
(c) Carbon dating
(d) Deuterium dating

a) 24 b) 25
c) 26 d) 27

Directions (Q. Nos. 45-46) : In the
following questions, find the odd word/
letters from the given alternatives.

45. a) Mouth Organ
b) Electric Guitar
c) Keyboard
d) Sonata

46. a) AB b) IJ
c) DE d) EF

47. A cube which is painted red on the outer
surface is of 2 inches height, 2 inches
wide and 2 inches across. If it is cut
into one inch cubes as shown by dotted
lines, then indicate the number of cubes
which are painted red only on two
sides?

a) 8 b) 0
c) 4 d) 6

48. A word is represented by only one set
of numbers as given in anyone of the
alternatives. The sets of numbers given
in the alternatives are represented by
two classes of alphabets as in the two
matrices given below. The columns and
rows of Matrix I are numbered from 1
to 5 and that Matrix II are numbered
from 6 to 10. A letter from these
matrices can be represented first by its
row and next by its column, e.g., A can
be represented by 11, 23 etc. and G
can be represented by 67, 77 etc.
Similarly, you have to identify the set
for the word given below.
ACIDE
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53. Which one of the following metals
pollutes the air of a city having large
number of automobiles?
(a) Cadmium
(b) Chromium
(c) Lead
(d) Copper

54. Milk is a colloidal system in which:
(a) Water is dispersed in fat
(b) Fat is dispersed in water
(c) Fat and water are dispersed in each

other
(d) Fat is dissolved

55. Which among the following stage is
suitable indicator when solution of
sodium carbonate is mixed with
sulphuric acid?
(a) Methylene blue
(b) Methyl red
(c) Phenolphthaline
(d) Methyl orange

56. What is the element that is in the highest
percentage in the composition of the
earth ?
(a) Silicon   (b) Oxygen
(c) Magnesium  (d) Iron

57. The advantage of detergents over soaps
is
(a) Detergents are soluble in water
(b) Detergents could not give much

lather
(c) Detergents give lather even with

hard Water
(d) Soaps give lather with only soft

water
58. Capital goods’ refer to goods which

(a) Serve as a source of raising further
capital.

(b) Help in the further production of
goods.

(c) Directly go into the satisfaction
of human wants.

(d) Find multiple uses.
59. Secular stagnation refers to

(a) A stagnant economy.
(b) Recurring booms and depressions

in the economy.
(c) Decrease in the marginal rate of

growth in successive period.
(d) Fluctuations in autonomous

investment
60. The term ‘Dumping’ refers to

(a) The sale of a sub-standard
commodity.

(b) Sale in a foreign market of a
commodity at a price below
marginal cost

(c) Sale in a foreign market of a
commodity just at marginal cost
without too much of profit.

(d) Smuggling of goods without
paying any customs duty

61. Which one of the Sikh gurus was
recognised as the only true guru of the
Sikhs by the Kukas?
(a) Guru Angad
(b) Guru Amar Das
(c) Guru Hargobind
(d) Guru Gobind Singh

62. Who was the first important leader of
the untouchable Mahars ?
(a) Gopal Baba Walangkar
(b) Jyotiba Phule
(c) Gopal Hari Deshmukh
(d) B R Ambedkar

63. Who among the following viceroys
became a victim of one of the convicts
during his visit to the Andamans ?
(a) Lord Curzon
(b) Lord Lytton
(c) Lord Ripon
(d) Lord Mayo

64. The God with three heads and horns,
surrounded by animals, represented on
a seal from Mohenjodaro is said to be
(a) Vishnu (b) Pashupati
(c) Varuna (d) Indra

65. The famous figure of a dancing girl found
in the excavations of Harappa was
made up of
(a) Steatite
(b) Red limestone
(c) Bronze
(d) Terracotta

66. Amongst the questions allowed by the
Speaker, which one is regarded as the
most important?
(a) Starred
(b) Supplementary
(c) Short Notice
(d) Unstarred

67. Which authority recommends the
principles governing the grants-in-aid
of the revenues of the states out of the
Consolidated Fund of India ?
(a) Public Accounts Committee
(b) Inter State Council
(c) Union Ministry of Finance
(d) Finance Commission

68. Democracy in India rests on the fact
that
(a) People have right to choose and

change the government
(b) There are Directive Principles of

State

(c) The Constitution is a written one.
(d) There are Fundamental Rights

69. Which of the following is an extra
Constitutional and non-statutory
body?
(a) Union Public Service Commission
(b) Planning Commission
(c) Election Commisssion
(d) Finance Commission

70. Which of the following is found in the
seventh schedule of the Constitution ?
(a) Duties of President and Vice-

President
(b) Subjects in State and Central List
(c) List of languages
(d) Lists of oaths and affirmations

71. The outermost and thinnest layer in the
earth surface is:
(a) Crust (b) Mantle
(c) Core (d) None of the

72. The nearest planet to sun is:
(a) Venus (b) Mars
(c) Mercury (d) Earth

73. The tropical cyclones in the china sea
called:
(a) Typhoons (b) Hurricanes
(c) Tornado (d) Willy-Willies

74. Which city is known as ‘garden city’?
(a) new York
(b) Washington DC
(c) Chicago
(d) rome

75. Which among the following is the
distributor of tributary of Ganga:
(a) Damodar (b) Kosi
(c) Gomati (d) Padma

76. Which one of the following elements is
present in green pigment of leaf?
(a) Magnesium
(b) Phosphorus
(c) Iron
(d) Calcium

77. The tissue which plays a significant role
in the growth almost all bones is _____
.
(a) Cartilage
(b) Areolar Tissue
(c) Spongy Bone
(d) Fiboelastictissue

78. The tissue in man where no cell division
occurs after birth is
(a) Skeletal
(b) Nerves
(c) Connective
(d) Germinal

79. White blood cell act
(a) As a defence against infection
(b) As source of energy
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(c) For clotting blood
(d) As a medium for oxygen transport

from lung to tissue
80. Vermicompost is a / an

(a) Inorganic fertilizer
(b) Toxic substance
(c) Organic biofertiliser
(d) Synthetic fertilizer

81. Which state government has recently
set up toll-free helpline to provide
information to students?
(a) Tamil Nadu
(b) Maharashtra
(c) Karnataka
(d) Punjab

82. The 2018 cultural festival ‘India by the
Nile’ will be held in which country?
(a) Nigeria
(b) South Sudan
(c) Egypt
(d) Tunisia

83. Which state government has launched
‘Ama Gaon, Ama Vikas’ programme?
(a) Manipur (b) Kerala
(c) Odisha (d) West Bengal

84. Which Indian naval command is hosting
the multinational mega event ‘Milan
2018’ at Port Blair?
(a) Eastern Naval Command
(b) Western Naval Command
(c) Southern Naval Command
(d) Andaman & Nicobar Naval

Command
85. Which committee has been constituted

by the Union Government to study
issues in Fintech space?
(a) Arun Jaitley committee
(b) Ajit Doval committee
(c) Subhash Chandra Garg committee
(d) Manohar Parrikar committee

86. What is the theme of the 2018 World
Wildlife Day (WWD)?
(a) Big cats: predators under threat
(b) Listen to the young voices
(c) Stop wildlife crime
(d) The future of wildlife is in our

hands
87. Where is the headquarters of European

Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD)?
(a) Paris (b) Berlin
(c) New York (d) London

88. Which union ministry has launched
Udyam Sakhi Portal for women
entrepreneurs of India?
(a) Ministry of Micro, Small and

Medium Enterprises

(b) Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting

(c) Ministry of Women and Child
Development

(d) Ministry of Labour and
Employment

89. What is the theme of the biennial event
on Civil Aviation and Aerospace ‘Wings
India 2018’?
(a) India-Global Aviation Hub
(b) Sab Uden, Sab Juden
(c) Bharat-Ek Chhat
(d) India-Wings of Aerospace

90. Which state government has launched
India’s first state-led incubator for
women entrepreneurs “WE-Hub”?
(a) Andhra Pradesh
(b) Telangana
(c) Kerala
(d) Odisha

91. Electrostatic precipitator is used to
control :-
(a) Air Pollution
(b) Water pollution
(c) Solid waste
(d) Noise pollution

92. The time period of a seconds pendulum
is :-
(a) 1 second
(b) 2 seconds
(c) 0-5 second
(d) 1-5 seconds

93. Lakes freeze in cold countries in winter,
leaving the water underneath at :-
(a) 00C (b) 00F
(c) 40C (d) 40F

94. The sound produced by a bat is :-
(a) Audile (b) Subsonic
(c) Infrasonic (d) Ultrasonic

95. When a bar magnet is cut into two equal
halves, the pole strength of each piece
:-
(a) Becomes double
(b) Becomes half
(c) Becomes zero
(d) Remains the same

96. Biodiversity means :-
(a) Diverse kinds of plants and

vegetation
(b) Diverse kinds of animals
(c) Diverse kinds of plants and

animals in particular area
(d) Diverse kinds of exotic plants and

animals
97. ‘Global Dimming’ means :-

(a) Gradual increase of the
temperature of ionosphere

(b) Gradual loss of biodiversity hot
spots

(c) Gradual reduction in the amount
of global direct irradiance at the
earth surface

(d) Gradual increase in the melting of
ice in Polar Regions

98. Environmental pollution can be
controlled by :-
(a) Checking atomic blasts
(b) Manufacturing electric vehicles
(c) Sewage treatment
(d) All of the above

99. International Day of Non-Violence is
celebrated on :-
(a) July 22 (b) October 2
(c) May 11 (d) December 8

100. Wimbledon Trophy is associated with
the game of :-
(a) Lawn Tennis
(b) Bad Minton
(c) Hockey
(d) Football



EXPLANATIONS

1.    b; 34373  , when divided by 342,

leaves a remainder of 1

240174  , when divided by 342,

leaves a remainder of 7

1680775  , when divided by 342,

leaves a remainder of 49

11764976  , when divided by

342, leaves a remainder of 1
And so on.

 847 , when divided by 342, will

leave a remainder of 1.
2.  b; L.C.M. of 60 seconds and 62 seconds

is 1860 seconds = 31 minutes
They will beep together at 10.31
a.m.

3.    a; 125
5

10

2

5


=
52

50205

52

12552205 




= 826.7
236.22

35

52

35
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4.   d; Suppose A and B are two men who
can finish a certain work in 6 days and
8 days, respectively. Let, the boy C
can finish the same work in x days.

 3

11

8

1

6

1


x

 24x
 Rs.200 must be distributed among

A, B and C in the ratio
24

1
:

8

1
:

6

1
,

i.e., 4 : 3 : 1

C’s share =  200
8

1
Rs.25

5. a; Let Amit’s speed = x km/h
Let Suresh’s speed = y km/h

2
3030


yx ...... (i)

If Amit’s speed becomes x2 km/h,

then

1
30

2

30


yx ...... (ii)

From Eq (i) and (ii)

 1
2

30
2

30


xx

 5x , 5.7y
6.   a; Volume of the metal used in the box =

52 40 29 – 48 36 27

= 4665660320 
= 13664 cu.cm.

Weight of the box = 13664 0.5 =
6832 gm = 6.832 kg.

7.   a; Let the speed of the current be x
km/h and speed of the person in still
water be y km/h.

 8 xy

6 xy

 7y , 1x
Speed of the current = 1 km/h.

8.   b; Let, M = 3K, W = 2K

3K + 2K = 45  K = 9

 Milk = 27 litres and Water = 18
litres

Now suppose x litres of water is added
to the mixture such that

2979162
11

9

18

27



x

x

 151359  xx .

9.   b; Given,
5

4

B

A
  or, B =

4

5
A

And,   35AB   or, B = A + 8

 8AA
4

5


Or, 81
4

5
A 






 

 A = 32 years

And, B = 4032
4

5
 years

A + B = 723240  years.

10. d; The equation of the line through the

intersection of 013  yx  and

053  yx  is given by

    05313  yxkyx
........ (i)
Where k is a constant.
Since it passes through the point (1,
5), therefore

  093  k

 3/1k

 

  1x05y3x
3

1

1yx3...(i)Eqn





11. a; Given cosθ-θcos2θsin 

=   θcos12 

 θsin
12

1θcos




=
 

  1212

θsin12




= sinθθsin2 

 θsin2sinθ-cosθ 
12. b

 
   22

2

15

15

15

15

15

15













a

=
15

5215




=
2

53

4

526 




 
   22

2

15

15

15

15

15

15













b

=
2

53

4

526

15

5215 








   
4

5353
22

22 
 ba

= 7
4

28

4

56595659




1ab


3

4

6

8

17

17
22

22









baba

baba
.

13. d;
3

2

27

8

4

9
1
















xx


 

3

2

3

2

2

3
132
















xx


1332

3

2

3

2

3

2






















 xx

   41332  xxx
14. b; The four constants can be written in

4! Ways, i.e., 24 ways. The three
vowels can be written in 3! Ways, i.e.,
6 ways. Since no two vowels can come
together, therefore vowels can be
inserted in any three places out of the
five places available, such as, P R M S,
i . e . ,  i n

5C
3
 ways, i.e., 10 ways. Total

number of arrangements required =
24 6 10 = 1440.
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15. d; Let AB = h be the height of the tower.
Let GA = x.

Then,
3

1
30tan 0 

x

h
.

 3

x
h  .

Also, 360tan
20

0 
x

h

  203  xh

  203
3

 x
x

   603203  xxx

 30602  xx .

 310
3

30
h m.

16. a; (A – 3) + (B – 3) = 36  A + B = 42
Also A + B + C = 66

 C = 24

17. c; 2P = 25%R
100

R8P




(Here 2P = Simple interest in 8 years)
S.I. in 20 years =

5P
100

2025P




Amount = (5P + P) = 6P
Therefore, it will become 6 times in 20
years time.

18. b; Let the rhombus be ABCD and O be
the centre of the circle. From O if two
perpendiculars are drawn to a pair of
parallel sides as shown, they will meet
the side at the points of contact. So,
the line EF is the diameter of the circle
as well as the distance between the
parallel sides.

Area of the rhombus = 25(12 + 12)
= 600 cm2

19. a; CD||AB (Given)
Produce RQ to meet AB at S

 CRS =  PSR  (at. Int.  s)

But  CRS = 550

  PSR = 550

Now in  QSP

 QSP +  QPS +  PQS = 1800

 00 3855  PQS = 1800

  PQS = 1800 – 930 = 870

But angle ‘a’ and  PQS are linear

  a = 00 87180 
 a = 930

20. c; a = –3, d = 3

T
10

 =   da  110

24393T10 

21. a;
5

2


b

a

57

32

57

32









b

a
b

a

ba

ba

= 39

19

5
5

14

3
5
4






22. b; Circumference of the wheel=

22035
7

22
2  cm

Number of revolutions made by the

wheel during the journey

= 33000
220

3022000




thousand.

23. a; 450  Rs.150 crores

10  Rs.
45

150
crores

IT(150)  15
45

150
 = Rs.50 crores

Sugar (900)  90
45

150
  = Rs.300

crores

 50300 Rs.250 crores

24. c; Sugar = Rs.300 crores

Engineering goods =

120
45

150
Rs.400 crores

Let x% of 400 = 300

 300400
100


x

 %75
400

100300



x

25. b; 150% of 400

  400
100

150
Rs.600 crores

26. a;

 ?= MTS
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27. d; Pattern of given alpha-numeric series
is as follows

 ? = ×170
28. d; Here, series moves with the addition

of 6, 12, 24, 48, 96 and 192,
respectively. Hence, the missing
number is 202.

29. b; According to the question, we have
original position of Prakash from the
left = 9th

Position from the right end = 16 – 9 +
1 = 8th

30. a; At 4 : 10, the hour hand is ahead of
minute hand.
Now, required angle is given by

0

25
30















 

nn
T

(Here, T = 4, n = 10)

2

10

5

10
430 






 

= 30 (4 – 2) + 5 = 60 + 5 = 650

31. b; The required region is the one which
is common to the rectangle, circle and
square but lies outside the triangle. i.e.
2.

32. c; Let the present ages of A and B be 5x
yr and 3x yr, respectively.
Now, according to the question,

1

1

43

45





x

x

           5x – 4 = 3x + 4

           2x = 8

            x = 4 yr
Now, required ratio =

 
  1:3

8

24

443

445





33. d

34. c; Colour of ‘milk’ is ‘white’ but here
‘white’ means ‘yellow’. Hence, colour
of ‘milk’ is ‘yellow’.

35. d; According to the given information.

Thus, the lady is cousin sister of Simon.

36. a; Both A and R are true and R is the

correct explanation of A. The problem

of pumping out water from the flooded

mines required the need of a self-

working engine which led james Watt

to invent the same.

37. b; The pattern is as follows

Hence, number 620 is wrong and should

be replaced by 720.

38. a; The complete letter series will be

t s t / t s t/ t s t/ t s t  tsst

39. c; Clearly, from figure I to figure II the

design is inverted horizontally. The

lines of figure I design are deleted. The

pattern inside the square rotates

t h r o u g h  9 0

0 and shaded part becomes

white. Like this the exact opposite

happen in figure III & IV.

40. c; As, 14 + 1 = 15; 15 + 2 = 17

17 + 4 = 21; 21 + 8 = 29  29 + 16 = 45

Hence, 14 is the correct answer.

41. a; Since, third Thursday is on 16th. So,

for calculation of last day of the

months, we should calculate the odd

number of days, here total days are 15

till 31.

Number of odd day = 1
7

15


42. d; An umpire decided the course of game

in the same way, moderator decides

course of debate.

43. c;
As, 17 = 1 ×7 +1 = 8

34 = 3 × 4 +3 = 15( )

46 = 4 × 6 + 4 = 28(×)
39 = 3 ×9 + 3 = 30(×)

43 = 4 ×3 + 4 = 16(×)

44. c

45. d; Except Sonata, all others are

instruments. Sonata is a piece of music

composed from one instrument or two

46. c; Except DE, all others have first letter

a vowel.

47. b; From the figure, there is no such cube

which is painted red only on two sides.

48. b; 23 32 69 33 34

49. d; Option (d) will complete the given

pattern as follows

50. d; The correct vertically inverted mirror

image of the question figure is as

follows

51. b 52. c 53. c 54. b

55. d 56. b 57. c 58. b

59. c 60. b 61. d 62. d

63. d 64. b 65. c 66. c

67. d 68. a 69. b 70. b

71. a 72. c 73. b 74. a

75. a 76. a 77. a 78. b

79. a 80. c 81. a 82. c

83. c 84. d 85. c 86. a

87. d 88. a 89. a 90. b

91. a 92. b 93. c 94. d

95. d 96. c 97. c 98. b

99. b 100. a
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1.    If A : B = 2 : 1 and A : C = 1 : 3, then A
: B : C is
a) 1 : 3 : 2 b) 1 : 2 : 6
c) 3 : 2 : 1 d) 2 : 1 : 6

2.    By selling 60 articles a vendor gains the
selling price of 15 articles. Find his gain
percentage.

a) 25 b)
3

1
33

c) 20 d)
7

4
28

3.    Out of 2500 people, only 60% have the
saving habit. If 30% save with bank,
32% with post office and the rest with
shares, the number of shareholders are
a) 450 b) 570
c) 950 d) 1250

4.   Work done by  4x men in

 5x days is equal to the work done

by  5x men in  20x days.

Then the value of x is
a) 20 b) 25
c) 30 d) 15

5.    In the given figure AD = 15 cm, AB = 20
cm and BC = CD = 25 cm. Find the
area ofABCD:

a)  32524
4

25
 cm2

b)  3242524  cm2

c)  32524
2

25
 cm2

d) None of these

6.    A and B invest in a business in the ratio
3 : 2. If 5% of the total profit goes to
charity and A’s share in profit is
Rs.8,550, then total profit is
a) Rs.15,760
b) Rs.15,735
c) Rs.14,250
d) Rs.15,000

7. If 4:3: yx ,  then

 yxyx 25:54
a) 7 : 32 b) 32 : 7
c) 4 : 3 d) 5 : 2

8. The length of each side of an equilateral

triangle is 314 cm. The area of the

incircle, in cm2, is
a) 450 b) 308
c) 154 d) 77

9.   Mean of 10 numbers is 30. Later on it
was observed that numbers 15, 23 are
wrongly taken as 51, 32. The correct
mean is
a) 25.5 b) 32
c) 30 d) 34.5

10. If the sum of
b

a
and its reciprocal is 1

and 0a , 0b , then the value of

33 ba   is

a) 2 b) –1
c) 0 d) 1

11. A train 50 metres long passes a platform
of length 100 metres in 10 seconds. The
speed of the train in km/hr is
a) 50 b) 75
c) 54 d) 45

12. The simplest value of

0000 81cot63cot27cot9cot is

a) 0 b) 1

c) –1 d) 3

13. If 32022 11   xx , then the value

of x is

a) 6 b) 8
c) 5 d) 7

14. A boat goes 40 km upstream in 8 hours
and 36 km downstream in 6 hours. The
speed of the boat in still water is
a) 6.5 km/hour
b) 5.5 km/hour
c) 6 km/hour
d) 5 km/hour

15. PQ is a tangent to the circle at R then

m  PRS is equal to:

a) 300 b) 400

c) 600 d) 800

16.
43

1

32

1

21

1







  will

be equal to
a) 1
b) -3
c) Both of above
d) None of these

17. If 75.1x , 5.0y , then find the

value of 22 44 yxyx  .

a) 15.75 b) 16.00
c) 16.25 d) 16.75

18. Find the value of

.
27

1

3

1

3

7
1473 

a)
9

3281
b)

3

3181

c)
9

3181
d)

9

3381
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19.  A table is offered for Rs.300 with 20%
and 10% off. If in addition a discount
of 5% is offered on cash payment, then
cash price of the table is
a) Rs.240 b) Rs.216
c) Rs.210 d) Rs.205.20

20. If 4θtan3  , then the value of

2cosθθsin3

3cosθ-θsin4


is

a)
7

18
b)

18

7

c)
18

25
d)

25

18

21. The value of







 






 






 






 

999

997
2.....

7

5
2

5

3
2

3

1
2

is:

a)
5

1001
b)

999

5

c)
3

1001
d)

999

1001

22. One flies a kite with a thread 150 metre
long. If the thread of the kite makes an
angle of 600 with the horizontal line,
then the height of the kite from the
ground (assuming the thread to be in a
straight line) is
a) 50 metre

b) 375 metre

c) 325 metre

d) 80 metre
23. If 40% of (A + B) = 60% of (A – B) then

BA

3B2A




 is

a)
6

7
b)

7

6

c)
6

5
d)

5

6

Direction (Q.24 – 25) : The following pie-
chart shows the proportional
expenditure on various items of Amar’s

family. If monthly income of Amar is
Rs.48,000, answer the questions.

24. If 10% of miscellaneous expenditure is
earmarked for clothing, how much
amount is spent on clothes?
a) Rs.14,400
b) Rs.1,440
c) Rs.2,880
d) Rs.15,840

25. How much does he spend more on rent
than on transport and education taken
together?
a) Rs.2,400 b) Rs.9,600
c) Rs.4,800 d) Rs.12,000

Directions (Q.26-27) : In which set of
letters when sequentially placed in the
gaps in the given letter series shall
complete it?

26. cb _ ab _ c _ aa _ c _ ba _ bc
a) cabbcb b) bbcaac
c) abcabc d) acbbca

27. Certain numbers have symbols as given
below:
9   3   4  2  6  7  5  8  0  1
%  #   ^ @ © $   +  = 
What is the numbers indicated by these
symbols?
©   %  + = $
a) 694807 b) 619807
c) 670849 d) 134567

Directions (28-30) : A series is given with
one term missing. Choose the correct
alternative from the given ones that will
complete the series.

28. J2Z   K4X L7V M11T ?
a) N16R b) N17Q
c) O16R d) L12T

29. KM5   IP8 GS11 EV14 ?
a) DX17 b) CY17
c) BY18 d) CY18

30. 3 7    16 35    74   ?
a) 90 b) 150
c) 153 d) 148

31. If ‘P’ denotes ‘  ’, ‘O’ denotes ‘ ’,
‘R’ denotes ‘+’ and ‘S’ denotes’ ‘- ‘,

Then 39 R 6 P 3 S 12 O 2 =?
a) 24 b) 17
c) 20 d) 22

32. Ruchi moves towards southeast and
walks 8m, then she moves towards
west and walks 10m, then she moves
towards northwest and walks 8m and
finally she moves to the east and walks
4m. How far is she from the starting
point?
a) 10m b) 12m
c) 6m d) 8m

33. Pointing to a girl in the photograph, Anu
said, “her mother’s brother is the only
son of my father’s father.” How is the
girl’s mother related to Anu?
a) Aunt b) Grandmother
c) Mother d) Sister

34. Find the combinations of numbers,
corresponding letters of which will form
a meaningful word.
A   E   R   C   T
1   2    3    4   5
a) 2 3 5 4 1 b) 3 1 4 5 2
c) 5 3 1 4 2 d) 5 1 3 4 2

35. If D = 4, PUT = 57, then PARROT =?
a) 60 b) 80
c) 52 d) 88

Directions (36-37) : Find the missing
number from the given responses.

36.

a)48 b)143
c)58 d)128

37.

a)30 b)36
c)80 d)39

Directions (38-39) : Two statements
followed by two conclusions I and II are
given. You have to consider the
statements to be true even if they seem
to be at variance with commonly known
facts. You have to decide which of the
given conclusions, if any, follows from
the given statements. Give answer

a) If only conclusion I follows.
b) If only conclusion II follows.
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c) If either conclusion I or II follows.
d) If both conclusions I and II follow.

38. Statements: Some letters are answers.
No answer is a question.
Conclusions: I. Some letters are
questions. II. Some questions are not
letters.

39. Statements: Most clocks are fans.
Some fans are walls.
Conclusions: I. Some walls are clocks.
II. Some walls are fans.

40. Which of the following diagrams shows
the relations between Patients, People
and Doctor?

41. Choose from the alternatives the box
that will be formed when the question
figure is folded.

42. Find out the water image of the given
group of letters and numbers:
R 4 E 3 N 2 U

43. From the given Answer Figures select
the one in which the Question Figure
is hidden/embedded.

44. How many triangles are there in the
figure given below?

a) 27 b) 20
c) 25 d) 21

Directions (45-47) : In the following
questions, select the related letters/
words/numbers from the given
alternatives.

45. U S B : C E V : : M T S : ?
a) K D E b) K S T
c) V U T d) X L Z

46. 2689 : 30 : : 3652 : ?
a) 34 b) 44
c) 24 d) 54

47. Alibaba : Hangzhou  : :  IBA : ?
a) Delhi b) Mumbai
c) Paris d) Berlin

Directions (48-49) : In the following
questions, select the one which is
different from the other three responses.

48. a) Dal lake
b) Loktak lake
c) Pangong Tso
d) Crater Lake

49. a) Heron b) Wren
c) Ferret d) Crane

50. The bus for Jaipur leaves every 25
minutes. An enquiry clerk told that last
bus for Jaipur had already left 10
minutes to 2.00 p.m. At what time the
next bus will leave for Jaipur?
a)2.25 p.m. b)2.15 p.m.
c)2.05 p.m. d)2.40 p.m.

51. The Chinese traveller Fa-hien visited
India and left a detailed account of the
reign of :-
(a) Chandragupta II
(b) Samudragupta
(c) Kumargupta I
(d) Skandagupta

52. Who among the following founded the
city of Ahmedabad?
(a) Ahmad Shah
(b) Muzaffar Shah II
(c) Qutub-ud-din Ahmad Shah
(d) Muhammad I Begarha

53. Sher Shah is credited for introducing for
the first time the following measures
except :-
(a) Postal system
(b) Currency system

(c) Spy system
(d) Land revenue system based on

scientific principles
54. Which one among the following was

result of the First Anglo-Maratha War
of 1775-82?
(a) The British won the war
(b) The Marathas won the war
(c) There was no victory for either

side
(d) It helped Hyder Ali to gather

strength because the British and
Marathas were engaged in a
mutual war

55. Who said, “Good government was never
a good substitute for “self-
government”?
(a) Swami Dayananda
(b) Raja Ram Mohan Roy
(c) Swami Vivekanand
(d) MG Ranade

56. The most important feature of the
Government of India Act of 1919 was
the introduction of :-
(a) Dyarchy
(b) Provincial autonomy
(c) Separate electorate
(d) Adult franchise

57. Who is known as the ‘father of modern
political philosophy’?
(a) Machiavelli
(b) Francis Bacon
(c) William Shakespeare
(d) Erasmus

58. The northern part of the west coast is
known as :-
(a) Konkan coast
(b) Coromandal coast
(c) Malabar coast
(d) None of these

59. Which one of the following is useful in
paper manufacturing industry?
(a) Fibrous plants
(b) Orchids
(c) Non-flowering plants
(d) Plants growing in high altitude

60. Which planet looks reddish in the night
sky?
(a) Mercury (b) Mars
(c) Jupiter (d) Saturn

61. The chemically inactive gas present in
the atmosphere is :-
(a) Nitrogen (b) Water vapour
(c) Oxygen (d) Argon

62. Directive principles are :-
(a) Justifiable as Fundamental Rights
(b) Justifiable but not as Fundamental

Rights
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(c) Decorative portions of Indian
Constitution

(d) Not justifiable, yet fundamental
in governance of the country

63. If the Lok Sabha is not in session,
expenditure from the Consolidated
Fund of the India may be authorized
by the :-
(a) Prime Minister
(b) Finance Minister
(c) President
(d) Comptroller and Auditor General

Legislature
64. Funds belonging to the Government of

India are kept in :-
(a) Public Accounts Fund of India
(b) Consolidated Fund of India
(c) Contingency Fund of India
(d) All of the above

65. The first Law Officer of the Government
of India is the :-
(a) Chief Justice of the Supreme

Court
(b) Attorney General for India
(c) Secretary, Minister of law
(d) Union law Minister

66. Which of the following taxes is
exclusively and totally assigned to the
Central Government by the
Constitution :-
(a) Fstate Duty
(b) Sales Tax
(c) Corporation Tax
(d) Taxes on Railway fares and freight

67. Quinine is obtained from which part of
Cinchona plant?
(a) Bark (b) Fruit
(c) Flower (d) Leaves

68. Which one among the following is
responsible for the expansion of water
in the ocean?
(a) Carbon dioxide
(b) Nitrogen dioxide
(c) Carbon monoxide
(d) Sulphur dioxide

69. Which of the following was India’s first
interplanetary mission?
(a) Chandrayan Mission
(b) Mangalyaan Mission
(c) Aryabhatta Mission
(d) Philae Mission

70. Force of deflection was first discovered
by _____________.
(a) Ferral
(b) Coriolis
(c) Thornthwaite
(d) Koeppen

71. The Indian Golf Union as the controlling
body for the game came up in the year
:-
(a) 1876 (b) 1932
(c) 1948 (d) 1955

72. Logarithm tables were invented by :-
(a) John Napier
(b) John Harrison
(c) John Douglas
(d) John Doe

73. Nuclear fission is caused by the impact
of :-
(a) Proton (b) Electron
(c) Neutron (d) None of these

74. ____________ has the least penetrating
power?
(a) Alpha particles
(b) Beta particles
(c) Gamma rays
(d) None of these

75. The dark lines in the solar spectrum are
due to :-
(a) Absorption of corresponding

wavelengths by the prism used in
the spectrograph

(b) Destructive interference between
waves of certain definite wave
lengths

(c) Absorption of corresponding
wavelengths by the outer layers
of the sun

(d) Absence of corresponding
wavelengths from the light
emitted by the core of the sun

76. In an atomic nucleus, neutrons and
protons are held together by :-
(a) Gravitational forces
(b) Magnetic forces
(c) Exchange forces
(d) Coulombic forces

77. The device through which the intensity
of the sun rays is measured
(a) Astrometer
(b) Chrescograph
(c) Barometer
(d) Actiometer

78. In a barometer, mercury is preferred over
water because :-
(a) Mercury has high density and low

vapour pressure
(b) Mercury is a good conductor of

heat
(c) Mercury shines and therefore its

level can be read easily
(d) Mercury is available in pure from

79. The temperature of a body is an indicator
of :-

(a) The total energy of the molecules
of the body

(b) The average energy of the
molecules of the body

(c) The total velocity of the
molecules of the body

(d) The average kinetic energy of the
molecules of the body

80. Cyclotron is a device which :-
(a) Detects and analyses the spectrum

of light emitted by stars
(b) Accelerates subatomic particles

using combined electric and
magnetic fields

(c) Detects the cyclic variation in the
intensity of electromagnetic
radiation emitted from stars

(d) Measures the intensity of X-rays
81. The chemical properties of an element

depend upon :-
(a) The number of isotopes of the

element
(b) The mass number of the element
(c) The total number of neutrons in

the element
(d) The number of electrons in the

outermost shell of the element
82. Which one of the following carbon

compounds will not give a sooty
flame?
(a) Benzene
(b) Hexane
(c) Naphthalene
(d) Anthracene

83. Which one of the following gases gives
acidic solution on dissolving water?
(a) Hydrogen
(b) Carbon dioxide
(c) Nitrogen
(d) Oxygen

84. Which one of the following is the most
appropriate and correct practice from
the point of view of a healthy
environment?
(a) Burning of plastic wastes to keep

the environment clean.
(b) Burning of dry and fallen leaves

in a garden or field.
(c) Treatment of domestic sewage

before its release
(d) Use of chemical fertilizers in the

agricultural fields.
85. Which are among the following

structures are cells is not present in
connective tissues?
(a) Chondrocytes
(b) Axon
(c) Collagen fibre
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(d) Lymphocytes
86. Which one among the following does

not wet the walls of the glass vessel in
which it is kept?
(a) Water (b) Alcohol
(c) Mercury (d) Phenol

87. When heat rays are reflected from Earth,
gases like Carbon dioxide, Nitrous oxide
do not allow them to escape back to
the space causing our planet to heat
up. These gases are known as :-
(a) Noble gas
(b) Greenhouse gas
(c) Hot gas
(d) Blue gas

88. Addition of gypsum to cement :-
(a) Reduces setting time of cement
(b) Produces very light colour cement
(c) Increases setting time of cement
(d) Shining surface is formed

89. The process of coping genetic
information from one strand of DNA
into RNA is termed as :-
(a) Translation
(b) Transcription
(c) Replication
(d) Mutation

90. A person is unable to read a newspaper
without his glasses. He is most
probably suffering from :-
(a) Myopia
(b) Presbyopia
(c) Astigmatism
(d) Hypermetropia

91. Which one of the following vitamins has
a role in blood clotting?
(a) Vitamin A
(b) Vitamin B
(c) Vitamin D
(d) Vitamin K

92. Plants contain a variety of sterols like
stigmasterol, ergosterol, sitosterol etc.,
which very closely resemble
cholesterol. These plant sterols are
referred as :-
(a) Phytosterols
(b) Calciferols
(c) Ergocalciferols
(d) Lumisterols

93. Why is graphite sued in electrolytic cells?
(a) Graphite is soft and can be easily

moulded into electrodes.
(b) Graphite is made of layers of

carbon atoms which can slide
(c) Graphite is inert to most of the

chemicals
(d) Graphite is a good conductor of

electricity

94. Which endocrine gland requires iodine
to synthesize a particular hormone
whose deficiency may cause goiter
disease?
(a) Hypothalamus
(b) Pancreas
(c) Thymus
(d) Thyroid gland

95. Which one of the following is the
smallest unit showing the properties
of life such as capacity for metabolism,
response to the environment, growth
and reproduction?
(a) Gene
(b) Chromosome
(c) Nucleus
(d) Cell

96. The Union Cabinet has approved the
establishment of NFRA to oversee
auditors. What does ‘NFRA’ stands
for?
(a) National Fund Reporting

Authority
(b) National Financial Reporting

Authority
(c) National Finance Reporting

Authority
(d) National File Reporting Authority

97. The world’s largest solar park has
launched in which state?
(a) Odisha
(b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Rajasthan
(d) Karnataka

98. Which Bollywood personality has won
the lifetime achievement award at the
2018 ‘Political and Public Life Awards’
in UK?
(a) Amitabh Bachchan
(b) Boman Irani
(c) Jackie Shroff
(d) Shatrughan Sinha

99. Which Indian woman wrestler has
clinched India’s first gold at the 2018
Senior Asian Wrestling
Championships?
(a) Navjot Kaur
(b) Vinesh Phogat
(c) Sakshi Malik
(d) Sangeeta Phogat

100. Which city is hosting the 19th edition
of FICCI Frames 2018?
(a) Mumbai
(b) Pune
(c) New Delhi
(d) Kochi



EXPLANATIONS

1.   d; A : B = 2 : 1
A : C = 1 : 3 = 2 : 6
A : B : C = 2 : 1 : 6

2.   b; Let the S.P. of 60 articles be Rs.x

S.P. of 15 articles = Rs.
4

x

C.P. of 60 articles = 
4

x
x Rs.

4

3x

 Gain% = 100
3

4

4


x

x
=

%
3

1
33

3

100


3.   b; Number of people who have the saving

habit = 1500
100

602500




 Number of shareholders =

 %62100   of 1500

= 570
100

381500




4.   a; According to the question,
M

1
D

1
 = M

2
D

2

   54  xx

=   205  xx

 20452  xxx

= 1002052  xxx
 10015209  xx
 20100915  xx
 1206 x

 20
6

120
x

5.   a; BD = 252015 22  cm

(  ABD is right angled triangle)

BCD is equilateral triangle.
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Area ofABCD = Area of  ABD +
Area of  BCD

=  225
4

3
2015

2

1


=  32524
4

25
 cm2

6.    d; Let total profit be Rs.x. Remaining
profit after donation to charity = Rs.

100

95x

= Rs.
20

19x

A : B = 3 : 2
Sum of the terms of the ratio = 3 + 2 =
5

A’s share =
5

3

20

19


x

 8550
100

319


 x

 




319

1008550
x Rs.15000

7.   b; 4

3


y

x
(Given)

 25

54

25

54









y

x
y

x

yx

yx

=

4
815

8

2
4
3

5

5
4
3

4








=
7

32

7

48




8.   c

BD = DC = 37 cm

AD = 22 BDAB 

=    22
37314 

=   3731437314 

= 2137321  cm

 OD = Radius of circle =

721
3

1
 cm

Area of circle =

15477
7

222 r sq.cm.

9.    a; Difference = (15 + 23) – (51 + 32) =
-45

Correct average =

5.25
10

45
30 

10. c; From the question,

1
a

b

b

a

 abba  22

 022  baba

 33 ba 

=   22 bababa   = 0

11. c; Speed of train =

crossingin takneTime

platform)(trainofLength 

=
 

10

10050 

= 15
10

50



m/sec

= 54
5

18
15  km/hr..

12. b; Expression

= 0000 81cot.63cot.27cot.9cot

=  0000 2790cot.27cot.9cot 

.  00 990cot 
= 0000 9tan.27tan.27cot.9cot

 
  
















θtanθ90cotθ;cot

θ90tan
0

0

= 0000 27tan27cot.9tan.9cot
=1

  1θ.cotθtan 

13. d; 32022 11   xx

   320212 21 x

 32052 1 x

 611 2264
5

320
2   xx

 761  xx

14. b; Speed upstream = 5
8

40
 kmph

Speed downstream =
6

36
 = 6 kmph

Speed of boat in still water =

  5.565
2

1
 kmph

15. c; m  TRQ = m  RST [Angles in
alternate segment]

but m  TRQ = 300,

m  RST = 300

also m  SRT = 900

m  RTS = 1800 – (900 + 300) =
600

m  PRS = m  RTSTS

m  PRS = 600
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16. c;
43

1

32

1

21

1









  
 

  
 

  4343

43

3232

32

2121

21
















=
   

43

43

32

32

21

21













=      433221 

= 12141  or –3

17. b;  222 244 yxyxyx 

=  5.075.12 

=   1645.05.3 22 
18. c; Expression

=
27

1

3

1

3

7
1473 

=
33

1

33

7
7733 

=
33

1

33

7
321 

=
33

8189

33

17363 




=
9

3181

33

181


19. d; Single equivalent discount for 20%
and 10%

= %28%
100

1020
1020 






 



S.P. of table = 
100

72
300 Rs.216

S.P. on cash payment =




100

95216
Rs.205.20

20. b;
3

4θtan4θtan3 

Expression =

23tanθ
3-θtan4

2cosθθsin3

3cosθ-4sinθ





[Dividing numerator and denominator

by θcos ]

=
2

3
4

3

3
3
4

4





=
18

7

63

916

24

3
3

16










21. c; Expression







 







 






 






 

999

997
2....

7

5
2

5

3
2

3

1
2

=






 







 







 







 

999

9971998
....

7

514

5

310

3

16

=
999

1001
....

7

9

5

7

3

5


=
3

1001

22. b; AB = length of the thread = 150 metre

 BAC = 600

In  ABC,

150

BC

2

3

AB

BC
sin600 

 BC = 375
2

3
150  metre

23. a; (A + B)
100

40


=  
100

60
BA 

    BA3BA2 
 3B3A2B2A 
 5BA 

 B5B

3B10B

BA

3B2A








=
6

7

6B

7B


24. b; Expenses on clothes =

100

10

100

30
48000 

= Rs.1440
25. a; Difference of percentage =

  %515525 
 Required difference =




100

548000
Rs.2400

26. d 27. b
28. a
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29. b; The first letter of each group moves

two places backward in the alphabet;

the second letter three place forward:

and the digit follows + 3.

30. c; The series is 3 × 2 + 1 = 7, 7 × 2 + 2

= 16, 16 × 2 + 3 = 35, 35 × 2 + 4 = 74,

74 × 2 + 5 = 153

31. b; 39 R 6 P 3 S 12 O 2

= 39 + 6 ÷ 3 – 12 × 2

= 39 + 2 – 24

= 41 – 24 = 17

32. c

DA = CB

AE = DA – DE = 10 – 4 = 6m
33. a;

The girl’s mother is aunt of Anu.

34. c; 53142 = TRACE

35. d

36. a; (9 -4) × (7 +6)

= 5 × 13 = 65

Similarly, (15 – 5) × (2 + 6) = 10 × 8 =

80

So, (13 – 11) × (16 + 8) = 2 × 24 = 48

37. b; (4 +2)2 – (3 + 2)2 = 36 – 25 = 11

Similarly, (5 +3)2 – (4 + 2)2

  64 – 36 = 28

So, (6 + 4)2 – (5 +3)2

  100 – 64 = 36

38. c;

39. b;

40. d 41. a 42. b 43. c

44. c
45. a

46. c; 2689 = (6 × 8) – (9 × 2) = 48 – 18 = 30

3652 = (6 × 5) – (2 ×3) = 30 – 6 =24

47. b

48. d; Except (d) others are present in India

49. c; Except ‘c ‘ others are birds.

50. b; Interval between two leaving buses =

25 minutes.

Time of leaving the last bus = 1.50 p.m.

Required time for the next bus = 1.50

+0. 25 = 2.15 p.m.

51. a 52. a 53. b 54. c

55. a 56. a 57. a 58. a

59. a 60. b 61. d 62. d

63. c 64. b 65. b 66. d

67. a 68. a 69. b 70. b

71. d 72. a 73. c 74. a

75. c 76. c 77. d 78. a

79. d 80. b 81. d 82. b

83. b 84. c 85. b 86. c

87. b 88. c 89. b 90. d

91. d 92. a 93. d 94. d

95. d 96. b 97. d 98. d

99. a 100. a



VANIK’S KNOWLEDGE GARDEN

IMPORTANT BANKING AND
INSURANCE ACTS IN INDIA

 Negotiable Instruments Act -1881
 Co-operative Societies Act -1912
 Provident Funds Act -1925
 Reserve Bank of India Act -1934
 Insurance Act -1938
 Central Excise Act -1944
 International Monetary Fund and Bank Act-

1945
 Banking Regulation Act -1949
 Chartered Accountants Act -1949
 Contingency Fund of India Act -1950
 State Bank of India Act -1955
 Life Insurance Corporation Act -1956
 Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee

Corporation Act -1961
 Unit Trust of India Act -1963
 Nationalization of Banks Act ( But

government decided to nationalize 14 major
commercial banks on 19th July, 1969) -1964

 Banking Laws (Application to Co-operative
Societies) Act -1965

 Regional Rural Banks Act -1976
 Export-Import Bank of India Act -1981
 NABARD Act -1981
 Chit Funds Act -1982
 Securities and Exchange Board of India Act -

1992
 Insurance Regulatory and Development

Authority Act -1999
 Foreign Exchange Management Act -1999
 The Competition Act -2002
 Prevention of Money Laundering Act -2002
 Fiscal Responsibility and Budget

Management Act -2002
 Securitisation and Reconstruction of

Financial Assets and of Security Interest
Act. (Colloquially, SARFAESI Act) -2002

 Government Securities Act -2006
 Securities Laws (Amendment) Act -2014
 The Regional Rural Banks (Amendment)

Act- Diluted the sharing pattern by limiting
the composite share of central govt. and
sponsor bank to 51% -2014

 The Insurance Laws (Amendment) Act-
Pushed FDI limit to 49% -2015
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1.  Devichandraguptam, a play by
Vishakhadatta, tells story about which
of the following rulers?
(a) SriGupta
(b) Ramagupta
(c) Bhanugupta
(d) Vishnugupta

2.   Third Buddhist Council was held at
which of the following places?
(a) Pataliputra
(b) Rajgir
(c) Vaishali
(d) Lumbini

3.      Who amongst the following Englishmen
was fellow of Gandhiji in South Africa?
(a) C.F. Andrews
(b) Polak
(c) Peterson
(d) None of these

4.    Who said : “The Congress movement
was neither inspired by the people not
devised or planned by them”?
(a) M.A. Jinnah
(b) Lord Curzon
(c) Lord Lytton
(d) Lala Lajpat Rai

5.    One of the earliest and the best known
mutinies before the Revolt of 1857 was
(a) Indian Soldiers Mutiny at Vellore

(1806)
(b) The Native Infantry Mutiny

(1824)
(c) Sholapur Mutiny (1838)
(d) Assam Soldiers Mutiny (1824)

6.      Which of the following is a biodiversity
hotspot in India?
(a) Eastern Himalayas
(b) Eastern Ghats
(c) Western Rajasthan
(d) None of these

7.    By what name is the Ganga Known in
Bangladesh?
(a) Padma
(b) Bhagirathi
(c) Rupanarayan
(d) Nubra

8.     River Godavari flows through :-
(a) Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh

(b) Maharashtra, Orissa and Andhra
Pradesh

(c) Maharashtra, Karnataka and
Andhra Pradesh

(d) Maharashtra, Karnataka, Orissa
and Andhra Pradesh

9.    Which amendment act is known as mini
constitution :-
( a )  5 1

st amendment act, 1984
(b) 61st amendment act, 1988
(c) 71st amendment act, 1992
(d) 42nd amendment act, 1976

10. Finance commission consists of :-
(a) Five members
(b) Four whole time members
(c) Chairman and four members
(d) A chairman and three other members

11. Which article deals with equality before
law and equal protection of law (except
President and governor) :-
(a) Article 14 (b) Article 15
(c) Article 16 (d) Article 17

12. The audio signals of TV are :-
(a) Amplitude modulated
(b) Frequency modulated
(c) Unmodulated

(d) Velocity modulated
13. Damp clothes are dried in spin dryers

by the action of :-
(a) Centripetal forces
(b) Centrifugal forces
(c) Central forces
(d) Non central forces

14. When a person sitting on a swing stands
up on the swing the frequency of
oscillation :-
(a) Decreases
(b) Increases
(c) Becomes
(d) Does not change

15. What is the most commonly used
substance in fluorescent tubes?
(a) Sodium Oxide and argon
(b) Sodium and neon
(c) Mercury vapour and argon
(d) Mercury oxide neon

16. Which among the following stage is
suitable indicator when solution of

sodium carbonate is mixed with
sulphuric acid?
(a) Methylene blue
(b) Methyl red
(c) Phenolphthalein
(d) Methyl orange

17. Which among the following coal
contains 90 percent carbon?
(a) Anthracite
(b) Bitumen
(c) Lignite
(d) Peat

18. What is a joint?
(a) A Hinge
(b) A ball and socket
(c) The place where two bones are

joined
(d) The place where tendons are

fastened together
19. What is skeletal system :-

(a) All the bones in the body
(b) All the muscles and tendons
(c) All the body organs both soft and

hard tissue
(d) All the bones in the body and

tissues that connect them
20. Besides the brain, the skull also protects

(a) The Lungs
(b) The Diaphragm
(c) The Body cell
(d) Sense Organs

21. Researchers have discovered a new
species of ant, name Thrannomyrmex
alii, in?
(a) Sathyamangalam Tiger Reserve
(b) Kalakkad Mundanthurai Tiger

Reserve
(c) Nagarjunsagar Srisailam Tiger

Reserve
(d) Periyar Tiger Reserve

22. As per 2017 Top 100 City Destinations
survey by Euromonitor International,
which country is the most visited by
International tourists?
(a) London
(b) Hong Kong
(c) Singapore
(d) New York
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23. Who is the author of “Divine Comedy”?
(a) Goethe
(b) Milton
(c) Dante Alghieri
(d) Shakespeare

24. Who is the author of the book ‘Chronicle
of a Corpse Bearer’?
(a) Cyrus Mistry
(b) KR Meera
(c) Jaswinder Singh
(d) Madhu Acharya

25. B.C. Roy Award is given in the field of :-
(a) Music (b) Journalism
(c) Medicine (d) Environment

26. Which one of the following days is
observed as the World Environment
Day?
(a) 28th February
(b) 4th March
(c)  5th June
(d)  16th September

27. Human Rights Day is observed on
(a)  December 10
(b)  December 14
(c)  December 25
(d)  December 28

28. Where is the Headquarter of United
Nations Children’s’ Fund (UNICEF)
(a) New York, USA
(b) Vienna, Australia
(c) Washington DC
(d) The Hague, The Netherlands

29. Where is the Headquarter
ofInternational Monetary Fund (IMF)
situated :-
(a) Berlin, Germany
(b) The Hague, The Netherlands
(c) Washington DC, USA
(d) New York, USA

30. Lord Ripon appointed Hunter
commission for:
(a) Combating terrorism and other

anti-national activities
(b) Educational reforms in india
(c) Appointment of Indian judges in

higher judiciary
(d) None of the above

31. In 1923 A.D., Macro Polo, and Italian
traveler, visited which Indian kingdom?
(a) Kakatiya (b) Satavahana
(c) Pandyan (d) Chera

32. Who among the following is associated
with translation of Rajatarangini in
Persian?
(a) Dara Shikoh
(b) Zain-ul-Abidin
(c) Abdul Razzaq Jilani
(d) Bande Nawaz

33. Which Mughal Ruler had higher number
of Hindus as Mansabdars than
Muslims under his administration?
(a) Akbar (b) Aurangzeb
(c) Jahangir (d) Shah Jahan

34. The second schedule of Indian
constitution contains provisions for
the salary of:
(a) Speaker of Lok Sabha
(b) President
(c) Governors
(d) All of the above

35. The Deputy Chairman of the Rajya
Sabha can be removed by a resolution
(a) None of these
(b) Passed by a simple majority of

its total member present
(c) Passed by 2/3rd majority of its

total members present
(d) Moved by Rajya Sabha but passed

by Lok Sabha
36. Which of the following is also called the

House of Elders ?
(a) Lok Sabha
(b) Vidhan Sabha
(c) Rajya Sabha
(d) Gram Sabha

37. Cultivation of various types of trees
and shrubs is known as ___________
(a) Floriculture
(b) Olericulture
(c) Arboriculture
(d) Viticulture

38. ‘Yardangs’ are the landforms created by
which among the following agents?
(a) Glaciers
(b) Oceans
(c) Running rivers
(d) Wind

39. Which of the following is a cold current?
(a) Benguela current
(b) Brazillian current
(c) Agulhas current
(d) Kuroshio current

40. Cement is made hard with
(a)  dehydration
(b) hydration and dissociation of water
(c) dissociation of water
(d)  polymerization

41. The most reactive among the halogens is
(a) Fluorine (b) Chlorine
(c) Bromine (d) Iodine

42. The chemical behaviour of an atom
depends upon
(a) the number of protons in its

nucleus
(b) the number of neutrons in the

nucleus

(c) the number of electrons orbiting
around the nucleus

(d) the number of nucleons in the
nucleus

43. The instrument used to see the distance
objects on the Earth is
(a) Terrestrial telescope
(b) Astronomical telescope
(c) Compound microscope
(d) Simple microscope

44. Global warming is expected to result in
(a) Increase in level of sea
(b) Change in crop pattern
(c) Change in coast line
(d) All of the above

45. Which of the following liquids has the
least density?
(a) Fresh water (b) Salt water
(c) Petrol (d) Mercury

46. Outermost layer of eye ball is
_________
(a) Chorid (b) Sclera
(c) Retina (d) Iris

47. Which of the following tissue helps
kidney from injury
(a) Malignant tissue
(b) Adipose tissue
(c) Both ‘a’ and ‘b’
(d) None of these

48. Blood platelates are formed a cell called
_____
(a) Lymphocyte
(b) Bone marrow
(c) Spleen
(d) Megakaryo eytes

49. “Red rot of Sugarcane” is ____
(a) Viral disease
(b) Bacterial disease
(c) Protozoan disease
(d) Fungal disease

50. Which of the following is/are Money
Market Instrument?
(a) Treasury Bill
(b) Commercial Bill
(c) Certificate of Deposits
(d) All of the above

51. Which one of the following
archaeologists initially discovered the
Mohenjodaro site of the Indus Valley
Civilization ?
(a) Rakhal Das Banerji
(b) Ram Das Banerji
(c) Sir John Marshall
(d) Daya Ram Sahni

52. During the Indian freedom Struggle, who
among the following started a journal
“The Indian Sociologist” ?
(a) Bhikaji Cama
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(b) Dadabhai Naoroji
(c) Jatindranath Mukherjee
(d) Shyamji Krishan Verma

53. Who was the first propounder of the
doctrine of Passive Resistance ?
(a) Aurobindo Ghosh
(b) B. G. Tilak
(c) G. K. Gokhale
(d) M. K. Gandhi

54. The first foreigner to become the
president of INC ?
(a) A O. Hume
(b) William Wedderbum
(c) George Yule
(d) Alfred Webb

55. Article 30 of the Constitution provides
(a) None of these
(b) Minorities right to establish and

administer educational
institutions.

(c) Job reservations for socially and
educationally backward classes.

(d) For the removal of a Supreme
Court Judge

56. Which of the following bills can be
introduced in the Parliament only after
the consent of the President ?
(a) The Bill providing for the creation

of a new All India Service.
(b) The Finance Bill
(c) The Constitution Amendment

Bill
(d) The Bill for the creation of a new

State
57. The function of the Panchayat Samiti is

to
(a) Deal with administration of justice

at the Panchayat level
(b) Deal with rural industrialisation
(c) Deal with financial matters of the

Panchayat
(d) Implement community

development project schemes.
58. The Pole Star is always seen at one point

in the sky whereas other stars are not;
this is because :-
(a) Pole star rotates with the same

period as the earth
(b) Sun and Pole star are in two

opposite directions relative to
earth

(c) Pole star lies in the axis of spin of
the earth

(d) Pole star is a star of our own galaxy
59. The most important factor in

thunderstorms development is :-
(a) Atmospheric stability
(b) Atmospheric instability

(c) Abundance of moisture
(d) Temperature inversion

60. Cloud is a colloidal dispersion of :-
(a) Air in a dispersion medium of

water
(b) Fog in a dispersion medium of

water
(c) Mist in a dispersion medium of

air
(d) Water drops in a dispersion

medium of air
61. An inert gas mixed with oxygen given to

patients suffering from restricted
breathing is
(a) Helium (b) Krypton
(c) Radon (d) Argon

62. Gelatin is mostly used in making
icecreams in order to
(a) prevent making a colloid
(b) stabilise the colloid and prevent

crystallisation
(c) stabilise mixture
(d) enrich the aroma

63. Amnesia is related to
(a) Sleeping Sickness
(b) Loss of Sight
(c) Loss of Hearing
(d) Loss of Memory

64. Syrinix is the voice box in
(a) Amphibians
(b) Reptiles
(c) Birds
(d) Mammals

65. Tibia is a bone found in the
(a) Skull (b) Arm
(c) Leg (d) Face

66. Dual energy x-rays absorptiometry
DEX(a) is used to measure
(a) Spread of soil tumor
(b) Bone Density
(c) Ulcerous growth in stomach
(d) Extent of brain hemorrhage

67. What is the full form of “VASP”?
(a)Value Added Service Plan
(b)Value Added Service Provider
(c)Value Added System Policy
(d)Value At Stake Policy

68. What is the full form of “ANSI”?
(a) American National Standards

Institute
(b) American National Standardised

Institute
(c) Asian National Society of

Investment
(d) American National Surveillance

Institute

69. Who is the present secretary general,
North Atlantic Treaty organisation
(NATO)?
(a) Jens Stoltenberg
(b) Patricia Scotland
(c) Donald Tusk
(d) Ms. Helen Clark

70. For body moving with non-uniform
velocity and uniform acceleration :-
(a) Displacement – Time graph is

linear
(b) Displacement – Time graph is

non-linear
(c) Velocity -  Time graph is
(d) Velocity – graph is linear

71. Lamberts law is related to :-
(a) Reflection
(b) Refraction
(c) Interference
(d) Illumination

72. Which of the following laws validates
the statement that matter can neither
be created nor destroyed?
(a) Law of conservation of energy
(b) Le Chatelier’s Principle
(c) Law of conservation of mass
(d) Law of osmosis

73. The term ‘Isoneph’ indicates the lines
of equal
(a) Cloudiness
(b) Salinity
(c) Rainfall
(d) Pressure

74. ‘Cryogenics’ is a science dealing with :-
(a) High temperatures
(b) Low temperatures
(c) Friction and wear
(d) Growth of crystals

75. Which of the following are used for
accurately measuring very small time
intervals?
(a) Pulsars
(b) Quartz clocks
(c) Atomic clocks
(d) White dwarfs

76. “Zipping” a file means :-
(a) Encrypting the message
(b) Compressing the message
(c) Transfer the message
(d) All of these

77. At boiling point of liquids, its :-
(a) Temperature increases
(b) Atmospheric pressure increases
(c) Temperature remains constant
(d) Vapour pressure decreases

78. What is used in photography as fixing
agent?
(a) Ammonium Thiosulfate
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(b) Potassium Carbonate
(c) Sodium Thiosulfate
(d) Sodium Bicarbonate

79. Which of the following is used as
lubricant?
(a) Graphite (b) Silica
(c) Diamond (d) Iron Oxide

80. Which one of the following is not a
mixture?
(a) Toothpaste
(b) Toilet soap
(c) Baking soda
(d) Vinegar

81. The scientist associated with the
discovery of the nucleus was
______________.
(a) Moseley
(b) Rutherford
(c) J.J. Thomson
(d) Niels Bohr

82. Which of the following contains high
content of lead?
(a) Coal
(b) Cooking gas
(c) High octane fuel
(d) Low octane fuel

83. Largest leucocytes is ______________
(a) Basophils
(b) Eosinophils
(c) Moncytes
(d) Neutrophils

84. Deficiency of Vitamin B
2
leads to :-

(a) Beri-beri (b) Pellagra
(c) Ceheilosis (d) Dermatitis

85. The structure of capital markets includes
(a) Guilt-edged market
(b) Stock market
(c) Development financial institutions
(d) All the above

86. The celebration of 70 years of India-
Russia Agricultural Relations has held
in which state?
(a) Rajasthan
(b) Uttar Pradesh
(c) Madhya Pradesh
(d) Assam

87. Who has been elected as the new
President of Sahitya Akademi?
(a) Chandrashekhara Kambar
(b) Madhav Koushik
(c) Prathibha Ray
(d) Bhalachandra Nemade

88. Who has bagged the 2017 Sahitya
Akademi Award for Kannada language?
(a) Jagdish Lachhani
(b) Baig Ehsas
(c) Bhujanga Tudu
(d) T P Ashoka

89. What is the theme of the 2018 National
Science Day (NSD)?
(a) Science for Nation Building
(b) Scientific Issues for Development

of the Nation
(c) Science and Technology for a

Sustainable Future
(d) Science and Technology for

Specially Abled Persons
90. Who has been appointed as the new

editor-in-chief of the television channel
Rajya Sabha TV?
(a) Sudhir Chaudhary
(b) Nidhi Razdan
(c) Rahul Mahajan
(d) Shereen Bhan

91. What is the theme of the 9th edition of
Women’s Film Festival 2018?
(a) Take Freedom
(b) Learn to Live
(c) Meet with Yourself
(d) Travelling Women

92. The 29th edition of the world-famous
International Yoga Festival (IYF-2018)
was held in which Indian state?
(a) Uttar Pradesh
(b) Uttarakhand
(c) Jharkhand
(d) Madhya Pradesh

93. Which country will become the world’s
first country to issue digital legal tender
“Sovereign”?
(a) Kiribati
(b) Fiji
(c) Marshall Islands
(d) Nauru

94. Which state government has started
Asmita Yojana to provide sanitary
napkins at subsidised rates?
(a) Maharashtra
(b) Gujarat
(c) Rajasthan
(d) Karnataka

95. Who has been sworn in as the 10th Chief
Minister of Tripura?
(a) Biplab Kumar Deb
(b) Prabhash K Devvarman
(c) Pradyot Kishore Manikya
(d) Jishnu Debbarma

96. Which country to host the first-ever
International Solar Alliance (ISA)
summit?
(a) Bangladesh(b) Germany
(c) India (d) France

97. Which of the following has become the
India’s first Union territory to run
completely on solar power?

(a) Chandigarh
(b) Diu
(c) Lakshadweep
(d) Andaman and Nicobar Islands

98. Prafulla Das, the renowned litterateur
has passed away. He was belonged to
which state?
(a) Assam
(b) Odisha
(c) West Bengal
(d) Karnataka

99. India has signed a tripartite
Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with which countries for civil
nuclear cooperation?
(a) USA & Nepal
(b) Japan & Myanmar
(c) Russia & Bangladesh
(d) Germany & Sri Lanka

100. Which Indian chess master has clinched
the 2018 Tal Memorial Rapid Chess
tournament in Moscow?
(a) Tania Sachdev
(b) Koneru Humpy
(c) Parimarjan Negi
(d) Viswanathan Anand



ANSWER KEYS

1. b 2. a 3. b 4. d
5. a 6. a 7. a 8. a
9. d 10. c 11. a 12. b
13. b 14. b 15. c 16. d
17. a 18. c 19. d 20. d
21. d 22. b 23. c 24. a
25. c 26. c 27. a 28. a
29. c 30. b 31. a 32. b
33. b 34. d 35. c 36. a
37. c 38. d 39. a 40. b
41. a 42. d 43. a 44. d
45. c 46. b 47. b 48. d
49. d 50. d 51. a 52. d
53. a 54. c 55. b 56. b
57. d 58. c 59. b 60. a
61. a 62. b 63. d 64. c
65. c 66. b 67. b 68. a
69. a 70. b 71. d 72. c
73. a 74. b 75. c 76. b
77. c 78. c 79. a 80. c
81. b 82. c 83. c 84. d
85. d 86. a 87. a 88. d
89. c 90. c 91. d 92. b
93. c 94. a 95. a 96. c
97. b 98. b 99. c 100. d
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LIST OF COUNCIL OF MINISTERS

Narendra Modi

Prime Minister and also in-charge of: Personnel, Public Grievances
and Pensions; Department of Atomic Energy; Department of
Space; and All important policy issues; and All other portfolios not
allocated to any Minister.

Rajnath Singh Home

Sushma Swaraj External Affairs

Arun Jaitley Finance and Corporate Affairs.

Nitin Jairam Gadkari
Road Transport and Highways; Shipping; and Water Resources,
River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation.

Suresh Prabhu Commerce and Industry.

D.V. Sadananda
Gowda

Statistics and Programme Implementation.

Uma Bharati Drinking Water and Sanitation.

Ramvilas Paswan Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution.

Maneka Sanjay
Gandhi

Women and Child Development

Ananthkumar Chemicals and Fertilizers; and Parliamentary Affairs

Ravi Shankar Prasad Law and Justice; and Electronics and Information Technology

Jagat Prakash Nadda Health and Family Welfare

Ashok Gajapathi Raju
Pusapati

Civil Aviation

Anant Geete Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises.

Harsimrat Kaur Badal Food Processing Industries

Narendra Singh Tomar Rural Development; Panchayati Raj; and Mines.

Chaudhary Birender
Singh

Steel.

Jual Oram Tribal Affairs

Radha Mohan Singh Agriculture and Farmers Welfare.

Thaawar Chand
Gehlot

Social Justice and Empowerment.

Smriti Zubin Irani Textiles; and Information and Broadcasting.

Dr. Harsh Vardhan
Science and Technology; Earth Sciences; and Environment, Forest
and Climate Change.

Prakash Javadekar Human Resource Development

Dharmendra Pradhan
Petroleum and Natural Gas; and Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship.

Piyush Goyal Railways; and Coal.

Nirmala Sitharaman Defence

Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi Minority Affairs.

WHO’S WHO

Suresh Prabhu
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MINISTERS OF STATE (INDEPENDENT CHARGE)

Rao Inderjit Singh Planning; and Chemicals and Fertilizers.

Santosh Kumar
Gangwar

Labour and Employment.

Shripad Yesso Naik
Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and
Homoeopathy (AYUSH).

Giriraj Singh Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises.

Dr. Jitendra Singh
Development of North Eastern Region; Prime Minister’s Office;
Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions; Department of Atomic
Energy; and Department of Space.

Dr. Mahesh Sharma Culture; and Environment, Forest and Climate Change.

Manoj Sinha Communications; and Railways.

Col. Rajyavardhan
Singh Rathore

Youth Affairs and Sports; and Information and Broadcasting.

Raj Kumar Singh Power; and New and Renewable Energy

Hardeep Singh Puri Housing and Urban Affairs.

Alphons
Kannanthanam

Tourism; and Electronics and Information Technology.

FOUNDER OF IMPORTANT e-COMMERCE

Paytm Vijay Shankar Sharma Zomato Deepinder Goyal &
Pankaj Chadha

Flipkart Sachin & Binny Bansal Shopclues Sanjaya Sethi
In mobi Naveen Tiwari Jabong Pravin Sinha
Snapdeal Kunal Bahl & Rohit Bansal Quikr Pranay Chulet
OLA Cabs Bhavish Aggarwal Amazon Jeff Bezos

MINISTERS OF STATE

Shiv Pratap Shukla Finance.

Vijay Goel
Parliamentary Affairs; and Statistics and Programme
Implementation.

Ashwini Kumar
Chaubey

Health and Family Welfare.

Virender Kumar Women and Child Development; and Minority Affairs

Anantkumar Hegde Skill Development and Entrepreneurship.

Gajendra Singh
Shekhawat

Agriculture and Farmers Welfare.
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Dr. Satya Pal Singh
Human Resource Development; and Water Resources, River
Development and Ganga Rejuvenation.

General(Retd.) V.K.
Singh

External Affairs.

Santosh Kumar
Gangwar

Finance

Faggan Singh Kulaste Health and Family Welfare

S.S. Ahluwalia Drinking Water and Sanitation.

Ramdas Athawale Social Justice and Empowerment.

Ram Kripal Yadav Rural Development.

Haribhai Parthbhai
Chaudhary

Mines; and Coal.

Giriraj Singh Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

Hansraj Gangaram Ahir Home Affairs.

Ramesh Chandappa
Jigajinagi

Drinking Water and Sanitation

Rajen Gohain Railways.

Parshottam Rupala Agriculture and Farmers Welfare; and Panchayati Raj.

M.J. Akbar External Affairs.

Upendra Kushwaha Human Resource Development.

Radhakrishnan P. Finance; and Shipping.

Kiren Rijiju Home Affairs

Krishan Pal Social Justice and Empowerment.

Jasvantsinh Sumanbhai
Bhabhor

Tribal Affairs.

Vishnu Deo Sai Steel

Sudarshan Bhagat Tribal Affairs.

Y.S. Chowdary Science and Technology; and Earth Sciences

Jayant Sinha Civil Aviation.

Babul Supriyo Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises.

Sadhvi Niranjan Jyoti Food Processing Industries.

Vijay Sampla Social Justice and Empowerment.

Arjun Ram Meghwal
Parliamentary Affairs; and Water Resources, River Development
and Ganga Rejuvenation.

Ajay Tamta Textiles

Krishna Raj Agriculture and Farmers Welfare.

Mansukh L. Mandaviya
Road Transport and Highways; Shipping; and Chemicals and
Fertilizers.

Anupriya Patel Health and Family Welfare
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GOVERNOR & CHIEF MINISTER OF STATE

S.
NO

STATE AND U.T. CHIEF MINISTER GOVERNOR

1 Andaman & Nicobar U.T. Devendra Kumar Joshi

2 Andhra Pradesh N. Chandrababu Naidu Shri. E. S. L. Narasimhan

3 Arunachal Pradesh Pema Khandu B.D. Mishra

4 Assam Sarbananda Sonowal Jagdish Mukhi

5 Bihar Nitish Kumar Satyapal Malik

6 Chandigarh U.T. V.P. Singh Bandore

7 Chhattisgarh Dr. Raman Singh Shri Balramji Dass Tandon

8 Goa Manohar Parrikar Mridula Sinha

9 Gujarat Vijay Rupani Shri Om Prakash Kohli

10 Haryana Manohar Lal Khattar Kaptan Singh Solanki

11 Himachal Pradesh Jai Ram Thakur Acharya Dev Vrat

12 Jammu and Kashmir Mehbooba Mufti Sayeed Narinder Nath Vohra

13 Jharkhand Raghubar Das Draupadi Murmu

14 Karnataka Shri K. Siddaramaiah Vajubhai Rudabhai Vala

15 Kerala PinarayiVijayan P. Sathasivam

16 Madhya Pradesh Shri Shivraj Singh Chouhan Anandiben Patel

17 Maharashtra Devendra Fadnavis Chennamaneni Vidyasagar Rao

18 Manipur N. Biren Singh NajmaHeptullah

19 Meghalaya Conard Sangam Ganga Prasad

20 Mizoram Lal Thanhawla Nirbhay Sharma

21 Nagaland Neiphiu Rio Shri Padmanabha Balakrishna Acharya

22 New Delhi ArvindKejriwal Anil Bijal

23 Odisha Sh. Naveen Patnaik Shri Satyapal Malick

24 Puducherry V. Narayanasamy Kiran Bedi

25 Punjab Captain Amarinder Singh V P Singh Badnore

26 Rajasthan Vasundhara Raje Kalyan Singh

27 Sikkim ShriPawan Kumar Chamling Shriniwas Dadasaheb Patil

28 Tamil Nadu Eddappadik Palaniswami Banwaril Lal Purohit

29 Telangana K Chandrasekhar Rao ESL Narasimhan

30 Tripura Biplap Kumar Dev Tathagata Roy

31 Uttar Pradesh Yogi Aditya Shri Ram Naik

32 Uttarakhand Trivendra Singh Rawat Krishan Kant Paul

33 West Bengal Km. Mamata Banerjee Keshari Nath Tripathi

34 Dadra and Nagar Haveli U.T. Prafula Khodapatel

35 Daman and Diu U.T. Prafula Khodapatel

36 Lakshadweep U.T. Farooq Khan
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BUREAUCRATS
1. National Security Adviser-Ajit Doval
2. Cabinet Secretary of India-Pradeep Kumar Sinha
3. Attorney General of India-K. K. Venugopal
4. Solicitor General of India-
5. Home Secretary-Rajiv gauba
6. Finance Secretary-Hasmukh Adhia
7. Foreign Secretary-Vijay Keshav Gokhale
8. Defence Secretary- Sanjay Mitra
9. Secretary-General of the Lok Sabha-Snehalata Srivastava (She succeed Anup Mishra)
10. Secretary-General of the Rajya Sabha-Desh Deepak Verma
11. Speaker, Lok Sabha- Sumitra Mahajan
12. Deputy Speaker, Lok Sabha- M. Thambidurai
13. Deputy Chairman, Rajya Sabha-PJ Kurien
14. Principal Scientific Adviser-R. Chidambaram
15. Director,National Technical Research Organisation-Alok joshi
16. Chief Economic Adviser-Arvind Subramanian
17. Permanent Representative of India to the United Nations-Syed Akbaruddin
18. Chairman, Railway Board-Ashwani Lohani
19. Chief Justice of India-Dipak Misra
20. Comptroller and Auditor-General of India-Rajiv Mehrishi
21. Chief Election Commissioner of India-Om Prakash Rawat
22. Election Commissioner-Sunil Arora
23. Chairperson, NITI Aayog-Prime Minister N.Modi
24. Vice President, NITI Aayog-Rajiv Kumar
25. CEO, NITI Aayog- Amitabh Kant
26. Chairman, ISRO-AS Kiran Kumar
27. Defence Research and Development(DRDO) Secretary -Dr.S.Christopher,
28. Principal Secretary to PM - Nirpendra Mishra
29. Director, Enforcement Directorate-Kamal Singh

PERMANENT COMMISSIONS OFFICE-HOLDERS
1. Chairman, National Human Rights Commission of India-H. L. Dattu
2. Chairman, Central Vigilance Commission-K. V. Chowdhary
3. Chairman, Central Information Commission-R. K. Mathur
4. Chairperson, Central Board of Direct Taxes -Sushil Chandra
5. Chairman, National Commission for Minorities-Syed Ghayorul Hasan Rizvi
6. Chairman, National Commission for Scheduled Castes-Ram Shankar Katheria
7. Chairman, National Commission for Scheduled Tribes -Nand Kumar Sai
8. Chairman, National Commission for Backward Classes- vacant
9. Chairman, National Commission for Women-Rekha Sharma
10. Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission of India-Sekhar Basu
11. Chairman, ISRO-K. Sivan
12. Chairman, National Forest Commission-B. N. Kirpal
13. Chairman, Union Public Service Commission-Vinay Mittal
14. Chairman, University Grants Commission-V. S. Chauhan
15. Chairman, Central Water Commission-Narendra Kumar
16. Director, Space Applications Centre-Tapan Misra
17. Chairman, Competition Commission of India-Devender Kumar Sikri
18. Chairman, CBSE (Central Board of Secondary Education)-Anita Karwal
19. Chairperson, Central Board of Excise & Customs-Ms. Vanaja N. Sarna
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20. Chairman, FSSAI(Food Safety and Standards Authority of India)-Ashish Bahuguna
21. Chairman, National Highways Authority of India-Deepak Kumar
22. Chairman, Central Board of Film-Prasoon Joshi
23. Chairman, Children’s Film Society of India-Mukesh Khana
24. Chairman, Press Council of India -CK Prasad
25. Chairman, Press Trust of India-Viveck Gonka
26. Chairman, Telecom Regulartory Authority of India (TRAI)-Ram Sevak Sharma
27. Chairperson, National Green Tribunal-Umesh Dattatraya Salvi
28. Director, NCERT(National Council of Educational Research and Training)-Hrushikesh Senapaty
29. Director General, Archaeological Survey of India-Rakesh Tewari
30. Chairperson, Staff Selection Commission  -Ashim Khurana
31. Director General, Delhi Metro Rail Corporation-Mangoo Singh

DEFENCEAND SECURITY
1. Chief of the Army Staff-General Bipin Rawat
2. Chief of the Air Staff-Air Chief Marshal Birender Singh Dhanoa

(also Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee)
3. Chief of the Naval Staff-Admiral Sunil Lanba
4. Chief of Integrated Defence Staff-air marshall p p reddy
5. Director, Research and Analysis Wing-Anil Dhasmana
6. Director, Intelligence Bureau-Rajiv Jain
7. Director General, Military Intelligence-Lieutenant General K. G. Krishna
8. Director, Central Bureau of Investigation-Alok Kumar Verma
9. Director General, Border Security Force-K. K. Sharma
10. Director General, Central Reserve Police Force-Rajiv Rai Bhatnagar
11. Director General, Central Industrial Security Force-O. P. Singh
12. Director General, Indo-Tibetan Border Police-R. K. Pachnanda
13. Director General, National Security Guard-Sudeep Lakhtakia
14. Director General, National Investigation Agency-Y.C. Modi
15. Director General, National Disaster Response Force-Sanjay Kumar
16. Director General,SSB-Rajni Kant Mishra

HEADS OF FINANCIAL BODIES
1. Chairman, 14th Finance Commission of India-Y. Venugopal Reddy, 15th Finance Commission-N.K. Singh
2. Governor of Reserve Bank of India-Urjit Patel
3. Chairman, Securities and Exchange Board of India-Ajay Tyagi
4. Chairman, Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India-T. S. Vijayan
5. Chairman, 7th Pay Commission-Ashok Kumar Mathur
6. Chairman, Small Industries Development Bank of India-Muhammad Mustafa
7. Chairman, Company Law Board-Mahesh Kumar Mittal
8. Chairman and Managing Director, Export-Import Bank of India- David Rasquinha
9. CEO and Managing Director, National Housing Bank-Sriram Kalyanaraman
10. Chairman, National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development-Harsh Kumar Bhanwala
11. CEO and Managing Director, Industrial Finance Corporation of India-Dr. Emandi Sankara Rao
12. Chairman, National Stock Exchange-Ashok Chawla
13. Chairman, Bombay Stock Exchange-Sethuratnam Ravi
14. Chairperson, State Bank of India-Rajnish Kumar
15. Chairman, IDBI-Mahesh Kumar Jain
16. Chairman, Life Insurance Corporation of India-V. K. Sharma
17. President, Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry-Pankaj Patel
18. Chairman, Pension Fund Regulatory and Development Authority-Hemant G. Contractor
19. President, Confederation of Indian Industry-Shobhana Kamineni
20. President, ASSOCHAM-Sandeep Jajodia
21. Chairman, National Statistical Commission-Radha Binod Barman
22. Chairman of Indian Bank Associations- Rajeev Rishi
23. CMD & CEO of Indian Post Payment Bank (IPPB) - Suresh Sethi
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ABBREVIATION
Acronyms Abbreviations

ACS Automated Clearing Systm.

AD Authorized Dealer.

ADB Asian Development Bank.

ADF Automated Data Flow

AEPS Aadhaar Enabled Payments Switch

AFS Annual Financial Statement.

AIC Agricultural Insurance Company.

AIF Alternative Investment Fund

ALCO Asset Liability Committee

ALM Asset Liability Management

AMFL Association of Mutual Funds in India.

AML Anti-Money Laundering

AMRMS Audit and Risk Monitoring Mechanism

ANBC Adjusted Net Bank Credit

APBS Aadhaar Payment Bridge System

ARC Asset Reconstruction Companies

ASBA Applications Supported Bank Accounts

ASSOCHAM
Associated Chambers of Commerce and
Industry of India.

ATM Automated Teller Machine.

BCBS Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

BCSBI Banking Codes and Standards Board of India

BIS Bank for International Settlements.

BOE Bill of Exchange

BOP Balance of Payments.

BOT Build,Operate and Transfer.

BSCS Basel Committee on Banking Supervision.

BSE Bombay Stock Exchange.

BSR Basic Statistical Returns.

CAD Current Account Deficit

CAR Capital Adequacy Ratio

CARE Credit Analysis and Research Limited

CASA Current and Savings Accounts

CBLO Collateralized Bank Lending Obligations

CBS Core Banking Solution.

CCIL Clearing Corporation of India Limited

CCL Cash Credit Limit

CDB Caribbean Development Bank.

CDBS Committee of Direction on Banking
Statistics.

CDRS Corporate Debt Restructuring

CDS Credit Default Swap.

CEPA Comprehensive Economic Partnership
Management.

CFRA Combined Finance and Revenue Accounts.

CGRA Currency and Gold Revaluation Account.

CIBIL Credit Information Bureau of India Limited

CMIS
Currency Management Information
System

CNP Card Not Present

CPFF Commercial Paper Funding Facility

CPI Consumer Price Index.

CRAR Capital To Risk Weighted Asset Ratio.

CRISIL Credit Rating Information Services Of India

CRMD Credit Risk Management Department.

CRR Cash Reserve Ratio.

CSR corporate social responsibility

CTI Country Threat Index.

DPG Deferred Payment Guarantee

DPN Demand Promissory Note

DRAT Debt Recovery Appellate Tribunal

DRI Differential Rate Of Interest

DSCR Debt Service Coverage Ratio

DTAA Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement.

EBRD
European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development.

ECB External Commercial Borrowings.

ECS Electronic Clearing System.

EDF Export Development Fund

EDI Electronic Data Internchange

EDP Entrepreneurship Development Programme

EEFC Exchange Earners’ Foreign Currency
EFTPOS Electronic Funds Transfer At Point Of Sale

EIB European Investment Bank.

ELSS Equity Linked Saving Scheme.

EMI Equated Monthly Instalments

EPFO Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation
EPOS Electronic Point Of Sale

EPS Earning per Share

ESOP Employee Stock Options

EXIM Export Import Bank of India.

FCA Foreign Currency Assets.

FCCB Foreign Currency Convertible Bond

FCNR Foreign Currency Non Resident Deposit Accounts

FCNRA Foreign Currency Non resident Account.

FDI Foreign Direct Investment.

FEDAI Foreign Exchange Dealers Association Of India

FERA Foreign Exchange Regulation Act.

FICCI
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry.
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FII Foreign Institutional Investor.

FINO
Financial Information Network and
Operation Limited

FIPB Foreign Investment Promotion Board.

FPI Foreign Portfolio Investment.

FTA Free Trade Agreement.

GAAR General Anti Avoidance Rule.

GDR Global Depository Receipt.

GFD Gross Fiscal Deficit.

GIRO Government Internal Revenue Order.

GMS Gold Monetisation Scheme

GSTN Goods and Services Network

HDFC Housing Development Finance Corporation.

IADB Inter American Development Bank.

IAS Integrated Accounting Systems

IBBI Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India

IBRD
International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development

IBU International Banking Unit

ICA Indian Council of Agricultural Research.

ICICI
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation
of India.

ICRA
Investment Information and Credit Rating
Agency of India Limited

IDB Islamic Development Bank.

IDBI Industrial Development Bank of India.

IDR Indian Depository Receipts.

IDRBT
Institute for Development and Research Of
Banking

IEPF Investors Education and Protection Fund

IFC International Finance Corporation

IIB International Investment Bank.

IIBF Indian Institute of Banking and Finance.

IMF International Monetary Fund.

IMPS Immediate Payment Service

IMT Instant Money Transfer

IOB Indian Overseas Bank.

IPO Initial Public Offering

IPPB India Post Payments Bank

IRBI Industrial Reconstruction Bank Of India.

IRDA
Insurance Regulatory and Development
Authority of India

IROs Interest rate options

IRR Internal Rate Of Return.

ISCI
International Standard Industrial
Classification

KCC Kisan Credit Card

KMB Kotak Mahindra Bank.

KVB Karur Vysya Bank.

KVIC Khadi and Village Industries Corporation

KVP Kisan Vikas Patra

KYC Know Your Customer Guidelines

LAB Local Area Bank.

LAF Liquidity Adjustment Facility

LAMPS Large Sized Adivasi Multipurpose Societies

LDB Land Development Bank.

LERMS Liberalized Exchange Rate Management System

LIBOR London Inter Bank Offered Rate.

LIC Life Insurance Corporation Of India

LTCG Long-Term Capital Gains

LTN Long Term Note

MCA Ministry Of Company Affairs

MCLR Marginal Cost Of Lending Rate

MFDF Micro Finance Development Fund

MIBOR Mumbai Inter Bank Offer Rate.

MICR Magnetic Ink Character Recognition

MIS Management Information System

MSS Market Stabilisation Scheme

MTN Medium Term Note

MUDRA Micro Units Development And Refinance Agency

NABARD
National Bank For Agricultural And Rural
Development.

NAS National Account Statistics.

NAV Net Asset Value.

NBC Non Banking Companies.

NBFC Non Banking Finance Companies

NDA Net Domestic Asset

NDS Negotiated Dealing Systems

NDTL Net Demand And Time Liability

NECS National Electronic Clearing System

NEFT National Electronic Funds Transfer System.

NFA No Frills Account.

NFC Non Banking Finance Companies.

NFS National Financial Switch

NHB National Housing Bank.

NIB Nordic Investment Bank.

NPA Non Performing Assets.

NPCI National Payments Corporation Of India

NPS National Pensions Scheme.

NPV Net Present Value
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NRE Non Resident External Account

NRI Non Resident Indian

NSE National Stock Exchange.

NSFDC
National Scheduled Castes Finance And
Development Corporation

OCB Overseas Corporate Bodies

ODIs Offshore/Overseas Derivative Instruments

OECD
Organisation For Economic Cooperation And
Development

OLTAS Online Tax Accounting System

OMO Open Market Operations

OTCEI Over the Counter Exchange Of India

OTP One-Time Password

PACS Primary Agricultural Credit Societies

PAN Permanent Account Number

PDO Public Debt Office

PFRDA
Pension Fund Regulatory and Development
Authority

PGS Payment Gateway System.

PIN Personal Identification Number

PIS Portfolio Investment Scheme

P-Notes Participatory Notes

POA Power of Attorney

PoS Point of Sale

PPF Public Provident Fund

PPIs Prepaid Payment Instruments

PRSF Partial Risk Sharing Facility

QIB Qualified Institutional Bankers

RBI Reserve Bank of India

RBS Royal Bank of Scotland.

RDBMS Relational Database Management System

RDDBFI
Recovery of Debt due to Banks and Financial
Institutions

REC Rural Electrification Corporation

RFC Resident Foreign Currency

RIDF Rural Infrastructure Development Fund

RoA Return On Assets

RoE Return On Equity

RRB Regional Rural Bank.

RTGS Real Time Gross Settlement System.

RWA Risk Weighted Assets

SARFAESI
Securitization and Reconstruction of
Financial Assets and Enforcement of
Security Interest

SBI State Bank of India

SCB Scheduled Commercial Bank

SCC Selective Credit Control.

SDBS Service Discharge Benefit Scheme

SDR Special Drawing Rights

SEBI Securities and Exchange Board of India

SEPA Single Euro Payment Area.

SFMS Structured Financial Messaging Services

SGB Sovereign Gold Bond

SHG Self Help Group

SIDBI
Small Industries And Development Bank Of
India.

SIDC State Industrial Development Corporation

SIFI
Systematically Important Financial
Intermediaries

SLR Statutory Reserve Ratio

SLRS
Scheme for Liberation and Rehabilitation of
Scavengers

SME Small and Medium Industries

SMERA SME Rating Agency of India Limited

SMILE
SIDBI Make in India Loan for small
Enterprises

SPNS Shared Payment Network System.

SSI Small Scale Industries

SSSBE Small Scale Service and Business Enterprises

SWIFT
Society For World Wide Inter Bank Financial
Telecommunication.

TDS Tax Deducted at Source

TIN Tax Information Network

UBIN Unique Business Identification Number

UCB Urban Cooperative Bank.

UCNs Uniform Code Numbers

UEBA Universal Electronic Bank Account.

UIDAI Unique Identification Authority of India

UPI Unified Payments Interface

UPIN Unique Property Identification Numbers.

USB Ultra Small Branch.

USD United States Dollar.

UTI Unit Trust of India

VDBS Vertically Differentiated Banking System.

VPA Virtual Payment Address

WBCIS Weather Based Crop Insurance Scheme.

WCTL Working Capital Term Loan

WL ATM White Label ATM.

WMA Ways and Means Advances

WPI Wholesale Price Index

YTM Yield to Maturity
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A space program concerns itself with the discovery and exploration of the outer celestial
bodies by means of continuously evolving space technology. Some countries like the
USA and former USSR have also used their space programs for geo-political rivalries
during the cold war by engaging in a ‘space race’ for the various firsts associated with
outer space like the first human in space, first human on the moon, the first manned
satellite mission and so on. The Indian space program aims at using space technology
for human benefit in different areas like telecommunication, health, education

(telemedicine and distance education), weather forecasting, disaster warning, cartography, geological mapping apart from space
exploration and discovery.
Despite being a developing economy with its attendant problems, India has effectively developed space technology and has
applied it successfully for its rapid development and today is offering a variety of space services globally. During the formative
decade of 1960s, space research was conducted by India mainly with the help of sounding rockets. The Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) was formed in 1969. Space research activities were provided additional fillip with the formation of the Space
Commission and the Department of Space by the government of India in 1972. And, ISRO was brought under the Department of
Space in the same year. In the history of the Indian space programme, 70s were the era of Experimentation during which experimental
satellite programmes like Aryabhatta, Bhaskara, Rohini and Apple were conducted. The success of those programmes, led to era
of operationalisation in 80s during which operational satellite programmes like INSAT and IRS came into being. Today, INSAT and
IRS are the major programmes of ISRO.

Father of the Indian Space Program
Although there is no official designation of father of the Indian space program like father of the nation, however, Dr Vikram
Sarabhai is widely regarded as the father of the Indian space program. In 1962, the Indian government realised the importance of
a dedicated space program and set up the Indian National Committee for Space Research (INCOSPAR) with Dr Sarabhai as its
head. With Dr Vikram Sarabhai’s vision and expertise the Thumba Equatorial Rocket Launching Station (TERLS) in
Thiruvananthapuram was setup for conducting upper atmospheric research. In 1969 the Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO) was created superseding the erstwhile INCOSPAR and Dr Vikram Sarabhai was its first Chairman and remained so until his
demise in 1971. He was honoured with the Padma Vibhushan posthumously in 1972 and the Thumba Equatorial Rocket Launching
Station (TERLS) in Thiruvananthapuram was renamed in honour of Dr. Vikram Sarabhai.

Objectives of the Indian Space Program
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) is the nodal agency and flag bearer of the Indian space program. ISRO performs
a wide array of services apart from their main mission of building and launching space missions and their launch vehicles for a
wide variety of objectives listed above. It has also contributed to science and science education in the country. Various dedicated
research centres and autonomous institutions for remote sensing, astronomy and astrophysics, atmospheric sciences and space
sciences in general function under the aegis of Department of Space. Therefore the objective of the Indian space program are
twofold: one concerns with space discovery and exploration through space missions and the second is the promotion of research
and education related to space science in the country.
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) is the space agency of the Government of India headquartered in the city of
Bangalore. Its vision is to “harness space technology for national development while pursuing space science research and
planetary exploration.”
Formed in 1969, ISRO superseded the erstwhile Indian National Committee for Space Research (INCOSPAR) established in 1962
by the efforts of independent India’s first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, and his close aide and scientist Vikram Sarabhai. The
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establishment of ISRO thus institutionalized space activities in India. It is managed by the Department of Space, which reports to
the Prime Minister of India.
ISRO built India’s first satellite, Aryabhata, which was launched by the Soviet Union on 19 April 1975. It was named after the
Mathematician Aryabhata. In 1980, Rohini became the first satellite to be placed in orbit by an Indian-made launch vehicle, SLV-
3. ISRO
subsequently
d e v e l o p e d
two other
rockets: the
Polar Satellite
L a u n c h
Vehicle (PSLV)
for launching
satellites into
polar orbits
and the
Geosynchronous
S a t e l l i t e
L a u n c h
V e h i c l e
(GSLV) for
p l a c i n g
satellites into
geostationary
orbits. These
rockets have
l a u n c h e d
n u m e r o u s
communications
satellites and earth observation satellites. Satellite navigation systems like GAGAN and IRNSS have been deployed.
Notable Missions of ISRO include lunar orbiter, Chandrayaan-1, on 22 October 2008 and Mars Orbiter Mission, on 5 November
2013, which successfully entered Mars orbit on 24 September 2014, making India the first nation to succeed on its first attempt to
Mars, and ISRO the fourth space agency in the world as well as the first space agency in Asia to successfully reach Mars orbit.
On 18 June 2016 ISRO successfully set a record with a launch of 20 satellites in a single payload, one being a satellite from Google.
On 15 February 2017, ISRO launched 104 satellites in a single rocket (PSLV-C37) and created a world record. ISRO launched its
heaviest rocket, Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle-Mark III (GSLV-Mk III), on 5 June 2017 and placed a communications
satellite GSAT-19 in orbit. With this launch, ISRO became capable of launching 4 ton heavy satellites.
Future plans include the development of ULV, development of a reusable launch vehicle, human spaceflight, controlled soft lunar
landing, interplanetary probes, and a solar spacecraft mission.

Oraganisational Structure
ISRO is managed by the Department of Space (DoS) of the Government of India. DoS itself falls under the authority of the Prime
Minister’s Office and the Space Commission, and manages the following agencies and institutes
1.    Indian Space Research Organisation

 Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC), Thiruvananthapuram.
 Liquid Propulsion Systems Centre (LPSC), Thiruvananthapuram.
 Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC-SHAR), Sriharikota.
 ISRO Propulsion Complex (IPRC), Mahendragiri.
 ISRO Satellite Centre (ISAC), Bangalore.
 Space Applications Centre (SAC), Ahmedabad.
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 National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC), Hyderabad.
 ISRO Inertial Systems Unit (IISU), Thiruvananthapuram.
 Development and Educational Communication Unit (DECU), Ahmedabad.
 Master Control Facility (MCF), Hassan, Karnataka.
 ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and Command Network (ISTRAC), Bangalore.
 Laboratory for Electro-Optics Systems (LEOS), Bangalore.
 Indian Institute of Remote Sensing (IIRS), Dehradun.

2.     Antrix Corporation – The marketing arm of ISRO, Bangalore.
3.     Physical Research Laboratory (PRL), Ahmedabad.
4.     National Atmospheric Research Laboratory (NARL), Gadanki, Andhra pradesh.
5.     North-Eastern Space Applications Centre (NE-SAC), Umiam.
6.     Semi-Conductor Laboratory (SCL), Mohali.
7.     Indian Institute of Space Science and Technology (IIST), Thiruvananthapuram – India’s space university.

Various Centres of ISRO
1.    Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre 

The  Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre  (VSSC) is a major space research centre of the  Indian Space Research Organisation  (ISRO),
focusing on rocket and space vehicles for India’s satellite programme. It is located in Thiruvananthapuram, in the Indian
state of  Kerala. The Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre is one of the main research and development establishments within ISRO.
VSSC is an entirely indigenous facility working on the development of sounding rockets, the Rohini and Menaka launchers,
and the  ASLV,  PSLV,  GSLVand  GSLV Mk III  families of launch vehicles.

2.    Liquid Propulsion Systems Centre
The Liquid Propulsion Systems Centre (LPSC) is a research and development centre functioning under Indian Space Research
Organisation. It has two units located at Valiamala, in Thiruvananthapuram of Kerala, and Bengaluru of Karnataka. LPSC is
augmented by ISRO Propulsion Complex at Mahendragiri of Tamil Nadu.
LPSC is engaged in development of liquid and cryogenic propulsion stages for launch vehicles and auxiliary propulsion
systems for both launch vehicles and satellites.

3.    Satish Dhawan Space Centre
Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC) or Sriharikota Range (SHAR) is a rocket launch centre operated by Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO). It is located in Sriharikota in Andhra Pradesh. Sriharikota Range was renamed in 2002 after
ISRO’s former chairman Satish Dhawan.

4.    ISRO Propulsion Complex
The ISRO Propulsion Complex (IPRC), located at Mahendragiri of Tamil Nadu, is an Indian Space Research Organisation
centre involved in testing, assembling, and integrating propulsion systems and stages that are developed at ISRO’s Liquid
Propulsion Systems Centres. Formerly, IPRC was known as LPSC, Mahendragiri, functioning under LPSC, Valiamala in
Thiruvananthapuram of Kerala. It was elevated as an independent centre and renamed as IPRC with effect from February 1,
2014.

5.    Indian Space Research Organisation Satellite Centre
The ISRO Satellite Centre (ISAC) is the leading centre of ISRO for design, development, fabrication and testing of all Indian
made satellites. It was established in the year of 1972 as Indian Scientific Satellite Project (ISSP). Situated in Vimanapura Post
of Bangalore, Karnataka, the centre has recently produced and launched its 100th satellite including the INSAT series, the
IRS series, as well as the GSAT communication satellites.

6.    Space Applications Centre
The Space Applications Centre (SAC) is an institution of research in Ahmedabad under the aegis of the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO). It is one of the major centres of ISRO that is engaged in the research, development and
demonstration of applications of space technology in the field of telecommunications, remote sensing, meteorology and
satellite navigation (Sat Nav). This includes research and development of on-board systems, ground systems and end user
equipment hardware and software.
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7.    National Remote Sensing Centre
National Remote Sensing Centre or NRSC, located at Hyderabad is one of the centres of the Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO), striving to realise the Indian Space Vision, as a key player in Earth Observation Programme and Disaster Management
Support programme.

8.    ISRO Inertial Systems Unit
The ISRO Inertial Systems Unit (IISU) is a research and development unit of the Indian Space Research Organisation located
in Thiruvananthapuram that specialises in inertial sensors and systems in satellite technology. Its specialized fields include
the fields of launch vehicle inertial systems, spacecraft inertial systems, inertial sensors evaluation and simulation, inertial
system production, inertial systems electronic production, reliability and quality assurance and advanced inertial systems
group.

9.    Development and Educational Communication Unit
Development and Educational Communication Unit is an arm of Indian Space Research Organisation which aims at planning
and imparting training the personnel for usage of satellite based communication systems for societal needs. The main
objective of the organisation is to plan and envisage satellite usage for the general population in domains such as education
and medicine, as well as many others.

10.  Master Control Facility
The Master Control Facility (MCF) is a facility set up by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) in the city of Hassan
in the Indian state of Karnataka. Established in 1982, this facility is responsible for monitoring and controlling geostationary
and geosynchronous satellites launched by ISRO. This was the only Master Control Facility of ISRO till another one was
established in Bhopal in 2005.

11. ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and Command Network
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), over the years, has established a comprehensive global network of ground
stations to provide Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TTC) support to satellite and launch vehicle missions. These facilities
are grouped under ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and Command Network (ISTRAC) with its headquarters at Bangalore, India.

12. Laboratory for Electro-Optics Systems
Laboratory for Electro-Optics Systems is a research lab belonging to Indian Space Research Organisation. It involves in
design and development of optics and sensor modules that can be deployed either onboard satellite or with the launch
vehicle.

13. Indian Institute of Remote Sensing
The Indian Institute of Remote Sensing is a premier institute for research, higher education and training in the field of Remote
Sensing, Geoinformatics and GPS Technology for Natural Resources, Environmental and Disaster Management under the
Indian Department of Space, which was established in the year 1966. It is located in the city of Dehradun, Uttarakhand.

Launch Vehicle Technology of India
During the 1960s and 1970s, India initiated its own launch vehicle program owing to geopolitical and economic considerations. In
the 1960s–1970s, the country successfully developed a sounding rockets programme, and by the 1980s, research had yielded the
Satellite Launch Vehicle-3 and the more advanced Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle (ASLV), complete with operational supporting
infrastructure. ISRO further applied its energies to the advancement of launch vehicle technology resulting in the creation of PSLV
and GSLV technologies.
1.     Satellite Launch Vehicle

The Satellite Launch Vehicle or SLV was a project started in the early 1970s by the Indian Space Research Organisation to
develop the technology needed to launch satellites. The project was headed by APJ Abdul Kalam. SLV was intended to reach
a height of 400 kilometres and carry a payload of 40 kg. The first experimental flight of SLV-3, in August 1979, was a failure. It
was a four-stage rocket with all solid-propellant motors. The first launch of the SLV took place in Sriharikota on 10 August
1979. The fourth and final launch of the SLV took place on 17 April 1983.

2.     Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle
The Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle or Advanced Satellite Launch Vehicle, also known as ASLV, was a five-stage solid-
fuel rocket developed by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) to place 150 kg satellites into LEO. This project was
started by India during the early 1980s to develop technologies needed for a payload to be placed into a geostationary orbit.
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Its design was based on Satellite Launch Vehicle. ISRO did not have sufficient funds for both the Polar Satellite Launch
Vehicle programme and the ASLV programme at the same time and the ASLV programme was terminated after the initial
developmental flights. The payloads of ASLV were Stretched Rohini Satellites.
The ASLV made four launches, of which one was successful, two failed to achieve orbit, and a third achieved a lower than
planned orbit which decayed quickly.

3.     Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle
The Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle, commonly known by its abbreviation PSLV, is an expendable launch system developed
and operated by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). It was developed to allow India to launch its Indian Remote
Sensing (IRS) satellites into sun-synchronous orbits, a service that was, until the advent of the PSLV in 1993, commercially
available only
from Russia. PSLV
can also launch
small size
satellites into
g e o s t a t i o n a r y
transfer orbit
(GTO).
Some notable
p a y l o a d s
launched by
PSLV include
India’s first lunar
p r o b e
Chandrayaan-1,
India’s first
in te rp lane ta ry
mission, Mars
Orbiter Mission (Mangalyaan) and India’s first space observatory, Astrosat.
PSLV has gained credence as a small satellite launcher due its numerous multi-satellite deployment campaigns with auxiliary
payloads usually ride sharing along an Indian primary payload. Most notable among these was launch of PSLV C37 on 15
February 2017 successfully deploying 104 satellites in sun-synchronous orbit.

4.    Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle
Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle abbreviated as GSLV, is an expendable launch system operated by the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO). GSLV has been used in ten launches to date, since its first launch in 2001 to the most recent
on May 5, 2017 carrying the GSAT 9 satellite. Even though Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle Mark III shares the
name it is an entirely different launcher.

Achievements of Indian Space Program
1.     Achievements in Earth Observation

The Indian Remote sensing programme is driven by the user needs. These IRS satellites observe the planet Earth from space
and provide us periodically synoptic and systematic information pertaining to land, ocean and atmosphere and several
aspects of environment. This information is a key ingredient in the programmes of the government at the Centre and State
towards ensuring food and water security, sustaining our environment and eco-system, understanding weather and climate,
monitoring and management of natural resources, planning and monitoring of developmental activities, support to management
and mitigation during disaster events, and information for better governance.

2.     Achievements in Satellite Communication
Satellite Communication utilisation has become wide spread and ubiquitous throughout the country for such diverse
applications like Television, DTH Broadcasting, DSNG and VSAT to exploit the unique capabilities in terms of coverage and
outreach. The potential of the technology for societal applications has fascinated ISRO and it has made efforts to leverage
the benefits of technology to the betterment of mankind. Important initiatives pursued by ISRO towards societal development
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include Tele-education, Tele-medicine, Village Resource Centre (VRC) and Disaster Management System (DMS) Programmes.
The potential of the space technology for applications of national development is enormous.

3.     Achievements in Disaster Managements
The Decision Support Centre established at National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) of ISRO is engaged in monitoring
natural disasters such as flood, cyclone, agricultural drought, landslides, earthquakes and forest fires at operational level.
The information generated from aero-space systems are disseminated to the concerned in near real time for aiding in decision
making. The value added products generated using satellite imagery helps in addressing the information needs covering all
the phases of disaster management such as, preparedness, early warning, response, relief, rehabilitation, recovery and
mitigation.

4.     Achievements in Satellite Navigation
To meet the Civil Aviation requirements, ISRO is working jointly with Airport Authority of India (AAI) in establishing the GPS
Aided Geo Augmented Navigation (GAGAN) system. To meet the user requirements of the positioning, navigation and
timing services based on the indigenous system, ISRO is establishing a regional satellite navigation system called Indian
Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) which is renamed as NAVigation with Indian Constellation (NAVIC). It has
places 7 satellites in the series which will launch its own navigation system.

5.     Achievements in Climate and Environment
Issues related to natural environment and climate change needs understanding of the interactive physical, chemical and
biological processes that regulate the total Earth System, the changes that are occurring in the system, and the manner in
which they are influenced by the natural forces and human activities.

The ISRO/ DOS Centres are engaged in various research studies and activities related to the Earth’s climate system, designing
sensors and satellites, and established ground based observations systems for studying the climate and environmental parameters.

MAJOR SPACE MISSIONS OF INDIA
Chandrayaan
C h a n d r a y a a n -
1 was India’s
first  lunar  probe. It
was launched by
the  Indian Space
R e s e a r c h
Organisation  in
October 2008, and
operated until
August 2009. The
mission included a
lunar orbiter and
an  impactor. India
launched the
spacecraft using
a  PSLV-XL  rocket,
serial number C11,
in October 2008.
The vehicle was
inserted into lunar
orbit on 8
November 2008.
The lunar mission
carried five ISRO
payloads and six
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payloads from other space agencies including  NASA,  ESA, and the  Bulgarian Aerospace Agency, which were carried free of cost.
Among its many achievements, the greatest achievement was the discovery of the widespread presence of water molecules in the
lunar soil.
After almost a year, the orbiter started suffering from several technical issues including failure of the star sensors and poor thermal
shielding; Chandrayaan stopped sending radio signals after which the  ISRO  officially declared the mission over. Chandrayaan
operated for 312 days as opposed to the intended two years but the mission achieved 95% of its planned objectives.
The mission had the following stated scientific objectives:

 to design, develop, launch and orbit a spacecraft around the Moon using an Indian-made launch-vehicle.
 to conduct scientific experiments using instruments on the spacecraft which would yield data.
 for chemical and mineralogical mapping of the entire lunar surface at high spatial resolution, mapping particularly the

chemical elements magnesium, aluminium, silicon, calcium, iron, titanium, radon, uranium, and thorium
 to increase scientific knowledge
 to test the impact of a sub-satellite (Moon Impact Probe – MIP) on the surface of the Moon as a fore-runner for future

soft-landing missions
Indian instruments

1. TMC or the Terrain Mapping Camera is a CMOS camera was used to produce a high-resolution map of the Moon. The aim
of this instrument was to completely map the topography of the Moon.

2. HySI or Hyper Spectral Imager is a CMOS camera, performed mineralogical mapping in the 400–900 nm band with a
spectral resolution of 15 nm and a spatial resolution of 80 m (260 ft).

3. LLRI or Lunar Laser Ranging Instrument determines the height of the surface topography by sending pulses of infrared
laser light towards the lunar surface and detecting the reflected portion of that light.

4. HEX is a High Energy gamma x-ray spectrometer for ground resolution and other radioactive elements.
5. MIP or the Moon Impact Probe developed by the ISRO, is an impact probe which consisted of a C-band Radar altimeter

for measurement of altitude of the probe, a video imaging system for acquiring images of the lunar surface and a mass
spectrometer for measuring the constituents of the lunar atmosphere.

Chandrayan-II which is
supported to be
launched in April 2018 at
a cost of Rs. 800 cr. has
been postponed to
Octo ber -November
2018. It will be launched
using GSLV MK-III
(GSLV F-10) from SDSC
Sriharikota said ISRO
Chairman K. Sivan
recently.
Mars Orbiter Mission
The Mars Orbiter
Mission (MOM), also
called Mangalyaan is a
space probe orbiting
Mars since 24
September 2014. It was
launched on 5
November 2013 by the
Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO). It
is India’s first
interplanetary mission
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and ISRO has also
become the fourth
space agency to
reach Mars, after the
Soviet space
program, NASA, and
the European Space
Agency. It is the first
Asian nation to
reach Mars orbit, and
the first nation in the
world to do so in its
first attempt.
The primary
objective of the
mission is to develop
the technologies
required for
designing, planning,
management and
operations of an
i n t e r p l a n e t a r y
mission. The
secondary objective
is to explore Mars’
surface features,
m o r p h o l o g y ,
mineralogy and
Martian atmosphere
using indigenous
s c i e n t i f i c
instruments.

Scientific objectives
The scientific objectives deal with the following major aspects:

 Exploration of Mars surface features by studying the morphology, topography and mineralogy.
 Study the constituents of Martian atmosphere including methane and CO

2
using remote sensing techniques.

 Study the dynamics of the upper atmosphere of Mars, effects of solar wind and radiation and the escape of volatiles to
outer space.

The Mission consists of five Scientific Payloads
1.    Lyman-Alpha Photometer (LAP)

It is a photometer that measures the relative abundance of deuterium and hydrogen from Lyman-alpha emissions in the upper
atmosphere. Measuring the deuterium/hydrogen ratio will allow an estimation of the amount of water loss to outer space.

2.    Methane Sensor for Mars (MSM)
It will measure methane in the atmosphere of Mars, if any, and map its sources. MSM is designed to measure methane (CH

4
)

in the Martian atmosphere with parts-per-billion (ppb) accuracy and map its sources. Data is acquired only over illuminated
areas as the sensor measures reflected solar radiation.
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3.    Mars Exospheric Neutral Composition Analyser (MENCA)
It is a quadruple mass analyser capable of analysing the neutral composition of particles in the range of 1–300 amu (atomic
mass unit) with unit mass resolution. The heritage of this payload is from Chandra’s Altitudinal Composition Explorer
(CHANCE) payload aboard the Moon Impact Probe (MIP) in Chandrayaan-1 mission.

4.     Thermal Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (TIS)
TIS measures the thermal emission and can be operated during both day and night. It would map surface composition and
mineralogy of Mars and also monitor atmospheric CO

2
 and turbidity.

5.     Mars Colour Camera (MCC)
This tricolour camera gives images and information about the surface features and composition of Martian surface. It is
useful to monitor the dynamic events and weather of Mars like dust storms/atmospheric turbidity.

MAJOR LAUNCHES BY INDIA
1. India’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle, in its forty second flight (PSLV-C40), successfully launched the 710 kg Cartosat-

2 Series Satellite for earth observation and 30 co-passenger satellites. The co-passenger satellites comprise one
Microsatellite and one Nanosatellite from India as well as 3 Microsatellites and 25 Nanosatellites from six countries,
namely, Canada, Finland, France, Republic of Korea, UK and USA. The total weight of all the 31 satellites carried onboard
PSLV-C40 is about 1323 kg.

2. India’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle, in its 40th flight (PSLV-C38), launched the 712 kg Cartosat-2 series satellite for
earth observation and 30 co-passenger satellites together weighing about 243 kg at lift-off into a 505 km polar Sun
Synchronous Orbit (SSO). The co-passenger satellites comprise 29 Nano satellites from 14 countries namely, Austria,
Belgium, Chile, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, United Kingdom and
United States of America as well as one Nano satellite (NIUSAT) from India. The total weight of all these satellites carried
on-board PSLV-C38 is about 955 kg.

3. India’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle, in its thirty ninth flight (PSLV-C37), launches the 714 kg Cartosat-2 series satellite
for earth observation and 103 co-passenger satellites together weighing about 663 kg at lift-off into a 505 km polar Sun
Synchronous Orbit (SSO). The co-passenger satellites comprised of 101 nano satellites, one each from Kazakhstan,
Israel, The Netherlands, Switzerland, United Arab Emirates (UAE) and 96 from United States of America (USA), as well as
two Nano satellites from India. The total weight of all these satellites carried on-board PSLV-C37 was about 1377 kg.
PSLV-C37 also carried two ISRO Nano satellites (INS-1A and INS-1B), as co-passenger satellites. These two satellites
carry a total of four different payloads from Space Applications Centre (SAC) and Laboratory for Electro Optics Systems
(LEOS) of ISRO for conducting various experiments.

4. GSLV-F09 launches 2230 kg South Asia Satellite GSAT-9 into a Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO). GSLV-F09
mission is the eleventh flight of India’s Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV) and its fourth consecutive
flight with the indigenous Cryogenic Upper Stage (CUS). GSLV-F09 was launched on May 05, 2017.

CONCLUSION
ISRO has created its own place among the Elite group of nations having command over space technology and even established
world record. This is just the beginning of its space odyssey which has a bright future ahead.
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1. PASSIVE EUTHANASIA
In a landmark judgment, a five-judge Constitution Bench of the Supreme
Court, with Chief Justice of India Dipak Misra at the helm,  legalised  passive
euthanasia  and upheld the right of every citizen to die with dignity. Saying
every human being has the right to die with dignity, and permitting
euthanasia, the Supreme Court said that it will be permitted with guidelines.
The Supreme Court in March 2011, allowed passive euthanasia in Aruna
Shanbaug’s case.
passive euthanasia is when doctors \ medical experts let a terminally-ill
patient die by not doing what’s necessary to keep the patient alive or when
they pull the plug.
Passive euthanasia could be carried out by :

 not carrying out a life-extending operation.
 not providing the patient with life-extending drugs.
 by switching off life-support machines.
 by disconnecting a feeding tube.

Active euthanasia, on the other hand, is when doctors intentionally
intervene to end a patient’s life. This practice is still illegal in India.
The difference between passive and active euthanasia :

 In active euthanasia, medical professionals, or a relevant authority,
deliberately act upon a patient’s desire (such as giving an injection
or medication) to cause the patient to die.

 In passive euthanasia, the patient dies because the mechanism
that keeps the patient alive is removed (life-support machines,
feeding tube, a life-extending operation, drugs).

Passive euthanasia is legal in many countries but active euthanasia is legal
only in Canada, the Netherlands, Switzerland and a few states in the US.
Netherlands was the first country to legalise  euthanasia and assisted
suicide in April 2002.

ARUNA SHANBAUG CASE
Aruna Ramchandra Shanbaug, a nurse working at the King Edward
Memorial Hospital in Mumbai’s Parel, was brutally raped and gagged with
a dog chain by a ward boy - Sohnlal Bhartha Walmiki. The incident that
jolted the nation happened on November 27, 1973.
Shanbaug suffered serious brain and cervical cord injuries and cortical
blindness due to asphyxiation. The medical condition left her in a vegetative
state for the next 42 years until she died on May 18, 2015.
The Netherlands was the first country in the world to legalize passive
euthanasia in 2002.
Patients who are permitted to be subjected to passive euthanasia should
be those who — despite being fully conscious — suffer unbearable, chronic
pain or incurable diseases.

Past judgements :
In the past 24 years, the SC has delivered four judgments on this subject.
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 In the P Ratinam (1994) case, a two-judge bench
held that the right to life includes the right to die as
every fundamental right has both positive and
negative connotations: Just as the right to “free
speech” includes the “right to silence”, the right to
life includes the “right to die”.

 The Ratinam verdict was overruled within two years
by a two-judge bench in the Gian Kaur case (1996).

 In 2011, a two-judge bench headed by Justice
Markandey Katju validated passive euthanasia in
the Aruna Shanbaug case.

 But in 2014, a three-judge bench noted the
inconsistencies in the 2011 verdict and made a
reference to a constitution bench, leading to the
latest verdict.

Implications :
 The judgment is favourable to patients who will

now be able to avoid needless medical
interventions.

 The decision will also save a lot of money and agony
for patients and their families, and prevent
unnecessary treatments for the terminally ill.

Issues :
 There can be instances wherein the patient may

have been coerced to write the will. Sometimes a
living will written at a certain juncture of a person’s
life may not be applicable after a period of time when
circumstances may have changed.

 To decide that there is no hope in continuing the
treatment and that there is zero possibility of
recovery precludes the astonishing ability of the
human body to recuperate. As long as there is life,
there is hope.

 Even with the legalization of euthanasia, the
“choice” to die may sometimes not be the final
prerogative of the patient. The patient could be too
ill to decide. Here, the decision-makers possibly will
be the medical team and the patients’ relatives, not
the patient.

Furtherance :
 India needs improved access to high-quality

healthcare for the terminally ill, referred to as
palliative care — right from the time an illness is
diagnosed till the end of life. 
The WHO defines palliative care as a multi-
disciplinary approach that improves the quality of
life of patients with life-threatening illnesses, and

their families, by relieving suffering and pain —
physical, psycho-social and spiritual. 
As of now, there are six million people who need
palliative care, while there are only 1,400 centres,
making it one centre for every 4,300 patients.

 Living will make sense when coupled with a medical
power of attorney and independent third-party
monitoring. 
This will allow for a middle way considering all the
interests at play: the right of the patient, the state’s
interest in human life, and the interest of the
patient’s family.

Conclusion :
The Supreme Court has taken a bold decision. It must be
easy for a family to put into action a patient’s desire to die
and this will depend on how quickly the process of medical/
judicial reviews and verifications take place.   If done tardily
and with insensitivity, the whole purpose can be self-
defeating.

2. THE WAR ON TB
World  Tuberculosis  Day, observed on 24 March each year,
is designed to build public awareness about the global
epidemic of tuberculosis and efforts to eliminate the disease.
The first-ever survey of drug-resistant (DR)  tuberculosis 
(TB) has found that over a quarter of patients in India could
be resistant to one or more drugs that can cure them. India is
home to 2.8 million TB patients, the largest in the world. TB
is the leading infectious killer in India, where there were an
estimated 28 lakh new cases in 2016, with over 4 lakh people
succumbing to the disease, including those who had TB as
well as HIV.
National Anti-TB Drug Resistance Survey report where it
shows that India is home to 2,666 cases of extensively drug
resistant (XDR) TB, which is being infected by the deadliest
strain of the airborne disease and resistant to all known
medicines. Among the 4,958 patients on whom drug
susceptibility testing (DST) was conducted (necessary to
find out if a person has drug resistant TB), 28% had resistance
to one or the other anti-TB drug, while 6.19% had multi-drug
resistant (MDR) TB.
(Drug resistance is the reduction in effectiveness of a
medication such as an antimicrobial or an antineoplastic in
curing a disease or condition.)
In 2017, India re-estimated its national TB burden to reflect
2.8 million cases out of total 10 million global cases; of these
1,47,00 are MDR. According to the new data, last year alone,
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1.8 million TB cases were reported in India, out of which
38,605 cases were MDR-TB and a further 2,666 were XDR.
The country reported 423,000 TB deaths in 2017.
The new data also confirm what experts have long suspected:
India’s crowded mega-cities provide a perfect breeding
ground for the airborne infection to spread. With 879 XDR
patients, Maharashtra has the highest number of such
patients. Uttar Pradesh has the highest number of cases of
drug-resistant TB (9,138); 619 of these are XDR. In addition,
the new data show that nearly 3% of new patients and nearly
12% of previously treated patients have MDR-TB.
Tuberculosis  (TB) is an  infectious disease  usually caused
by the bacterium Mycobacterium tuberculosis  (MTB).
Tuberculosis generally affects the  lungs, but can also affect
other parts of the body. Most infections do not have
symptoms, in which case it is known as  latent tuberculosis.
About 10% of latent infections progress to active disease
which, if left untreated, kills about half of those infected.
Tuberculosis is  spread through the air  when people who have
active TB in their lungs  cough, spit, speak, or  sneeze.People
with latent TB do not spread the disease. Active infection
occurs more often in people with  HIV/AIDS  and in those
who  smoke.  Diagnosis  of active TB is based on  chest X-rays,
as well as  microscopic  examination and  culture  of body
fluids. Diagnosis of latent TB relies on the  tuberculin skin
test  (TST) or blood tests
Infection with TB bacilli is the necessary cause of TB. Cough
and blood in sputum occur only in lung TB.
TB can affect the lungs, brain, bones, joints, the liver,
intestines or for that matter any organ and can progress
slowly or kill in weeks.

Three processes: infection,
progression, transmission
Infection: Infection occurs when TB bacilli are inhaled. Bacilli
may stay in the lungs or travel to other organs. Infection is
lifelong, with bacilli lying dormant. This phase is “latent TB”,
diagnosed by a tuberculin skin test (TST).  The “annual rate
of TB infection” (ARTI) is about 1%. Cumulatively, 40% to
70% of us are living with latent TB. From this reservoir pool,
a few progress to TB disease, one by one, 5-30 years, average
20 years, later.
Progression: Progression occurs when bacilli become active,
multiply and cause pathology; now we have “active TB”.
Transmission: When active TB affects the lungs, the bacilli
find an exit route to the atmosphere, necessary for
transmission.

Vaccines
The only available  vaccine  as of 2011 is  Bacillus Calmette-
Guérin  (BCG).In children it decreases the risk of getting the

infection by 20% and the risk of infection turning into active
disease by nearly 60%.
It is the most widely used vaccine worldwide, with more than
90% of all children being  vaccinated.  The immunity it induces
decreases after about ten years.  As tuberculosis is
uncommon in most of Canada, the United Kingdom, and the
United States, BCG is administered to only those people at
high risk.  Part of the reasoning against the use of the vaccine
is that it makes the  tuberculin skin test  falsely positive,
reducing the test’s usefulness as a screening tool. A number
of new vaccines are currently in development.

Recurrent disease
If tuberculosis recurs, testing to determine which antibiotics
it is sensitive to is important before determining treatment.
If  multiple drug-resistant TB  (MDR-TB) is detected, treatment
with at least four effective antibiotics for 18 to 24  months is
recommended.

Furtherance :
 Beginning with schools, public education on TB

and its prevention must replace ignorance and
misconceptions.

 Transmission and infection- If no one spits in public
places and if everyone practises cough and sneeze
etiquette (covering one’s mouth and nose when
coughing or sneezing), the TB affected will also fall
in line.

 A person with lung TB disseminates TB bacilli over
several weeks. This is why TB treatment has not
brought down the TB burden.
To block transmission, treatment should begin as
soon as a symptom shows up.

 Partnership with the private sector is essential for
early diagnosis of TB. Delay in diagnosis is a fallout
of the lack of efficient primary health care. 

Universal primary health care, a basic human right, and a
diagnostic algorithm for early diagnosis are essential for TB
control. 
Every country that has reduced TB incidence practises
universal health care.
Recently Prime Minister  Narendra Modi aunched a campaign
to eradicate  tuberculosis  (TB) from India by 2025, five years
ahead of a globally-set under the Sustainable Development
Goals. To reach the ‘elimination’ target, the country will have
to restrict new infections to less than one case per 100,000
people as against the current rate of 211 new infections per
100,000 people.
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3. INTERNATIONAL

SOLAR ALLIANCE :
MULTIPLE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
INDIA
India, along with France, hosted the members of the
International Solar Alliance (ISA), marking an important
milestone in its efforts to take the alliance, which was Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s brainchild, and supported ably
by France.
The Alliance, which was inaugurated a few days after the
2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris,
became a treaty-based inter-governmental international
organisation on 6 December 2017, with 61 countries signing
the ISA agreement (and 32 of them ratified it so far).
The Delhi Summit was co-hosted by India and France and
was attended by 23 heads of states and governments from
other ISA signatory countries.

Background :
The International Solar Alliance (ISA) is a breakthrough in
our global positioning. 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has been a driving force ever
since he first announced the idea at the India-Africa Summit
in New Delhi in October 2015 and followed this up with more
concrete moves during the United Nations climate change
talks in Paris in November 2015, with France being an important
partner. 
India has suddenly became a catalyst in the global attempts
at capping climate change. This is  important in a
geopolitical sense  when China is clearly expanding its global
footprint. There are now 121 countries which have signed
up for the global solar alliance.

The key idea of the ISA :
Is to “harmonize and aggregate demand for solar finance,
solar technologies, innovation, research and development,
and capacity building”.
The ISA aims to mobilise $1 trillion low-cost financing for
massive deployment of solar energy by 2030 and bring
together 121 countries that lie between the Tropics of Cancer
and Capricorn that receive plenty of sunshine and are mostly
developing nations.

Objectives of the ISA :
 Mobilising more than $1 trillion of investments by

2030 for massive deployment of solar energy.
 Global deployment of over 1,000GW of solar

generation capacity.
 Making solar energy available at affordable rates,

create solar grids and establish solar credit
mechanism.

 Reducing the cost of finance and cost of technology.
 Enhancing energy security and sustainable

development.
 Addressing common as well as specific obstacles

that lie in the way of rapid and massive scaling up
of solar energy in these countries.

 Act as a broader platform for deep diplomatic
engagement on crucial developmental issues.

Although the ISA came into being on 6 December 2017, the
Delhi summit marked the momentous occasion on which the
alliance was given flesh and shape. 
Since 2016, the ISA has launched five programmes of action
— rural and decentralized application; access to affordable
finance; mini grids; solar e-mobility; and rooftop installations.

Delhi Summit :
 At the Summit inauguration, Prime Minister Modi

set out a ten-point action plan for the ISA. This
action plan includes framing of regulation and
standards, consultancy support for bankable solar
projects, concessional and less risky finances, all
aimed at increasing the share of electricity produced
from solar energy in the overall energy mix.

 PM Modi also announced the creation of a solar
technology mission for R&D and 500 training slots
for member countries.

 India also extended Line of Credit of up to $1.4 billion
for 27 projects in 15 countries at the summit, while
France has committed to investing $ 860 million by
2022 in solar energy in addition to the over $ 369
million that it committed in 2015.

 President Macron and PM Modi inaugurated a 75
MW solar power plant in Mirzapur, Uttar Pradesh.

Opportunities for India :
The Summit has significant geopolitical implications.
The Permanent Secretariat of ISA will also be located in India
at Gurugram, the first time that an inter-governmental treaty-
based alliance will have its headquarters in India.

 This will allow India the opportunity to position
itself in a key global leadership role in the arena of
climate change, RE and sustainable development.
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 The Indian leadership also sees its active role within
the ISA as a reiteration of India’s commitment to
fulfilling its global commitment on addressing
climate change in a time-bound manner and help
boost global confidence in India’s capacities.

 The ISA is not only expected to spur innovation in
the RE space but also help make India a
technological hub with independent manufacturing
capabilities of RE equipment like solar panels, rather
than being dependent on imports, through initiatives
like ‘Make in India’.

Financing :
The ISA aims to raise investments of up to $ 1 trillion by
2030. To facilitate the ISA secretariat and the ISA corpus
fund, India has already contributed $ 62 million.
The ISA has also partnered with international organisations
like the European Investment Bank, World Bank, European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the
International Energy Agency.
The ISA has also invited several financial institutions to
form a $ 300 billion global risk mitigation fund.

Challenges :
 One of the important challenges for the ISA

therefore is to attract investments to fund the
projects.

 Funding is expected to come from individual
countries, international organisations, non-
governmental organisations and multilateral
development banks, securing adequate financing
will continue to remain a challenge.

 $ 1 trillion worth of investments needed by 2030 for
the deployment of solar energy.

 While the cost of solar installations has been
decreasing worldwide, it still remains high in many
of the ISA countries. 

Hence, to further the spread of technology related to solar
energy, reducing high tariff barriers is essential as such duties
are detrimental to cost-effective solar deployment.

Cooperation in energy storage
technology :
Energy storage technologies have the potential to change
the face of RE.

 Non-fuel minerals like cobalt are essential to energy
storage technologies. Sixty per cent of global cobalt
reserves are located in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, which is a signatory to the ISA.

 Chile, another signatory, is part of the ‘lithium
triangle’ of countries that contain approximately 54
per cent of the world’s lithium reserves.

Although Chile and Congo have yet to ratify the ISA
agreement, cooperation with these mineral rich countries
within the ISA can unlock large gains for solar energy.

Conclusion :
There is great optimism that the solar alliance would help in
pushing ‘power for all’ into a more realistic realm. 
Furthermore, the ISA could be greatly beneficial in boosting
technology transfer and emphasising the need for greater
storage technologies.   ISA member countries could also
cooperate in developing an integrated electronic mobility
ecosystem that is fueled by solar energy.  

4.AYUSHMAN

BHARAT-NATIONAL
HEALTH PROTECTION
MISSION’ (AB-NHPM)
The Union Cabinet  approved the launch of ‘Ayushman
Bharat — National Health Protection Mission’ (AB-NHPM).
This scheme has the benefit cover of Rs. 5 lakh per family per
year. The target beneficiaries of the proposed scheme will be
more than 10 crore families belonging to poor and vulnerable
population based on SECC database.
The Union Cabinet also approved the continuation of the
National Health Mission with effect from April 1, 2017 to
March 31, 2020 with a budgetary support of Rs. 85,217 crore
as Central share over this period.
It also gave its approval for moving official amendments in
the ‘Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill, 2016. This Bill proposes to
regulate surrogacy in India by establishing National
Surrogacy Board at the central level and State Surrogacy
Boards and Appropriate Authorities in the States and Union
Territories.
Meanwhile, AB-NHPM will subsume the on-going centrally
sponsored schemes — Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana
(RSBY) and the Senior Citizen Health Insurance Scheme
(SCHIS).

Salient features of the AB-NHPM
scheme :

 This scheme has the benefit cover of Rs. 5 lakh per
family per year. The target beneficiaries of the
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proposed scheme will be more than 10 crore families
belonging to poor and vulnerable population based
on SECC database.

 The Rs. 5 lakh per family a year cover will take care
of almost all secondary care and most of tertiary
care procedures. To ensure that nobody is left out
(especially women, children and elderly) there will
be no cap on family size and age in the scheme.

 The benefit cover will also include pre- and post-
hospitalisation expenses.

 All pre-existing conditions will be covered from day
one of the policy.

 A defined transport allowance per hospitalisation
will also be paid to the beneficiary.

 Also, benefits of the scheme are portable across
the country and a beneficiary covered under the
scheme will be allowed to take cashless benefits
from any public/private empanelled hospital across
the country.

 AB-NHPM will be an entitlement based scheme with
entitlement decided on the basis of deprivation
criteria in the SECC database.

Public and private
The beneficiaries can make use of benefits in both public
and empanelled private facilities. All public hospitals in the
States implementing AB-NHPM, will be deemed empanelled
for the Scheme.

 Keeping in view the State specific requirements,
States/ UTs will have the flexibility to modify these
rates within a limited bandwidth.
One of the core principles of AB-NHPM is co-
operative federalism and give flexibility to States.
There is provision to partner the States through co-
alliance.

 The expenditure incurred in premium payment will
be shared between Central and State Governments
in specified ratio as per Ministry of Finance
guidelines.

Expenditure
The expenditure incurred in premium payment will be shared
between Central and State Governments in specified ratio as
per Ministry of Finance guidelines in vogue.
The total expenditure will depend on actual market
determined premium paid in States/UTs where AB-NHPM
will be implemented through insurance companies.
In States/UTs where the scheme will be implemented in Trust/
Society mode, the Central share of funds will be provided

based on actual expenditure or premium ceiling (whichever
is lower) in the pre-determined ratio.

5. MAKING INDIAN

WOMEN FINANCIALLY
INDEPENDENT
Introduction :
“Our dream of New India is an India where women are
empowered, strengthened, where they become equal partners
in the all-round development of the country.” Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said this recently in his Mann Ki Baat. 
This represents the aspirations of millions of women in India;
women who are not being restricted to participation in
India’s development trajectory but are also leading it.
Making women financially independent:
Socio-economic transformation is possible when a woman is
financially independent and is empowered to make free
choices.

Recent initiatives :
 Since the launch of the Pradhan Mantri Mudra

Yojana (PMMY) in 2015, loans worth Rs 2.1 lakh
crore have been sanctioned to women
entrepreneurs. 
With 76 per cent of the beneficiaries being women,
Mudra is an emancipator for women who are
breaking shackles, establishing enterprises.

 With a focus on the empowerment of women and
SC/STs through access to formal capital, the Stand-
Up India scheme  was launched in April 2016.  It
provides loans ranging from Rs 10 lakh to Rs 1
crore.  Of the 38,477 loans extended under the
scheme,  81 per cent are to women.

 Under  Ajeevika, loans are given to self help groups
to help them avail of livelihood opportunities. Loans
to SHGs of women increased to about Rs 42,500
crore in 2016-17, 37 per cent more than the previous
year.

 Without financial inclusion, financial independence
is unachievable. Jan Dhan,  with more than 16 crore
women beneficiaries, has given an unprecedented
boost to financial inclusion. Notably, the percentage
of zero balance accounts has fallen to 20 per cent of
the total accounts opened. This means more women
are making use of their accounts.
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 Out of 1.04 crore people who benefitted from
the Skill India programme  within the first year of
its launch, 40 per cent were women.  For women who
have never received vocational training, Skill India
has been an entry point into the job market and
prosperity.

 To incentivise employment of women in the formal
sector, amendments in the Employees Provident
Fund and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952 have
been proposed in this year’s budget. 

Women employees’ contribution has been reduced to 8 per
cent for the first three years of employment against the existing
rate of 12 per cent or 10 per cent.
Women through above mentioned initiatives are not just
becoming financially independent, but also job creators who
employ more women in their communities. 
Entrepreneurship and financial independence provides
multiple windows of opportunity for more women to join the
workforce, sometimes without changing their cities or even
stepping out of homes.

Conclusion :
“When we empower the women in a family, we empower the
entire household. When we help with a woman’s education,
we ensure that the entire family is educated… When we
secure her future, we secure the future of the entire home.”-
PM Modi.

6. WATER CRISIS IN

MAKING
Background :
The world is heading towards an unprecedented water
catastrophe. A majority of the world’s water systems that
keep the ecosystems thriving and feed a growing human
population have become stressed. According to NASA
satellite data, about 21 of the world’s 37 largest aquifers are
running out too fast to be replenished; an additional 13 are
declining at a faster rate.
In its most recent data, the Food and Agriculture Organisation
(FAO, 2014) has highlighted that 45 countries were
experiencing water shortages of less than a thousand cubic
metres per person a year. 
Water scarcity is becoming increasingly common all around
the world, as country after country hits the limit of what it
can use. 

The World Economic Forum has also ranked water crisis
among its top three global risks in terms of impact since
2012.

The issue of water scarcity :
 The world’s population is expected to increase from

7.6 billion (2017) to between 9.4 and 10.2 billion
people (2050), with two-thirds of them living in cities.

 UN estimates are that more than half of this
anticipated growth will be in Africa (1.3 billion) and
Asia (0.75 billion). Therefore, those most in need of
water will be in developing or emerging economies.

 Climate change is also impacting the global water
cycle with wetter regions generally becoming wetter
and drier regions drier. 
An estimated 3.6 billion people now live in areas
that could face water scarcity for at least a month in
a year, with that number increasing to 4.8 and 5.7
billion by 2050.

 The International Water Management Institute
estimates that total demand could increase from 680
billion cubic metres (BCM) to 833 BCM by 2025,
and to 900 BCM by 2050.

 By 2050, countries already facing water scarcity
challenges may also be forced to cope with the
decreased availability of surface water resources.

Water crisis in India :
 A report by World Resources Institute (2015) reveals

that about 54 per cent of the wells across India are
decreasing at a faster pace and almost 600 million
people are at higher risk of surface water supply
disruptions.

 According to a latest survey by the Central
Groundwater Board (CGWB), the states of Andhra
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Karnataka are in a
worse state as far as ground water is concerned
with decline rate much higher than the national
average.

Given such an alarming situation, a World Bank report reveals
that at least 21 Indian cities are moving towards zero
groundwater level by 2020. 
If the present rate of groundwater depletion persists, India
will only have 22 per cent of the present daily per capita
water available in 2050, possibly forcing the country to import
its water.

Reasons behind decline in water
availability :
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 Centuries of mismanagement of small water bodies
is one of the prime reasons for a decline in water
availability. 
The Centre for Science and Environment (CSE, 2015)
reports that Chennai had more than 600 small water
bodies during 1980s, but now only a fraction of
them could be found healthy. Bangalore had around
280 interlinked tanks during 1960s which is reduced
to less than 80 at present.

 Increased population pressure along with
competing demand for water from different sectors
(drinking, agriculture, industry and energy) . 
The data published by the Central Water
Commission indicate that agriculture alone accounts
for about 85 per cent of all water use, mostly drawn
from groundwater.

 A growing population, lack of adequate planning,
crumbling infrastructure, indiscriminate drilling of
borewells, large-scale consumption of water, and a
false sense of entitlement in using water carelessly
are causing water shortages.

Cause of concern :
India’s current water requirement is estimated to be around
1,100 billion cubic metres per year, which is projected to touch
1,447 billion cubic metres by 2050.
According to a forecast by the Asian Development Bank,
India will have a water deficit of 50% by 2030.

 India’s water needs are basically met by rivers and
groundwater.

 Water scarcity can lead to disastrous consequences
impacting food production as most of the farming
is rain-fed.

 With ground water catering to about 60% of the
country’s irrigation, 85% of rural water drinking
requirements, and 50% of urban water needs,
replenishing the aquifers is necessary.

Government’s initiative :
The government has come up with a Rs. 6,000-crore World
Bank-aided Atal Bhujal Yojana  with community participation
to ensure sustained groundwater management in
overexploited and ground water-stressed areas in seven
States.

Furtherance :
 People should be sensitised about the judicious

use of water and educated about water-retention
dams and other conventional structures such
as eari, bawli, talab, anict, dametc. to store water.

 The old practice of rainwater harvesting should also
be popularised. 
Tamil Nadu has made mandatory installation of water
harvesting structures in every house and this must
be replicated in other States as well.

 Investing and promoting water-recycling, storm-
water capturing technologies and micro-irrigation
techniques in crop cultivation can also solve the
problem of water scarcity.

 The cost effective method of reviving the traditional
small water bodies under the age old practice of
Kudimaramath should be given top priority.

 Micro irrigation practices like drip and sprinkler
systems have to be promoted in a big way for
efficient use of water for agriculture.

 Conscious efforts need to be made at the household
level and by communities, institutions and local
bodies to supplement the efforts of governments
and non-governmental bodies in promoting water
conservation.

 Sustained measures should be taken to prevent
pollution of water bodies, contamination of
groundwater and ensure proper treatment of
domestic and industrial waste water.

 Reduce, reuse, and recycle must be the watchwords
if we have to handover a liveable planet to the future
generations.

Conclusion :
As emphasised in this year’s theme on World Water Day by
the UN, we need to connect with nature to help rebalance
the water cycle in a sustainable and cost-effective way by
planting new forests, reconnecting rivers to floodplains and
restoring wetlands. Governments, communities, the private
sector, and researchers must collaborate.

7. ODISHA BUDGET

OUTGO UP 13% AT RS. 1.2
TRN; GROWTH PEGGED
AT 8-8.5% IN FY19
Odisha Finance Minister Sashibhusan Behera has presented
a revenue surplus budget for 2018-19 with the total outgo
pegged at Rs 1.2 trillion, higher by 13.2 per cent over Rs 1.06
trillion in last fiscal on February 2018 in the State Assembly.
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The state Budget after factoring in the external and domestic
economic environment has set a growth forecast of 8-8.5 per
cent during 2018-19. For 2017-18, the Budget concurred with
the growth projection of the Economic Survey at 7.14 per
cent. This comes on the back of a robust 10.4 per cent growth
recorded by Odisha in 2016-17. Higher growth is mainly
contributed by growth in manufacturing, energy and service
sectors.
The Budget outlay is proposed to be financed mainly through
revenue receipts of Rs one trillion and the rest from borrowing
and other receipts pegged at Rs 196.67 billion. Total revenue
receipts for 2018-19 would be made up by the state’s share in
central taxes (Rs 365.86 billion), state’s own tax (Rs 285.5
billion), own tax revenue (Rs 103 billion) and grants from the
Centre (Rs 247.64 billion). The state’s own tax GSDP ratio is
seen at 6.4 per cent in FY19. Buoyed by a steady growth in
tax and non-tax revenues, the Budget has not proposed any
new tax in 2018-19.
Odisha is projected to have a revenue surplus of Rs 99.8
billion.
Fiscal deficit is pegged at Rs 155.21 billion.
Continuing its tradition of presenting a separate Budget for
the farm sector since 2013-14, Odisha has set aside an outlay
of Rs 167.75 billion for agriculture. The Agriculture Budget
among other things, has a provision of Rs 4.7 billion towards
interest subvention in 2018-19. This Budget has also
proposed to provide credit linkage to 50,000 Joint Liability
Groups through cooperative banks and primary agriculture
cooperative societies (PACS) with funding support from the
National Bank for Agriculture & Rural Development (Nabard).
“This budget focuses on achieving rapid and inclusive
growth through human development, physical and social
infrastructure, social safety nets for the disadvantaged and
vulnerable sections and empowerment of youth, women,
scheduled tribes, scheduled castes, other backward classes,
minorities, differently abled, disadvantaged and the senior
citizens,” said Odisha’s finance minister.
The total Budget estimates include programme outlay of Rs
670 billion and administrative expenditure of Rs 507.61 billion.
Capital outlay in 2018-19 is Rs 245.67 billion which is 5.5 per
cent of the GSDP (Gross State Domestic Product).
Reinforcing its focus on promoting swift industrialization
through easing business procedures, Odisha in its Budget
has set aside Rs 3.12 billion for the industries sector. For the
mining sector, the Budget has allocated Rs 1.14 billion- this
includes Rs 310 million for i3MS (Integrated Mines & Minerals
Management System) and Rs 180 million for mineral
exploration and auction. Allocation for the MSME (micro,

small & medium enterprises) is hiked by 45 per cent at Rs
2.12 billion. A sum of Rs 50 million is earmarked for the Odisha
Start-up Policy.
Odisha which is striving to position its capital Bhubaneswar
as the sports capital of the country has allocated Rs one
billion for a new programme- Sports with Aim for International
Acclaim (SWARNA) aimed at development and management
of sports infrastructure at grassroots level. More, with
Bhubaneswar hosting the Men’s Hockey World Cup in the
end of 2018, the government has proposed to upgrade the
city’s public transport system at a cost of Rs 1.25 billion.
To provide electricity to all, Rs 5.6 billion is proposed under
Biju Gram Jyoti Yojana, Biju Saharanchal Vidyitikaran Yojana
and the state’s share of central schemes like SAUBHAGYA,
DDUGY and RGGVY. Committed to rapid development of
railway infrastructure, the state Budget has an outlay of Rs
four billion for development of railway projects.
The Budget has substantial allocations for the government’s
other flagship programmes- Sarba Sikhya Abhiyan (Rs 18
billion), Mukhya Mantri Swashtya Seva Mission (Rs seven
billion), Swach Bharat Mission (Rs 12 billion), Biju Pucca
Ghar (Es 35.92 billion), MAMATA (Rs 13 billion), Odisha
Urban Housing Mission (Rs four billion) and Mukhya Mantri
Mahila Sashaktikarana Yojana (Rs 5.5 billion) to name a few.

Other Major Allocations & Schemes
Include

 For Education Rs. 19678 cr. Gangadhar Meher
Sikhya Manabrudhi Yojana (GMSMY) Rs. 309 cr.
for providing free school bags from St-I to St-V free
text books, school uniform, shoe, bicycles, etc.

 For Health Sector Rs. 6160 cr. that includes Niramaya,
Khushi, Mukhyamantri Chakshyu Jatna Karyakram.

 For Piped Water Supply Rs. 3000 cr. in rural & urban
areas. New programme named BASUDHA (Baxi
Jagabandhu Assured Water Supply to Habitation).

 Green Mahanadi Mission Rs. 30 cr.
 Ama Gaon Ama Vikas Rs. 1250 cr.
 Parbati Giri Mega Lift Irrigation Scheme Rs. 540 cr.
 White Revolution Rs. 88 cr. (Diary Development)
 SCs & STs Development Rs. 22684 cr.
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1.    What is the reason behind your decision to join Civil Service?
Since my childhood, I had always dreamt of joining the civil services so that I can get an opportunity of serving the people.
The satisfaction to just see a smile on somebody’s face is priceless. The civil service provides an excellent platform to
reach out to a huge number of people and be of even a small amount of help to them.

2.    Whom do you dedicate your success?
I dedicate my success to my parents, who have been my much needed pillar of support; my brother, relatives, teachers,
friends, well wishers and last but not the least to the almighty - Lord Jagannath.

3.    When did you decided to pursue a career in Civil Service?
It was during my final year of B.Tech, that I seriously decided to pursue a career in civil service.

4.    When you started your Civil Service preparation seriously?
Although I had decided to prepare for the civil services since my final year of graduation, but, my M.Tech schedule didn’t
allow me sufficient time for preparation. So, it was only after my completion of M.Tech that I could seriously prepare for
the civils.

5.    Tell about your educational background?
I completed my 10th and 12th from DAV Public School, Unit-8, Bhubnaeswar in 2007 and 2009 respectively. Then, I
completed my B.Tech in Civil Engineering from Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology (VSSUT), Burla (formerly UCE,
Burla) in 2013. Thereafter, I completed my Masters in Civil Engg with a specialization in Environmental Engineering from
Delhi Technological University (DTU), Delhi (formerly known as Delhi College of Engineering (DCE), Delhi in 2015.

6.    What are your optionals in OCS Exam?
My optionals were Public Administration and Geography.

7.    What is your opinion regarding the selection of optional and the importance of optional in OCS Exam?
Since, the optionals constitute 4 papers in the Mains exams, it has a lot of weightage. And therefore the choice of
optionals is very much vital. The optionals should be primarily based on one’s own interest in the subject, the syllabus
and not necessarily based on historical choices, else the optionals start being a burden.

8.    What should be the criteria for selection of optional?
One’s own interest and the syllabus.

Sankalp S. Sahoo
Rank-2 (OCS-2016)
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9.    How one should make the strategy for the OCS Prelims?
First clear your basics from NCERT. Then study some books on specific subjects like history and geography. Then study
about Odisha History and Geography. However, all the while read the newspaper and make notes out of it. Never lose
touch with current affairs. Make proper use of the internet all the while too.

10.  What should be the approach for the preparation for the OCS Mains?
First, prepare for your optional subjects. Make notes from newspapers. That would be half of the preparation for general
studies as well. After the optionals, start preparing for the general studies (static part – like Polity, Economics, History
and Geography and Science and Tech. current affairs). Prepare for essays in between and the regional language as well.
But, all the while never leave the practice of answer writing. Notes can be in paper or electronic format.

11.  Tell your strategy for the GS preparation for Prelims & Mains?
My preparation strategy for GS was to keep myself updated, make notes, revise them and re-revise them. Read from a few
sources and re-read them. I went for repetitive reading as against reading from a wide variety of sources. And practice the
art of answer writing. That shall help you a lot.

12.  What is the importance of the Essay
paper in OCS Exam?
It is also equally important as essay paper is
very uncertain. You might think of having
written well, but, would have got few marks.
Writing a structured essay is an art in itself.
Jot down the points for the first 15 mins.
Arrange them in a particular order and then
only start writing.
13.  How many hours should a candidate
devote regularly for preparation?
There is actually no strict rule regarding that.
Infact, it purely depends upon the person – how
fast he can study and understand. But, 6-8 hours
of preparation everyday is sufficient.
14.  What are your optionals and what are
your reading materials?
My optionals are – Public Administration and
Geography.
Public Administration – MK Mohanty Sir ’s

notes, Laxmikanth, Prasad and Prasad, Mohit Bhattacharya.
Geography – NCERT, Geography by GC Leong, Physical geography by Savindra Singh, Human Geography by Majid Hussain,
Indian Geography by Khullar, Geography through maps

15.  Which Newspaper & Magazine you referred during your preparation?
Indian Express (paper edition) and the Hindu (online)
Magazines – Yojana, Frontline.

16.  What was your approach to cover Newspaper & Magazine?
Mark important relevant news items and prepare notes. I preferred preparing electronic notes.

17.  Tell the usefulness of Internet & TV for Civil Service preparation?
Very much. Infact, internet is the most important source of information nowadays. But, one should be cautious of over-
information, because the internet is replete with huge volumes of information. One should learn the art of segregating the
useful from the others.
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18.  Did you join any coaching institute for your preparation and what benefit you get?
Not fully. But, for my Public Administration optional, I had joined Synergy IAS at Delhi. And took the help of a few mock
interviews at some institutes as well.

19.  How did Vanik-IAS help you in your preparation?
Vanik-IAS helped me a lot
during my final preparation.
Pramod Padhi Sir helped me
in guiding during the interview
stage.

20.  Tell something about your
interview?
The interview was mostly
based on my leaving my OPS
(Odisha Police Service) (had
been selected in OPSC – 2015)
and the reasons behind it.
Then some questions on
current events were asked.
Some situation based
questions were also asked.
Overall the interview was
satisfactory.

21.  How one should prepare
for the personality test?
The personality test can focus
on almost anything. But, one
should always be prepared
for questions from their home
district, previous work
experience, reason behind
leaving the previous job,
current events ranging till a
few days back, questions
from optionals and graduation etc.

22.  What will be your role in the Odisha Administration?
My role in the Odisha Administration would be like a facilitator working at the grassroots level and trying to ensure
services for everyone.

23.  How do you visualize you as an administrator?
I visualize myself to be an honest, just, able and helpful administrator bringing about efficiency in administration.

24.  What are your message for the candidates preparing for OCS?
My message would be to work hard and work smart. Focus on your basics. Keep your concepts clear and keep yourself
updated with the current events. Prepare notes , if possible. Ultimately give your best and leave the rest to God. Think of
the preparatory stage as a journey of attaining knowledge, which if not converted into results, shall help you a lot in the
long run by making you a jack of many subjects, if not the master. It’s not the end of life. Relax.
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1.    What is the reason behind your decision to join civil services?
I decided to join Civil Services because it will help me to become a part of the decision making process of the administrative
system and make a positive impact on the lives of millions of people. The desire to contribute actively towards the welfare
of the state was the basic motivation behind my decision.

2.    Whom do you dedicate your success?
I dedicate my success to my parents and my sister.

3.    When did you start your civil service preparation seriously?
I started preparing seriously around about two months before the preliminary examination.

4.    Tell about your educational background.
I have completed my standard  10th from D.A.V Public School, MCL, Kalinga Area, Talcher; Standard 12th in Science stream
from D.A.V Public School, Chandrasekharpur, Bhubaneswar. I am an Engineering graduate in Electronics and
Telecommunications Stream from Silicon Institute of Technology, Bhubaneswar.

5.    What are your optionals in OCS Exam?
My optionals were Geography and History.

6.    What is your opinion regarding the selection of optional and the importance of optional in OCS Exam?
Optionals constitute a total of 1200 marks (two papers in each optional ; each paper being 300 marks) out of the total
2000 marks of the mains(written) exam which amounts to 60% of mains exam. So, it is quite evident that optionals have
a lot of importance as far as a candidate’s selection is concerned.

7.    What should be the criteria for the selection of optional?
In my opinion a person’s interest should be the primary criteria for selection of optional. If a candidate has genuine
interest to learn a particular subject then it becomes easier for him/her to devote the required amount of time to study
that subject and master it , which is essential for getting a good score.

8.    How should one make the strategy  for the OCS prelims?
I believe that if a candidate is fully updated with the current affairs and is well versed with the static portion then he/she
will clear the prelims irrespective of the nature and difficulty of the questions asked.
Also, now the CSAT portion( general studies paper-2) has become qualifying in nature so, major portion of study time
should be dedicated to the preparation of the General Studies paper-1.

Akankshya Abhijita
Rank-33 (OCS-2016)
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9.    What should be the approach for the preparation for the OCS mains?
Equal amount of time must be dedicated for the preparation of optionals and preparation of general studies because
preparation of general studies also helps in essay writing.. Also, preparation of mains should be started immediately
after the preliminary exam.

10.  Tell your strategy for GS preparation for Prelims and Mains.
I would suggest the same thing for general studies of both prelims and mains : be updated with current events and be well
versed with the static portion.

11.  What is the importance of the Essay paper in OCS Exam?
The significance of essay is not limited to only scoring in that paper. Through the essay paper it is evaluated that how well
a candidate expresses himself/herself ,on a particular topic or issue, in a well thought out and clear manner which in my
opinion is an essential quality of an administrator.

12. How many hours should a candidate
devote regularly for preparation?
Number of hours do not matter at all in
preparation. Person A may complete a
particular topic in say, 2 hours, whereas the
same topic may be completed by Person B in
say ,4 hours. It varies from person to person.
The thing which matters the most is
completing a topic and not the number of hours
taken to do so.

13. Which Newspaper and Magazine you
referred during your preparation? What
was your approach to cover Newspaper
and Magazine?
I regularly referred to The Times of India
newspaper. As far as magazine is concerned I
did not follow any particular one regularly.

14.  Tell the usefulness of Internet and Tv for
Civil Service Preparation.
Internet is useful for preparation especially for the general studies part. The topics for which study materials are not
easily available, can be referred from the internet.Also TV can be used to listen to the daily news but with the growing
information explosion on these mediums it has become imperative to use the internet in a controlled manner for preparation
only as per one’s requirement.

15.  Did you join any coaching institute for your preparation and what benefit did you get? How did VANIK help
you in preparation?
I joined the interview program of Vanik-IAS after the mains results were declared to get guidance on interview preparation.
The mock interviews conducted by Vanik helped in getting acquainted with the interview process and also helped in
getting an insight into the topics and areas  important for interview preparation. The Current Affairs material provided by
Vanik helped in revision of the important current events.

16.  How was the interview board? Tell something about your interview.
The interview board was very cordial and overall the interview was a very nice experience.

17.  How should one prepare for the personality test?
One should be thorough with the current events, his/her bio-data, optional subjects.  Appearing for mock interviews
helps.
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18.  What will be your
role in Odisha
Administration?
It is very difficult to
answer this question at
so early a stage. I will
be in a better position
to answer this question
after the training phase,
when I will be having
some practical
experience of
Administration.
19.  How do you
visualize yourself as
an administrator?
I visualize myself being
involved in the
innovation, formulation
and implementation of
policies for the problem
solving and welfare of
the people and my state.
20.  What is your
message to the
candidates preparing
for OCS?

My message would be: Try to give your best shot , try to see this exam as an opportunity to learn more and overall enjoy
the whole process. Be sincere not serious.
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SOUMYASIKHA PATRA
RRB-PO

JITENDRA KUMAR BHOI
RRB-PO

GOURISANKAR SWAIN
RRB-PO

GOPINATH SAHOO
RRB-PO

DUSHMANTA NAIK
RRB-PO

SUBRAT LUHA
RRB-PO

SOUMYA SAI DAS
RRB-PO

PRAJNYA P. NAYAK
RRB-PO

NANDINI PRADHAN
RRB-PO

MOTILAL CHHATRIA
RRB-PO

ANJALI TRIPATHY
RRB-PO

ARPITA PRIYADARSHINI
RRB-PO

AMIT KUMAR SAMAL
RRB-PO

JAGRUTI PRADHAN
RRB-PO

SAROJ KUMAR SAHOO
RRB-PO

RITESH SARANGI
RRB-PO

PRITI RANJAN ACHARYA
RRB-PO

GEETANJALI PATRO
RRB-PO

ABHIJEET MOHANTY
RRB-PO

TRUPTI PRAVA BEHERA
RRB-PO

TRILOCHANA BEHERA
RRB-PO

PRITIRANJAN ACHARYA
RRB-PO

RAJA ABHISHEK PRADHAN
RRB-PO

RANUSHREE SAHOO
RRB-PO

ABUP KUMAR BEHERA
RRB-PO

ROHIT KU. MAHARANA
RRB-PO
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RRB-PO

RISHIRAJ SWAIN
RRB-PO

RAKESH KU. BISWAL
RRB-PO

PREETI RANI SAHU
RRB-PO
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RRB-PO

JAGANNATH PATRO
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ILINE LAKRA
RRB-PO

DHARANIDHAR JENA
RRB-PO

DEBI PRASAD SAHU
RRB-PO

BIKASH CH. PANDA
RRB-PO

BIBHUDATTA DAS
RRB-PO

BASUDEV CHANDRA
RRB-PO

DHARA RANI PATRA
RRB-PO

DEBADATTA BEHERA
RRB-PO

TRUPTIPRAVA BEHERA
RRB-PO

TIKINA MOHAPATRA
RRB-PO

SOUMYASHREE NAYAK
RRB-PO

BISHNU PRASAD SAHOO
RRB-PO

UTTAM KUMAR PAL
RRB-PO

SOUMYA N. SENAPATI
RRB-PO

S. BISWAS PRAKASH
RRB-PO

ASHISH KU. SAMAL
RRB-PO

PRAFULLA KUMAR PANI
RRB-PO

SIBARAM MOHANTY
RRB-PO

SHRADDHA S. PUJARI
RRB-PO

NAVIN KUMAR
RRB-PO

NIBEDITA PRADHAN
RRB-PO

SATYAM N. BEHERA
RRB-PO

SATABDHI K. BARIK
RRB-PO

SASWATI MADHUSMITA
RRB-PO

SUJATA SAHOO
RRB-PO

JEEBAN JYOTI DAS
RRB-PO

MANISHA MISHRA
RRB-PO

MANAS R. PRADHAN
RRB-PO

RITESH TIWARI
RRB-PO

DIBYA JYOTI GIRI
RRB-PO

ATASI KU. SAHU
RRB-PO

ANURAG PATTANAYAK
RRB-PO

BAISALI SAHOO
RRB-PO

DEBABRATA BEHERA
RRB-PO

SIDDHARTHA DALEI
RRB-PO

BISWARANJAN NATH
RRB-PO

RAKESH SWAIN
RRB-PO

SATYA DEV PATEL
RRB-PO

SUNIL KUMAR SETHY
RRB-PO

AMBRITA SAHU
RRB-PO

DIPTI RANJAN BEHERA
RRB-PO

RANJIT KUMAR SIAL
RRB-PO

SUBHASMITA PRUSTY
RRB-PO

SANTOSH SAHOO
RRB-PO

RITESH TIWARI
RRB-PO

And
Many 
More 

Selections

IBPS-PO/SO SELECTIONS OF 2017 TILL NOW

UTTAM KU. PRADHAN
IBPS-PO

SANJEEB KU. PRUSTY
IBPS-PO

TAPAN KU. PRADHAN
IBPS-PO

RAJ ABHISHEK PRADHAN
IBPS-PO

TANUSHREE MAHANTA
IBPS-PO

PRASANTA KU. BEHERA
IBPS-PO

SURAJ RAJ BHOI
IBPS-PO

PRAMIT DASGUPTA
IBPS-PO

SUBRAT KU. DANDESH
IBPS-PO

PADMA BH. MOHANTA
IBPS-PO

SUBHADIPTA JENA
IBPS-PO

NARESH CH. PRUSTY
IBPS-PO

SOUMYA SAI DAS
IBPS-PO

GIRISH CH. PANIGRAHI
IBPS-PO

SOUBHAGYA SAHOO
IBPS-PO

GAYATRI DASH
IBPS-PO

SIPUN SAHOO
IBPS-PO

DHARANIDHAR JENA
IBPS-PO

DEEPAK KUMAR BEHERA
IBPS-PO

PRAVAS KU. CHHOTARAY
IBPS-PO

PARAMESHWAR PATEL
IBPS-PO

BIJAN KUMAR BHOI
IBPS-PO

SOUMYA R. SENAPATI
IBPS-PO

RASHMI RANJAN BARIK
IBPS-PO

BHAGIRATHI BEHERA
IBPS-PO

CHRISTO DAS GAMANGO
IBPS-PO

ROHAN BISWAL
IBPS-PO

BASANT KUMAR YADAV
IBPS-PO

ASHISH KUMAR SAMAL
IBPS-PO

ARPITA PRIYADARSHINI
IBPS-PO

ANUP KUMAR BEHERA
IBPS-PO

DHANANJAYA PRADHAN
IBPS-PO

SNIGDHA SUMAN BEURA
IBPS-SO

SUNANDA DAS
IBPS-SO

RAKESH KUMAR SAHOO
IBPS-SO

DIPAN KUMAR NAYAK
IBPS-SO

BONTU SUMAN KUMAR
IBPS-SO

DEBI PRASAD PRADHAN
IBPS-SO

TUSHAR RANJAN JENA
IBPS-SO

SARASWATI MURMU
IBPS-SO

SNEHASISH NANDA
IBPS-SO

G. SIBANI
IBPS-SO

SOHAM MOHANTY
IBPS-PO

GYANRANJAN MAHANTA
IBPS-PO

IBPS-CLERK SELECTIONS OF 2017 TILL NOW

JEEBANJYOTI DAS
IBPS-CLERK

GOUTAM MALLIK
IBPS-CLERK

NARESH CH. PRUSTY
IBPS-CLERK

MAHESH PRASAD NAYAK
IBPS-CLERK

ROSHNI GANTAGHARIA
IBPS-CLERK

ROHITESHWAR DHARUA
IBPS-CLERK

SAROJ KUMAR SAHOO
IBPS-CLERK

NIHAR PANIGRAHI
IBPS-CLERK

DHANANJAYA BEHERA
IBPS-CLERK

TRUPTIPRAVA BEHERA
IBPS-CLERK

SURAJ KUMAR PATTNAIK
IBPS-CLERK

SUBHADIPTA JENA
IBPS-CLERK

SMRUTIKA NAIK
IBPS-CLERK

SIPUN SAHOO
IBPS-CLERK

SIPRA KHUNTIA
IBPS-CLERK

SHADAB KHAN
IBPS-CLERK

SATYARANJAN DEBATA
IBPS-CLERK

SUBRAT KUMAR MISHRA
IBPS-CLERK

ASHISH KUMAR SAMAL
IBPS-CLERK

BISMITA PANDA
IBPS-CLERK

ASHUTOSH PATTANAYAK
IBPS-CLERK

DEBASHIS KUMAR DAS
IBPS-CLERK

BUDDHADEV BISWAL
IBPS-CLERK

DEEPANWITA TAREI
IBPS-CLERK

BOBYSMITA SAMAL
IBPS-CLERK

SARASWATI MURMU
IBPS-CLERK

SITESH BEHERA
IBPS-CLERK

ARPITA PRIYADARSHINI
IBPS-CLERK

ANMOL SAHANI
IBPS-CLERK

PRIYABRAT SAHOO
IBPS-CLERK

CHRISTO DAS GAMANGO
IBPS-CLERK

SOUMYA R. SENAPATI
IBPS-CLERK

LALATENDU S. BARIK
IBPS-CLERK

NIHAR R. PRADHAN
IBPS-CLERK

SUNIL PATEL
IBPS-CLERK

BISWODEV SAHOO
IBPS-CLERK

AMIYA KUMAR BARAD
IBPS-CLERK

SOHAM MOHANTY
IBPS-CLERK

M. CHINMAYEE RATHA
IBPS-CLERK

ANIL KUMAR BEHERA
IBPS-CLERK

AMITI KUMAR SAMAL
IBPS-CLERK

DIGAMBARA PUJARI
IBPS-CLERK

RITESH TIWARI
IBPS-CLERK

SOUMYA SAI DAS
IBPS-CLERK

MEERA NAIK
IBPS-CLERK

RRB-CLERK SELECTIONS OF 2017 TILL NOW

ABUP KUMAR BEHERA
RRB-CLERK

RAJASHREE PANDA
RRB-CLERK

JAGDISH CH. HEMBRAM
RRB-CLERK

GAYATRI DAS
RRB-CLERK

ANMOL SAHANI
RRB-CLERK

SANJEEB KUMAR NAYAK
RRB-CLERK

CHINMAYEE RATH
RRB-CLERK

ANANTA CH. DAS
RRB-CLERK

ARPITA PRIYADARSHINI
RRB-CLERK

SOUMYA SAI DAS
RRB-CLERK

RISHIRAJ SWAIN
RRB-CLERK

RAKESH KU. BISWAL
RRB-CLERK

SOUMYA N. SENAPATI
RRB-CLERK

SITESH BEHERA
RRB-CLERK

ASHISH KU. SAMAL
RRB-CLERK

SOVAN SATAPATHY
RRB-CLERK

SONALI DANSANA
RRB-CLERK

PRAMOD BEHERA
RRB-CLERK

DEBABRATA BARIK
RRB-CLERK

ASHIRBAD KANUNGO
RRB-CLERK

AMBRASH KARNA
RRB-CLERK

SIPIN SAHOO
RRB-CLERK

SASIKANTA BEHERA
RRB-CLERK

JEEBAN JYOTI DAS
RRB-CLERK

GOUTAM KUMAR MALLIK
RRB-CLERK

RAJA ABHISHEK PRADHAN
RRB-CLERK

SHADAB KHAN
RRB-CLERK

RAMESH C. BEHERA
RRB-CLERK

JANMEJAYA MISHRA
RRB-CLERK

SUBRAT LUHA
RRB-CLERK

MANISHA MISHRA
RRB-CLERK

SUSHREE P. MOHAPATRA
RRB-CLERK

ATASI KU. SAHU
RRB-CLERK

DHANANJAYA PRADHAN
RRB-CLERK

SANJAY KU. SUNDARAY
RRB-CLERK

PRIYABRATA SAHOO
RRB-CLERK

MANAS RANJAN ROUT
RRB-CLERK

JYOTIRMAYEE BEHERA
RRB-CLERK

RITESH TIWARI
RRB-CLERK

JEEBANJYOTI DAS
RRB-CLERK

DIBYA JYOTI GIRI
RRB-CLERK

DIPAN KU. NAYAK
RRB-CLERK

BUDDHADEV BISWAL
RRB-CLERK

PRATUSH KU. DIGAL
RRB-CLERK

JANMANJAY MISHRA
RRB-CLERK

RANUSHREE SAHOO
RRB-CLERK

RASHMI RANJAN BARIK
RRB-CLERK

AMIT KUMAR SAMAL
RRB-CLERK

MANAS R. PRADHAN
RRB-CLERK

SANTOSH SAHOO
RRB-CLERK

DEBABRATA BEHERA
RRB-CLERK

And Many 
More Selections

OTHER SELECTIONS OF 2017 TILL NOW

RAGHUNATH PANDA
SBI-PO

TAPAS KUMAR SWAIN
SBI-PO

BIPUL GOURAV PRADHAN
SBI-PO

SUSHANTA KU. SAHOO
SBI-PO

KAMLESH GAHIR
SBI-PO

SATYABRATA BARIK
SBI-PO

RICKY RAKESH
SBI-PO

PRIYAMBADA P. DHAL
OSSC-JR. CLERK

SANJAY KUMAR SAHOO
OSSC-JUNIOR CLERK

VIBEK MALLICK
BOB-PO

MANOJ KUMAR PRUSTY
BOB-PO

SIDDHANT ACHARYA
BOB-PO

PIYUSH RANJAN DAS
BOB-PO

SANGEETA NAYAK
BOB-PO

NAMITA SAHOO
BOB-PO

SUMANTA SAHOO
BOB-PO

KHAGESWAR PRUSTY
CENTRAL UNIV. HARYANA

TUSAR KU. DHADA
CENTRAL UNIV. HARYANA

TULU KUMAR SAHU
OPTCL

SUMITA BEHERA
OPTCL

PRITAM SWAIN
OPTCL

SUMAN KUJUR
OPTCL

PRIYANKA NAYAK
OPTCL

TRINATH PRADHAN
RBI-CURR. PRIN. PRESS

SUMIT KUMAR GUPTA
AXIS BANK-PO

RAKESH J. MISHRA
NIACL-CLERK

HIMANI DASH
GDS-POSTAL

CHIRA CHINMAYA BARIK
BOB-PO

SATYABRATA BARIK
BOB-PO

PRITIRANJAN PRUSTY
BOB-PO

KASHYAP PATNAIK
BOB-PO

ASHOK CHOUDHURY
BOB-SPL. OFFICER

RANJIT MOHANTY
OSSC-SURVEYOR

PRABASH SWAIN
SSC-DIST. JR. CLERK

SANTANU KU. SETH
OPTCL

PRIYANKA S. ROUT
OPTCL

PARAMESHWAR PATEL
SCCB-PO

SAGARIKA PATRA
OPTCL

PINKY PRIYADARSHINI
OSSSC-JUNIOR CLERK

AJAY BEHERA
OSSSC-JUNIOR CLERK

DEBABRATA PATTANAYAK
IPBP-PO

MANAS R. PRADHAN
IPPB-PO

RAJESWARI DAS
SHIKSHYASAHAYAK

PRANGYA P. SAMAL
MGNREGA SAMBALPUR BLOCK

MANISHA MISHRA
LIC-HFL

SARASWATI SAHU
POSTAL-BPM

LALIT KUMAR SETHI
OSSC

SURUCHI P. PRIYADEVI
OSSSC-JUNIOR CLERK

SWARNABATI BEHERA
OSSSC-JUNIOR CLERK

ROSHNI GANTAGHARIA
OPTCL

SUSANTA KU. PANDA
NTPC

PRITIRANJAN PRUSTY
NICL-AO

SANJIT KU. PANDA
HDFC

SMART ACHIEVE PROGRAMMER

DEEPAK KU. DAD
IBPS-PO

PAVLEENA JAGADEV
OSSC

SAMARENDRA MAJHI
OSSSC-JUNIOR CLERK

SACHIN KUMAR SIRKA
OSSSC-JUNIOR CLERK

SNEHAMAYEE SATAPATHY
OSSSC-JUNIOR CLERK

SUJIT MAHARANA
OPTCL-GRADE-3

MANISH KUMAR DASH
GG-INDIAN RAILWAY

TILAK MEHER
OPTCL

SWAGATIKA MOHANTY
ICICI-PO

LIPSRANI MOHAPATRA
INSP. OF SUPPLIES

SUBHASHREE DASH
OSSC

SUNIL KUMAR BEURA
INDIAN ARMY-MEDICAL CROP

DIPUN KUMAR DALAI
UGB-CLERK

DEEPAK SAMAL
OSSSC-JUNIOR CLERK

JOGESWARI PATEL
UTKAL GRAMYA BANK

RASHMI P. PANIGRAHI
OSSSC-JUNIOR CLERK

ANIL KUMAR BEHERA
OGB-CLERK & RLY. GOODS GUARD

UTTAM KU. PRADHAN
OPTCL

ADITYA R. SAHOO
BOB-PO

AMBRITA SAHU
ODISHA GRAMYA BANK

ANURADHA MOHAKUD
UTKAL GRAMYA BANK

ALOK KUMAR SAHOO
ICICI-PO

BIKASH DEO
ICICI-PO

AMARA JENA
BOI-CO

AMRIT ROY
BOI-CO

ALISHA BISOI
FEDERAL BANK-PO

DEBENDRA PADHEE
BOM-PO

PRIYABRATA SETHY
BOI-SO

SURAJ KUMAR SAHOO
BOI-SO

SUBHADARSAN NAYAK
OPTCL

PRIYADARSINI MOHAPATRA
OSSC

RASHMI RANJAN BARIK
RAILWAY-NTPC

JYOTIRMAYA DEY
POSTAL

SILPA DAS
OSSSC-JUNIOR CLERK

ASHIRBAD KANUNGO
RRB-NTPC

UTTAM KU. PRADHAN
OPTCL

ANCHAL PATRA
OSSC

ROJALIN KAR
POSTAL

SURUCHI PRANGYASINI
OSSSC-SUPERVISOR

SOHAM MOHANTY
LIC

DILLIP KUMAR SAHOO
IDBI

SATYABRATA BEHERA
IDBI

DILLIP KUMAR DAS
OPTCL

MEERA NAIK
OPTCL

And
Many 
More 

Selections



Price : `50

Bank PO Clerical Railway SSC

Plot-1441, Opp. IOCL Petrol Pump,
CRP Square, Bhubaneswar 

Near Pani Tanki, Acharya Vihar,
Bhubaneswar 

Near Yamaha Showroom, 
Link Road, Cuttack

8093556677, 9040456677 (0674) 2544404, 80930835657205556677, 9040091102 8984556677, 9010656677

CRP Acharya ViharSaheed Nagar Cuttack
B-61, A & B, Saheed Nagar

Bhubaneswar

    VANIK is a leading Institute in India that imparts coaching for Banking, Railway, Staff Selection 

Commission (SSC) and Other various career oriented examinations with well-founded base as well 

as extended and updated information of fundamentals.

   At VANIK, you will find a very powerful and innovative teaching system that can help you unfold 

your potential systematically to achieve higher standards you will have right mix of theoretical 

classes with microscopic details to develop comprehensive understanding of concepts and their 

applications blended with periodic Online & Offline tests to cultivate proper examination 

temperament as well as competitiveness. We unable students to transform their aspirations into their 

achievements. Our rigorous training methodologies prepare you to give your best in competitions.

   We invite you to explore further, meet our faculties and students and experience VANIK difference! 

You will get the guidance, support and inspiration that you need to reach the peak of your career.

About Vanik

VANIK PUBLICATIONS

VANIK Publications is a unit of VANIK Group. We publish books for competitive examinations like 
Bank-PO/Clerk, Railway and SSC (technical and non-technical) with latest updates which is highly 

supported by VANIK Team. The books are available at leading book stalls across India.

visit : www.vanikonline.comFOR ONLINE TEST & DISCUSSION@
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